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Image 1.1
Fashion image published in L’Officiel France, issue 954, 2011.
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In teaching us a new visual code, photographs alter and enlarge our notions 
ofwhat is worth looking at and what we have a right to observe. They are a 
grammar and, even more importantly, an ethics of seeing. Finally, the most 
grandiose result of the photographic enterprise is to give us the sense that we can 
hold the whole world in our heads – as an anthology of images.  

— Susan Sontag, ‘On Photography’, p. 3.

She opens her mouth, but not to smile. Her strong cheekbones are high-
lighted red while dark shadow makes her jaw line stand out. She looks at 
you but does not really make eye contact. She raises her perfectly shaped 
eyebrows and bends her slender body backwards, one leg in front of the 
other, creating a triangle of empty space echoed by the position of her arms 
and the A line of her skirt. The blue bow in her hair matches the stripes on 
her skirt and the soles of her shoes, while the repeated use of red forms an-
other visual rhythm. (Image 1.1) 

This is a fashion image. An image of a fashion model, published in a 
fashion magazine. A printed magazine dedicated to showcasing the latest 
in clothing and fashion.

Compare Image 1.1 from 2011 to Image 1.2 from 1983. The model smiles 
warmly at you while casually leaning backwards against what seems to be 
a balustrade in the hall of a rococo hotel, bathed in yellowish light. Her 
eyes are heavily made up and her cheeks look soft and round, like the 
waves in her hair and the beads around her neck. Pink, blue and red make 
up the pallet of colours, supported by the metallic shine of her jewellery 
and shoes. Her fingernails are polished red, but her toes are not. Shape is 
formed via the silhouette of her dress, the contrast between the width of 
her ‘power shoulders’ and her thin, belted waistline.

Fashion images are controversial. Despite their many differences, both 
images portray white, thin, stylized femininity. For some critics, these rep-
resentations are too white, too thin, too idealized, they promote the sub-
ordination and objectification of women and dangerously unrealistic body 
ideals. Fashion magazines have indeed been criticized as key institutions in 
the reproduction of gender inequality by portraying women as passive sex-
ual objects and by promoting unattainable ideals of beauty. Since feminists 
first covered billboards with “this ad exploits women” stickers in the 1960s 
(Hatton & Trautner 2013), the advertising, fashion and beauty industry has 
received its share of criticism, with the representation of women in media 
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Image 1.2
Fashion image published in L’Officiel France, issue 689, 1983. 
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images linked to the submission and disciplining of women, misogyny, vi-
olence against women, and eating disorders (Goffman 1979[1976]; Silver-
stein et al. 1986; Kilbourne 1990, Posavac et al. 1998; Tiggeman & McGill 
2004; APA Task Force 2007; Stankiewicz & Roselli 2008; Gill 2008).

But for others, these images are about aesthetic pleasure: a commodity 
that appeals to the senses in order to achieve a pleasant sensation of beau-
ty, enjoyment, or even ‘the sublime’ – a source of inspiration, a fantasy to 
indulge in.

In today’s highly visual and globalized Western culture, fashion maga-
zines are central, transnational institutions that shape and disseminate ide-
as on how to look, how to shave, how to dress, and how to be successful. 
Whether they provide the ‘right’ example or not, fashion magazines have 
a huge, transnational reach. For instance, Vogue publishes 19 women’s edi-
tions in the Americas, Europe, Asia and Australia, and claims an average 
circulation of 11.3 million and a monthly online audience of 1.6 million1. 

Although much has been attributed to fashion images, we know very 
little about them. Systematic studies of what fashion images look like are 
all but absent. For instance, we know next to nothing about how they have 
changed over the past 30 years. When we compare Images 1.1 and 1.2, we 
immediately see that permanent waves have gone out of fashion. But the 
way models are styled, dressed and photographed has changed as well. The 
friendly pose, the warm light, the power shoulders and the smile have been 
replaced by a fierce look, strong cheekbones, an open mouth, a highly styl-
ized pose in a cold, abstract setting. Why did this happen? Did it happen 
everywhere, or only in specific magazines and countries?

This thesis breaks new ground in our understanding of the portrayal of 
beauty in contemporary media with its detailed, large-scale and compar-
ative analysis of fashion images. The sociological study of cultural prod-
ucts typically takes one of three avenues: a focus on reception, production, 
or content. This dissertation builds on the latter, least common approach 
in cultural sociology by focusing on the fashion images themselves. The 
greater part of this thesis is a fine-grained, quantitative analysis of fashion 
images and their aesthetic properties. What do these products look like? 
How do they differ aesthetically? Why are models bent in S-shaped poses, 
and why don’t they smile? 

Existing studies of visual representation and the tools available to study 
images leave much to be desired in their ability to analyse aesthetic styles 
and the relationships between elements. Aesthetic elements are typical-
1 Source: http://www.condenast.com/brands/vogue/media-kit/print
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ly studied in isolation, counting, for instance, the frequency of smiles or 
cleavage. But the combination of elements – do smiles and cleavage oc-
cur together? – is essential for their meaning. Moreover, the combination 
of elements is not random. Coherent combinations form aesthetic styles.

For instance, strong cheekbones, heavy make-up, the lack of a smile, 
an abstract setting and a highly stylized pose together form the highly styl-
ized style of Image 1.1. 

My thesis may be read as a case study on how to sociologically study 
visual content and aesthetics. I view fashion images as assemblages of aes-
thetic elements: combinations of pose, looks, expression, colours and con-
trast that together offer an interpretation of beauty. Aesthetics is often used 
as a synonym of beauty. The core meaning of aesthetics is a pleasant sen-
sory experience, while beauty is the combination of qualities such as shape, 
colour or form that pleases the senses.

I first establish a clear picture of what fashion images look like. Only 
then do I explore why they look the way they do. Indeed, the central ques-
tion of this dissertation is: what do fashion images look like, and how are 
they shaped by the aesthetic standards and logics of the field of fashion im-
ages as well as wider societal factors?

To answer these questions, the greater part of this thesis takes a quan-
titative approach to aesthetics through its content analysis of an unprec-
edentedly large and diverse sample of 13,353 fashion images covering a 30-
year period (1982-2011). The images are drawn from ten different magazine 
titles published in the United Kingdom, France, Italy and the Nether-
lands. This is complemented by my ethnographic exploration of the pro-
duction of these images in fashion photo shoots as well as interviews with 
photographers, stylists, creative directors, magazine editors and make-up 
artists.

This thesis builds upon three different sociological approaches: 1) mac-
ro approaches that trace cultural developments to large-scale societal pro-
cesses, including studies of the relation between gender representation and 
gender inequality (e.g. Goffman 1979[1976]; Gill 2007; Hatton & Traut-
ner 2011); 2) institutional theories on cultural production and differentia-
tion (Bourdieu 1993; Ruef 2000; Baumann 2001; Kaufman 2004; Van Ven-
rooij, forthcoming); and 3) new approaches to ‘measuring meaning sys-
tems’ (Mohr 1998). Before discussing the methodology of my research and 
how my analysis is embedded in these research fields, I introduce the field 
of fashion images – terra incognita for most social scientists. 
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The field of fashion images

Fashion magazines as we now know them are a twentieth-century inven-
tion. The first magazine dedicated to fashion photography was Les Modes, 
founded in Paris in 1901. It was soon followed by American and French 
Vogue (Duncan-Hall 1978; Rasche 2007) and, in ensuing years, national 
editions of Vogue around the world. Paris was the Mecca of fashion pho-
tography in the first half of the twentieth century. The city had tradition-
ally been home to a layer of aristocrats and other wealthy publics around 
whom the society photographs and the earliest couture designs revolved. It 
also hosted a blooming literary and artistic avant-garde involving Matisse, 
Cézanne, Rodin, Gertrude Stein and Picasso. The latest fashions and the 
first couture designs (Worth, Poiret, Paquet, Chanel) were also created in 
Paris. While the fields of fashion and fashion magazines are closely related 
(fashion models and designs are the basic ingredients in fashion images), 
the focus of this thesis – the aesthetics of fashion photography – is decreas-
ingly about clothing (Kismaric & Respini 2004: 12). 

Photography in fashion magazines was at first highly functional and 
merely portrayed clothing, using stiff poses and artificial settings borrowed 
from romantic paintings (Rasche 2007). Models then were largely anon-
ymous. After the First World War, photographers (most famously Man 
Ray and Cecil Beaton) began experimenting with new techniques, light-
ing, compositions and contrast. This period witnessed the emergence of 
spontaneous, realist styles of photography, fuelled by the wider trend of 
realism in art and the inventions that made outdoor photography possible 
(Duncan-Hall 1978). After the Second World War, photography’s avant-
garde, embodied in Richard Avedon and Irving Penn, gravitated to New 
York (Duncan-Hall 1978; Dayan et al. 1993). As in 1930s Paris, New York 
in the 1950s and 1960s hosted the artistic avant-garde, including Andy 
Warhol. The influence of Hollywood and the stardom of actresses, whom 
Avedon preferred to fashion models, may also have fuelled the decline of 
Paris as the leader in fashion photography. In this period, models gradu-
ally usurped the trendsetting role of socialites and celebrities, exemplified 
in the unprecedented fame of boyish-looking fashion model Twiggy in the 
1960s. London also emerged as a trendsetter in fashion photography in the 
1960s.

The epicentre of fashion photography returned to Paris in the 1970s, 
home to the most influential photographers of that decade: Guy Bour-
din and Helmut Newton. Sex, violence, murder and rape were recurring 
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themes in their images, which remain influential to date. Guy Bourdin, 
who used a car accident as the setting for a shoe ad, was seemingly inspired 
by Cecil Beaton who had said 40 years earlier: “It would be gorgeous in-
stead of illustrating a woman in a sport suit in a studio, to take the same 
woman in the same suit in a motor accident, with gore all over everything 
and bits of the car here and there.” (Beaton 1936, in Duncan-Hall 1978: 
202).

The 1980s are arguably more known for their models than their fash-
ion photographers. The decade gave rise to the Amazonian ‘supermod-
el’ (Quick 1997) – supersexy, flawless and powerful – embodied in Nao-
mi Campbell, Christy Turlington, Cindy Crawford and Claudia Schiffer. 
These superstar models became household names, contracted by fashion 
houses to sell their product lines. 

An anti-glamorous aesthetic – the counterpoint to the flawless beauty 
of the Amazonian supermodel – emerged in the 1990s. The ‘snapshot aes-
thetic’ celebrated unconventional beauty or even anti-aesthetics, portray-
ing models with stringy, unwashed hair in dirty environments. The grungy 
style originated in Britain, home to the influential ‘dirty realist’ movement. 
It included photographers Corinne Day, David Sims and Craig McDean, 
encouraged by the creative freedom offered them by avant-garde fashion 
magazines such as Nova, The Face and i-D. Kate Moss, the odd-looking 
skinny girl from Croydon, was featured in British Vogue by photographer 
Corinne Day in 1993 and her unusual look became amazingly popular. 
The terms heroin chic and waif entered the fashion world, referring to ul-
tra-skinny, pale models with dark sunken eyes (the ‘drug-addicted’ look).

Fashion photographers in the twenty-first century are harder to catego-
rize. They are able to draw upon an abundance of styles, visual references 
and techniques. Digital manipulation – used to create flawless, idealized 
beauty as well as for their surreal and futuristic effects – is omnipresent. 
Avant-garde fashion photographers challenge conventions of ‘normality’ – 
the borders between artificial and real, human and inhuman, normal and 
abnormal, sexual and androgynous – while behind the avant-garde, most 
fashion images that permeate our everyday lives consist of conventionally 
pretty women promoting new bathing suits and lipstick.

Advertising is explicitly part of each fashion magazine: from the ad-
vertisement pages (which may easily run up to 100 pages per issue) to the 
mentioning of clothing, accessory and even perfume brands worn in the 
photo shoots. Advertisers, not readers, are the most important financial 
resource for fashion magazines. Two types of images can thus be distin-
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guished on their pages: editorial images and advertisements. Editorial im-
ages are produced by the magazines themselves, including fashion photo 
shoots and images accompanying interviews and news pages.

Alongside the diversification in styles, the magazine field itself has ex-
panded and diversified. For long, magazine markets knew only few titles. 
On the one hand, home-grown women’s magazines whose subject matter 
revolved around home and family, on the other hand entirely fashion-ori-
ented titles such as Vogue. The development of the styles in fashion pho-
tography described above took place in high-end magazines such as Vogue, 
Harpers Bazaar and avant-garde magazines promoting artistic freedom 
founded mostly in the 1980s and 1990s, among them i-D and The Face in 
Britain, Dutch in the Netherlands and Purple in France.

Cosmopolitan, published in the United States since 1886, was launched 
in Europe in the 1970s. It became a huge success: instead of focusing on 
family-related themes like existing women’s magazines, or high-end fash-
ion like Vogue, it promoted a message of sexual freedom for single, work-
ing women. The magazine market grew exponentially in the 1980s, 1990s 
and 2000s; American titles such as Glamour and Vogue as well as French 
Elle launched national editions in most European countries. General in-
terest and fashion-oriented men’s magazines entered the magazine market 
relatively late. Although Vogue has published men’s editions in Italy and 
France since 1967 and 1985, titles such as Men’s Health and Esquire only 
gained popularity in European magazine markets in the late 1990s and 
2000s. 

International titles such as Vogue and Elle expand through national, 
franchised titles that operate as hybrids between locally produced and in-
ternational content (cf. Moeran 2008). Transnational expansion is facili-
tated by advertisers seeking a global platform for their products (Moeran 
2008).

How to understand fashion images
 
Most studies of fashion images have been within media and women’s stud-
ies, where scholars have criticized them as perpetuators of gender inequal-
ity. In sociology there has been an overall lack of attention for the subject. 
Three overarching theoretical orientations are available for the study of 
fashion images. I review the first two to arrive at the third – the one I draw 
on most for this thesis. 
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Fashion images reflect macro societal developments
Scholars have argued that fashion images should be seen as reflections of 
societal structures such as gender relations, or of cultural meanings, such 
as notions of beauty. Accordingly, changes in the content of fashion images 
are produced by changes in structural and cultural factors.

For instance, fashion items are said to reflect a nostalgic yearning for a 
bygone era, the search for national identity “at a time when it is perceived 
to be under threat from globalisation and multicultural society” (Sme-
lik 2011: 81). The realist anti-aesthetic of the 1990s has been interpreted as 
“symptomatic for a late-twentieth-century malaise” reflecting “the banali-
ties, anxieties and feelings of alienation associated with everyday life at the 
turn of the millennium” (Rhodes, in Shinkle 2008: 204). Although pure 
reflection theory explanations such as these are scant in the sociological 
literature (Griswold 1994; Alexander 2003), they are more widely seen in 
humanities research and are prominent in popular thinking about fashion 
and fashion images – and in the fashion world itself. For instance, eco-
nomic recession has been linked to the popularity of red lipstick and, re-
cently, Birkenstocks – “in this state of uncertainty about where markets are 
going, there’s security in the familiarity of a fur-lined Birkenstock”2 – while 
the ‘normcore’ trend, grounded in the desire to look as normal as possi-
ble, acknowledges our sameness at a time when the myth of individuality 
is being challenged.3

Macro explanations are also central in the analysis of gender represen-
tation in media images. Goffman (1979[1976]) was one of the first to ana-
lyze how men and women are represented in advertisements. His findings 
show that, among other things, men are often portrayed higher than wom-
en, while women are often touching themselves and portrayed in passive, 
child-like or subordinate poses. Goffman interpreted these differences in 
light of the patriarchal society in which women are subtly subordinated. 
Since then, theoretical approaches to media images and content analyses 
of gender representation have tied gender differences in representation to 
the submission of women in society (Kang 1997; Baker 2005; Gill 2007, 
2009; Mager & Helgeson 2011). More recently, feminist studies of media 
representation have focused on sexualized elements in fashion imagery, in-
terpreted in light of the exploitation of women and the wider trend of ‘por-
nofication’ (McNair 2002; Gill 2007; Evans et al. 2010). 

2 Friedmann, Vanessa. “Mired in Mediocrity”. New York Times, October 31, 2014.
3 Duncan, Fiona. “Normcore, fashion for those who realize they’re one in 7 billion”. The Cut, Febru-
ary 26, 2014.
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I did not collect extensive data on social structures, events or trends 
in the countries of my sample to account for changes in fashion imagery. 
Although macro developments can likely explain certain aspects of how 
fashion images have changed over time (Chapter 6 traces their growing 
stylization to a broader trend of aestheticization), they cannot explain eve-
rything. For instance, while the economic, educational and political posi-
tion of women in Western societies has slowly improved (Hausmann et al. 
2014), scholars argue that the sexual exploitation of women in media im-
ages continues unabated, or has even increased (Rohlinger 2002; Reichert 
& Carpenter 2004; Gill 2007, 2009; Jung & Lee 2009; Mager & Helgeson 
2011; Hatton & Trautner 2011). What is considered beautiful in fashion 
images does not necessarily correspond with wider societal developments: 
for instance, while people on average may grow heavier, models are not. 
Nor do all fashion models conform to everyday standards of beauty: the 
odd, androgynous looks of high fashion models such as Lindsey Wixon 
and Freja Beha Erichson can deviate considerably from standards of every-
day attractiveness. The aesthetic standards that apply to fashion images are 
relatively autonomous from society as a whole (Bourdieu 1993).

Fashion images are shaped by their production context
A second approach to cultural products has found wide reception over the 
past decades. Sociologists have argued that cultural fields of production 
(such as that of fashion images) form relatively autonomous fields with 
their own logics and standards that may deviate from wider economic or 
social logics (Bourdieu 1993). By studying the contexts in which cultural 
products are produced, sociologists have revealed the field-specific logics 
and structures that explain variation and change within the field (DiMag-
gio 1997; Baumann 2001; Peterson & Anand 2004). Although I argue that 
this approach on its own is not sufficient to understand fashion images, I 
build on it by analysing the relations between images and the institutional 
characteristics of the field of fashion images.

An important institutional structure that induces order in cultural 
fields is the opposition between ‘restricted’ and ‘large scale’ production, 
or highbrow and lowbrow subfields (Bourdieu 1993). Highbrow and low-
brow subfields can be differentiated by their level of autonomy, pursuing 
either ‘pure’ artistic or commercial goals. While the fashion field is thor-
oughly commercialized, a certain hierarchy exists within it (cf. Van Ven-
rooij & Schmutz 2010, Janssen et al. 2011). Studies of fashion modeling 
(Mears 2010), fashion photography (Aspers 2001) and the fashion clothing 
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industry (Entwistle 2009) have described the strong symbolic and organi-
zational demarcations between prestigious highbrow and mainstream low-
brow subfields (Aspers 2001; Mears 2008, 2010; Entwistle 2009). In a nut-
shell, mainstream or commercial fashion photography in lowbrow wom-
en’s magazines and catalogues aims to resonate with mainstream publics, 
while high fashion photography addresses a more fashion-savvy audience 
and has increasingly adopted the logic of the art world (Aspers 2001). High 
fashion photography, showcased in Vogue and Elle, has thus developed its 
own canon of styles, drawing on visual standards from art (Aspers 2001; 
Kismaric & Respini 2004). This thesis explores how the institutional di-
vide between subfields in the field of fashion images relates to aesthetic dif-
ferences, for instance through observing photo shoots in which highbrow 
and lowbrow images are made.

The field of fashion images is also a field in transition. In the 30 years 
that my research covers, fashion photography – in line with the emancipa-
tion of many other popular cultural forms – has become ‘aesthetically mo-
bile’, gradually developing from a popular art into a recognized art genre 
(Aspers 2001). While cultural sociologists have emphasized the structural 
changes that such transitions entail – including changes in audience and 
production structure (DiMaggio 1997; Lopes 2002; Baumann 2001) – lit-
tle is known about the relationships between longitudinal, institutional 
processes of change (such as professionalization, intellectualization and 
globalization) and aesthetic change. This thesis aims to shed light on the 
aesthetic changes or differentiations that have occurred during a 30-year 
period of field expansion, globalization and stratification. Have aesthetic 
styles changed, and how?

Aesthetic styles, I argue, develop and change in relation to each other 
(cf. Van Venrooij 2009) and need to be evaluated in their interrelated con-
texts (cf. Lena 2012). Inspired by ecological approaches to culture, I see 
aesthetic styles as embedded in wider systems of genres and cultural forms 
that mutually constitute and confine each other (cf. Kaufman 2004; Van 
Venrooij, forthcoming). Each representational genre – whether it be film, 
painting or photography – is part of a collective field of possibilities in 
which it occupies a niche, e.g. a distinctive representational style (cf. Van 
Venrooij, forthcoming). Each form of representation, including highbrow 
and lowbrow versions of the same genre, is bound by its differences from 
other forms. Fashion images can be distinguished from news photographs, 
family snapshots and pornography, with aesthetic differences marking 
their boundaries. This thesis explores how the use of aesthetic (including 
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sexualized) elements is confined by the aesthetic boundaries that constitute 
the field of fashion photography, and its highbrow and lowbrow subfields. 

Fashion images are shaped by aesthetic logics
Macro theories and institutional approaches rarely pay attention to the 
aesthetics of the object itself, and typically view differentiations between 
cultural products as the outcome of non-aesthetic social, economic and 
institutional factors (Bourdieu 1993; Peterson & Anand 2004; Janssen et 
al. 2011). But cultural production involves both aesthetic and social di-
mensions; the former cannot entirely be reduced to the latter (Wolff 1983; 
Dowd 1992; Lieberson 2000; Born 2010, Marshall 2011). Studies have 
demonstrated this point empirically, albeit not for fashion images. In his 
analysis of the musical structure of pop songs, Dowd (1992) shows that the 
chordal structure of number one songs has grown increasingly complex 
over time, independent of institutional or organizational factors. Dowd 
concludes that some variation in pop songs is meaningfully connected to 
social context, while some variation is “due to characteristics of the songs 
themselves” (144). In a similar vein, Stanley Lieberson (2000) has shown 
how aesthetic variations in children’s first names are better explained by in-
ternal mechanisms of change than by external, social shifts.

These studies show that aesthetic products are tied to social contexts 
but in more complex and unexpected ways than cultural sociologists have 
often assumed. To better understand the interconnectedness of the aes-
thetic and the extra-aesthetic, Dowd argues that “a sociology of music 
should also address how musical structure changes and what social con-
texts are associated with such changes” (1992: 130). In a similar vein, Ja-
net Wolff has argued that the study of practices and institutions of artistic 
production “necessarily involves the study of aesthetic conventions” (Wolff 
1981: 139). But to date, few sociological studies have taken aesthetics seri-
ously, with questions of form and style comfortably relegated to the do-
main of the humanities (cf. Inglis 2005). Through its sociological analysis 
of the aesthetics of fashion images – an attempt to connect the aesthetic 
and social dimensions of cultural production – my dissertation responds to 
the call to “bring the arts back” into sociology (Born 2010).
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A theory of aesthetic logics

The study of aesthetics requires a relational perspective. I employ a rela-
tional lens, not to study relations between people (Bourdieu 1993; Emir-
bayer 1997), but relations between things. By things I mean, very concrete-
ly, the aesthetic elements that make up fashion images such as poses, hair-
dos and smiles. This thesis conceptualizes aesthetics as a relational system 
that defines the patterns of combinations in which words make meaning, 
sounds make a song, and visual elements make a beautiful image (cf. Ce-
rulo 1995; Mohr & Bogdanov 2013). Similar to the Saussurian view ([1916] 
1959) that language is an ordered system of elements in which each word is 
defined by its difference from other words in the same language, I see fash-
ion images as systematic assemblages of aesthetic elements. Aesthetic ele-
ments acquire meaning in combination with others while recurring com-
binations make distinctive aesthetic styles. The difference between Images 
1.1 and 1.2 is not captured by measuring only the presence of lipstick or the 
absence of a smile: it is the pose, the lighting, the setting, the expression 
and the styling together that give these images such a different appeal. I 
do not focus on aesthetic elements in isolation, as many other studies have 
done, but take into account the polysemic, contextual and relational na-
ture of visual communication. 

Aesthetic logics and aesthetic standards are the main terms I use to 
describe the relations between aesthetic elements in images. A central as-
sumption in this dissertation is that fashion images are ordered, at least in 
part, by aesthetic logics: the overarching system that allows us to categorize 
and structure fashion images and to distinguish the good (or beautiful) 
from the bad. Aesthetic logics are the underlying aesthetic order structur-
ing the assemblage of aesthetic elements into coherent ‘styles’ or ‘tastes’. 
These styles do not necessarily overlap with societal ideals of beauty, au-
dience tastes or national cultures. I do not study fashion images through 
the lens of pre-defined social or institutional categories; instead I begin by 
asking how they can be categorized aesthetically. In doing so, I employ a 
comparative perspective to see how aesthetic styles change over time and 
differ across countries. 

Aesthetic logics translate into aesthetic standards that guide practice, the 
often tacit do’s and don’ts that inform the production of fashion images: 
which pose to take, how much make up to apply, whether to photograph 
indoors or outdoors, and so on. These standards materialize in the images 
that they jointly produce. Taken together, they add up to images that rep-
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resent specific aesthetic styles, for instance styles that resemble (or are far 
removed from) the everyday. Or the style of Italian Vogue in the 1990s, that 
resembled that of British Vogue in the same period, but differed from the 
style of Italian mainstream magazines and that of Vogue ten years earlier. 
The latter constitutes the aesthetic logic of the field: the underlying “gram-
mar” that provides meaning and direction. These concepts are mutually 
constitutive: standards used in practice are informed by larger ideas about 
what constitutes a ‘good’ image, while standards that materialize in images 
with specific styles become part of the aesthetic ordering system.

The detailed analysis of aesthetic elements in fashion photography re-
veals distinctive cross-national aesthetic styles, changes over time such as 
the trend towards increased stylization, and the polysemic meanings of aes-
thetic elements ignored in previous research. Macro-differences between 
countries and wider societal shifts in for example gender hierarchies do not 
offer satisfying explanations of change and differentiation in the aesthetic 
content of fashion images. Instead I point to field-specific explanations for 
aesthetic differentiation and change – including specialization in the field 
and the mutual constitution of styles vis-à-vis other styles – that have been 
neglected by scholars studying fashion images and advertisements.

The field of fashion images is a strategic case to study how aesthetic 
logics shape cultural fields. First, fashion photography is a relatively young 
and international field. Variations in the field are less likely to stem from 
nationally specific trajectories and traditions than in older, more estab-
lished art forms like literature or the visual arts (Janssen et al. 2011). Cross-
national differences are therefore not a priori expected. Second, as a visual 
art form, fashion photography is not language-dependent. This allows for 
standardized comparison across time and national context without trans-
lation. Moreover, the visual nature of fashion images increases their po-
tential for cross-national exchange. Third, fashion photography is a popu-
lar and commercial art. Despite segmentation into avant-garde and main-
stream styles, all fashion photography is primarily about selling clothes 
and making money (Aspers 2001; Moeran 2006). All fashion images are 
therefore bound by the need to be aesthetically pleasing.

To study how aesthetic logics order the field, I draw on the ‘measuring 
meaning’ (Mohr 1998; Mohr & Bogdanov 2013) approach that inductively 
and relationally studies cultural meaning. Automated relational modeling 
techniques are here used to uncover the underlying meaning structure of 
(big) data sets without a priori expectations. Assuming that 1) cultural con-
tent is ordered by a deeper structural logic in which meaning arises from 
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relations of similarity, and 2) structural cultural logics are co-constituted, 
but not necessarily determined, by the social domain, the aim is to sim-
plify large data sets to facilitate interpretation. Correspondence analysis 
distinguishes between cultural and social, or aesthetic and extra-aesthetic, 
structures, necessitating analysis in two steps. Chapter 4 uses multiple cor-
respondence analysis (MCA) to first map relationships between elements 
of representation, and then to relate the discovered aesthetic styles to the 
institutional characteristics of fashion images in the sample (time, country, 
genre of image and magazine). While automated modelling techniques are 
typically used to study textual data such as survey data on audience pref-
erences (Bourdieu 1984; Le Roux et al. 2008; Coulangeon 2013), Cerulo 
(1995) has shown how these techniques can also be used to study the aes-
thetic structure of music. This thesis is the first to show how correspon-
dence analysis can be applied to study the aesthetic structure of visual data.

Data collection

Data collection for this dissertation took place in six countries. Three rep-
resent central nodes within the transnational fashion field: the United 
Kingdom, France and Italy. Three have peripheral positions in the trans-
national field: the Netherlands, Poland and Turkey.4 Eight coders from 
five countries were trained to apply approximately 150 codes to visual data 
from three different time periods, an arduous process that required teach-
ing coders to see images through my eyes. Data collection was only com-
pleted in the fourth and final year of my dissertation. I have excluded Po-
land and Turkey from my analysis for both practical and theoretical rea-
sons. Data collection started last in these countries, and given the late 
coming of age of their fashion magazines, their samples were the small-
est. Moreover, the institutional structure of the Polish and Turkish fashion 
magazine fields was informed by the dramatic political, economic, cultural 
and social transformations that took place in these countries between 1982 
and 2011,5 complicating comparison with the Western European countries 
in the sample. The analysis of the Polish and Turkish data will therefore be 
left for a future occasion. 

4 My research is part of the project ‘Towards a comparative sociology of beauty: the transnational 
modeling industry and the social shaping of beauty standards in six European countries’ led by Gise-
linde Kuipers and funded by the European Research Council.
5 Market forces entered the state-controlled Turkish media landscape in the 1980s and early 1990s 
(Christensen 2007; Karademir-Hazir 2014). Like Turkish society, Turkish media is polarized between 
the secular and religious, the modern and traditional (Uce and De Swert 2010). The Polish media 
market liberalized and opened to the global economy in the 1990s following the collapse of commu-
nism (Jakubowicz 2002). Western fashion magazine titles such as Elle and Cosmopolitan arrived as 
late as 1994 and 1998.
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I use quantitative content analysis to quantify the aesthetics of fash-
ion images as comprehensively and open-endedly as possible. This dis-
tinguishes my approach from content analyses of fashion images and 
advertisements that typically begin with a gender framework and focus 
on pre-defined categories of meaning such as sexualization (Reichert & 
Carpenter 2004; Hatton & Trautner 2011) or gender stereotyping (Goff-
man 1979[1976]; Kang 1997; Lindner 2004). The existing range of codes 
to measure representation is narrow, and as I show in Chapters 5 and 6, 
methodologically questionable; as the eye adjusts to the narrowness of a 
flashlight’s beam, I found prevailing interpretations of fashion images to 
be typically simplistic and one-sided. Much of my research time was thus 
spent developing a codebook, in collaboration with Giselinde Kuipers and 
Dutch coders, better suited for visual content analysis. Designed to un-
cover hidden aesthetic patterns and institutional differences, the codebook 
includes open-ended measurements of a wide range of elements, both aes-
thetic and institutional. Although it draws on existing codes for gender, 
beauty, and body representation (often in adjusted form), most of the 
codes have been especially developed for this study, and are thus measured 
for the first time. Chapter 3 describes the design of the codebook and its 
innovative codes in greater detail. 

Explorative fieldwork informed the codebook. I conducted interviews 
with fashion professionals and observed fashion photo shoots to under-
stand how beauty is ‘made’ in fashion images. When possible, the aesthetic 
categories employed by professionals were incorporated in the codebook. 
For instance, the codebook includes photographic elements such as grain, 
contrast and saturation. These understudied elements emerged as char-
acteristic for the aesthetic style of photographers, and hence for aesthetic 
differentiation (cf. Aspers 2001). Given the aim to quantify aesthetics as 
comprehensively as possible, the scope of measurements covered by the 
codebook is much larger than the focus of this dissertation, in which only 
a third of measured elements is analyzed. 

Dissertation outline 

This dissertation consists of qualitative, quantitative and methodological 
contributions that together answer the question: how are fashion images 
shaped by the aesthetic standards and logics of the field of fashion images 
as well as wider societal factors? Its chapters are based on four submitted 
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journal articles that are currently under review. Chapters 2 and 4 are co-au-
thored with Giselinde Kuipers; Chapter 5 is co-authored with Giselinde 
Kuipers and Elisa Arfini.

Chapter 2 draws on observations of fashion photo shoots and inter-
views with fashion professionals to describe the aesthetic standards salient 
to fashion professionals and how these are ‘enacted’ in practice. It shows 
how the distinction between highbrow and lowbrow subfields forms the 
central framework within which fashion images are made and evaluated. 
The chapter employs a ‘bottom-up’ micro-sociological approach to show 
how larger, abstract institutional distinctions such as high and low acquire 
meaning in aesthetic practice, where categories such as ‘edgy’ and ‘friendly’ 
crystallize into different hairdos, poses and settings. Focusing on aesthet-
ic interactions in concrete situations – here the fashion photo shoot – it 
calls for greater sociological attention to situated, collective practices when 
studying field order in aesthetic fields.

Chapter 3 describes and explains the quantitative methodology used in 
this dissertation. It explains in detail the processes of designing the code-
book and training the coders. I elaborate especially on the innovative codes 
that were not analysed for this dissertation but which I believe will be valu-
able for future research. I report reliability and stability scores, and reflect 
on the choices made to trade quantity for empirical richness and nuance. 
Finally, this chapter offers a detailed explanation of the principles of mul-
tiple correspondence analysis.

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 draw on the content analysis and present the main 
findings of this thesis. Chapter 4, based on British, Italian and Dutch data, 
uses multiple correspondence analysis to explore the aesthetic logics of 
fashion images, the underlying aesthetic order structuring the combina-
tion of aesthetic elements into coherent styles. It shows how the field of 
fashion images is structured by three dimensions that revolve around styl-
ization, sexualization and expressiveness, which provide the grid for modes 
of portrayal over time and across countries. Despite fashion’s reputation of 
being fleeting and ephemeral, a remarkable stability and homogeneity of 
styles over time is found, and instead of finding significant cross-nation-
al variation, distinctive aesthetic styles relate foremost to different maga-
zine types. Differentiation in the use of stylistic, expressive or sexualized 
elements is best explained by the niche positions that magazines occupy 
vis-à-vis one another in the field of fashion images. This chapter also show-
cases the potential of studying field structure through aesthetic differenti-
ation and the relations between styles – a counterpoint to studies on gen-
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der representation that neglect nuance and context as well as institutional 
approaches that ignore aesthetic change.

Chapter 5 focuses on gender as aesthetic standards for portraying 
models are inevitably linked to gender aesthetics. Ever since Goffman’s 
(1979[1976]) study of stereotypically gendered behavior in advertisements, 
gender has been the dominant lens through which representations are 
studied. Using the Italian and Dutch data as a case study, this chapter ex-
amines how gendered conventions, including the ‘Goffmanian’ canon of 
codes, influence the aesthetic standards guiding how models are portrayed. 
Instead of looking only at differences between men and women, this chap-
ter aims to develop a more intersectional approach to media representa-
tion; it thus compares the portrayal of men and women, in different pro-
fessional roles, in two countries over a 30-year period. The chapter also re-
flects on possible explanations for the continued ritualization and aesthet-
icization of gender differences in fashion magazines in times of growing 
gender equality, again aiming to develop an interpretative framework that 
highlights aesthetics beyond gender.

Chapter 6 addresses a central issue in the representation of women: 
objectification. Despite widespread attention to this issue, extant scholar-
ship has failed to offer nuanced understandings or empirical evidence of 
the different ways in which women are presented as things in visual me-
dia, typically conflating objectification with sexualization or submisive-
ness. This chapter first unpacks the concept of objectification and then 
presents an empirical analysis of female objectification in fashion images 
over the past 30 years. It also presents a new methodological framework to 
measure objectification that distinguishes between its three relatively in-
dependent forms: decorative, disengaged and sexual objectification. These 
three forms of objectification correspond to the three aesthetic themes that 
structure representation described in Chapter 3, thereby supporting my 
argument that fashion images are structured according to a three-dimen-
sional aesthetic logic that coordinates how categories such as gender or 
objectification are visually represented. I find that women are increasingly 
objectified in fashion images in ways that do not necessarily convey sexu-
alization or submissiveness but detachment or passivity, and attribute the 
revealed patterns to the broader trend of aestheticization, field dynamics, 
and the niche position of fashion photography.

Chapter 7 presents my conclusions. I show how the structure of the 
field of fashion images and the differentiation of images across institu-
tional contexts can be approached from a perspective that starts from aes-
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thetics. I reflect on the innovative facets of my methodology – the induc-
tive and relational methods of data collection and analysis – which I argue 
has important implications for cultural sociologists and gender scholars  
employing content analysis, and show how my findings provide new in-
sights into ‘old’ cultural sociological themes. Most importantly, I explain 
what I have learnt from looking intensely at fashion images, each and ev-
ery day for four years. 
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 practice: an ethnography of high and low fashion photo shoots 

Interviewer: “But what is high fashion then?” 
Photographer A: “If you can’t wear it on your bike.” 
Photographer B: “Yes when it’s that absurd - such an absurd image…  
It’s just not real, just really not real.” 
Photographer A: “Your mother would say: ‘Well, well really, this makes no sense 
at all.’”

The field of fashion images, like all cultural fields, is structured by systems 
of meaning that allow actors in the field to differentiate between good and 
bad, pretty and ugly, and, as this quote illustrates: high and low. In our in-
terviews with producers of fashion images, the opposition between high, 
‘editorial’ fashion and low or ‘commercial’ fashion proved central to their 
categorization of both images and people. 

This categorization is simultaneously institutional, aesthetic, and sym-
bolic. The institutions for which fashion images are produced – magazines, 
catalogues and brands – are neatly divided between ‘high’ fashion (e.g. 
Chanel, Vogue) and ‘low’ (e.g. H&M, Cosmopolitan) fashion. Stylistical-
ly, high fashion images differ starkly from commercial images. High fash-
ion photographs often show unsmiling models with unusual looks, pho-
tographed in unexpected poses, or with unusual light. Low or mainstream 
fashion images are more traditionally flattering: soft light, a pretty model 
with an inviting smile, in a recognizable setting. Finally, actors in the field 
clearly separate the more prestigious editorial fashion images from lower 
status commercial images.

Sociologists and cultural scholars have generally studied the division 
between high and low culture from a structural or institutional perspec-
tive (DiMaggio 1991; Bourdieu 1993; Hesmondhalgh 2007; Lizardo 2008). 
The most influential conceptualization is Bourdieu’s (1993) distinction be-
tween the fields of ‘restricted’ production, which is driven primarily by 
artistic innovation, and ‘large-scale’ production where an economic logic 
is dominant. This opposition is also found in the fashion field. Writing 
about the London and New York modeling world, Mears (2009: 27) ob-
serves: ‘Bookers and clients alike preface any discussion of their work with 
an explanation of which of end of the fashion market they serve, editori-
al or commercial, a split similar to the art world’s differentiation between 
avant-garde and commercially successful art.’ This spit is associated with 
different levels of prestige. During the London Fashion Week, Entwistle 
and Rocamora (2006:739) noted that ‘the creative’ and ‘artistic’ are cele-
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brated through the privileging of the fashion catwalk to the detriment of 
the “commercial” exhibition, which receives little press coverage’. 

In the Bourdieusian approach, the division between subfields mir-
rors wider social inequalities. Interactions within the field are by and large 
determined by field logic and the actors’ habitus, capital and trajectory 
(Bourdieu 1984; 1993). Thus, cultural production almost automatically be-
comes cultural reproduction as a result of the ‘magic of the field’ (Bourdieu 
1993: 134). However, this approach fails to show how this high-low di-
vide is reproduced in the practice of cultural production (cf. Entwistle and 
Rocamora 2006; Entwistle 2009). How do the joint actions of cultural 
producers manage to ‘add up’ to a persistent institutional, aesthetic and 
symbolic differentiation between these subfields? 

This chapter proposes a ‘bottom-up’, micro-sociological study of this 
high-low distinction as aesthetic practice, focusing on fashion photo 
shoots. During such shoots, images are produced and in the process, high 
and low aesthetics are co-produced by a range of actors. The actual mo-
ment of aesthetic creation happens when the many actors involved – pho-
tographers, models, stylists, make-up artists – come together to produce 
a ‘beautiful’ or ‘good’ high or low fashion image. Our analysis, therefore, 
does not start from field structures or organizational dynamics, extrapolat-
ing to situations and dispositions. Instead, we start from the smallest inter-
actions, fashion photo shoots, asking: How do people work together dur-
ing a photo shoot to create a ‘good’ image? How do the aesthetic logics of 
high and low fashion operate in this micro-situation? And how are institu-
tional, aesthetics and symbolic boundaries between high and low fashion 
produced and reproduced in this process? How do larger institutional dis-
tinctions acquire meaning in practice? 

Presenting a step-by-step ethnographic analysis of the making of a fash-
ion image, we show which motives and evaluations inform the actors’ aes-
thetic actions, what resources they draw on, and how these ‘crystallize’ into 
the end product of the photo shoot: a fashion photograph that is deemed 
‘good’ according to the standards of the subfield. We take fashion photo 
shoots as a strategic case study to study the micro-dynamics of aesthetic 
production. First, photo shoots provide unique situations of aesthetic co-
creation: in a fashion photoshoot, a range of actors are working together, 
and the final product emerges from the cooperation between these ac-
tors. Second, the division between high and low in this field is very pro-
nounced, and continuously reaffirmed., Possibly, this is the consequence 
of the relative recent crystallization of a ‘highbrow’ style in a populair field 
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(cf. Aspers 2001; Entwistle & Rocamora 2006; Mears 2008, 2010; Entwist-
le 2009). 

This analysis is inspired by various theoretical approaches that, while 
different in many respects, foreground the importance of situational dy-
namics to the production of culture. Situations have their own micro-in-
teractional dynamics, which cannot be automatically deduced from mac-
ro-structures (Collins 2004). We follow symbolic interactionists in ‘taking 
aesthetics as an activity rather than a doctrine’ (Fine 1992:1272). As Becker 
(1982) argued, actors in ‘art worlds’ work according to standards and con-
ventions that are embodied in physical routines and deeply ingrained on 
a cognitive and affective level. Routinized practices produce a shared aes-
thetic that artists learn in practice, “from their repeated experiences of 
hearing people apply the indefinable terms to concrete works in concrete 
situations” (Becker 1982:200). Jazz musicians learn about ‘swinging’ by re-
peatedly playing (or listening to) music and hearing from others whether 
it ‘swings’. Such shared aesthetics characterize art worlds or subfields with-
in art worlds. Thus, the aesthetics of fashion photography is distinct from 
news photography; high fashion photographs differ from low fashion pho-
tographs. 

Yet cultural fields, especially fashion, are characterized by change and 
creativity as much as routine and reproduction. A micro-approach to aes-
thetic production allows us to see both continuity and change, creation 
and reproduction. Changes brought about by individuals in one situation 
spill over to other situations, and may eventually become part of institu-
tional repertoires. As Collins (2004) argued, enduring social symbols and 
relations are forged through successful ‘interaction rituals’, as people try to 
maintain and replicate the ‘emotional energy’ produced in interaction. In 
his study of fashion photographers, Aspers (2001) showed that celebrated 
photographers or editors become ‘style entrepreneurs’, sometimes chang-
ing the field by a single act. For instance, when photographer Irving Penn 
started using a plain backdrop for his photographs, this became common 
practice and changed the field’s meaning structure (Aspers 2001:225). 

Aesthetic standards and conventions are therefore not just ‘resources’ 
that are activated during cultural production. Instead, cultural produc-
tion entails the embodied  ‘enactment’ (Mol 2002) of aesthetics in col-
lective and situated processes of meaning-making (cf. Hennion 2007;  
Acord & DeNora 2008; Entwistle 2009). For instance, Ewenstein and 
Whyte (2007:698) argue that the professional practices of architects rely 
on aesthetic knowledge that ‘becomes manifest in practice as a specific 
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competency’. This knowledge is both symbolic and experiential: Where 
aesthetic knowledge is expressed through the fluency and literacy with 
signs, it is symbolic in nature (…) Where aesthetic knowledge is expressed 
through feeling and corporeal experience, it is experiential in nature. (…) 
These [aesthetic activities] involve the faculty of feeling in which aesthetic 
knowledge resides (…); for example in the experienced flute maker being 
able to judge the ‘right feel’ of a world class flute in the making. (Ewen-
stein & Whyte 2007:691).

This chapter aims to understand how aesthetic knowledge and embod-
ied aesthetic categories, like ‘high fashion’, ‘commercial’, ‘edgy’ or ‘beau-
tiful’ are ‘enacted’ and made in practice, during fashion photo shoots. We 
focus on aesthetic interactions in concrete situations. First, by looking at 
the interaction of the photo shoot, we direct attention to the collective pro-
cess of meaning-making. Most analyses of fashion modelling focus on the 
experiences of specific professionals like models (Wissinger 2007; Mears 
2008; Entwistle & Slater 2012), photographers (Aspers 2001) or bookers 
(Godart & Mears 2009). However, the photo shoot is an open-ended pro-
cess, in which the final image results from the interaction between various 
actors. Shoots are shared embodied experiences: individual reservoirs of 
aesthetic knowledge are mobilized and react with the situation and with 
other participants. This, in itself, precludes photo shoots from being sim-
ple reproductions of field structures or objectified dispositions. Although 
conventions provide the framework for the production of high and low 
fashion images, the final image always depends on unanticipated inter-
actions between actors. The interactions, moreover, strongly depend on 
‘body work’, the corporeal interaction between team members (Hockey 
& Allen-Collinson 2009, cf. Bourdieu, 2004; Spencer, 2014) that crucially 
influences the end result. 

Our ethnographic approach allows us to see how larger institutional 
distinctions and categories emerge as aesthetic practice. Institutional divi-
sions sometimes translate into concrete instructions. During a shoot for 
a high fashion magazine the stylist instructed the hair and make-up art-
ist: “No don’t make her hair too big. It will be trashy on her… Not too 
Cosmo [low fashion magazine]. Just pull it straight back. Clean. Like that 
cover of LOVE magazine [British cult magazine] with Kate Moss.” Actors 
communicate by referring to shared knowledge of institutions, persons 
and images: they know from experience how to distinguish a Cosmo hair-
style from a LOVE magazine hairstyle and recognize this as low (Cosmo) 
or high (LOVE magazine, Kate Moss). During another high fashion shoot, 
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when the model laughed too much the stylist shouted: “Not too Libelle!” 
referring to a Dutch low fashion magazine. Yet, in a low fashion shoot the 
photographer asked the model for a ‘Libelle smile’. Libelle here simultane-
ously functions as an aesthetic reference that separates a high fashion prac-
tice from a low, an instruction, and in the high fashion shoot: as demarca-
tion of a symbolic and moral boundary. 

Our bottom-up approach complements structuralist or institutional 
approaches to cultural production, which assume an all-too-easy repro-
duction of institutional divides into everyday practice. In the situation of 
the photo shoot, the institutional, aesthetic and symbolic divisions of the 
fashion field happen simultaneously – and none takes clear precedent over 
the others. Thus, we neither believe that structure or field position inevi-
tably shapes actors’ behaviour, nor that aesthetic practices are shaped ex-
clusively by situational logics and dynamics. Instead, in the interactions of 
fashion professionals structure and practice come together in producing a 
specific aesthetic product: a fashion image.

 Drawing on an ethnographic study of photo shoots in high and low 
fashion, we first explore what high and low means to people in the field. 
Then, we analyse how the institutional, aesthetic and symbolic distinctions 
associated with high and low fashion are produced and reproduced in ev-
eryday professional practices. Finally, we discuss the implications of our 
findings for our understanding of cultural production in the fashion field 
and beyond, and in particular for innovation and the function and per-
sistence of hierarchical divisions in popular cultural fields. 

Data and method

Our ethnographic analysis is based on fifteen observations of photo shoots 
for Dutch high fashion magazines (Elle, L’Officiel, Grazia, Glamour), low 
fashion or mainstream magazines (Margriet, Libelle, Viva, Vriendin, Men’s 
Health) and commercial photo shoots for fashion catalogues (Wehkamp). 
In addition, we interviewed 25 Dutch fashion professionals, equally divid-
ed between photographers, stylists and fashion editors (one art director) 
working in high and low fashion. Nine interviewees were male, sixteen fe-
male. Most of them were aged between 40 and 55 and had worked in the 
fashion field for at least ten years. All informants are quoted anonymously.

Access to fashion professionals and photo shoots was secured, first, via 
the network of the first author, who used to work for a Dutch high fash-
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ion magazine. Second, we contacted photographers and stylists whom we 
found via Google searches (in Dutch) for ‘fashion photographer’ or ‘styl-
ist [magazine]’. Response rate for these email contacts was approximately 
35%. Some interviews led to opportunities to observe a photo shoot. In-
terviews were done in cafés, photographer’s studios or magazine’s editorial 
offices Observations were done in studios (10), outdoor (1) and indoor lo-
cations (3), and once in Paris. Out of fifteen photo shoots, three featured 
a male model. 

Interviews were taped and transcribed. Extensive notes were taken dur-
ing and directly after observations. At every shoot, photographs or film re-
cordings were made and short ethnographic interviews were done, asking 
actors to reflect on the choices they made during shoots. In three cases, in-
terviews took place after the shoot and the shoot was discussed. Data were 
analysed using a theoretically informed coding scheme, focusing on guide-
lines for practices and categorizations, and the understanding and enact-
ment of boundaries. The research was set up as an inductive enquiry into 
the field of fashion photography, dealing more generally with aesthetic 
systems and beauty standards in fashion photography. However, the high-
low divide was such a central organizing factor in the aesthetics of photo 
shoots that we decided to make this the focus of our analysis after the first 
observations. 

High and low in fashion photography: institutional, aesthetic and 
symbolic boundaries 

Studies of fashion photography (Aspers 2001), models (Neff et al. 2005; 
Entwistle 2009; Mears 2010) and magazines (Moeran 2006) have noted 
the centrality of the high-low division in the fashion field. Our Dutch re-
spondents similarly ordered persons, images and institutions according to 
this divide. They drew institutional, aesthetic and symbolic boundaries 
(Lamont & Molnar 2002) to differentiate the high from the low.

Many respondents differentiate high fashion from low fashion by 
looking at institutional context: magazine titles or brands are associated 
automatically with high or low fashion. The creative director of Dutch 
Vogue told us that an image is high fashion only if it showcases brands like 
Chanel, Dior or Christopher Kane. Our informants classified Vogue, Elle, 
L’Officiel and comparable glossy magazines – all franchises of internation-
al brands – as high fashion: magazines targeting a knowledgeable, smaller 
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audience. Local titles like Viva, Libelle, and international brands like Men’s 
Health or Cosmopolitan are considered low fashion: they target larger, less 
knowledgeable and often less prosperous audiences. In such institutional 
divisions, organizations like magazines and brands are associated with wid-
er social divisions between types of audiences. Because of this institutional 
division, magazines also function as legitimizing institutions (Baumann 
2007). According to our informants, an image or brand may become high 
fashion by its inclusion in the medium. 

Second, respondents distinguish high and low fashion on the basis of 
aesthetics or ‘style’. The high fashion photographer quoted earlier juxta-
posed the ‘pleasant’ aesthetics of commercial fashion with high fashion 
which “is very unpleasant. A bit awkward in a way.” A commercial styl-
ist says high fashion images are more ‘artistic’ and ‘trendsetting’. Another 
photographer argues that low fashion “is about showing a woman that you 
want to be, a woman that makes you feel good. And high fashion is not 
about the woman you want to be, it is not ‘feel happy’”.6 Because of this 
avoidance of ‘feel happy’, models in high fashion rarely laugh, “unless it’s 
an exaggerated portrayal of ‘feel happy’. Then it’s rather odd, like a parody. 
One moment she has like a nervous breakdown and the next she laughs. 
(…) Then it’s high fashion. But when she is just smiling [it is not].” In a 
similar vein, a photographer argues that high fashion is not about sex or 
being sexy “unless it is over-sexy. Over the top.” 

Low fashion or commercial aesthetics is rooted in everyday experience 
– although it exclusively showcases the happy side of the everyday. High 
fashion, in contrast, is about the negation of the everyday. As the photog-
raphers quoted above explained: “you can’t wear it on your bike.” Wear-
ability is irrelevant because high fashion is about fantasy instead of reality, 
innovation rather than identification. According to Mears (2010: 42) “This 
world is driven by its own insular taste picking up on idiosyncrasies of elite 
producers who play off each other. Editorial fashion is both the ‘economic 
world reversed’ in Bourdieu’s terms, and in a sense it is the beauty world 
reversed. It is disengaged from mainstream reality in attempts to construct 
an imaginary world to which high-end brands belong.” 

These institutional and aesthetic distinctions spill over into symbolic 
boundaries: they mark different levels of prestige, and are used to eval-
uate people, organizations, brands and images. People on both sides of 
the ‘divide’ perceive high fashion as superior. (Lamont & Molnar 2002).  

6 Our Dutch informants frequently use English words, sometimes in unusual or incorrect ways. 
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Many informants’ ultimate goal is working for high fashion magazines. In-
formants actively manage their portfolio, highlighting prestigious clients 
in order to make it in high fashion. Interviewees working in both systems 
separate domains to avoid being labelled ‘commercial’. Photographers try-
ing to get high fashion assignments shoot commercial jobs under a pseu-
donym. A stylist used two business cards: a commercial one featuring a 
coloured image of a girl in a landscape, an abstract black and white image 
for high fashion clients.

The widespread use of the term ‘high fashion’ itself betrays a sharp 
asymmetrical divide: ‘high’ is obviously opposed to ‘low’. The constant 
contrasting of these fields, especially by highbrow actors, and the dismis-
siveness about low fashion (‘Not too Cosmo!’) underlines the symbolic 
significance of this division. Because of this symbolic dimension, the high-
low divide becomes a guide for behaviour and professional practice. To 
professionals in the field, it denotes what they try to be, and what they do 
not want to (or cannot) be. Aesthetic oppositions often allude to a moral 
difference, separating the deserving from the undeserving (Becker 1982).

The institutional, aesthetic and symbolic logics employed by our inter-
viewees are mutually supportive. They are informed by binary oppositions: 
pleasant versus unpleasant, everyday versus fantasy, identification versus 
innovation, close versus distant, accessible versus exclusive. We now inves-
tigate how these threefold divisions acquire meaning in their enactment in 
situations when actual cultural products are made: fashion photo shoots. 

The photo shoot: Aesthetics in practice

The term ‘photo shoot’ refers to the making of one or more photographs 
for a commercial purpose, most commonly for fashion. It is organized at 
the initiative of a magazine, a catalogue, or an advertiser like a brand or a 
clothing store. The usual actors in a shoot are a photographer, a stylist, a 
hair stylist, a make-up artist (or a hair and make-up artist) and a model. 
The photographer and the stylist usually bring one or two assistants. A rep-
resentative of the client (the initiating magazine/brand) may be present. 
The hair and make-up artist(s) are subordinate to the photographer and 
the stylist, the model’s influence – in our experience – is quite negligible. 

During a photo shoot, all team members are engaged in ‘aesthetic la-
bour’ (Warhurst & Nickson 2007). Although the aesthetic labour pro-
vided by the model is probably most noticeable (Entwistle & Wissinger 
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2006), all team members bring in their aesthetic knowledge. This practical 
knowledge can be seen as an ‘interface’ between field structure and work-
ing practice (Ewenstein & Whyte 2007), the know-how to translate ab-
stract structures to practical guidelines. Everyone may make suggestions, 
for instance suggesting an angle or pose. Generally, the photographer’s vi-
sion is defining but power distribution depends on the photographer’s and 
stylist’s status, and their relationship with the client. Since the fashion field 
is tightly networked (also in larger countries than in the Netherlands, cf. 
Entwistle 2009), actors often know each other from industry events or pre-
vious shoots. Teams of freelancers often work in fixed combinations. Usu-
ally, photographers or stylists bring together the team: they are hired first 
and contact others with whom they want to work. Working with famil-
iar people allows for routine instead of constant negotiation. Thus, actors 
bring to the set a joint aesthetic knowledge that has been produced in pre-
vious interactions. This networked structure reinforces existing styles and 
boundaries. 

Photo shoots are a collective enterprise, and usually take a full day. 
They are characterized by an energetic atmosphere. This ‘energy’ is sup-
ported by rituals. The day usually starts with coffee and pastries. High 
quality food and beverages (often organic) are provided in large quantities. 
The team members typically greet each other warmly with kisses on the 
cheeks while exchanging the latest news on personal and professional lev-
el. During the day loud, rhythmic music is played, and actors may shout 
‘Energy, energy!’ or change the music when they feel the energy level low-
ers (cf. Spencer, 2014). 

Neff et al. (2006), writing about New York modelling, see this call 
for ‘energy’ as typical of a professional culture that tries to blur the bound-
aries between work and play: it signifies the fun and creativity of model-
ling. Wissinger (2007) interprets these calls for ‘energy’ as particularly di-
rected at the model: the model’s energy must be mobilized to produce ‘af-
fective’ labour. However, we found that such calls for energy addressed all 
participants, not just the model; and that they have an immediate social 
effect that seems more important than a wider performance of professional 
culture. Photo shoots closely resemble what Collins (2004) calls ‘interac-
tion rituals’. In such rituals, the energy of a group is roused by high-energy 
interactions and a shared focus of attention. This collective energy is rein-
vested in a symbol: the photographs that are the end product of the shoot. 

During photo shoots, the team focuses on the common goal of making 
‘a good image’. Participants in a photo shoot often told us that the ener-
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gy in a shoot was captured in the photograph. Our informants talk about 
a ‘magic feeling’, a ‘vibe’, or ‘energy’ that defines a successful photo shoot 
that resembles Durkheimian ‘collective effervescence’ (Collins 2004). A 
fashion director explains: “You feel if the photographer was really making 
contact with the model, what the mood on the set was like. You can see it 
in the images”. A stylist explains: “It’s very thrilling. You’re all there at that 
moment and you have only that day to succeed”. Similarly, everyone we 
spoke to was convinced that a lack of energy translates into bad images.

Regardless of whether the success of a photo shoot depends on 
‘energy’, this belief reveals our informants’ unwavering faith in situation-
al dynamics. Participants in a photo shoot are convinced of the conse-
quential character of a collective gathering, the outcome of which relies 
on unanticipated creative interventions and interactions stirred by a col-
lective ‘vibe’. This vibe relies on a process of ‘inter-corporeality’ or col-
lective bodywork: a fusion of embodied aesthetic knowledge and bodi-
ly energy. Thus, in photo shoots structure and practice come togeth-
er: individual reservoirs of aesthetic knowledge and experience are em-
ployed to make collective situational judgments that become fixed  
in a ‘good image’. This image then becomes part of the repertoire of fash-
ion images, and from there may influence fashion consumers and produc-
ers.

Objects also play a part in this collective process (cf. Acord 2010). 
Shoots are guided by ‘moodboards’ provided by the client to instruct pho-
tographers and stylists. Images 2.1 and 2.2 show moodboards for high and 
low fashion shoots we observed. 
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Image 2.1 
Moodboard for a high fashion photo shoot

Image 2.1 
Moodboard for a low fashion photo shoot
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The high fashion moodboard is accompanied by four words: ballerina, 
dream, feminine and au naturel. The low fashion moodboard has detailed 
instructions on setting (‘simple studio environment’), styling (‘new silhou-
ettes, shoes, mixed materials, coats, trends in trousers and colour accents’), 
even expressions (‘outspokenly extravert or unpretentiously powerful’). 

Moodboards communicate via images and text. In high fashion this 
communication is more implicit, reflecting higher levels of creative free-
dom, and the expectation that high fashion photographers and stylists 
have greater capacity and (visual) vocabularies to decode messages. A 
stylist explains how such shared knowledge is mobilized during shoots:  
 

“You talk and then you throw in a name, like you say photography à la Pe-
ter Lindbergh. Or you say Bruce Weber, who portrays in a more lively, real-life 
way. Then you can indeed say: give me a shot or the feel of the Calvin Klein 
campaign, or the Prada campaign. That’s how you talk to each other. You talk 
visually and you make use of namedropping. Or you say approach it like… Or: 
I want the chiaroscuro of Rembrandt in the photography.”

On an average photo shoot five to fifteen ‘good’ images are shot, of five to 
fifteen outfits. When all outfits have been photographed the shoot ends, a 
moment celebrated by embraces and applause – a final moment of collec-
tive, embodied, emotional energy.

Our informants strongly believe that shoots contain defining moments 
when the ideas and visions of all actors are enacted in ‘conversation’ with 
the situational context and with each other. Every created fashion image 
thus only comes into being during the shoot: it is never the simple repro-
duction of what already existed in the mind of the photographer, stylist 
or client. Yet, all these images in the end are quite coherently divided into 
high or low fashion. 

Situational dynamics and aesthetic practices

During these high-energy rituals, images are created that fit specific insti-
tutional frameworks and brand identities: a magazine, catalogue or adver-
tising campaign. These images must be ‘good’: that is, confirming to the 
aesthetic standards of the client and participants in the shoot. We now ex-
plore how the working practices during photo shoots come to match the 
institutional and aesthetic frameworks in the wider fashion field. More 
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specifically: how do high and low happen in concrete interactions, and 
how is this translated into different types of images? We discuss all ele-
ments of a shoot, starting from institutional factors like budget and peo-
ple, gradually moving towards more aesthetic distinctions like pose or 
photographic style. As we will show, aesthetic and institutional divisions 
are deeply interconnected, and both may demarcate symbolic distinctions. 
The images used to illustrate our arguments, were taken during the photo 
shoots we observed. 

People
Photo shoots are usually produced in teams that know each other, some-
times very well. This intimacy is underscored by gossip and inside jokes, 
and by warm, informal, sometimes exaggerated performances of conge-
niality (cf. the description of ‘air kisses’ in Entwistle & Rocamora, 2006). 
Familiarity facilitates smooth collaboration and successful interaction rit-
uals. Shoots with unfamiliar colleagues, who may have different aesthet-
ic knowledge and routines, often lack energy and ease, which negatively 
affects results. We observed a shoot where the stylist and the photogra-
pher worked together for the first time. The atmosphere was strained, and 
shooting took considerable time. Instead of communicating intuitively the 
photographer had to verify what the stylist meant by ‘quirky’, while she 
needed to learn what he meant by ‘a nice shape’. The stylist was not satis-
fied with the resulting images, concluding: “We have different opinions”

Actors with similar aesthetic styles and knowledge seek each other out. 
They often form closed networks, which tend to follow the high-low di-
vide. Status dynamics reinforces this network closure. The most sought af-
ter photographers, models and stylists – generally in high fashion – pre-
fer to work with clients and colleagues that increase their prestige (Aspers 
2001; Godart & Mears 2009; Mears 2010). Celebrity models are unwilling 
to work with low fashion magazines. Consequently, the pool of photogra-
phers, stylists and models that low fashion draws from consists mainly of 
strictly low fashion actors. 

The micro-dynamics of professional friendships and successful collabo-
ration, and the network dynamics of status separation lead to a self-rein-
forcing cycle. Separate networks produce distinct routines, which produce 
and conserve different aesthetic practices, styles and knowledge reservoirs 
(cf. Hennion 2007; Entwistle 2009). Thus, existing aesthetic, institutional 
and symbolic boundaries between high and low fashion are confirmed or 
even enlarged. 
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Money
While the high/ low distinction in fashion bears similarities to the tradi-
tional opposition between ‘art’ and ‘commerce’ or ‘restricted’ versus ‘main-
stream’ production (Bourdieu 1993), fashion photography is always about 
making money. “Magazine publishers sell their readerships to (potential) 
advertisers, while editors sell advertised products to their readers” (Moeran 
2006:728). However, our fieldwork showed that high and low fashion have 
different budgetary logics. In high fashion, advertising – typically for ex-
pensive fashion and cosmetics – is always a barter deal. Advertisers expect 
their products to be used in fashion shoots, and try to influence shoots to 
make their products look good. One of the editorial high fashion shoots 
we observed was organized and paid for by one advertiser, showcasing ex-
clusively their products. Our respondents explain that low fashion maga-
zine advertisers are more diverse, including food and products along with 
fashion and cosmetics. Consequently, advertisers are less likely to influence 
fashion images. While in high fashion the pressure comes from the adver-
tiser who needs to be pleased, in low fashion the pressure is time-related: 
low fashion magazines publish weekly (not monthly), needing a constant 
supply of fashion images. 

In our experience, high fashion shoots usually have higher budgets 
than low fashion. High fashion magazines receive higher fees for advertise-
ments because they have higher status and deliver ‘better quality’ audienc-
es. While in editorial shoots in established markets like New York models 
and other professionals often work for free, for low fees, or for clothes be-
cause of the prestige (Neff et al. 2006), Dutch magazines lack the prestige 
to offer exclusively symbolic rewards. The creative director of Dutch Vogue 
(founded 2012) previously worked for a mainstream magazine. Her height-
ened budget for shoots enables her to hire separate hair and make-up art-
ists, to work with expensive international professionals, and to use costly 
studios or locations abroad. High fashion producers more often work with 
international actors who bring their own standards onto the set: inter-
national aesthetics and working practices that are more avant-garde than 
what is common in the national field. This influences not only images, but 
also routines: Dutch high fashion actors emulate international, high sta-
tus practices.

In contrast, low fashion magazines tend to use fewer people, stay at 
home, and use Dutch models in order to avoid flight expenses. This lim-
its opportunities, since successful Dutch models often go abroad. Thus, 
budget determines many aspects of production processes. Budget con-
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strains the choice of location and actors: at home or abroad; A list or B list, 
experienced or inexperienced models; larger or smaller teams. Moreover, 
tighter budgets impose time pressure: more images in less time limits time 
for creative exploration. 

Audience
A major cause for differences in practices during photo shoots is the maga-
zine’s (imagined) target audience. The audience figures prominently in low 
fashion shoots, but is rarely an issue in high fashion shoots where ‘creative 
vision’ and satisfying advertisers are the central concerns. In low fashion 
shoots we observed, poses, dresses and final results were often judged by 
explicitly asking the question: “Does this look like our reader?”. The fash-
ion editor-in-chief of a low fashion magazine described its audience as very 
broad: young and old, urban and rural, high and low education and in-
come. All readers must be able to recognize themselves in the images (cf. 
Mears 2010). This shapes the organization of the shoot. To trigger identi-
fication, models used in their shoots are older and heavier (or rather, less 
thin) than models in high fashion magazines. The images must exclude no-
body: “Everybody needs to find the images attractive, it cannot be offensive to 
any of our readers.” (editor, low fashion magazine)

The image director of another low fashion magazine explains: 

“We need to be mainstream, we cannot be ahead of the curve too much (…) 
It is not our goal to be the first, because yes, the reader doesn’t want all that, the 
reader wants to understand still. They don’t want to hear from me what I saw 
in an undiscovered corner in New York.” 

Because of this need to be mainstream, she situates shoots in a recognizable 
Parisian setting rather than an undiscovered, hip and happening place. If 
she notes forward trends in high fashion magazines, she waits until the 
readers are ‘ready for it’ – or lets it pass altogether. The target audience 
therefore guides choice of model, location, look, and possibility of innova-
tion during the shoot. 

High fashion magazines have a smaller, more homogenous readership. 
The creative director of Vogue says their readers are knowledgeable fash-
ion lovers who do not need explanation or translation. Images can be less 
concrete, more conceptual and unusual. This allows for more experimen-
tation and creative freedom during photo shoots. Indeed, energy levels – 
believed to generate and boost creativity -- were much higher during high 
fashion shoots. 
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During our fieldwork, we never saw that readers were used as a refer-
ence in high fashion shoots. High fashion actors do not concern them-
selves with the audience’s potential for identification or offense. Instead, 
they aim to trigger and inspire. A high fashion stylist tells us: “We average 
people we don’t see ourselves represented necessarily, why would we want 
to? Because it’s a fantasy we can indulge in.” Consequently, models for 
high fashion shoots are younger, thinner, and more unusual-looking (cf. 
Mears 2010). Settings, locations, and photographic styles may be odd and 
even disturbing.

The contrasting view of a knowledgeable, trendy audience versus an 
unknowing, conservative audience translates into different goals for the 
people making the pictures. High and low fashion actors choose different 
aesthetic ‘ingredients’. Moreover, they aim for different experiences and ef-
fects during the shoot. High fashion shoots sometimes provoke or shock, 
whereas the atmosphere in low fashion is more relaxed or comfortable. 
This difference in institutional goals shapes not only aesthetic choices dur-
ing shoots, but also the shoot’s general mood and atmosphere. As we dis-
cussed above, our informants strongly believed that the atmosphere and 
energy during shoots can be ‘felt’ in the resulting picture. 

Model
Models are chosen – by the photographer, the stylist, and sometimes the 
client – for their looks and high fashion or commercial ‘aura’. While they 
have limited influence on decisions made during the shoot, they affect the 
end result through their looks, but also because of the skills and experience 
they bring to the shoot. 

A fashion director working for low fashion Men’s Health readily sums 
up criteria for models: “accessible, a better version of the man next door, 
not too young, not made up, not too gay, athletic, credible, not too pre-
sumptuous or too arty or too distant, and looking natural in images”. In a 
similar vein, a photographer explains what he needs for low fashion assign-
ments: “a symmetric face, a beautiful girl-next-door.” The image director 
of another low fashion magazine: 

“Models are of course rather young and it’s indeed quite hard to find models 
that have the same age as the average Dutch woman, so we search for a woman 
with the ‘feel’ of the average woman. So that you can recognize yourself and the 
80-year old reader could, so to speak, recognize her daughter in the model, or 
herself at a younger age. In any case the image needs to give her a good feeling.” 
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This aesthetic preference for a type of models demarcates a symbolic di-
vide between high and low. Another low fashion image director explains: 

“In high fashion magazines you see things that are very hip like for example 
split teeth or a certain haircut, or models looking angry. And you see: we don’t 
do any of these things. All of a sudden deviating faces are hip, very strong cheek-
bones or a very harsh manly aura and well, at [magazine] that is not possi-
ble. The women we portray, they are a better match for us when they are real-
ly beautiful you know, when they are really right. Yes. So exactly not what is in 
Elle.” 

 
By contrast, high fashion models are people to look up to: often distant or 
cold and not necessarily attractive to everybody. High fashion actors of-
ten told us that perfection is boring: Perfectly symmetrical faces are com-
mercial and uninteresting, and ‘attractiveness’ is never enough to make a 
good image. 

“You want the model to be beautiful, possibly attractive but you want it to be 
that kind of beauty that allows you – when you have a very beautiful mod-
el you could actually photograph her in an odd way or even ugly. And then it 
would still be beautiful. So it’s not about her beauty but about what you can do 
with it.” (high fashion photographer)

“I like more interesting, funny faces. You know classic beauty I find – it’s boring 
to me. I know it’s beauty but it doesn’t move me in any way. I like unusual faces 
and odder girls (…) After all, beauty is a dime a dozen.” (high fashion stylist) 

High fashion beauty is about unusual, special beauty. This reflects the “ar-
tistic ideology of the unique” (Fine 2003), and marks a symbolic bound-
ary: the look sought in high fashion is a negation of the criteria put for-
ward by low fashion actors. Thus, while informed by institutional argu-
ments like budget or audience identification, the choice of a model plays 
out as aesthetic and symbolic: mainstream beauty or attractiveness is con-
trasted with the more ‘interesting’ acquired taste of deviating beauty. 

Pose
The difference in aesthetic standards not only translates in a preference for 
specific models, but also in what these models are expected to do: their 
pose. While posing reflects a model’s skills and previous socialization, find-
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ing the right pose is a collaborative quest by all participants in the shoot. In 
this process, innovations and surprises may easily happen – nobody knows 
in advance what the result will be. 

Image 2.3 
Model posing at a high fashion photo shoot

Image 2.4
Model posing at a low fashion photo shoot 
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During high fashion shoots models are often asked to take odd poses. High 
fashion poses are often unrealistic and uncomfortable. It usually takes time 
to find the right pose. In these interactions, photographers look for expres-
sions but also, in the words of our informants, for “the way lines comes 
together” or “a new shape.” Mears (2008: 451) calls this explorative process 
“a test of the tastemakers’ taste”. We think this is best understood as situa-
tional co-creation: the pooling of actors’ aesthetic knowledge to find some-
thing new and aesthetically pleasing. 

Image 2.3 shows a scene at a high fashion shoot we observed: The pho-
tographer starts doing a kind of dance with his arms, making gestures 
above his head, shaking his head while moving forward. He asks the mod-
el to imitate his dance, shouting “Keep moving” as the stylist specifies: 
“Yeah keep strange [emphasis] moving.” Photographer: “Shaky, shaky!” 
The model shakes her head back and forth while moving. Stylist: “Yeah 
I like that!” The model keeps moving, the shots on the computer screen 
show her hair going in all directions. Stylist and make up artist: “Wow 
that’s... awkward.” Stylist: “Yeah go odd!” She lowers her voice and nods 
her head and says to the make-up artist: “she is too fashionable.” Then she 
goes on encouraging the model: “Be awkward. It’s better.”

During other high fashion shoots models were asked to “do a corky 
jump” or “pretend you are stuck on the wall.” A photographer explains 
that in high fashion he wants “anti-poses’: ‘then you want to go like against 
the rules, you want something original.” High fashion poses then are en-
actments of high fashion aesthetics: removed from real, everyday poses, 
emphatically departing from traditional poses designed to make models 
look attractive. 

In low fashion shoots models are usually instructed to pose in a natu-
ral way. They are asked to sit or stand like they would in real life: no pos-
ing, natural and comfortable. The fashion editor of a low fashion magazine 
says a good low fashion model laughs spontaneously and knows how to 
‘not pose’. A photographer uses ‘Libelle-pose’ as an instruction for models, 
meaning “standing comfortably, acting happy.”

Two scenes from a low fashion shoot: 

The photographer asks the model: “How would you sit comfortably yourself?” 
The model makes herself comfortable while the stylist suggests she holds a drink 
or a book to make the scene more realistic. (Image 2.4)
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The photographer raises her voice: “No, no. No posing!” when the model puts 
her hand in her waist. The model puts her arm down again, the stylist says en-
couraging: “Just feel natural. Put your legs like, if this feels natural to you then 
keep it like that. Like it looks comfortable.” 

Here, too, different actors continuously contribute suggestions and 
opinions. During the photo shoot everybody’s knowledge of the ‘right’ 
pose is employed in evaluating looks, poses and pictures, and in making 
adjustments until they are collectively sensed as ‘right’. 

Actors in low fashion are just as much concerned with aesthetic quality 
– the ‘right’ look and the ‘best’ image – as high fashion actors. However, 
quality is framed differently. The quality of a low fashion pose for exam-
ple lies in how a model performs an activity while looking natural, while 
a high fashion pose is judged by more abstract, impersonal standards like 
an ‘interesting shape’. The aesthetic, embodied knowledge that actors draw 
on to sense what looks aesthetically ‘right’ always involves their awareness 
of field positions, and the boundaries that delineate their aesthetic prefer-
ences and distastes (cf. Bourdieu 1993). 

Expression 
In the search for a model’s expression, we found a similar collective quest 
for the best image guided by divergent high and low aesthetics. During 
low fashion shoots photographers and stylists often instructed models to 
look into the lens and make eye contact (Image 2.5). High fashion models 
were instructed to ‘look away’ or present a ‘distant gaze’ (Image 2.6). 
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Image 2.5
Model looking into the lens at a low fashion photo shoot

Image 2.6
Model looking away from the lens at a high fashion photo shoot
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The central convention in low fashion images is that models smile in at 
least 50% of each production (series of images). The image director of a 
low fashion magazine:

“That doesn’t mean the other 50% look grumpy. When she is not smiling the 
model still needs to radiate she is having a good time, always. So her expression 
is friendly, soft, she cannot look moody or like what you see in fashion glossies: 
frown too much. It must be relaxed and also not sexy. Or if sexy it must be like 
in a funny way, because she is the reader’s friend so you mustn’t think she runs 
off with your man tomorrow.” 

Low fashion shoots are concerned with producing happy and cheer-
ful expressions. Models are asked to smile, and warned when their pose 
is “distant” or “too fashion.” Then, “a smile is needed to compensate” 
(low fashion stylist). As we saw, stylists or photographers may ask for “a  
Libelle smile”: the conventional shorthand for a very large, seemingly spon-
taneous smile. Models in low fashion are expected to radiate good cheer 
and accessibility. How this is signalled, is discovered and negotiated in the 
course of a shoot. 

During high fashion shoots models did not smile without instruction: 
their expression was serious or cold. High fashion photographers explained 
that they would photograph a smiling model only under specific condi-
tions, either “a really exaggerated laugh or a real laugh that really happened 
spontaneously at that very moment.” A fashion editor of a high fashion 
magazine explains how at a shoot, the photographer and stylist brief the 
model to radiate power and energy:

“... and the model will do this [look fierce]. She will naturally not do this 
[smile] (…) It’s sort of become a trend to not smile anymore. You know it’s 
about being tough and showing power now. So you can’t smile, I mean in Mi-
lan you see more of those wide smiling models but that is the opposite of what 
we want, it’s like the Rai1 [Italian TV channel] effect you see: we don’t want to 
be like that.” 

Thus, smiling or not smiling is an aesthetic convention that marks an 
important symbolic boundary. During high fashion shoots, actors look for 
aesthetics that departs from everyday attractiveness. Portraying non-laugh-
ing, distant, absent or frowning faces is one way to achieve this. Another 
way is hyperrealism: like a snapshot from real life where the lighting can be 
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less flattering or the model laughs out loud. The ‘snapshot aesthetic’ is a re-
cent innovation in high fashion photography (Kismaric & Respini 2004). 

In their poses and expressions, models have learnt to ‘embody’ or en-
act a specific aesthetic. Very few can do high and low equally well, since 
the conventions for poses and expressions are dissimilar and sometimes 
diametrically opposed. Similarly, stylists and photographers have incorpo-
rated high or low aesthetic knowledge and conventions, and routines to 
evoke and capture specific poses, expressions and moods (cf. Becker 1982). 
The dividing line between smiling and non-smiling, relaxed and odd poses 
draws on the practical knowledge of all participants in a shoot. Therefore, 
exchange of actors becomes less probable: aesthetic dividing lines also sep-
arate networks. 

Style of photography
Finally, aesthetic knowledge is mobilized to produce distinct photograph-
ic styles. During shoots, stylists, editors, occasionally other actors, but also 
location or setting influence this style (cf. Acord 2010). For example: at a 
low fashion shoot in a hangar, the stylist and the photographer received 
detailed instructions about the expected atmosphere. However, during the 
actual shooting they started selecting and rearranging furniture, decora-
tions, backgrounds and the type of lighting, which is often defined by un-
known factors like the weather and the placement of windows.

The main responsibility for style lies with the photographer. Photog-
raphers move between high and low fashion more frequently than other 
actors, adapting their styles correspondingly. A low fashion photographer 
told us that in high fashion he is free to experiment with lighting, while for 
Libelle his style needs to be “fresh and light-hearted and cheerful.” A low 
fashion photographer has learnt, from showing her portfolio, that editors 
of low fashion magazines do not like ‘hard shadows’. 

Photographers working in high and low fashion not only adapt their 
style, but also engage in extensive ‘boundary work’ (Lamont & Molnar 
2002). They classify and evaluate others on the basis of their style; and 
draw sharp, often normatively tinged, divisions between themselves and 
others. A photographer tells us he shoots low fashion images in a more 
‘feminine’ style: “Softer, more daylight. I shoot high fashion harder and 
with much more power. I use more contrast, I find it more exciting.” He 
occasionally shoots low fashion images, always under a female pseudonym: 
“I found it more fitting.” The high is associated with the masculine: power-
ful, stronger and ‘exciting’. Earlier, we saw how high fashion models were 
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ascribed ‘a manly aura’. By contrast, low fashion aesthetics is described as 
soft, light-hearted, cheerful or passive. Thus, a – hierarchical – gendered 
division supports the symbolic boundaries between high and low. 

Photographic styles correspond to preferences for specific settings or 
lighting. A low fashion stylist explains that low fashion photographers pre-
fer ‘blond light’: strong daylight, produced in outside shoots or ‘daylight 
studios’ with many windows. Blond light produces ‘fresh images’, with dif-
fuse and soft light with lower contrast. The fashion editor of a low fash-
ion magazine links this preference to an unexpected institutional base: low 
fashion magazines are printed on thin, matt paper, which absorbs more 
ink than the thick, glossy paper of high fashion magazines, so with dark-
er colours ‘everything becomes blurry’. Thus, practical-institutional con-
straints and aesthetic standards come together in a preference that then re-
ceives a label underscoring wider symbolic divisions. 

High fashion actors prefer ‘stronger’ photographic styles with match-
ing demands for setting and lighting, and like sharp contrast and black and 
white. During two low fashion shoots the actors expressed their regrets for 
not being able to photograph in black and white, ‘it’s just not an option 
even sometimes it would be so nice’. Aspers (2001: 133) also observed this 
tension between the actors’ own preferences and the market’s demands. 
This marks a status hierarchy: low fashion photographers would like to 
work like high fashion, but never the other way around. Low fashion pho-
tographers are told that black and white images do not appeal to their low 
fashion audience (again, the imagined reader is very much present during 
shoots). A fashion editor-in-chief of a low fashion magazine says: “It has 
to do with a natural aura. The world is not black and white so why would 
you show her like that?”

The exclusion of black and white photography, like the preference for 
blond light, involves institutional, aesthetic and symbolic distinctions. 
Black and white might be an audience preference but it is also more arty, 
colder, and more removed from the everyday. Eventually conventions like 
blond light versus black and white photography are not questioned any-
more and become institutionalized as conventions with a ‘rule-like status’ 
that are rarely deviated from in practice. 
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Conclusion

This chapter has presented a bottom-up, micro-sociological analysis of the 
high/low division that structures cultural fields of production. Drawing 
on insights from interaction ritual theory and symbolic interactionism, 
we looked at a unique instance of cultural co-creation, the fashion photo 
shoot, to investigate how field structure and social practice come together 
in ‘doing aesthetics’. Through a detailed exploration of the ingredients of 
photo shoots, from the people and money involved to the collective search 
for styles and poses, we analysed how the symbolically charged division 
between high and low fashion ‘happens’ in concrete, embodied interac-
tions. This high-low division is both institutional and aesthetic. Moreover, 
it marks symbolic boundaries between the prestigious, expensive, interna-
tional and arty world of high fashion; and the local, affordable and cheer-
ful world of low fashion. Yet, in concrete situations analytic divisions do 
not operate separately but happen all at once: institutional, aesthetic and 
symbolic categories and distinctions ‘happen’ simultaneously in the fash-
ion photo shoot. 

Our ethnographic approach complements structural and institutional 
approaches to cultural production, especially field theory, that assume an 
almost mechanical reproduction of field structure (Bourdieu 1993), mac-
ro-relations and field positions into aesthetic decisions in everyday prac-
tice, while paying scant attention to how high and low actually ‘happen’ 
in concrete situations. Our analysis showed that cultural production often 
results in reproduction, but it is also open-ended and contingent. Collec-
tive creation of a fashion image depends on the bodily interaction of peo-
ple, situations, and objects: all elements need to come together to create a 
successful ‘interaction ritual’ characterized by collective focus and shared 
emotional energy.

This chapter presents a plea for situated interactions as the unit of anal-
ysis, in order to better understand the production of culture, and how this 
often – but not necessarily – becomes cultural reproduction. Situation-
al analysis is therefore not the ultimate goal, but rather the first step in a 
‘bottom-up’ analysis. People producing fashion images experience struc-
tures and institutions as practical constraints and routines, entailing aes-
thetic guidelines and conventions that provide both a solid framework and 
room for negotiation and experimentation (Becker 1982; Fine 1992). We 
have shown how a fashion image results from the coming together of vari-
ous actors and objects (moodboards, sets, clothing) pooling their collec-
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tive aesthetic knowledge to create an image that ‘works’, in other words, 
matches the collective aesthetic sense. In this process, aesthetic knowledge 
is not just a ‘resource’ or the materialization of habitus: it is – at least partly 
-- emergent and open-ended. 

Especially in high fashion shoots, many routines have been developed 
to trigger creativity and innovation, that is: to stimulate this open-end-
edness. These routines hinge upon the production of what Collins calls 
‘emotional energy’. Thus, the call for ‘energy’ during shoots is not directed 
exclusively at models, as Wissinger (2007) argued. Neither is it necessarily 
part of the professional myth of a ‘fun job’ (Neff et al. 2006). Instead, it 
musters everybody’s collective energy, in order to focus on a joint creative 
process that ends up, hopefully, with an enduring symbol: a good photo. 

While our focus on the micro-level, and our interest in a collective pro-
cess of cultural creation was theory-driven and decided beforehand, our 
focus on the division between high and low fashion emerged during the 
fieldwork. The symbolic dimension of the high/low fashion division is cen-
tral to all cultural production. However, the constant boundary-drawing 
of our informants may be partly field-specific. The high fashion field is 
moving from a popular to a recognized ‘art’ (Aspers 2001). Such processes 
of ‘emancipation’ emphasise identity formation and demarcation (Bau-
mann 2007). Consequently, high fashion actors may be more concerned 
with status than professionals in other fields. Although the rhetoric of high 
fashion actors is that of the ‘dominant’, low fashion professionals rarely 
adopted a ‘dominated’ rhetoric, instead appearing defiant and self-confi-
dent: the Libelle smile emerged also as a badge of honour. 

Our findings suggest that photo shoots offer a unique research site for 
empirical analysis of structure crystallizing into practice and vice versa. 
The practical decisions actors need to make in this defining situation re-
produce and produce boundaries, standards and conventions. Elusive aes-
thetic conceptualizations (‘edgy’, ‘soft’) are ‘fixed’ by the actors and be-
come stabilized in enduring images that are classified as ‘high’ or ‘low’. 
While field theory is notoriously bad at understanding change, creativ-
ity, agency and micro-situations (cf. Entwistle 2009:51-76), we believe that 
more ethnographic approaches to cultural production offer opportunities 
to observe how change is instigated. However, while our findings are sug-
gestive of the possibility of innovation and creation, we have not been able 
to ‘capture’ the process by which situational invention becomes structur-
al change. Thus, further research on aesthetic micro-processes – in fash-
ion photography or elsewhere – may help us understand how aesthetic  
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practice becomes ‘objectified’ again into the institutions and conventions 
that make up the cultural field. 
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This chapter has a dual aim. First, I will describe in detail the quantita-
tive methods used in this dissertation. Both content analysis and corre-
spondence analysis require elucidation, especially their application to visu-
al data. I will pay extensive attention to the development of codes, reliabil-
ity issues, and the background of correspondence analysis. Second, I take 
the opportunity to elaborate on codes that I have developed especially for 
this study, but that are not used in the analyses presented here. Given the 
limited literature that is available on quantitative, as opposed to semiot-
ic, content analysis of images, an overview of the coding process, includ-
ing trial and error, provides valuable recommendations for future research. 

Sample selection

Rather than being representative for an entire population or country, my 
sample was chosen to reflect the breadth of the field of fashion images. Us-
ing purposive sampling, magazines were included in the sample in order 
to facilitate a comparison over time, magazine type/market segment, gen-
der and country (Neuendorf 2002), taking into account practical consid-
erations and constraints. Selection criteria were: a) published in the 1980s, 
1990s and the present to measure longitudinal changes, b) international 
titles that were published in as many research countries as possible to al-
low for comparison, c) one local title per country, published from 1980 on-
wards, d) a combination of fashion-related magazine types occupying dif-
ferent market positions: high-end and more mainstream, both men’s and 
women’s magazines.

Table 3.1 provides an overview of the magazines in the sample, includ-
ing Poland and Turkey. The number of sampled magazines increases over 
the years to reflect the expansion, diversification and globalization of the 
media and fashion field. In the 1980s, most fashion magazines were local-
ly based and targeted mainstream audiences. These ‘mainstream’ local ti-
tles are covered in the sample by Libelle, Anna, Modes et Travaux, Woman’s 
Own, Elele and Przyjaciólka. Since the 1980s, the fashion field experienced 
an expansion of global magazine franchises, including both exclusive “high 
fashion” magazines like Vogue and Elle and magazines targeting a wider, 
more mainstream audience like Cosmopolitan and Men’s Health. I call the 
latter titles ‘commercial’ magazines that can be differentiated from the lo-
cal titles in the sample. 
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Balancing my aims between using a detailed, extensive codebook and 
the quantity of images that could be analysed, magazines from three grade 
years were selected. To ensure that sufficient male models were coded for 
gender comparison, Vogue Uomo and Vogue Hommes were added, the Ital-
ian and French men’s versions of Vogue that were published as early as 1982. 

Table 3.1
Overview of magazine sample

The entire sample, including six countries, consists of 17,750 coded models. 
The sample of four countries discussed in this thesis, consists of 13,353 cod-
ed models. 29.47% of coded images are Italian, 28.21% are French, 25.67% 
are British and 16.66% are Dutch. The underrepresentation of Dutch im-

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.1  

Overview of magazine sample 

 1982 1996 2011 

Italy Anna  

Vogue 

L’Uomo Vogue 

 

Anna 

Vogue 

L’Uomo Vogue 

Elle 

Cosmopolitan 

 

A (formerly Anna)  

Vogue 

L’ Uomo Vogue 

Elle 

Cosmopolitan 

Men’s Health 

Netherlands 

 

 

 

United Kingdom 

Libelle 

Cosmopolitan 

 

 

Woman’s Own 

Vogue 

Cosmopolitan 

Libelle 

Cosmopolitan 

Elle 

Men’s Health 

Woman’s Own 

Vogue 

Cosmopolitan 

Elle 

Men’s Health 

Libelle 

Cosmopolitan 

Elle 

Men’s Health 

Woman’s Own 

Vogue 

Cosmopolitan 

Elle 

Men’s Health 

France  Modes et travaux 

Vogue 

Elle 

Cosmopolitan 

Vogue Hommes 

Modes et travaux 

Vogue 

Elle 

Cosmopolitan 

Vogue Hommes 

Modes et travaux 

Vogue 

Elle 

Cosmopolitan 

Vogue Hommes 

Men’s Health 

Turkey Elele Elele Elele 

  Cosmopolitan 

Elle (1999) 

Cosmopolitan 

Elle 

Vogue 

Men’s Health 

Poland 

 

 

Przyjaciólka 

 

Przyjaciólka 

Elle 

Cosmopolitan (1998) 

Przyjaciólka 

Elle 

Cosmopolitan 

Men’s Health 
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ages in the sample reflects the country’s peripheral position in the fashion 
field, exemplified by the absence of many fashion magazine titles in 1982. 
28.91% of codings are from 1982; 33.66% from 1996 and 37.43% from 2011. 
74.61 % of coded models were females, 25.11% were males (.3% were coded 
as ‘ambiguous gender’).

Coding units
250 models were coded per magazine per year, with an absolute minimum 
of 225. To ensure representativeness, only full issues were coded, supple-
ments and inserts were not coded. In 2011, I was able to purchase the se-
lected magazines for the last months of the year. For practical reasons then, 
coders started every grade year by coding the December issue and then 
worked backwards to earlier issues. Coders were asked to count the imag-
es of the first magazine issue to be coded, and decide on the basis of this 
count how many magazines were necessary to reach the quotum.7  I de-
vised detailed coding rules for selection (see Appendix 1).

Advertisements and images

In contrast to most studies on representation, both advertisements and 
editorial fashion images are included in the sample. Editorial images are 
produced by the magazine itself, instead of a brand, they include fash-
ion shoots but also photographs in interviews and other pages with edi-
torial content (‘news pages’). Editorial images are more prevalent in fash-
ion magazines, they are more likely to differ per magazine and to reflect 
differences between national fashion fields. Millard & Grant (2006) find 
little differences between editorial images and advertisements, but argue 
that editorial images are likely to assert more influence on readers than 
advertisements. Table 3.2 shows how my sample is almost equally divided 
between editorial images and advertisements. When analysing advertise-
ments, the product category advertised is measured. When analysing edi-
torial images, the brands credited and their origin is measured, either na-
tional or international. Table 3.3 shows the % of national brands in fashion 
shoots, per country and year. Over 30 years, all countries use less national 
and more international brands in their fashion shoots, which reflects the 
increasingly transnational character of the industry. 

7 If the total number of images remained below 225 images, one extra issue was coded.
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Table 3.2
Image type

Table 3.3
National brands (% of total)

Codebook design

The entire codebook can be found in Appendix 1. The codebook was de-
signed primarily for inductive research: I aim to measure a maximum va-
riety of quantifiable aspects of representation that contribute to the overall 
impression that an image conveys. Thus, the scope of aspects of represen-
tation that codes in the codebook cover, is much wider than the scope of 
this thesis. The greater part of developed codes is not used in present anal-
yses, and will be used for future research, for instance on specific physical 
traits of models, or institutional characteristics of the fashion field. I will 
discus some of these newly developed codes in this chapter, to show their 
purpose, and to offer recommendations for future content analyses. 

The codebook was based on a combination of existing codes and meas-
urements, and newly developed codes and variables. Based on an extensive 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.2 

Image type 

  % Absolute 

Editorial 50.27 6,712 

Fashion shoot 23.88 3,189 

Other 24.88 3,323 

Cover image 1.51 201 

Advertisement 49.73 6,641 

Total  100 13,353 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Table 3.3 

National brands (% of total) 

  1982 1996 2011 

FR 56.1 55.8 45.5 

IT 76.9 69.1 59.7 

NL 27.2 26.2 19.6 

UK 26.6 25.2 25.2 
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literature review, I classified the aspects of representation and beauty that 
are identified as relevant by previous content analyses and studies regard-
ing beauty:

• body exposure  
 (Bogaert et al. 1993; Kang 1997; Plous & Neptune 1997)
• objectification  
 (Bogaert et al. 1993; Kolbe & Albanese 1996; Lindner 2004)
• gender stereotyping, measured via Goffmanian codes: head cant,  
 body posture, holding/tracing outline of objects, gender roles, types  
 of activity  
 (Goffman, 1979[1976], Belknap & Leonard 1991; Kolbe &  
 Albanese 1996; Kang 1997; Lindner 2004)
• camera viewpoint  
 (Goffman 1979[1976]; Kress & van Leeuwen 1996)
• body weight  
 (Silverstein et al. 1986)
• facial symmetry  
 (Perrett et al. 1999; Bashour 2006; Schmid et al. 2008;  
 Baudoin & Tiberghien 2009; Pallett et al. 2010)
• waist to hips ratio  
 (Silverstein et al. 1986; Singh 1993)
• race  
 (Plous & Neptune 1997; Millard & Grant 2006;  
 Baumann 2008) 

Furthermore, to gain insight into defining visual aspects of fashion imag-
es, I interviewed fashion professionals. Content analyses of fashion imag-
es never take into account the style of photography, but for professionals 
it is en essential feature that differentiates images. In discussion with fash-
ion photographers, I designed appropriate codes to measure variation in 
photographic styles. Furthermore, I conducted an exploratory pilot study, 
inductively taking stock of all visual elements that differentiate images, us-
ing a sample of high, low and commercial fashion images, from six Euro-
pean countries, featuring male and female models. This resulted in a list 
of understudied or unidentified aspects of representation that inspired the 
development of new codes such as ‘empty expression’ or ‘empty gaze’, to 
capture the expressionless look that featured in contemporary high fash-
ion images, ‘open mouth’ and ‘level of posing’. The identified dimensions 
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of representation, existing and new, resulted in the formulation of a set of 
variables that were operationalized by devising measurable coding catego-
ries for each variable. Most of the codes and measurements that were tak-
en from previous studies were adjusted or refined during the pilot study, 
some measurements were incorporated in their existing form to allow for 
comparison with previous studies, for example ‘head cant’ and ‘erect body’ 
(Goffman, [1976] 1979). Short descriptions were formulated for each vari-
able, along with specific coding instructions and classification rules. Am-
biguous terms such as ‘objectification’ were defined, and classifications that 
I found to be difficult were supplemented with visual as well as written ex-
amples of each classification. A ‘neutral’ and/or ‘unclear’ category was in-
cluded for the greater part of codes to make sure classifications were only 
made when clearly distinguishable. Variables were measured as binary (0 
or 1) and categorical data, mostly ordinal (Likert scales from 1 to 3 or 5).

With the preliminary codebook in place, a second pilot study was con-
ducted, assisted by coders, using the online coding form, coding maga-
zines from the 1980s, 1990s and present to ensure codes functioned over 
time. I added new codes that were found to be time-specific such as ‘big 
hair’ for the 1980s and loose or layered clothing for the 1990s. Coding rules 
were enhanced, and I ensured the online survey would take trained coders 
not more than 10 minutes per coded model. The final codebook contains 
156 codes. I devised a visual guide containing example images (in color) for 
the most challenging codes. To improve validity, this visual guide of 169 
pages was distributed to every coder to consult during coding. During the 
coding process itself, instructions kept being refined and enhanced when-
ever coders encountered problems.

Survey software
I selected an online software program that: a) was able to incorporate vi-
sual aids as examples, b) was able to allow ‘visual’ coding whereby cod-
ers select an image instead of text to increase cross-cultural comparability 
and reliability, and c) facilitated fast and easy coding, functioning with a 
touch-screen. Making use of online software survey provider Qualtrics, I 
designed an online coding form which allowed coders, as often as possible, 
to select images as answer categories. This visual coding method was es-
pecially useful for categories such as ‘skin tone’ ‘hair color’ (making use of 
color palettes based on the ones used by Baumann 2008) and figure draw-
ings for body weight and muscularity.
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Dimensions of beauty in the codebook

Codes fall into six different domains: 1) General characteristics of the im-
age, the shoot, the products and brands, 2) Information about the im-
age (style and form of photography, setting), 3) Personal characteristics of 
the person in the image (gender, age, physical characteristics), 4) Repre-
sentation of the model (bodily exposure, relation with viewer, posing, 5) 
Grooming of the model (clothing, styling, make-up, 6) Beauty type. For 
each domain, I will discuss codes that require explanation, emphasizing 
their purpose, their innovative design, and their shortcomings.

Institutional information
For each magazine title, the function and name of people in the colophon, 
and credits for fashion shoots, are measured. This yields interesting infor-
mation that gives insight into changes in a field that professionalizes and 
specializes in 30 years, and gives rise to new specializations, and institu-
tions. In 1982 only 2.11% of fashion shoots reports the models’ name, in 
2011 the model’s name is reported in 48.98% of shoots. In 1982, no ‘cre-
ative directors’ occured in colophons, in 2011, 45.96% of coded colophons 
contain ‘creative directors’. In a similar way my data maps the growing im-
portance of ‘agencies’, institutions that represent models, photographers 
and models, and that are increasingly mentioned in the credits of fashion 
shoots. 

When measuring representation in images, the use of photographic 
elements is never taken into account, but they are an essential element 
of a photographers ‘style’, and thus key to differentiation in the field (cf. 
Becker 1982, Aspers 2001). I argue that an accurate measurement of pho-
tographic styles requires much effort, but it yields valuable insights into 
developments in the field, allowing researchers to map trends, processes of 
distinction and trickle down, as well as technological developments.

Elements of photographic style that I included in the codebook are: 
the way backgrounds or foregrounds are separately illuminated, the use 
of colour photography versus black and white or sepia, saturation of col-
ours, the focus of background and foreground, the warmth of light, and 
the grain. Each code consists of a three point scale, in which the ‘neutral’ 
category’ represents standard photography, and the extremes represent no-
ticeable deviations (lower or higher). Using extremes for these elements 
yields characteristic photographs, the effect is often artistic, such as when 
the grain is very harsh on purpose (vintage effect), or colours are hyper sat-
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urated (trademark of some photographers, most famously David LaChap-
pelle). It proved very hard to train coders without background in photog-
raphy, to classify light as ‘warm’ or shadows as ‘strong’. Therefore, most of 
these codes did not reach acceptable reliability levels and they are excluded 
from analyses. However, to illustrate their potential I will take the oppor-
tunity to discuss some results here.

I expected the use of photographic elements to change over time, re-
flecting trends in photographic styles. Moreover, I expected the use of ex-
tremes to be characteristic for high fashion photographs, reflecting the 
pursuance of an artistic logic. Results show that, in general, deviations 
from ‘neutral’ use of light, colours, and contrast are rare, but when im-
ages deviate in style, these are more likely to be high fashion images. For 
instance, a preference for the use of ‘black and white’ photography shows 
most prominently as a high fashion characteristic (Table 3.4), with a strik-
ing peak of 40.26% of black and white high fashion images in 1996. ‘Con-
trast’, ‘warmth of light’, and ‘saturation’ show only minor deviations over 
time and magazine type. However, compared to mainstream and commer-
cial magazines, high fashion magazines make most use of hypersaturation 
and ‘strong’ shadows, while ‘very light’ shadows are used more in main-
stream magazines, especially in 1982. Warm light is used 10% less by high 
fashion magazines (17%) than mainstream or commercial magazines, while 
cold light is used almost double as much (9.39%). These findings resonate 
perfectly with my observations of photo shoots and interviews with fash-
ion professionals, in which a high fashion preference for cold and ‘strong’ 
photographic styles was emphasized by both high and low fashion actors. 

The code ‘grain’ reveals another interesting field development (see Table 
3.5). In 1982, the greater part of images is medium grained, in 2011 more 
than 90% of images is fine-grained. Only mainstream, local magazine titles 
still regularly feature, medium- or harsh grained images. This change re-
flects the increasing popularity, and declining costs, of glossy paper, as op-
posed to the thicker, matte paper of most fashion magazines in the 1980s, 
which made fine-grained images practically impossible. A preference for 
glossy paper has developed as especially characteristic for commercial and 
high fashion magazines, which are often labelled ‘glossies’. Mainstream lo-
cal titles, like Dutch Libelle, still make use of different, matte paper. Thus, 
changes in grain are as much indicative of stratification, as technological 
advancement.
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Table: 3.4 
Colour of photography
 

Table: 3.5 
Grain

 

 

Table: 3.5 

Grain 

  High fashion Commercial Mainstream 

  1982 1996 2011 1982 1996 2011 1982 1996 2011 

Grain          

fine 33.24 67.65 91.87 27.35 58.31 91.99 2.93 41.71 79.03 

medium 58.74 29.30 7.52 67.02 36.31 7.54 89.07 52.84 17.63 

harsh 8.02 2.96 0.61 5.63 4.91 0.47 7.90 5.45 3.34 

Total N= 12, 782          

Physical characteristics
A trait that proved much harder to measure than expected, is eye colour. 
Especially blue and lighter eye colours were hard to distinguish: ‘unclear’ 
was coded for 55.94% of models (see Table 3.7). Therefore, the actual num-
ber of bluish coloured eyes is underestimated in results. Table 3.6 shows 
the distribution of race among coded models. The age range of models 
was estimated by coders, inter-coder reliability was high (alpha=.71), but 
during training models’ true age was often overestimated. As I have em-
phasized before, the codebook measures representation, not the actual age 

 

 

Table: 3.4 

Colour of photography 

  High fashion Commercial Mainstream 

  1982 1996 2011 1982 1996 2011 1982 1996 2011 

Colour photography          

colour 82.53 58.51 80.03 87.67 71.12 87.78 87.33 90.38 93.66 

black white 17.14 40.26 19.62 12.06 27.29 11.11 12.57 8.57 5.65 

other colour 0.33 1.23 0.35 0.27 1.58 1.11 0.10 1.04 0.69 

Total N= 12, 782          
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of models. The most common age range coded is 26-40 years (see Table 
3.8), but the most common age range for fashion models is more likely to 
be 16-25 years (cf. Mears 2010). Much attention was paid to detailed mea-
surement of hair and skin colour. Coders were trained to distinguish be-
tween 10 different skin tones and 14 hair colours. Colour palettes were in-
corporated in the online coding form (using a pallet of hair colours as used 
by Baumann 2008), and visual examples for each colour were included in 
the visual guide. Nevertheless, the level of detail proved challenging, for 
both codes inter-coder reliability did not reach acceptable levels. However, 
collapsing the categories into a maximum of 5 categories yields reliable re-
sults; Table 3.9 and Table 3.10 show a preference for brown haired models 
and ‘regular’ white skin.

Table 3.6 
Distribution of race

 

Table 3.7 
Distribution of eye colour

 

 

Table 3.6 

Distribution of race 

Race Absolute % 

white 12,019 95.03 

black 237 1.87 

asian 128 1.01 

southeast asian 33 0.26 

nonwhite other 151 1.19 

unclear 80 0.63 

Total 12,648 100.00 

 

 

 

Table 3.7 

Distribution of eye colour 

Eye colour Absolute % 

blue 1,830 18.78 

brown 1,858 19.07 

green 493 5.06 

other 112 1.15 

unclear 5,451 55.94 

Total 9,744 100.00 

 

 
 

 
Table 3.8 

Distribution of age 

Age Absolute % 

12-15 48 0.38 

16-25  3,175 25.10 

26-40 8,145 64.40 

41-55 669 5.29 

>55 190 1.50 

unclear 421 3.33 

Total 12,648 100.00 
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Distribution of race 
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white 12,019 95.03 

black 237 1.87 

asian 128 1.01 

southeast asian 33 0.26 

nonwhite other 151 1.19 

unclear 80 0.63 

Total 12,648 100.00 

 

 

 

Table 3.7 

Distribution of eye colour 

Eye colour Absolute % 

blue 1,830 18.78 

brown 1,858 19.07 

green 493 5.06 

other 112 1.15 

unclear 5,451 55.94 

Total 9,744 100.00 

 

 
 

 
Table 3.8 

Distribution of age 

Age Absolute % 

12-15 48 0.38 

16-25  3,175 25.10 

26-40 8,145 64.40 

41-55 669 5.29 

>55 190 1.50 

unclear 421 3.33 

Total 12,648 100.00 
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Table 3.8 
Distribution of age

 

 

Table 3.6 

Distribution of race 

Race Absolute % 

white 12,019 95.03 

black 237 1.87 

asian 128 1.01 

southeast asian 33 0.26 

nonwhite other 151 1.19 

unclear 80 0.63 

Total 12,648 100.00 

 

 

 

Table 3.7 

Distribution of eye colour 

Eye colour Absolute % 

blue 1,830 18.78 

brown 1,858 19.07 

green 493 5.06 

other 112 1.15 

unclear 5,451 55.94 

Total 9,744 100.00 

 

 
 

 
Table 3.8 

Distribution of age 

Age Absolute % 

12-15 48 0.38 

16-25  3,175 25.10 

26-40 8,145 64.40 

41-55 669 5.29 

>55 190 1.50 

unclear 421 3.33 

Total 12,648 100.00 

 

 

Table 3.9 
Distribution of hair colour

 

 

Table 3.9 

Distribution of hair colour 

Hair colour Absolute % 

blonde 3,270 33.56 

brown 4,415 45.31 

black 824 8.46 

red 407 4.18 

grey 167 1.71 

unclear 661 6.78 

Total 9,744 100.00 

 

 
 

Table 3.10 

Distribution of skin tone 

Skin tone Absolute % 

pale 1,126 8.42 

regular 6,65 49.76 

tinted 1,879 14.06 

brown 296 2.21 

unclear 3,414 25.54 

Total 9,744 100.00 

 

Table 3.10 
Distribution of skin tone
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Distribution of hair colour 

Hair colour Absolute % 

blonde 3,270 33.56 

brown 4,415 45.31 

black 824 8.46 

red 407 4.18 

grey 167 1.71 

unclear 661 6.78 

Total 9,744 100.00 

 

 
 

Table 3.10 

Distribution of skin tone 

Skin tone Absolute % 

pale 1,126 8.42 

regular 6,65 49.76 

tinted 1,879 14.06 

brown 296 2.21 

unclear 3,414 25.54 

Total 9,744 100.00 
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Facial and bodily proportions
Facial and bodily proportions, such as symmetry and waist-to-hip ratio, 
are consistently linked to ideal standards of beauty, and are often used in 
psychological research on the, evolutionary based, perception of beauty 
(Perret et al. 1999; Baudoin & Tiberghien 2004; Bashour 2006; Schmid et 
al. 2008; Pallett et al. 2010). Consequently, the bodies of models have been 
measured in previous studies by using indices such as body/mass index 
(BMI) and waist-to-hip ratio’s (WHR), obtained from registered measure-
ments (Wiseman et al. 1992; Seifert 2005; Sypeck et al. 2006). I included 
psychological measures of facial and bodily proportions, but during the 
coding process I found they were rarely applicable to ‘real life’ images. Fa-
cial symmetry or the width of hips can only be measured when people are 
photographed from specific angles, and bodily proportions can only be 
seen when someone is wearing few, or tight clothes. Thus, my results do 
not test whether fashion models comply with the standards deemed uni-
versal by evolutionary psychology. However, the development of one-di-
mensional measurements of facial and bodily characteristics deserves men-
tioning, and I will discuss these codes, with the aim of offering recommen-
dations for future research. 

Bodily measurements
I devised a list of one-dimensional bodily measurements, including famil-
iar measures such as the distance (mm) from waist to hip, waist at narrow-
est point, etc., as well as understudied measurements, such as the shoul-
der-to-shoulder ratio or the torso-to-legs ratio. Codes were supplemented 
with an example image of a body, detailed descriptions and selection cri-
teria. Coders used a ruler and triangle-ruler to measure measurements in 
millimetres. To calculate ratio’s a certain number of measurements had to 
be measured, this was rarely the case given the large amount of images that 
excluded total bodies, or showed bent bodies, rarely photographed statical-
ly from up front. Bodily measurements could only be measured in 15.26% 
of images that showed bodies.

 Body weight and muscularity
Fashion models are criticized for being, increasingly, unrealistically thin 
(Mears 2010). In contrast to earlier studies on body shape, that stem 
mostly from psychological research, I find variations in body shape are 
determined by body weight as well as muscularity (cf. Leit et al. 2000).  
Thinness was measured by asking coders to match models’ body shapes 
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to figure drawings. The rating scale used for thinness was developed by 
Thompson and Gray (1995), and consists of nine figure drawings for male 
and female bodies that show increases in waist-to-hip ratio in a realistic 
manner. A similar scale was used for muscularity, making use of the mus-
cularity scale used for male bodies by Frederick et al. (2005); for female 
bodies I asked an illustrator8 to design drawings based on a study of the de-
velopment of female muscularity. Selection criteria for measurement pre-
scribe that bodies must be visible from waist up or more, portrayed nude 
or in under/swimwear, turned en face with a maximum of 45-degree vari-
ation. Unfortunately these rules exclude most bodies in fashion, thinness 
could only be measured in 14.81% of images that showed bodies, muscu-
larity in 12.8%.

Face-ism
Studies of magazines, newspapers, and artworks show a tendency to pres-
ent men by their faces, and women by their bodies (Archer et al. 1983; 
Lammers & Lammers 1993). To measure the relative prominence of the 
models body as compared to the face, I use the code ‘Face-ism index’, 
when used in reverse the ratio stands for ‘body-ism’. The numerator of the 
index is the distance (in millimetres or any other unit) from the top of the 
head to the lowest point of the chin of the depicted model; the denomina-
tor of the index is the distance from the top of the head to the lowest vis-
ible part of the subject’s body. This code reached Krippendorff’s alpha .76 
(measurement face) and .74 (measurement body)9. Although most facial 
and body measurements yield little results, the measurements for ‘face-ism’ 
and ‘body-ism’ could be measured in approximately 60% of cases. Bodies 
that were too bent or skewed to be measured were excluded (see codebook 
for coding rules).  

Facial symmetry
After consulting experts in facial measurements relating to beauty,10 I de-
vised fourteen measures (to be measured in mm) that are used to assess 
facial symmetry (a combination of measures used in previous studies, 
Schmid et al. 2008; Pallet et. al. 2010). Instructions were supplemented 
with an example image of a full frontal face on which the appropriate 
lines/measurements were indicated (obtained via dr. Schmid). Only faces 

8 Hanna de Haan, www.hannadehaan.nl
9 In reliability calculations, a maximum deviation of 1 mm (higher or lower) was considered  
as agreement.
10 dr. Kendra Schmid (University of Nebraska) and dr. Pam Pallet (Darthmouth College)
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satisfying the following criteria were measured: full frontal image of whole 
face, mouth closed, forehead not covered - hairline visible, both sides of 
face visible at eye height (side of face need not be fully visible), large and 
clear enough image for precise measurement, pupils must be visible. Cod-
ers were asked to measure faces only when either all vertical or horizon-
tal measures could be measured, with exception of mouth and lips, these 
can be left out when not visible and can be measured still when the side of 
face is not visible. Only few faces (including mouth an lips) satisfied these 
criteria as fashion images are rarely full frontal portraits, mouths are often 
open and hairstyles often cover the sides of faces. Facial measures were only 
measured in 202 cases. 

Facial characteristics
Apart from symmetry measurements, I developed new codes to measure 
facial features that are related to beauty, but are rarely measured in con-
tent analyses. I measured the size of lips, nose, chin and jaw. Coders were 
able to select small, medium or large (or unclear) and were asked to only 
code small or large when the feature was clearly deviating, resulting in very 
high frequencies in the ‘medium’ category. However, it proved very hard 
to establish inter-coder reliability for these codes. Only ‘size of jaw’ proved 
reliable, mostly because coders agreed on ‘medium’ and ‘unclear’ catego-
ries, which together represented more than 80% of coded jaws. Chins and 
jaws were often hard to code, since model’s faces are not often portrayed 
full frontal. 

I also included measures of: wrinkles, freckles, split or irregular teeth, 
cleft chins, tattoos, birth marks and cheek dimples. Based on the pilot 
studies, I added two codes that were encountered especially for high fash-
ion models: the pronouncement of cheekbones (small, medium, large) and 
the type of eye brows, including shaved or absent eye brows. Most of these 
codes proved reliable, but were measured rarely (see Table 3.11), except for 
wrinkles and pronounced cheekbones. Wrinkles occur in 10.24% of cases 
in the overall sample, this does not vary much over time but does differ 
per gender and magazine type. Commercial magazines portray 10% less 
wrinkles than high fashion and mainstream magazines, and male mod-
els are portrayed 16.60% more often with wrinkles (22.71%) than female 
models (6.11%). Pronounced cheekbones occur in 27.06% of cases, 54.96% 
of these cases are high fashion models. Very noticeable pronounced cheek-
bones occur in only 4.61% of cases, and this appears to be a predominantly 
high fashion phenomenon: 70.56% of these cases are high fashion models.
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Table 3.11 
Occurence of specific facial traits in % of measured cases

Objectification
From my literature review, ‘objectification’ emerged as a concept that is 
often discussed in relation to the representation of women, but that is in-
terpreted and measured in different ways. Operationalizations of objecti-
fication are scant. Most commonly objectification is conflated with sexu-
alisation, and measured by body exposure or sexually suggestive dressing 
(I discuss this extensively in Chapter 6). In order to contribute to a wid-
er, and more nuanced understanding objectification was measured in two 
ways: 1) a variety of codes that have been previously  related to objectifica-
tion were included (see Chapter 6 for results), and 2) coders assessed the 
model’s ‘level of objectification’ as a separate, comprehensive code. Coding 
instructions for ‘level of objectification’ focus on measuring objectification 
in its literal meaning: portraying models as objects with no other function 
than to be looked at (see codebook, cf. Lindner 2004). The code ‘level of 
objectification’ resembles what I have later labeled ‘decorative portrayal’ 
in Chapter 6, one of the three types of visual objectification that I distin-
guish. Level of objectification was measured on a three-point scale. During 
coding, the objectification of models appeared one of the most defining 
characteristics of fashion images. Results in Table 3.12 show that approx-
imately 90% of models are objectified in fashion images. Moreover, over 
time the intensity of objectification increases, as the greater part of models 
in 2011 qualifies as ‘very objectified’. 

 

 

Table 3.11 

Occurence of specific facial traits in % of measured cases  

Variables Absolute % Total 

pronounced cheekbones 3273 27.06 12,094 

very pronounced cheekbones 557 4.61 12,094 

freckles 396 3.14 12,603 

cleft chin 708 5.62 12,603 

birth mark 348 2.81 12,404 

tattoo 142 1.13 12,609 

cheek dimple 158 1.29 12,227 

irregular teeth 105 0.85 12,31 

split teeth 91 0.79 12,31 

wrinkles 1,245 10.24 12,159 

bleached/ absent eye brows 176 1.55 11,387 
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Table 3.12 
Level of objectification per year

Grooming 
The way models are groomed or dressed is typically overlooked in content 
analyses, but the grooming and dressing of models is an important dimen-
sion of beauty (cf. Cunningham et al.1986). I included codes that measure 
hairstyles, hair type, hair length, types of beards, and the level and type of 
make-up. Inter-coder reliability was low for most codes relating to make-
up and hair, already during training coders emphasized the difficulty of 
distinguishing between, for instance, ‘subtle’ or ‘pronounced’ shades of lip-
stick, especially coders that did not use make-up themselves. 

Based on Kolbe & Albaneses’ (1997) typification of clothing styles 
(men only) and the pilot study, I developed 40 clothing styles for men and 
women. These were later merged into 35 distinct clothing styles that are 
used as iconic styles in magazines, for example ‘Marilyn Monroe’, ‘Prin-
cess/prince’, ‘Dandy’ and ‘Punk’. However, contrary to my expectations, 
iconic styles were rarely coded. Consequently, inter-coder reliability did 
not reach acceptability, the highest frequency measured is 2.58% (business-
man/woman). 

Coders also coded all clothing items worn and accessories such as sun-
glasses, hats and jewellery. Furthermore I included a series of newly devel-
oped codes regarding the tightness, comfort, casualness (casual-chic scale), 
layering, volume, and colour pallet of clothing and I measured the occur-
rence of specific items like high heels (classification in heights), glitter, la-
tex, fur and leather. Most of these codes worked well and yield interesting 
results. 

Beauty types 
Apart from looking at physical characteristics such as colour of eyes and 
hair, I aimed at analysing total ‘looks’. Solomon, Ashmore & Longo (1992) 
developed eight distinct beauty types by letting fashion magazine editors 
sort fashion images into piles based on similarity of looks. These looks, 

 

 

Table 3.12 
Level of objectification per year 

  1982 1996 1996 

none 12.11 14.08 6.65 

objectified 44.86 31.63 31.44 

very objectified 42.94 54.20 61.83 

N= 12, 645     
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Classic, Feminine, Sensual, Exotic, Cute, Girl-next-door, Sex kitten, 
Trendy, and their descriptions formed the basis for the development of our 
codes of beauty types. During the first pilot study I categorized all beau-
ty types, male and female, encountered intuitively, resulting in 18 distinct 
beauty types. After the second pilot study some types were condensed and 
newly encountered ones (‘dangerous’, ‘lean’, ‘unhealthy’ and ‘girly/boyish’) 
were added, resulting in 23 distinct beauty types. All types apply to male 
and female models, except for two codes specifically for males (‘metro’ 
and ‘stout/rough’). Apart from a detailed description each beauty type was 
accompanied with a set of example images that was used during train-
ing. Thirteen types proved very reliable (Krippendorff’s Alpha >0.67), four 
types reached moderate reliability (‘next door’, ‘girly/boyish’, ‘self-assured’, 
‘odd’), six types were dropped from the analysis since they were rarely cod-
ed (grubby, messy, metro, unhealthy, lean, dangerous). To ensure reliability 
we asked coders to code beauty types only when they were clearly recog-
nizable as such, 46.85% of models was therefore coded as ‘no beauty type’ 
Combinations of beauty types were possible, they represent 10.64%, these 
categories are often marginal.

Since I expected the representation of gender to be somewhat ambig-
uous in certain fashion images, I measured both the level of masculinity 
and femininity on a three-point scale (not, moderate, very), using coders 
judgment. Results do not confirm my expectations: 95% of men are in-
deed considered masculine without doubt, by coders, 4.02% were coded as 
feminine. 97.9% of women was coded as feminine, 2.92% were presented 
as masculine. 

Training 

Coding was done by eight trained coders, plus the researcher, from the 
countries where the magazines were published. French images were coded 
by three French speaking Dutch and British coders. Coders were trained 
individually or in pairs by one of the researchers, using the same (visual) 
material and method. Coders received a thorough (week-long) training, 
for each code a sample of example images served as reference. Coders com-
pleted take-home exercises, sets of images were coded individually and dis-
cussed collectively until the coders’ and trainers’ assessments were in line. 
After training each coder received the visual guide with reference images 
(in colour), moreover: the reference images used during training were in-
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corporated in the survey to ensure consistent coding over a longer period 
of time. Coders received an iPad during training to facilitate fast and easy 
coding and to prevent any differences between online example images due 
to screen settings. All coding was conducted on iPads, coders received a 
link to access the online survey. 

Coders were stimulated to ask questions during coding (the first month 
of coding questions were frequent), the answers to these questions some-
times resulted in refinement of the coding rules. Updated coding rules 
were distributed to all coders via collective emails. Coders were asked to 
code images weekly to retain coding routine, if substantial intervals be-
tween coding periods occurred (more than four weeks) coders conducted 
an intermediate test. The coder was asked to code a set of 5 diverse images 
(sent by e-mail) and the answers were discussed whenever judgment was 
not in line with mine

Reliability and stability

Reliability
Inter-coder reliability was calculated using a random set of 50 sample im-
ages that all coders received in print and coded after a month/two months 
of coding.11 Reliability was calculated based on Krippendorff’s alpha, a 
measure that, in contrast to Cohen’s or Fleiss’ Kappa, takes into account 
missing values, the magnitude of faults, the number of coders and chance 
agreement (Neuendorf, 2002). Using a subset of 50 example images, for 
some codes inter-coder reliability was impossible to truly assess due to 
codes with rare categories (especially binary codes), that are unreliable even 
with few, or no, mistakes from coders. For some codes, Krippendorff’s al-
pha was ‘undefined’, since the same category was coded for all cases in the 
subsample (such as the code that determined whether a model is a child). 
For most of these codes, coders agreement is 100% (see Table 3.13). Some 
codes did not reach reliability when used in their original format, such as 
the multiple-choice codes ‘position of hands’ and ‘position of arms’ that 
included a large number of categories, and many ways in which they could 
be combined. These codes are excluded from analyses, but some categories 
that coders agreed upon, where used in isolation, such as ‘self touch’. I ex-

11 Literature on content analysis does not prescribe the size of the subsample used for reliability tests 
but Neuendorf (2002:159) suggests: “in general one could say it should probably never be smaller 
than 50 should and rarely need to be larger than about 300”. Given the coding time per model (10 
minutes) a sample of 50 images was used. 
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cluded facial and bodily measurements from reliability calculations since 
they were rarely coded in the entire sample. The average Krippendorff’s 
alpha for all variables is .70. Two third of all codes reached good or ex-
cellent reliability levels using Krippendorff’s alpha (above 0.667), see Ta-
ble 3.13. Nineteen codes reached moderate reliability (Krippendorff’s alpha 
above .6, marked with one asterisk) and are used with caution, although 
lower scores are mostly caused by infrequency in this study, evidenced by 
the percentages of agreement among coders that is often between 90 and 
100%. Forty-six codes proved unreliable (marked with two asteriks).
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Table 3.13 
Reliability scores (Krippendorff’s Alpha and % of agreement)

 

 

Table 3.13 

Reliability scores (Krippendorff’s Alpha and % of agreement) 

 

Code % Agreement 

Krippendorff’s 

Alpha 

Type of image 99.56 0.99 

Type of product advertised 94.11 0.9 

Number of models in image 100 1 

Is model a child** 100 un 

Type of person 95 0.88 

Age 85.33 0.70 

Gender 99.96 0.99 

Inclusion of art works** 100 un 

Recognizable national setting** 100 un 

Recognizable international setting** 100 un 

National flag visible** 100 un 

National brands* 88.89 0.65 

International brands 88.67 0.79 

Folklore clothing items** 100 un 

References to home country** 100 un 

References to other countries** 100 un 

National language in title intro text 99.56 0.99 

Colour used for photography 100 1 

Level of light darkness 99.11 0.94 

Sharpness backgound 92.06 0.84 

Sharpness foreground** 96.89 0.44 

Warm cold light* 82.01 0.6 

Grain** 91.5 0.56 

Contrast** 82.67 0.21 

Saturation 84.75 0.11 

Direction of light** 59.72 0.40 

Manipulation of image** 96.06 0.18 

Flattering of model** 96.17 0.51 

Visibility head face 92.67 0.82 

Camera standpoint** 98.22 0.20 

Distance viewer to model 91.67 0.83 

Camera viewpoint 92.78 0.83 

Race 99.56 0.90 

Hair colour* 65.40 0.62 

Skin tone** 78.62 0.51 

Eye colour 86.30 0.80 

Realistic setting 97.11 0.70 

Recognizability setting 86.11 0.69 

Type of recogn. setting* 67.52 0.64 

Studio indoor outdoor 92.89 0.89 

Weather depicted 98.78 0.92 

Freckles 97.22 0.83 

Cleft chin* 94.61 0.64 

Moustache 93.06 0.86 
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Table 3.13 

Reliability scores (Krippendorff’s Alpha and % of agreement) 

 

Code % Agreement 

Krippendorff’s 

Alpha 

Type of image 99.56 0.99 

Type of product advertised 94.11 0.9 

Number of models in image 100 1 

Is model a child** 100 un 

Type of person 95 0.88 

Age 85.33 0.70 

Gender 99.96 0.99 

Inclusion of art works** 100 un 

Recognizable national setting** 100 un 

Recognizable international setting** 100 un 

National flag visible** 100 un 

National brands* 88.89 0.65 

International brands 88.67 0.79 

Folklore clothing items** 100 un 

References to home country** 100 un 

References to other countries** 100 un 

National language in title intro text 99.56 0.99 

Colour used for photography 100 1 

Level of light darkness 99.11 0.94 

Sharpness backgound 92.06 0.84 

Sharpness foreground** 96.89 0.44 

Warm cold light* 82.01 0.6 

Grain** 91.5 0.56 

Contrast** 82.67 0.21 

Saturation 84.75 0.11 

Direction of light** 59.72 0.40 

Manipulation of image** 96.06 0.18 

Flattering of model** 96.17 0.51 

Visibility head face 92.67 0.82 

Camera standpoint** 98.22 0.20 

Distance viewer to model 91.67 0.83 

Camera viewpoint 92.78 0.83 

Race 99.56 0.90 

Hair colour* 65.40 0.62 

Skin tone** 78.62 0.51 

Eye colour 86.30 0.80 

Realistic setting 97.11 0.70 

Recognizability setting 86.11 0.69 

Type of recogn. setting* 67.52 0.64 

Studio indoor outdoor 92.89 0.89 

Weather depicted 98.78 0.92 

Freckles 97.22 0.83 

Cleft chin* 94.61 0.64 

Moustache 93.06 0.86 

 

 

Tattoo 99.56 0.94 

Sideburns** 69.79 0.43 

Birth mark 97.11 0.80 

Cheek dimple 100 1 

Size of lips** 81.44 0.58 

Size of nose** 79.89 0.47 

Size of chin** 76.94 0.53 

Size of jaw 82.56 0.72 

Size of eyes* 89.56 0.65 

Size of eyebrows 88.28 0.79 

Pronouncement of cheekbones* 81.22 0.62 

Type of cheeks 87.33 0.69 

Shape of face 78.17 0.70 

Type of teeth 89.28 0.80 

Type of beard 100 1 

Wrinkles 90.33 0.75 

Face ism face 77.55 0.76 

Face ism body 76.81 0.74 

Thinness 91.29 0.84 

Size of breasts 97.44 0.87 

Muscularity 92.90 0.74 

Body parts exposed nude 85.15 0.73 

Tightened muscles** 66.89 0.50 

Sun tan 98.64 0.90 

Chest hair 91.32 0.80 

Pubic hair 100 1 

Leg hair 88.35 0.79 

Armpits hair* 95.81 0.65 

Level of eye contact* 79.94 0.66 

Level of posing 87.33 0.76 

Objectification 82 0.67 

Active or inactive 95.81 0.84 

Type of inactive posture 84.38 0.76 

Head canting 93.22 0.76 

Erect body 86.89 0.71 

Body contours visible 92.21 0.77 

Position of arms** 67.52 0.53 

Position of hands** 84.15 0.58 

Motion** 83.18 0.54 

Sexual act 100 1 

Comf realistic pose** 84.13 0.55 

Clothing layering** 100 un 

Clothing volume 100 1 

Clothing oversized** 99.37 0 

Emphasis on waist line** 98.73 negative 

Leather items 99.37 0.87 

Glitter sequins 98.73 0.77 

Fur** 100 un 

Latex** 100 un 
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Silver gold items 98.10 0.81 

Clothing comfortable* 98.5 0.65 

Casual chic scale 86.18 0.78 

Height of heels 96.24 0.92 

Tight loose scale 88.36 0.69 

Colour pallette clothing** 46.61 0.34 

Level of accessories  93.61 0.89 

Level of nudity  93.39 0.75 

Body revealing clothing items 91.02 0.82 

Recognizable clothing styles** 89.42 0.33 

Sweet innocent beauty 99.56 0.87 

Sexy beauty 98.33 0.70 

Girly/boyish beauty* 96.67 0.64 

Classic beauty 96.67 0.73 

Natural beauty 96.56 0.73 

Next door beauty* 92.44 0.63 

Grubby beauty** 100 un 

Messy beauty** 99.56 0 

Artificial beauty 99.56 0.95 

Glamourous beauty 96.33 0.70 

Chic beauty 93.89 0.70 

Healthy beauty 99.22 0.75 

Self assured beauty* 94.89 0.65 

Unhealthy beauty** 100 un 

Metro beauty** 78.57 0.30 

Odd/quirky beauty* 95.11 0.62 

Stout/rough beauty 97.57 0.90 

Voluptuous beauty 100 1 

Androgynous beauty 98.78 0.81 

Everyday beauty 94.33 0.70 

Lean/skinny beauty** 99.56 0 

Dangerous beauty** un un 

Macho beauty 98.11 0.81 

Masculinity 98 0.96 

Femininity 98.22 0.96 

Facial expression* 88.22 0.60 

Expression, happy/neutral/angry 93.89 0.83 

Mood of image 95.33 0.73 

Eyes open/closed 94.44 0.80 

Mouth open/closed 84.61 0.77 

Showing teeth 94.14 0.85 

Lips pouting** 99.26 0 

Level of smile 92.78 0.85 

Level lip gloss** 79.56 0.62 

Level of make up 85.33 0.77 

Level of lipstick* 86.97 0.63 

Level eye shadow** 72.76 0.58 

Nail polish 89.48 0.85 

Blush* 90.28 0.66 
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Hair volume* 84.78 0.66 

Foundation** 97.01 0.11 

Eye liner** 66.26 0.53 

Mascara 86.42 0.67 

Hair length 88.56 0.83 

Shiny complexion** 91.77 0.44 

Shiny body parts** 81.59 0.54 

Visibility of pores 95.61 0.68 

Hair type* 80 0.67 

Hair style** 48.78 0.39 

un= undefined 

* moderate reliability 

** unreliable 
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Stability
Stability was calculated by letting each coder recode a fashion shoot that 
was coded in the first month, after four to six weeks of coding.12 Fashion 
shoots (min. 10 pages) were selected since these could easily be traced back 
by coders and could be easily retrieved in the database. All coders reached 
high levels of stability as is evidenced by the high levels of agreement be-
tween codings at T1 and T2 for each coder (>90%).

Table 3.14 
Stability scores

Correspondence Analysis 

British, Italian and Dutch data were analysed using Multiple Correspon-
dence Analysis (MCA), the descriptive statistical technique famously used 
by Bourdieu (1984). MCA is an advanced variant of factor analysis, simi-
lar to Principal Component Analysis, yet for categorical data (Greenacre 
& Blasius 2006). I selected this geometric method to explore the data in-
ductively; aiming to identify the underlying system that structures ways of 
representation, without a priori expectations. A major advantage of corre-
spondence analysis is its relational character (1984); the method positions 
variables in a space, comparable to a Bourdieusian field, taking into ac-
count the complete system of relations that constitute this space. 

MCA offers a visual representation of the strength and shape of rela-
tions between categories of variables. Analysis is based on a concatenated 
table based on cross tabulations of all (categories of ) variables with one 
another (Burt matrix) or cross tabulations of individuals and categories of 
variables (indicator matrix), the latter involving binarised responses. Re-
gardless the selected matrix the visualization of results remains the same 
(Greenacre & Blasius 2006; Greenacre 2007); each category and each unit 
of analysis (e.g. a coded model) is positioned as a point in a multidimen-

12 Although Neuendorf (2002) and Krippendorff (2004) mention stability tests (test-test), no guide-
lines are provided for calculating stability measures.

 

 

Table 3.14 

Stability scores 

Coder C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 

% agreement of 

codings at T1 and T2 
X* 93.21 96.24 98.42 96.52 98.09 96.18 97.82 97.11 

*Coder C1 refers to myself, I only coded images the first weeks to experience the coding process.  
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sional space, defining two clouds of points, coined the ‘space of individu-
als’ and the ‘space of properties’ by Bourdieu (1984). The method seeks the 
principal axes of the points based on the distances between individuals; 
these distances are based on the questions for which different categories 
are selected for individuals (Le Roux & Rouanet 2010). In other words: the 
method reveals the principal dimensions on which the points differ. Most 
commonly points are presented two dimensional, in a planar map. The po-
sition of points in the constructed two- dimensional space is interpreted 
in terms of closeness, yet instead of interpreting distances between single 
points, interpretation focuses on the underlying logic that opposes points 
along an axis (Benzécri 1973). In the space of individuals, or the ‘space of 
fashion models’, in which points represent coded models, points that lie 
close to each other describe models that are represented in similar ways. In 
the space of properties, e.g. the ‘space of representation’ in which points 
represent categories of variables in our codebook, points that lie close to 
each other express representational categories that co-occur frequently, for 
example ‘outdoor’ and ‘active’ representation. Combining the interpreta-
tions of the two spaces shows which categories of representation go togeth-
er, and how these styles of representation are associated with (groups of ) 
individual models with different socio- structural characteristics.

The maximum number of dimensions of a cloud of points equals the 
number of categories minus the number of active variables, yet as few di-
mensions as possible are used for interpretation. The variance of the pro-
jected cloud on an axis is expressed by the eigenvalue of the axis, the rela-
tive inertia per axis is used to interpret the model. The first two axes pro-
vide the best two-dimensional fit (Le Roux & Rouanet 2010), and so on. 
Adjusted inertia rates were used to evaluate the explanatory strength of our 
model, as is most common and recommended by Greenacre ([1993] 2007), 
Le Roux and Rouanet (2004). Greenacre and Blasius (2006), Rouanet 
(2006) and Nenadic and Greenacre (2007). Given the high number of di-
mensions, the percentages of explained inertia for the first axes are under-
estimated in the analysis and variance rates are adjusted to reflect their sig-
nificance. Adjustment rates used are based on the Burt matrix (Greenacre 
[1993] 2007).

Using time-series data, the correspondence analysis compares cases 
from 1982, 1996 and 2011 in a two-step analysis (cf. Coulangeon 2013). The 
MCA is based on 2105 active cases from 2011. Thus, the construction of 
the ‘space of representation’ is based on the 2011 sample. Cases from 1982 
and 1996 were included as ‘passive’ variables in the longitudinal analysis 
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(cf. Coulangeon 2013). 2011 is taken as reference year because the breadth 
of the sample is widest and the field is most developed. 

MCA was performed in R. The graphic analysis is based on the indica-
tor matrix (default setting), using FactoMineR and GDAtools for the anal-
ysis and GGplot for the construction of graphs. 

Three dimensions were selected to interpret, based on explanatory 
strength, a majority of the total inertia is explained by these axes, and in-
terpretability. A scree plot was used to facilitate the dimensionality selec-
tion. The ‘elbow’ point (marked drop in amount of explained variation) 
occurs after the first two axes, yet the third axis aids the interpretability 
of our model and raises the cumulative percentage of explained inertia 
to 75%. The first axis explains 36.8 % of inertia, the second axis 25.53%, 
the third 12.72%; the modified cumulated rate of explained inertia reaches 
75.07 %. Results are discussed in Chapter 4, using planar maps for analysis, 
always including the first most important dimension.

Variables
The correspondence analysis focuses on female models only. 5742 of 6042 
cases and 40 active variables (codes measuring representation) were re-
tained, generating 95 active modalities (categories of variables). Those 
excluded were unreliable variables, variables that did not pertain to the 
representation of models (e.g. institutional characteristics), variables that 
showed very low distribution (e.g. dummies like ‘ Use of Polaroid’ that 
yielded the same answer in >90 % of cases) or were strongly associated 
with other variables in the analysis (based on Cramer’s V tests), and infre-
quent variables. In the codebook many codes can only be measured un-
der certain conditions (visibility of body, head or jaw, visibility of clothing 
etc.), this results in many variables that either have low frequencies or very 
high frequencies in the ‘unclear’ category. Variables with >50% frequency 
in the ‘unclear’ category were excluded. When possible, infrequent cate-
gories were pooled together, ten marginal categories of beauty type with 
frequencies < 30 cases in 2011 were discarded from the analysis. Other, 
more substantive, infrequent (<4% of total 2011 cases13) and ‘junk’ catego-
ries (missing values, ‘other’) were retained as passive categories of active 
variables, using specific MCA (Le Roux & Rouanet 2010). Missing values 
make MCA unstable, but specific MCA allows for dealing with infrequent 
modalities and missing data without losing meaningful cases, such as cas-

13 As a relatively flexible rule of thumb, categories with approximately <5% of cases should be exclud-
ed (Le Roux and Rouanet 2004:216).
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es pertaining to models portrayed at ‘intimate’ distance, showing only the 
face/head of the model. Structural categories, magazine title and maga-
zine type, type of image, country and year of publication were included as 
‘supplementary’ or ‘passive’ variables. Besides structural variables ‘round 
face’ (< 30 cases) was included as passive variable instead of passive modal-
ity since all other facial shapes were included as active dummy variables. 
As opposed to the active variables in the analysis, supplementary variables 
are not used to define the dimensions yet they can be superimposed in the 
constructed space for further analysis. The ‘cloud of individuals’, e.g. ‘the 
space of models’ encompasses all structural information provided by the 
supplementary variables (Bennett et al. 2009). 

Appendix 2 provides an overview of dimension scores and contribu-
tions per active modality on axis 1, 2 and 3. To test for significant differenc-
es between the mean scores of the structural categories (magazine title and 
type, genre, country, year) on each dimension, One-way Anova tests (see 
Table 4.1 and 4.2 in Chapter 4) were used. Post-hoc Bonferroni correction 
was applied to analyse the differences in mean scores on each dimension 
between categories of magazine types, and between countries per year. Re-
sults are presented in Appendix 3 and 4.

Limitations of method

Arguably, the objective value of content analysis is negatively impacted by 
the biases and theoretical assumptions underlying the design of the code-
book, and sample selection. However, I argue that the strength of my anal-
ysis lies in its wide scope, and the possibilities it offers to let theory emerge 
from my data, instead of the other way around. Of course, when quan-
tifying visual elements in a finite number of codes and categories, mea-
surement is never perfect, but the codebook is designed to measure repre-
sentation as open-ended way as possible, capturing elements of represen-
tation as comprehensive as possible, designing codes based on extensive 
pilot studies with an inductive character, and categories used by industry 
professionals themselves. Nevertheless, choosing a detailed codebook over 
the quantity of magazines and grade years to be coded, my sample is lim-
ited and may not comprehensively capture developments that took place 
in the field over thirty years. I am confident that my data measures larger 
longitudinal trends, however, in a constantly changing field, my data has 
not captured trends that have passed between grade years, such as the era 
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of the Amazonian supermodel, which peaked in the late 1980s. Moreover, 
for practical reasons, summer editions are underrepresented in the sample.

What some see as a weakness of content analysis, its purely descriptive 
character, I see as a strength that is often forgotten by researchers interpret-
ing content analyses in a semiotic way, or by researchers who, all too eas-
ily, draw large conclusions based on descriptive, sometimes self- selected, 
data that is rarely particularized or validated (Goffman 1979[1976]; Gill 
2008, 2011; Evans, Shankar & Riley 2010). Content analyses measuring 
representation in advertisements or fashion images, measure only a small 
number of images (some studies are based on a sample of a few hundred 
images), typically in one country or one time period, but draw strikingly 
large conclusions on the basis of such data. In my analysis, I have tried to 
overcome these issues by measuring an unprecedented quantity of visual 
elements, on an unprecedented large scale, including different time peri-
ods and countries, and by avoiding speculative conclusions. However, the 
large scope of my analysis brings forward other limitations. Making use of 
nine different coders, from different countries, very strict instructions and 
clear delineations between categories were imperative to ensure inter-cod-
er reliability. Consequently, some categories for codes were delineated so 
strongly that frequencies for ‘unclear’ or ‘neutral’ categories are very high. 
Only obvious, clearly visible deviations were coded as other categories. 
This leads to an inevitable loss of nuance. When I have tried to preserve 
nuances, such as for hair colour or skin tone, fine-grained codes proved 
unreliable, the same goes for complex codes such as the codes measur-
ing photographic styles. Conducting content analysis with multiple coders 
seems to be a trade off between nuanced coding and a wide reach. This can 
be partly overcome by narrowing the research focus, and investing much 
effort into training coders to code a limited number of codes very precisely. 
The set up of my research, the extensive training, the use of visual materials 
in training and in the online coding form, and the visual guide, offer am-
ple recommendations for such detailed research. I argue that the potential 
of future research in the representation of men and women, lies not only 
in broadening its scope but also, especially, in using more refined codes. 
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Cultural production is about aesthetics. All cultural products, from mu-
sic to film and from literature to fashion, appeal to the senses in order to 
achieve a pleasant sensation of beauty, enjoyment, or even ‘the sublime’. 
They do so by combining different aesthetic elements in ever-changing 
ways. Thus, music combines ingredients like melody, rhythm, instrumen-
tation, harmony and lyrics; and visual arts rely on elements like color, 
composition, texture, material, but also subject matter and degree of re-
alism, to please the senses. Fashion photography aims to create beauty by 
combining the looks of attractive people, styled and dressed in particular 
ways, with the various elements that make up a beautiful (photographic) 
image. 

This assemblage of beauty in fashion photography can take many forms. 
A starkly lit image of a non-smiling woman with high cheekbones, hair 
drawn back, a fierce look, her thin straight body dressed in avant-garde 
fashion, evokes a different sensorial experience than a picture of a broadly 
smiling blond girl with tilted head and dimpled cheeks, wearing a colorful 
dress, photographed in a sunny outdoor setting. In cultural sociology, such 
differences are usually interpreted as the result of institutional contexts and 
societal dynamics. The first image is probably produced in a ‘restricted’ 
cultural field (Bourdieu 1993) where producers aim for unusual, interesting 
forms of beauty. It targets discerning audiences with the cultural capital to 
appreciate this rarefied beauty. The second image is more likely created in 
the commercial setting of the ‘field of mass production’, as it tries to please 
larger audiences with representations of beauty that are like everyday life, 
but better (Entwistle 2009; Mears, 2010). 

Cultural sociologists generally take differentiations between and with-
in classes of aesthetic objects as the outcome of non-aesthetic factors: so-
cial, economic and institutional structures (Bourdieu 1993; Peterson and 
Anand 2004; Janssen et al. 2011). Changes in cultural fields are attributed 
to changes in social structure, running the risk of ignoring aesthetic chang-
es that are “not reducible to class relations, ideology, or organizational ar-
rangements” (Dowd 1992:131). While cultural sociologists have produced 
subtle and sophisticated tools for analyzing cultural production and con-
sumption, they have made less progress in analyzing the cultural objects 
themselves (Cerulo 1995; Becker et al. 2006; Born 2010; Marshall 2011). 
Recently, interest in the analysis and measurement of cultural systems 
(Mohr 1998) has been rekindled by the rise of ‘big data’ and the develop-
ment and refinement of tools for quantitative inductive analysis like topic 
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modeling, multidimensional scaling and multiple correspondence analy-
sis (DiMaggio et al. 2013; Mohr & Bogdanov 2013). Such techniques are 
perfectly suited for inductive analysis of the hidden patterns that structure 
cultural content – and thus, aesthetic logics – without a priori assumptions 
about underlying structural or institutional factors. 

This chapter aims to take aesthetics seriously, by presenting a sociologi-
cal analysis of the aesthetic logics of fashion images of female models: the 
underlying aesthetic order structuring the assemblage of aesthetic elements 
of photographs of female beauty into coherent ‘styles’ or ‘tastes’. We argue 
that a full understanding of cultural fields requires studying the aesthet-
ics of cultural objects as a separate, partly independent dimension. Using 
a content analysis schema designed to capture all aesthetic elements of a 
fashion image, we map the aesthetic logics of this field in three European 
countries (Italy, the Netherlands, and the UK), and the development of 
these images between 1982 and 2011. How is beauty represented in fash-
ion images? Who are depicted, how do they look, how are they styled and 
photographed? Can we distinguish specific styles or clusters of recurring 
elements? To what extent are these styles related to institutional or struc-
tural factors? 

The field of fashion images is a strategic case to study how aesthetic 
logics shape cultural fields. First, fashion photography is a relatively young 
and internationalized field. Variations in the field are less likely to stem 
from nationally specific trajectories and traditions than in older, more es-
tablished art forms like literature or visual arts (Janssen et al. 2011). There-
fore, we do not a priori expect cross-national differences. Second, as a vis-
ual art form, fashion photography is not language-dependent. This allows 
for standardized sociological comparison across time and national context 
without translation. Moreover, the visual nature of (female) fashion images 
increases its potential for cross-national exchange. Third, fashion photog-
raphy is a popular and commercial art. Despite segmentation into avant-
garde and mainstream styles, all fashion photography primarily is about 
making money and selling clothes (Aspers 2001; Moeran 2006). Therefore, 
all fashion images are bound by the need to be aesthetically pleasing. We 
therefore expect less diversity in organizational forms, target audiences or 
modes of institutional legitimation than in cultural fields with more insti-
tutionally separate highbrow and lowbrow forms. Moreover, we also ex-
pect less diversity than in other photographic fields such as news photog-
raphy, as fashion images always need to be appealing.

Our analysis departs from the relational view that meaning emerges 
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from relations between people, objects, or categories, rather than from 
their inherent properties (Bourdieu 1993; Emirbayer 1997). Like words 
and sounds that only acquire meaning in their combinations with others 
(Mohr 1998; Mohr & Bogdanov 2013), visual elements become meaning-
ful – and potentially beautiful – in the context in which they occur with 
other elements. Using multiple correspondence analysis, a technique that 
analyzes data as a system of relations of difference and similarity, we show 
how aesthetic elements in fashion images are arranged and combined to 
produce distinct styles. We find that underlying aesthetic dimensions of 
this field are only partly explained by institutional contexts or societal de-
velopment. Moreover, they prove similar across countries, and rather du-
rable over a thirty-year period that is marked by considerable institutional 
turmoil. Despite increasing globalization, commercialization, and expan-
sion of the fashion, modeling and magazine industries, the basic aesthetic 
logics of fashion photography are remarkably constant across time and na-
tional context..

The aesthetic logics of fashion photography
 
Towards a relational sociology of aesthetics 

Sociological attempts to empirically unpack aesthetics are few and far be-
tween. Cerulo (1988; 1995) has analyzed the musical structure of nation-
al anthems, showing how combinations of musical elements (harmonies, 
notes, rhythm, etc.) represent different musical codes. Such codes con-
sist of relationships between elements. The note Middle C, for instance, 
“sounded in isolation, has no significance for a listener”. It acquires mean-
ing “with reference to the melody of which it is a part, or with reference 
to its choral accompaniment” (1988:319). Other notable attempts to sys-
tematically analyze cultural elements include Dowd’s (1992) unraveling of 
the musical elements of pop songs; Levi-Martin’s (2000) analysis of animal 
representation in a children’s book; and Jockers and Mimno’s (2013) use of 
topic modeling to analyze nineteenth century literary texts. 

All these studies search for logics underlying separate aesthetic ele-
ments. Only after detecting aesthetic patterns, they connect them with 
structural or institutional factors – often reporting that these factors ex-
plain some, but not all of these aesthetic patterns. Lieberson (2000), in his 
cross-national analysis of patterns and changes in first names, convincing-
ly criticized the sociological insistence on finding social-structural ‘causes’ 
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for cultural change. He showed that the waxing and waning of aesthetic 
elements – e.g., a preference for names beginning with a specific sound, 
or a preference for biblical names – follow logics of their own. Changes in 
naming practices often cannot be traced back to societal patterns; their pri-
mary meaning or function may be their aesthetic appeal. This, in turn, is 
informed by current aesthetic practices: people follow existing tastes, but 
may try to move just beyond this in search of originality and novelty. This 
leads to relatively autonomous patterns of stylistic change, propelled by 
the logics of the aesthetic system itself. 

We follow Cerulo in conceptualizing aesthetics as a relational system. 
Aesthetic elements acquire meaning in combination with others, and re-
curring combinations make distinctive styles. Moreover, these styles are 
embedded in wider systems of genres and cultural forms that mutual-
ly constitute and confine each other. This relational approach to cultur-
al forms has been developed most prominently in field theory. Bourdieu 
(1993; 1996) showed how the French literary field is structured around two 
aesthetic dimensions: popular versus literary, and vanguard versus conserv-
ative. Literary genres and products vary in form, style, subject matter, and 
stylistic conventions, and therefore occupy different positions in this field. 
In this chapter, we adopt Bourdieu’s relational approach without adopting 
his theoretical assumption that cultural polarities are homologous with so-
cial divides. Instead, we consider the relation between cultural form and 
social structure an empirical question. Combining field theory with organ-
izational ecology (Lizardo 2009), van Venrooij (2009; forthcoming) con-
ducted an inductive textual analysis of music reviews, in order to map the 
‘aesthetic discourse space’ of popular music. He conceptualizes the field of 
popular music as a field of generic ‘niches’ that are defined vis-à-vis other 
genres.  The extent to which boundaries are permeable depends on their 
‘ritual strength’ (DiMaggio 1987). Strong aesthetic distinctions often en-
tail symbolic distinctions that sustain social or moral boundaries (Lamont 
& Molnar 2002). 

We therefore assume that fashion images are embedded in a field of 
fashion photography that is structured according to distinctive aesthetic 
logics. Moreover, fashion photography occupies a niche in a wider field of 
representational forms, in which it represents a distinctive form, separate 
from other forms of representations – in photography, but also in paint-
ing, drawing and film. All such representations are part of the ‘space of 
possibles’ (Bourdieu 1984), in which aesthetic codes and conventionalized 
styles constitute the possibilities and impossibilities for representing hu-
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mans versus animals, men versus women, models versus normal people, 
but also: fashion images versus news photos or art versus fashion images. 
Our analysis aims to uncover both the aesthetic logics structuring the field, 
and – if possible – its boundaries in the wider field of representation. 

Aesthetics in the field of fashion images  
All fashion images share a number of characteristics. They portray people, 
most commonly women and professional models. They are meant to be 
beautiful and attractive – but not to everyone. Different fashion magazines 
and designers appeal to specific audiences, and exude varying degrees of 
exclusivity. Yet, all fashion images are made in the context of a particular 
transnational cultural field, which we call the field of fashion images.
The field of fashion images, like all cultural fields, is split between high-
brow ‘editorial’ and less prestigious ‘commercial’ or ‘mainstream’ subfields 
(Aspers 2001; Entwistle 2009; Mears 2010). High-fashion photography in-
cludes editorial photography for high fashion magazines like Vogue, and 
advertisements for luxury brands such as Gucci or Chanel. The commercial 
subfield is divided similarly in advertising versus editorial work for lower 
status brands and magazines: international ‘commercial’ franchise mag-
azines like Cosmopolitan, and local mainstream women’s magazines like 
British Woman’s Own. Fashion photography is a thoroughly transnational 
field. It is dominated by international franchises and brands, and there is 
significant cross-national exchange of models, photographers, images and 
hence: aesthetics (Mears 2011).

Scholarly work on fashion and fashion photography devotes little at-
tention to the aesthetic differences underlying this division in high fashion 
and commercial/mainstream photography. However, studies of fashion 
models provide insight into notions of beauty within these subfields. Male 
and female models with ‘editorial’ looks are ‘edgy’ or extraordinary, deviat-
ing from everyday notions of attractiveness (Entwistle & Wissinger 2006; 
Entwistle 2009; Mears 2010). Catalogues and commercial magazines de-
mand ‘commercial’ looks that radiate attractiveness and wholesomeness. 
Consequently, commercial or catalogue models are allowed to be less slen-
der, older, and more racially diverse (Mears 2010; 2011). 

This aesthetic and institutional division resembles the highbrow-low-
brow divide in other cultural fields (Bourdieu 1993). Fashion photography 
resembles popular fields like film (Baumann 2007) and jazz music (Lopes 
2002) in that this division separates subfields within a popular art form. 
Popular fields show increasing segmentation between the ‘highbrow’ and 
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‘mainstream’ as they develop towards a more recognized art (Janssen et al. 
2011). However, existing studies of emerging highbrow forms of popular 
culture focus on institutional legitimation and segmentation, ignoring the 
aesthetic aspect. Yet, as Lena observes, with the growing legitimation of 
jazz, the audience for bebop changed, but “bebop as a style has changed 
as well” (Lena 2012: 22). Similarly, we investigate whether the expansion 
of the field over the past 30 years has also led to aesthetic change or differ-
entiation. 

Aestheticizing persons: the politics of representation 
Fashion images stand out from other cultural forms, both in the arts and 
in the field of photography, because they are aesthetic representations of 
persons. Images of persons involve an interactional as well as a representa-
tional element. Kress and Van Leeuwen differentiate between images that 
‘offer’ something to the viewer or images in which “the participant’s gaze 
(…) demands something from the viewer, demands that the viewer enter 
into some kind of imaginary relation with him/her” (Kress & Van Leeu-
wen, 1996:122). Different conventional facial clues signal different rela-
tionships. In Western media, social affinity is signified by a smile, while 
(female) desire is, for instance, signified by pouting lips. When the viewer 
and the person in the image relate to each other through such clues, the 
person in the image is ‘subjectified’ shown as a real person with whom an 
(imaginary) relationship is established. However, persons can also be ob-
jectified, for instance when no eye contact is made and the represented 
person is ‘offered’ to the viewer “as items of information, objects of con-
templation, impersonally, as though they were specimens in a display case” 
(1996:41, cf. Nussbaum 1995).  Both objectification and subjectification are 
signaled by conventional representational elements in the image.

Fashion images are usually highly gendered: they show idealized images 
of femininity and masculinity, drawing on stereotypical ways of present-
ing women, and – to a lesser extent – men (Ruggerone 2006; Gill 2007). 
This is the most intensively studied aspect of fashion photography. Goff-
man (1979[1976]) identified recurring ‘hyperritualized’ visual conventions 
for depicting men and women in American advertisements. For instance, 
women are often shown lying down, in various curved, bent or tilted posi-
tions, whereas men are shown standing up, and straight; women are por-
trayed as passive or uninvolved, averting their head, suggesting they “drift 
mentally from the scene”; whereas men are portrayed with active and in-
volved gazes or poses. Goffman interpreted these gender conventions in 
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terms of power relations: typical female poses show submission and de-
pendence, whereas male poses suggest domination and autonomy. 

This research tradition has greatly contributed to the development of 
the analysis of fashion images. It has developed tools for breaking up imag-
es into distinct elements, and useful operationalizations of poses and gaz-
es. Gender representation has been extensively analyzed, usually in single 
country studies, often the US (Hatton and Trautner 2011; Mager and Hel-
geson, 2011). A common focus in this research tradition is (female) objec-
tification. Objectification is mostly defined as body exposure or passivity. 
Moreover, it is generally interpreted rather narrowly as ‘sexualization’, in 
the context of wider critiques of (increasing) sexualization of media (Kras-
sas et al. 2001; Reichert and Carpenter 2004; Attwood 2006; Gill 2007; 
Hatton & Trautner 2011). However, content analyses often define aesthet-
ic elements such as open mouths or nudity as sexual cues and/or signs of 
objectification, without paying attention to aesthetic dimensions and con-
texts of portrayal. For example, the representation of female nudity is part 
of a long artistic tradition in the Western arts, in which bodies can be aes-
theticized with different degrees of sexualization (including no sexualiza-
tion at all). 

Existing studies of fashion images often conflate stereotyping with sub-
ordination, and objectification with sexualization. Moreover, they do not 
pay attention to the aesthetic appeal of these images. Thus, they have of-
fered rather one-dimensional interpretation of visual elements in images. 
In our view, this ignores both the aesthetic element central to the attrac-
tion of these images, and the polysemy of the signs in the image. If one 
takes aesthetic structure as a system of relations, the combination of spe-
cific visual elements conveys a particular aesthetic style, which means that 
“terms take on different meanings depending upon the context in which 
they appear” (DiMaggio et. al. 2013:587). 

Data and method

Codebook
This study is based on a quantitative content analysis of images in fash-
ion magazines from three European countries: Italy, the Netherlands, and 
the UK, between 1982 and 2011. We designed a codebook specifically for 
this study. This codebook includes over 150 variables that aim to capture 
as comprehensively as possible the institutional context and aesthetic ele-
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ments of a fashion image. The variables cover 1. Institutional elements of 
the photograph like the title of the magazine, name of photographer, pur-
pose of the image (advertising, editorial); 2. Style and form of photogra-
phy (e.g. lighting, grain, setting); 3. Characteristics of the person in the 
image (e.g. gender, eye color, body type, proportions of face and body); 
4. Representation of the person in the image (e.g. pose, expression, emo-
tion); 5. Clothing, styling and grooming (e.g. style and color of clothes, 
amount and type of make-up); 6. Beauty type (whether the person in the 
image represented a conventionalized type of beauty, like ‘classic beauty’, 
‘girl next door’). Appendix A1 presents an extensive overview of codebook, 
data and analysis.  

Some variables in this codebook are adopted from previous studies: 
content analysis in media and gender studies, and measurements of facial 
and physical beauty from (evolutionary) psychology (Cunningham et al. 
1990; Sypeck et al. 2006; Pallet & Lee 2010). Given our ambition to meas-
ure all aesthetic elements in an image in a cross-national and longitudinal 
design, we developed many new variables and adapted existing ones. Al-
though we included psychological measures of facial and bodily propor-
tions, these were rarely applicable to ‘real life’ images. For instance, facial 
symmetry and waist-hip ratio can only be measured when people are pho-
tographed from specific angles, and bodily proportions can only be seen 
when someone is wearing few, or tight clothes. Thus, we could not test 
whether fashion models comply with the standards deemed universal by 
evolutionary psychology. 

 When designing the codebook, we found that focusing on individu-
al elements like physical characteristics, pose, or photographic technique 
does not always capture what happens in an image. We therefore included a 
section on conventionalized ‘beauty types’ that codes standardized ‘looks’. 
We started from the study by Solomon, Ashmore and Longo (1992), who 
distinguished eight beauty types by letting American fashion magazine ed-
itors sort images. During our pilot studies we encountered more beauty 
types, resulting in twenty-three types. Only reliable types with frequencies 
>4% of cases in 2011 are used as active categories in this study.

Images were coded using a digital codebook in Qualtrics software on 
touch screen computers. In order to increase cross-cultural comparability 
and reliability, the coding form used images rather than text whenever pos-
sible. For instance, hair color or size of nose or jaw was coded by selecting 
the image that most resembled images in the coding form. 

All items were tested for inter- and intracoder reliability (see Chapter 
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3). The average Krippendorff’s alpha for all 150 tested variables in the da-
tabase was .70 (excluding variables pertaining to factual information and 
rarely coded facial and bodily measurements). This chapter only uses vari-
ables with alphas above .667, with the exception of nine codes that reached 
acceptable reliability (alpha > .6). 

 
Sample

Our sample of fashion magazines covers mainstream (Anna/A14, Libelle, 
Woman’s Own), commercial (Cosmopolitan, Men’s Health) and high-end 
(Elle, Vogue, Uomo Vogue) fashion magazines from three sample years: 
1982, 1996, and 2011. To gauge both cross-national differences and the im-
pact of globalization, we analyzed magazines from three European coun-
tries: Italy and the UK, both with a central position in the global fashion 
field, and the Netherlands, which has a more peripheral position. These 
countries differ in various ways that are likely to affect the portrayal of fe-
male beauty in fashion images. First, gender relations and gender cultures 
differ considerably. The Netherlands ranks 14th on the global gender gap 
index, the UK 26th, and Italy ranks 69, making it one of the most gen-
der unequal European countries (World Economic Forum, 2014). Higher 
degrees of gender inequality may lead to more stereotypical female repre-
sentation in fashion images. Second, Italy is renowned for its style and at-
tention to appearance, whereas the UK and the Netherlands are less not-
ed for their attention to representation and good looks. British clothing 
styles were traditionally most known for conventional decency, and more 
recently British fashion has been known more for its edginess than its ele-
gance (McDermott 2000). Insofar as the Netherlands has an international 
reputation in field of style and fashion, it is for its prominence in the most 
gender neutral and leisurely of fashion styles: denim (Bruggeman 2014). 
Underlying these stylistic differences are more durable cultural patterns, 
such as a distinction between countries with aristocratic (Italy, UK) versus 
bourgeois (Netherlands) tradition; and a more exuberant Catholic (Italy) 
versus a more restrained and sober (UK, Netherlands) Protestant ethic. 

Table 3.1 (Chapter 3) provides an overview of the overall sample. Rath-
er than being representative for an entire population or country, our sam-
ple was chosen to reflect the breadth of the field of fashion images. The 
number of sampled magazines increases over the years to reflect the expan-
sion and globalization of the media and fashion field. In the 1980s, most 

14 The magazine changed its name between 1996 and 2011 from Anna to A. In this chapter, we refer 
to it as Anna.
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fashion magazines were locally based and targeted mainstream audiences. 
Since then, we have seen an expansion of global magazine franchises like 
Cosmopolitan and Men’s Health (which we call ‘commercial’ magazines be-
cause they target wider audiences) and more exclusive ‘high fashion’ mag-
azines like Vogue and Elle. Using time-series data for MCA, we compare 
cases from 1982, 1996 and 2011 in a two-step analysis, roughly following 
the same approach as Coulangeon (2013). However, in contrast with Cou-
langeon, who starts with the earliest year and then extrapolates to later 
years, we take 2011, the latest year in our sample, as the reference year. 2011 
constitutes the largest and most diverse sample as a result of the expansion, 
diversification and globalization of the field. We then trace back the devel-
opment of the field from 1982 onward using the aesthetic dimensions un-
covered in our analysis of 2011.

For each magazine, at least 225 images per year were coded by coders 
from the countries where the magazines were published. To avoid selec-
tion bias, only full issues of magazines were coded. Coders received forty 
hours of training, making use of visual materials and reference examples. 
The unit of analysis is a person in an image. Thus, several people in one 
image are coded separately. Our database covers men and women, and 
professional models and others, like editors or interviewees. However, this 
study focuses on female fashion models because their portrayal is most aes-
theticized and standardized, and therefore provides most insight into the 
aesthetics of fashion photography. Moreover, representation of men and 
women differs so strongly that this tends to trump aesthetics (Kuipers et 
al. 2013).  

Our overall sample consists of 6042 coded models, somewhat unevenly 
spread over years, countries and magazine types (which reflects the expan-
sion of the field and variations across national fields). 43.8% of coded cases 
were published in Italian magazines, 22.2% are Dutch and 34% are Brit-
ish. 25.1% of cases are from 1982; 37.4% from 1996 and 37.5% from 2011. 
Finally, 50.8% of our sample was published in national versions of high-
fashion magazines Elle, Vogue or Uomo Vogue, 26.2% in franchises of Cos-
mopolitan or Men’s Health and 23% in local mainstream titles. For our ref-
erence year 2011, 42.5% of coded cases were published in Italian magazines, 
23.3% are Dutch and 34.3% are British. 54.7% of the sample was published 
in national versions of high-fashion magazines Elle, Vogue or Uomo Vogue, 
27.4% in franchises of Cosmopolitan or Men’s Health and 17.9% in local 
mainstream titles. 
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Analysis 
We analyzed our data using Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) 
(Greenacre & Blasius 2006). This method allows us to map relationships 
between representational elements, and structural variables like country, 
time, and magazine type (local/commercial/high fashion) without a priori 
expectations, looking for underlying dimensions of similarity.

MCA offers a multidimensional representation of relations between 
variables. Each modality (value of a variable) and unit of analysis (person in an 
image) is represented as a point in a multidimensional space. Visually, this is 
represented in two scatterplots, the ‘space of individuals’, showing the cases, and 
the ‘space of properties’ that shows the modalities (Bourdieu 1984; Le Roux & 
Rouanet 2010). The method therefore reveals the principal dimensions defining 
similarity or dissimilarity between both cases and values of variables. The 
distance between points tells us which representational categories go together, 
allowing us to identify underlying dimensions and styles (Benzécri 1973). 

Our analysis retained 5724 of 6042 cases, and 46 variables with a total of 
130 modalities. The MCA is based on 2105 active cases from 2011. Cases 
from 1982 and 1996 were included as ‘passive’ variables in the longitudinal 
analysis (cf. Coulangeon 2013). We excluded variables not directly pertaining 
to representation. When possible, infrequent categories were combined. Thus, 
the variable ‘pale skin’ was recoded from ‘skin tone’, which was unreliable in its 
original form with nine categories. Ten categories of beauty type with marginal 
frequencies (<30 cases in 2011) were excluded from analysis. Other infrequent 
categories (<4% of 2011 sample) and ‘junk’ categories (missing, ‘other’) were 
retained as passive categories of active variables, using specific MCA (Le Roux 
& Rouanet 2010). 

Furthermore, we included the structural-institutional variables (magazine 
title, magazine type, type of image, country) as ‘passive’ or ‘supplementary 
variables.’ As opposed to the 40 active variables, supplementary variables 
are not used to define dimensions but are superimposed in the constructed 
space (Bennett et al. 2009). Contributions and dimension scores for all active 
modalities are listed in Appendix A2.

In this analysis, we retained three dimensions. A scree plot was used to 
facilitate the dimensionality selection. The ‘elbow’ point (marked drop in 
amount of explained variation) occurs after the first two axes. We also included 
the third dimension to aid the interpretability of our model and to raise the 
explained inertia to >75%. The first axis explains 35.54% of inertia, the second 
axis 26.48%, the third 13.03%. The modified cumulated rate of explained 
inertia reaches 75.05 %. 
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Three aesthetic dimensions of female representation 

The multiple correspondence analysis found three principal dimensions 
of aesthetic representation. We interpret these dimensions as stylization, 
glamorous sexualization and sexualization/expression versus withdrawal. 
Together, they explain 75.05% of total variance (inertia). Figure 4.1 and 4.2 
shows the plots of respectively, Dimensions 1 and 2, and Dimension 1 and 
3. For clarity, it only includes modalities that exceed the average contribu-
tion. Appendix A2 provides a full overview of the dimensions. For each 
category, it shows the value on each axis (its coordinates) and its contribu-
tion (how much of the inertia of the dimension is caused by this category).

The first, horizontal axis in Figure 4.1 is about stylization: it opposes 
stylized and aestheticized representations to more realistic portrayals that 
show conventionally pretty women in recognizable settings. It explains 
35.54% of inertia. Images on the left show models that are photographed 
in a studio, in front of a plain or abstract backdrop, in highly objectified 
ways: they are shown not as persons but as objects to be looked at. They 
are clearly posing for the image, their heavily made-up faces show no smile 
and are photographed from a short distance, and their looks are stylized 
or self-assured. They are also more likely to be sexy or nude. The highest 
contributing modalities on this pole are very posed, very objectified, stu-
dio and abstract settings, no smile, mouth open, and the beauty types sexy 
and self assured. On the right, we see a more accessible style: smiling mod-
els with expressive faces that allow for a connection with the viewer. The 
models are (seemingly) spontaneously captured in a recognizable, person-
alized setting like a living room or a park, involved in their daily activities. 
The highest contributing positive modalities are not posed, full smile, very 
expressive face, recognizable setting, outdoor setting, active portrayal, no 
heels, the next door beauty type and some objectification (no objectifica-
tion was used as a passive modality, due to low frequency, but it has a high 
positive score on this dimension). This style can be summarized as ‘natu-
ral’. However, all fashion images are styled: ‘natural’ is not a portrayal of 
real life, but rather an aesthetic style that aims to look artless and realistic.

The images on the left show beauty as stylized, unattainable and re-
moved from everyday life, while beauty in the natural images is represent-
ed as sympathetic and (just a bit better than) real. The stylized pole reveals 
the prioritization of form over function, and the negation of the every-
day characteristic of high arts aesthetic (cf. Bourdieu 1984; Mears 2010). 
It negates reality through its abstraction, its objectification of subjects and
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Figure 4.1
Map of axis 1 and axis 2 of the MCA in 2011, most contributing active variables

 

Figure 4.2
Map of axis 1 and axis 3 of the MCA in 2011, most contributing active variables
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its preference for non-ordinary, unsmiling, heavily made-up faces. The nat-
ural style on the other hand resembles the popular aesthetic. It represents 
a better version of everyday life and uses visual elements that prompt the 
viewer’s emotional and personal involvement: smiling subjects that are 
recognizable and pleasant. The first dimension, therefore, is grounded in 
the opposition between high and popular aesthetics that characterizes all 
modern cultural forms. 

The second dimension is about glamorous sexualization. It explains 
26.48% of inertia. At the higher end of this axis we find sexy, partly un-
clothed models, or models with visible body contours, often portrayed ly-
ing down, allowing the viewer a peek at their bodily contours, cleavage or 
upper legs. Beside these characteristics, which suggest sexual appeal, they 
represent a certain distant, glamorous beauty. The models have striking 
but rather distant faces, with high cheekbones, hollow cheeks, and pro-
nounced jawbones.  They are likely to be photographed in unrealistic set-
tings (for example a fantasy setting) and have an ‘empty gaze’: they look 
into the camera without making eye contact. Thus, the viewer is invited 
to engage with the model bodily, but not personally. Most contributing 
modalities on this pole are very pronounced cheekbones, hollow cheeks, 
large jaw, square face, lense no eye contact as well as sexual mood, sexy and 
glamourous beauty type, partly nude, lying down, super high heels and 
visible cleavage, upperlegs and body contours. It has some commonalities 
with the stylized pole of the first axis: open mouth and much makeup. In-
terestingly, completely nude models and high levels of objectification are 
typical of high stylization, but have no relation with this dimension. 

At the low end of this axis, we find less dispersion, and a clustering of 
negative or neutral categories: no exposure of upper legs or cleavage, no 
pronounced cheekbones, slightly posing. Other relatively highly contrib-
uting modalities are full smile, very expressive face, and a closed mouth. 
Rather than showing two opposed styles, this dimension contrasts a num-
ber of clues and conventions often appearing jointly to produce a sexual 
and glamorous image with a less distinctive group of images lacking this 
mood.

Sexual attractiveness is one the main ways in which the human (fe-
male) form can be pleasing to the senses, and therefore: aesthetic. As we 
saw, there is an extensive (critical) literature on this aspect of female rep-
resentation. These images present a specific form of sexuality, that is com-
bined with strong features and a glamorous, striking, unsmiling look. Our 
findings show that sexualized images are not necessarily objectified, that is: 
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shown as an object rather than a person to connect with. Levels of objec-
tification differentiate primarily along the stylization axis. Sexualization, 
therefore, can happen both in objectified and subjectified ways. In the 
‘space of possible’ representations, models can be objectified as stylized sex-
ual objects (positioned upper left), or portrayed as more accessible ‘natural’ 
sexual subjects (upper right). They can also be objectified as aesthetic, non-
sexual objects: the images in the lower left corner. Interestingly, sexualiza-
tion is conveyed more by the seductive mood the images conjure up, than 
by more blatant clues like full nudity. The highest scoring images on this 
dimension show partial nudity, a sexy beauty type and sexual mood. Full 
nudity is positioned much lower on this dimension. Instead, it scores rath-
er highly on the stylization axis. We return to this interesting finding later. 

The third dimension, shown in Figure 4.2, opposes a more expressive 
sexualization with a withdrawn portrayal of beauty. It explains 13.03% of 
inertia. On one pole (top of image), we find sexualized images showing 
women with strong expressions that directly engage with the viewer. Most 
contributing modalities are again sexual mood, sexy beauty type, partly 
nude, lying down, and exposed upper legs, as well as a very expressive face, 
a full smile, and a high level of posing. Lower down, we find odd-looking 
models with strong features, and a pale skin who make no eye contact. 
Highest scoring modalities are the odd and sophisticated beauty types, lens 
no eye contact, no nudity, as well as the modalities indicating strong fa-
cial features that are not conventionally pretty: square face, cleft chin, pale 
skin, hollow cheeks. These models are ‘withdrawn’ (Goffman 1979[1976]) 
with empty gazes and a non-smiling open mouth. Their facial features do 
not readily raise affinity: hollow cheeks, a square face, and a cleft chin. 
They are likely to be odd beauty types, with unusual or unfeminine fea-
tures. In contrast with the expressive/sexual pole of this dimension, the 
withdrawn pole distinguishes mainly on the basis of variables related to 
the model’s face. 

This dimension distinguishes not only sexualized from non-sexualized 
portrayals, but also an expressive style that ‘demands’ a relation of sympa-
thy or identification from the viewer from a ‘withdrawn’ style that does 
not ask for the viewer’s sympathy or engagement. The models seem out of 
reach or emotionally disengaged. This resembles the ‘licensed withdrawal’ 
that Goffman (1979[1976]) described as typical of female representation in 
advertisements: women are presented as dreamy, absent, and absorbed by 
other things. While Goffman saw this withdrawal as stereotypically female 
and a sign of dependence and subordination, we find that a disengaged 
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portrayal is associated with masculine features (square face, cleft chin). 
Moreover, it is opposed to features that Goffman also labels as stereotypi-
cally feminine and subordinate: expressive, inviting faces, and sexualized 
poses like lying down and S-curved bodies. 

This dimension appears to be most strongly connected with the gen-
der stereotypes known from previous research. However, this gendering is 
complex. Expressive sexualization resembles traditional feminine represen-
tations: sexualized, smiling and inviting. The withdrawn style is more pas-
sive, another traditional feminine ‘quality’. Yet, this style is associated with 
masculine physical traits, and detachment often exudes an aloofness that 
in the fashion world is associated with a strong and manly ‘aura’ (Mears 
2010; 2011). The withdrawn style, therefore, represents, if anything, a less 
traditional form of femininity than expressive sexualization. 

Aesthetic dimensions across time and place

Fashion images and institutional embedding  
These three dimensions make up the aesthetic logics of the field of fashion 
photography. They represent three structuring dimensions that give mean-
ing to individual representational elements. In each fashion image, aes-
thetic elements are combined to produce images that are stylized or natu-
ral, expressive or withdrawn, more or less glamorous and sexualized. 
However, the ‘space of individuals’ in Figure 4.3 and 4.4 shows that some 
positions in the field are heavily occupied while others rarely occur. These 
figures show the spread of individuals (coded models) across the dimen-
sions. ‘Density curves’ indicate the highest point of concentration. At the 
heart of these curves, we find recurring combinations of visual elements 
that represent the most prominent aesthetic styles in our fashion maga-
zines. 

Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of Dimensions 1 and 2. Most mod-
els are positioned at the lower left quadrant. This indicates a prevalence of 
non-sexual/glamorous and stylized portrayals. The least common combi-
nation is glamorous-sexualized and natural (upper right quadrant). In the 
plot of Dimensions 1 and 3 (Figure 4) models are concentrated on the left 
(stylized) and slightly below the midpoint of the expressive-sexualized vs. 
withdrawn dimension. Thus, while all combinations exist, most images in 
our sample are stylized, not particularly sexualized or glamorous, but also 
not particularly unsexual, and more often withdrawn than expressive. 
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The first dimension shows the greatest dispersion, and appears to mark the 
main aesthetic dividing line in the field of fashion images. On the second 
and third dimension, images cluster around the middle: extreme positions 
occur, but they are rare. These dimensions are probably best understood 
as secondary dimensions, supplementing the stylized-natural continuum.

These plots differ considerably from those shown in other MCA stud-
ies. Usually, MCA identifies a number of distinct clusters in different 
quadrants (cf. Bourdieu 1984; Bennett et al. 2009; Coulangeon 2013)). Ap-
parently, the field of fashion images is a relatively homogeneous field, with 
gradual distinctions rather than clearly separate clusters. Fashion imag-
es vary in degrees of stylization. But although there are outliers, they are 
rarely so sexualized, glamorous, expressive, asexual or withdrawn to make 
them too unlike other fashion images.  

To further analyze this ‘space of possibles’ (Bourdieu 1984), we looked 
at the relations between these dimensions and structural-institutional vari-
ables: magazine type, genre (advertisement vs. editorial content), country, 
magazine title and, below, time. Average scores on these dimensions, and 
Anova and t-test analyses of their relation with extra-aesthetic variables are 
given in Table 4.1. 

Unsurprisingly, given the sample size, most differences are significant. 
However, differences are not very large. In the MCA plot of the supple-
mentary variables (not shown), institutional variables cluster around the 
middle. This underscores the conclusions drawn from Figures 4.3 and 4.4 
about the relative homogeneity of the field. As Table 4.1 shows, aesthetic 
variations are most clearly related to magazine type (high fashion, com-
mercial or mainstream), less to country, and least to genre. Again, the first 
dimension appears as the main dividing line, showing most variation. It 
opposes high fashion and mainstream magazines, with commercial in the 
middle. Moreover, it separates advertising from editorial content, and Brit-
ish from Dutch images, with Italy in the middle. The glamorous sexualiza-
tion dimension also opposes high fashion and mainstream, with and inter-
mediate position for commercial, but additionally marks a distinction be-
tween Italy and the Netherlands. The expressive-sexualized vs. withdrawn 
dimension contrasts commercial with both mainstream and high fashion 
magazines, and opposes the UK and Italy. 

The three dimensions therefore mark institutionalized divisions be-
tween magazine types within the field. 
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Figure 4.3
Cloud of individuals of the MCA in 2011, plane of axis 1 and axis 2 

Figure 4.4
Cloud of individuals of the MCA in 2011, plane of axis 1 and axis 3
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The country differences may be a reflection of the prominence of mag-
azine types across countries, and therefore: in our sample. For instance, 
the Netherlands has fewer high fashion magazines than Italy and the UK, 
which may explain the country differences on dimensions 1 and 2. 

In Table 4.2 and Figures 4.5 and 4.6, we further explore cross-nation-
al differences by looking at magazines and their positions in each nation-
al field. Table 4.2 shows Anova analyses of dimension scores and individ-
ual titles, while Figure 4.5 and 4.6 show dimension coordinates of maga-
zines in the MCA plot. Magazine titles are more spread out than other 
institutional variables. Dimensions 1 and 3 generally follow the logic of 
the magazine types sketched above. Dimension 1 opposes high fashion 
(national versions of Vogue, Elle) with mainstream (Anna, Libelle, Wom-
an’s Own) magazines. Dimension 3 separates commercial magazines (Cos-
mopolitan and Men’s Health in all national versions) from all others. The 
second dimension cannot be easily traced back to magazine type: it con-
trasts Italian mainstream Anna and all versions of Men’s Health with the 
British and Dutch mainstream magazines. Remember that our sample in-
cludes only images of female models in Men’s Health, a magazine primar-
ily targeting male audiences. Thus, glamorous sexualization as a style may 
be rather untypical for fashion images. This sheds an interesting light on 
Anna, a female-targeting magazine, which is more strongly related to this 
dimension, but apparently shows images of women that are sexualized in 
ways that also appeal to men. Anna has extreme positions on all three di-
mensions. However, it shares the natural style with mainstream magazines  
Libelle and Woman’s Own.

Instead of finding systematic cross-national variations, we see that in 
each national field, magazine titles are very spread out. This suggests an 
ecological explanation: within a national field, each title looks for a niche 
setting it apart from other magazines. This mechanism produces a maxi-
mum spread across the (national) ‘space of possibles’. This echoes the find-
ings of Franssen and Kuipers (2013) regarding the transnational literary 
field. They argue that increasing cultural globalization leads to isomor-
phism of national field structures. While cultural offerings in each coun-
try remain diverse, publishers increasingly have ‘twins’ in other countries 
with comparable profiles. Similarly, magazines look for their own aesthet-
ic niche in the national field. In carving out this niche, national magazine 
franchises rely on international brand identities, and share materials and 
producers with their international ‘twins’. However, Libelle and Woman’s 
Own, who have no organizational connection, also occupy strikingly dif-
ferent positions. 
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Table 4.1 
The institutional embedding of aesthetics: relation between  
structural variables and the three dimensions (2011 only).

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Table 4.1 

The institutional embedding of aesthetics: relation between structural variables and the three dimensions (2011 only). 

 

 Natural (+) 
vs.  
stylized  (-) 
 

Glamorous sexualized (+) 
vs. 
non-sexualized (-) 

Expressive sexualized (+) 
vs. 
withdrawn (-) 

 Mean  Sig Mean Sig Mean Sig 

Magazine type1  **** 3  **** 3  **** 4 

High fashion  -.057  -.031  -.032  

Commercial -.010  .006  .113  

Mainstream .19  .085  -.075  

Spread  .247  .121  .188  

Genre2  ****  ns  ** 

Advertisement -.058  -.003  -.012  

Editorial .074  .002  .016  

Spread .132  .005  .028  

Country1  ****  **** 5  **** 6 

Italy .022  .080   -.033  

United Kingdom -.092  -.041  .000  

Netherlands .095  -.086  .059  

Spread .143  .167  .092  

 
* p<.05 
** p< .01 
*** P <.001 
**** p<.0001 
1 One-way Anova with Bonferroni test for difference between categories.  
2 Ttest 
3. Difference between High Fashion and Commercial p<.01; other combinations p<.0001 
4. Difference between High Fashion and Mainstream p<.05; other combinations p<.0001 
5. Difference between Netherlands and UK p<.05; other combinations p<.0001 
6. Difference between Italy and UK p<.05; other combinations p<.0001 
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Table 4.2
Scores of magazines on the three dimensions (2011 only)

 

 

Table 4.2 
Scores of magazines on the three dimensions (2011 only) 
 

 
Natural (+) 
vs.  
stylized  (-) 

Glamorous sexualized (+) 
vs. 
non-sexualized (-) 

Expressive sexualized (+) 
vs. 
withdrawn (-) 

 Score  Sig1 Score Sig1 Score Sig1 

Italy  ****  ****  **** 

Vogue -.022  -.035  -.040  

Elle -.013  -.010  -.029  

Anna .15  .305  -.178  

Cosmopolitan -.034  .070  .112  

Men’s Health -.085  .149  .355  

Uomo Vogue .058  .010  .012  

Spread  .235  .340  .533  

United Kingdom  ****  ****  **** 

Vogue  -.044  .068  -.080  

Elle  -.145  -.087  -.006  

Cosmopolitan -.149  -.067  .042  

Woman’s Own .224  -.247  .047  

Men’s Health .072  .132  .165  

Spread .373  .379  .245  

Netherlands  ****  ****  **** 

Elle -.050  -.060   -.032  

Cosmopolitan .135  -.042  .112  

Men’s Health .133  .189  .308  

Libelle .256  -.235  .340  

Spread .306  .374  .372  

Total spread  .405 ****  .552 **** .533 **** 

1 One-way Anova with Bonferroni test for difference between categories. 
**** p<.0001 
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Figure 4.5
Position of magazine titles in the map of axis 1 and axis 2 of the MCA in 2011

Figure 4.6
Position of magazine titles in the map of axis 1 and axis 3 of the MCA in 2011
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There are two notable exceptions to this pattern of maximum spread 
across national fields. Italian Vogue and Elle, and British Cosmopolitan and 
Elle have almost the same position. In both cases, we see one prestigious 
title (Vogue IT and Elle UK) sharing a position with a somewhat less pres-
tigious one. Possible, this this is an attempt to copy the prestigious com-
petitor; a classic example of mimetic isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell 
1983). 

This mechanism of maximum spread across aesthetic dimensions al-
lows for cross-national variations among international franchises. For in-
stance, national versions of Cosmopolitan and Men’s Health have more or 
less the same position on Dimension 3: the distinctive dimension for com-
mercial magazines. On the other two dimensions, they follow general na-
tional tendencies: Dutch versions are most natural, British more stylized, 
and Italian Cosmopolitan, like Anna, is more glamorous/sexy. A similar 
pattern emerges for the high-fashion magazines Elle and (female) Vogue, 
which are all stylized (Dimension 1) and withdrawn (Dimension 3), but 
are dispersed on Dimension 2. However, the mechanism of maximum 
spread means that overall differences between countries are much less pro-
nounced or clear-cut than differences within countries. 

The development of aesthetic styles: differences over time 
Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show the development of styles over the years. These 
MCA plots show the cases (images) of 1982 and 1996 projected onto the 
dimensions derived from the analysis of the 2011 sample.15 They show sepa-
rate plots of cases for 1982 (red), 1996 (green) and 2011 (blue). Ellipses show 
the concentration or dispersion of images for each year (with a 1.0 confi-
dence interval). Table 4.3 presents Anovas and t-tests of differences across 
time for the institutional variables. 

Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show little change over time. There is a modest over-
all trend towards more stylization. In all years, we see most variation along 
the stylized-natural dimension, and less spread along the second and third 
dimensions (although we see outliers on all sides). Dimension 2 shows a 
gradual increase of variation in both directions: more glamorous/sexual 
and more non-sexual images. Table 4.3 shows that the trend towards glam-
orous sexualization is stronger, but significant only between 1982 and 1996. 
The third dimension appears to expand towards the expressive/sexual pole, 
but Anova analysis reveals this shift to be not significant. 

15 Following Coulangeon (2013), we plotted  the data of 1982 and 1996 onto the 2011 space. These plots, 
which are not shown here, looked very much like Figures 4.3 and 4.4, highlighting again the relative 
stability of this field over time.
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Figure 4.7 
Projection of the cloud of individuals for years 1982, 1996 
and 2011 in the plane of axis 1 and 2 of the MCA in 2011

Figure 4.8
Projection of the cloud of individuals for years 1982, 1996 
and 2011, in the plane of axis 1 and 3 of the MCA in 2011
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Table 4.3
The institutional embedding of aesthetics: Scores of structural variables on the three dimensions (all years)

 

 

 
Table 4.3 
The institutional embedding of aesthetics: Scores of structural variables on the three dimensions (all years) 

 Natural (+) 
vs.  
stylized  (-) 

Glamorous sexualized (+) 
vs.  
no sex (-) 

Expressive sexualized (+) 
vs. 
withdrawn (-) 

 Score  Sig Score Sig Score Sig 

Magazine type1  ****  ****3  ****4 

High fashion  -.001  -.020  -.039  

Commercial .041  .019  .093  

Mainstream .160  -.018  -.016  

Spread  . 165  .039  .132  

Genre2  ****  ns  ns 

Advertisement -.006  -.010  -.001  

Editorial .116  -.008  .002  

Spread .122  .002  .003  

Country1  ****5  ****6  ****7 

Italy .064  .019  -.028  

United Kingdom -.004  -.001  .017  

Netherlands .086  -.075  .031  

Spread .090  .094   .059  

Year1  ****8  ****9  ns 

1982 .088 .  -.041    -.001  

1996 .064  .004  .002  

2011 .000  .000  .000  

Spread .088  .041  .003  

 
* p<.05 
** p< .01 
*** P <.001 
**** p<.0001 
1 One-way Anova wih Bonferroni test for difference between categories 
2 Ttest 
3. Difference between High Fashion and Mainstream not significant; other combinations p<.0001 
4. Difference between High Fashion and Mainstream p<.01; other combinations p<.0001 
5. Difference between Italy and Netherlands not significant, other combinations p<.0001 
6. Difference between Italy and UK p<.05; other combinations p<.0001 
Difference between 1982 and 1996 not significant 
5. Difference between Italy and UK not significant  
6. Difference between UK and Netherlands, p<.001; other combinations p<.0001 
7. Difference between Netherlands and UK not significant; other combinations p<.0001 
8. Difference between 1982 and 1996 p<.05; other combinations p<.0001 
9. Difference between 1996 and 2011 not significant; other combinations p<.0001 
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Table 4.3 shows that, especially for Dimensions 1 and 3, relations with 
structural variables are quite stable over time. The tables in Appendix 3 and 
4 show Anova analyses of the relation between the dimension and maga-
zine type and country for each year. Over the years, Dimension 1 opposes 
high fashion and mainstream, advertisements and editorial content, and, 
less clearly, the UK and the Netherlands. Dimension 3 consistently sets 
apart commercial magazines from mainstream and high fashion. The with-
drawn style, moreover, seems most prominent in Italy. The second dimen-
sion is less stable. Over time, it is neither associated with a specific country 
nor a magazine type. As we saw, in 2011 this dimension was strongly deter-
mined by one magazine, Anna, that was an outlier in all MCA plots. Anna 
is unusual in more respects, and has changed considerably over time. In 
2013, publication was discontinued, which suggests that its eccentric posi-
tion may not have served it well.16

Our comparison over time therefore reveals remarkable stability and 
homogeneity in the field of fashion images. Across three countries and a 
thirty-year period, we find stable dimensions, two of which mark clearly 
discernable subfields defined primarily by magazine type. In all three pe-
riods we see one cloud of individuals, centered on the left (stylized) side, 
rather than different clusters associated with distinct styles. We see a mod-
est trend towards more sexualization between the 1980s and 1990s, and a 
somewhat stronger development towards more stylization over the entire 
period. This stability and homogeneity is surprising because of the expan-
sion and globalization of the field during this period, the increase in tech-
nological possibilities (digital photography, Photoshop), and the fashion 
field being known for its constant innovation and change. 

Aesthetics in context:
Cross-national differences and magazine type over time 

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show relations between aesthetic dimension and all ex-
tra-aesthetic variables (except genre): cross-national differences over time, 
with ellipses (1.0 confidence interval) showing the spread of mainstream, 
commercial and high fashion images in each country/time combination. 

These images underscore, again, the relative stability and homogene-
ity of the field: all figures show one cloud, clustered around the middle, 
rather than distinct clusters. The spread is generally largest around the first 
dimension. This opposition between stylized and natural portrayals there-

16 See http://www.beautyblog.it/a-chiude-addio-allo-storico-magazine-di-maria-latella/83962 [con-
sulted 25 January 2015]
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fore seems to be a central organization principle of all national fields over 
the past thirty years. While this gap increases over time, there is little sys-
tematic national variation.  Across all countries, we see the crystallization 
over time of the high fashion style: it becomes more concentrated, more 
stylized, and not very outspoken on the other dimensions. The position of 
high fashion ellipses is most similar in 2011, indicating a homogeneous aes-
thetic style that becomes more concentrated and transnational.

This crystallization and stabilization of the high fashion aesthetic is bal-
anced by a shift towards more natural images in mainstream magazines, 
and a consolidation of commercial images as more expressive-sexualized. 
Over the years, diversity in representation for mainstream and commercial 
fashion models increases. Especially the mainstream style is increasingly 
spread across the field. Although mainstream magazines all move towards 
a more natural representation, they also become more diverse (larger ellip-
ses). National differences are also largest for mainstream magazines. While 
the national variation makes sense given the local origin of mainstream 
fashion magazine titles, it seems unexpected that in a period of increasing 
globalization, mainstream magazines grow more nationally distinct. 

Commercial magazines also follow different trajectories across coun-
tries. While they are consistently more expressive-sexualized than other 
magazines, they develop differently in different fields. In the Netherlands, 
they become more natural and somewhat more glamorous-sexualized. In 
the UK they become almost indistinguishable from high fashion. In Italy, 
they are as stylized as high fashion magazines, but more glamorous-sexu-
alized. Over time, differences between magazines types appear to be more 
salient than cross-national differences. Anova analysis (Appendix 4) sup-
ports this impression: cross-national differences across the three dimen-
sions are rather unstable over time. In all years, Dutch magazines have 
most natural representations.
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Figure 4.9
Projection of the cloud of individuals per country and year, ellipses per magazine type, 
in the plane of axis 1 and 2 of the MCA in 2011

Figure 4.10
Projection of the cloud of individuals per country and year, ellipses per magazine type, 
in the plane of axis 1 and 3 of the MCA in 2011 
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This may be explained from the country’s peripheral position in the 
fashion field and the relative lack of fashion sense discussed above. The 
other consistent ‘national trait’ is the Italian preference for withdrawn im-
ages, which rather clashes with national stereotypes of expressive Italians 
versus more restrained Dutch and Brits. We propose that such cross-na-
tional differences are more easily explained from the aesthetic or institu-
tional logics of national fashion fields. Therefore, we end our analysis of 
the development of the aesthetic of the fashion field by looking at the 
‘movement’ of individual titles across our three aesthetic dimensions. 

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the ‘aesthetic trajectories’ of magazine ti-
tles. These images highlight the ecological mechanisms discussed above. 
In each national field, titles look for a specific niche. While most maga-
zines ‘move left’ towards increasing stylization, the mainstream titles move 
towards more natural styles, and towards more extreme positions on the 
glamorous-sexual (Anna) versus non-sexualized (Libelle, Woman’s Own) di-
mension. Dutch and Italian commercial and high fashion magazines grow 
increasingly apart (though in somewhat different directions), which points 
to increasing crystallization of aesthetic styles. British commercial maga-
zines  -- rather unexpectedly – become more like high fashion magazines. 
Earlier, we tentatively explained this from an attempt to imitate a success-
ful and prestigious competitor. However, it seems a dangerous strategy to 
become exactly like a competitor that does the same trick well. What these 
images show most clearly is the relative stability of high fashion titles. Al-
though they gradually move towards more stylization (especially Elle UK), 
they stay relatively put over the years, clustered in the middle of both plots. 
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Figure 4.11
‘Aesthetic trajectories’ of magazine titles over 1982, 1996 and 2011, 
map of axis 1 and 2 of the MCA in 2011

Figure 4.12
‘Aesthetic trajectories’ of magazine titles over 1982, 1996 and 2011, 
map of axis 1 and 3 of the MCA in 2011
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The analysis of magazine titles thus shows the consolidation and crys-
tallization of the high fashion style over the years. This style appears to be 
a negation of the natural and diverse style of local mainstream magazines 
Libelle, Anna, and Woman’s Own. Moreover, it also sharply distinguishes it-
self from the expressive-sexualized styles of commercial magazines Cosmo-
politan and Men’s Health. We also find an international commercial style, 
characterized by (like Cosmopolitan, which is known for its explicit and 
abundant coverage of sex). This style does not represent an ‘intermediate 
aesthetic’ between high and low (Van Venrooij & Schmutz 2010), but in-
stead distinguishes itself by higher levels of sexualization and expression. 
The main conclusion of the cross-national comparison over time is that the 
field of fashion images in these countries has undergone a rather similar 
development: crystallization of a high fashion aesthetic, which distinguish-
es itself from the more expressive and sexualized commercial magazines,

and the highly varied and less stylized mainstream style. A similar pro-
cess of institutionalization of a highbrow style has been described for pop-
ular fields like cinema (Baumann 2007) and jazz (Lopes 1992). However, 
these authors focused on organizational contexts and processes of legitima-
tion. Our analysis, in contrast, highlights the aesthetic dimension of such 
an institutionalizing process. 

Conclusion: towards a sociological analysis of aesthetics.

This chapter aimed to take aesthetics seriously, by presenting a sociological 
analysis of the aesthetic logics of fashion images: the underlying aesthet-
ic order structuring the combination of aesthetic elements into coherent 
styles. We have argued that a full understanding of the field of fashion im-
ages requires studying the aesthetics of these images as a separate, partly 
independent factor that cannot be reduced to institutional factors or wider 
social dynamics. Through a cross-national, longitudinal content analysis 
we first identified and coded the aesthetic elements that make up a fashion 
image, such as a model’s look, pose, clothing, level of objectification or ex-
tent to which she establishes a relation with the viewer through a gaze or 
smile. Second, using multiple correspondence analysis we identified pat-
terns in the way these elements are combined with each other. We found 
the field of fashion images to be structured by three dimensions: stylization 
versus naturalness, glamorous sexualization versus no sexualization and 
expressive sexualization version withdrawal. These aesthetic dimensions 
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make up the three-dimensional ‘space of possibles’, in which each fash-
ion image is positioned. Thus, they define the aesthetic logics of the field.

After uncovering the aesthetic logics of the field, we looked for rela-
tions between these logics and structural variables (country, genre, maga-
zine type and title) and changes over time. Despite increasing globaliza-
tion, commercialization, and expansion of the fashion field, we found that 
the positioning of fashion images in this ‘space of possible’ portrayals is re-
markably constant over thirty years and in different national contexts. We 
found no distinct various clusters, but instead overlapping styles for differ-
ent countries, time periods and magazine types. The portrayal of models 
is always stylized to some extent, models are rarely sexualized in extreme 
ways and they are unlikely to display a complete lack of expression or ex-
treme expressiveness. Deviations from this aesthetic are risky. Anna/A, the 
magazine that took the most extreme position, portraying female models 
in a glamorous-sexual mode resembling male-oriented magazines, did not 
fare well. It was discontinued in 2013. This suggests that strong deviations 
from the standard may not be commercially successful. 

In our view, this stability and homogeneity of representational styles is 
the result of the position of fashion photography in the wider field of rep-
resentation of persons. The space of aesthetic possibilities and impossibili-
ties for fashion images is bounded by its position vis-à-vis other genres. 
Very natural photographs are the domain of amateur snapshots or news 
photography. Unstylized or very expressive sexualized images belong in the 
field of pornography. Images that are too stylized and odd move towards 
art. Moreover, fashion photography is constrained by function. The image 
always serves a commercial purpose, and has to make the product it sells 
look good. Thus, it has to remain attractive, that is: better than purely nat-
ural, not so withdrawn or stylized as to alienate everyone, and not so sexu-
alized that it becomes distracting. Thus, fashion photography is confined 
to its ‘niche’ in the field of human representation. Differentiation mainly 
occurs within the boundaries of the genre, as “freedom under constraint” 
(Bourdieu 1996:23; cf. Van Venrooij, forthcoming).  

Yet, within the boundaries of the genre, we can discern variations. Dif-
ferent magazine types and magazine titles have their own aesthetic styles: 
recurring combinations of visual elements. Looking at the development of 
these aesthetic styles over time, we found a consolidation and crystalliza-
tion of a, transnational, high fashion style characterized by stylized por-
trayals; and, to a lesser extent, a transnational commercial style that is ex-
pressive and sexualized. Mainstream fashion magazines are most diverse, 
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and employ a more natural aesthetic. Within each national field, magazine 
titles look for their own niche, that sets them apart from others. Conse-
quently, similar titles in different national fields may arrive at similar aes-
thetic styles. This leads to increasing isomorphism of different national 
fashion fields (cf. Franssen & Kuipers 2013). Increasing globalization leads 
to considerable differences within fields, but similar institutional and aes-
thetic dynamics within each national field. 

Instead of finding systematic cross-national variations, we observe a 
similar crystallization process in the Netherlands, the United Kingdom 
and Italy. These findings support earlier studies of segmentation in film, 
popular music and thrillers. Within these popular fields, we see the rise 
of ‘highbrow’ forms that increasingly move towards an artistic, highbrow 
logic (Lopes 2002; Baumann 2007; Janssen et al. 2011). At the same time, 
we see the emergence of specific mainstream and commercial logics, with 
their own characteristic aesthetic styles. Yet, our analysis reveals the aes-
thetic dimension of such an institutionalizing process. Moreover, such 
processes not only happen in a national, but also in a transnational field.

We have used multiple correspondence analysis because it allows for an 
inductive, relational analysis. However, our use of this method differs from 
common sociological usage. We have used MCA to analyze elements of 
images, rather than traits or survey scores of persons. Most variables were 
very low level descriptive codes of characteristics of images (skin color, 
cleavage), but some codes reflected interpretations on a more aggregate 
level: conventional beauty types, levels of objectification. We realize that 
this coding adds an extra level of interpretation. However, we have taken 
great care to ensure cross-cultural validity and reliability, as is evidenced by 
coders’ reliability scores.

Moreover, we used MCA for longitudinal and cross-national compari-
son. Especially because of the stability of our findings, even across subsam-
ples, we are confident that our MCA has yielded a reliable image of the 
field of fashion images. 

MCA analyses are typically employed for non-longitudinal data, hence 
no standard protocols exist for time comparisons with MCA. For instance, 
Ekelund and Börjesson (2005) compare two time periods on the basis of 
two separate MCA analyses, while Coulangeon (2013) compares two time 
periods on the basis of MCA analysis for one reference year. We have fol-
lowed Coulangeons (2013) strategy; only in reversed order. We found that 
comparison of the position of variables across years did not provide much 
information. However, comparison over time especially yields meaning-
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ful information on the position of individuals in the constructed plot, as 
they ‘move’ across the plot over time. Finally, we realize that our findings 
may be skewed because of the overrepresentation of images from Italy. This 
may have affected especially the second dimension, which shows a relative-
ly strong ‘Italy effect’. This is caused by magazine A/Anna, a deviating case 
compared to the other mainstream titles in our sample. Between 1996 and 
2011, A/Anna moves to a radically different niche position in the plot. In 
2013 the title ceases to exist. Within a cultural ecology perspective, such a 
move may reflect a search for differentiation, possibly triggered by for in-
stance the emergence of new mainstream titles in the Italian field of fash-
ion images. However, further research on the Italian field of fashion images 
is needed to provide such explanations.  

Although our sample includes longitudinal and cross-national data we 
have focused on identifying variations instead of making generalizations. 
While our sample reflects the composition of the fashion field, including 
an emphasis on core-players such as Italy, further research is needed to 
draw larger conclusions. For instance, we are very interested to see if our 
findings extend to men and to other, more mainstream fields of visual rep-
resentation such as catalogues or billboard advertising. 

This chapter has several implications for further research. First, we 
aim to contribute to the development of a relational sociology of cultural 
meanings (DiMaggio et al. 2013; Mohr & Bogdanov 2013). We approach 
aesthetics as a relational system in which elements acquire meaning from 
the way they are combined with others (Cerulo 1995). Thus, we have tried 
to break down images into the smallest possible codes, in order to allow 
for an inductive analysis of the meanings embedded in these images. Con-
sequently, we show how visual elements in fashion images are part of a 
multi-dimensional aesthetic system in which meaning is dependent on the 
context in which elements occur and co-occur. 

Second, with this relational and inductive approach, we move beyond 
previous studies of (female) representation in fashion images that have pro-
vided one-dimensional interpretations of advertisements or fashion imag-
es. These studies identified stereotyping, objectification and sexualization 
in gender representations without taking into account the polysemic and 
relational nature of visual communication. For instance, while nudity may 
indicate sexualization, we found that full nudity is more commonly associ-
ated with highly stylized, less sexualized portrayals. Moreover, in their fo-
cus on gender inequality and power balances, these studies often ignore or 
downplay the aesthetic pleasure at the heart of such representations. 
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Third, this study aims to foreground the aesthetic dimension of cultur-
al production. In other words: for us, aesthetics is more than a dependent 
variable. We have shown that aesthetic logics cannot be reduced to struc-
tural factors or field dynamics, echoing Liebersons (2000) assertion that 
aesthetic patterns function relatively autonomously. Aesthetic logics struc-
ture the cultural field of fashion images; they provide the grid that organ-
izes modes of portrayal, as well as shifting boundaries between genres and 
subgenres. In this era of de-classification and transnationalization, it is in-
creasingly difficult to reduce aesthetic to structural factors or societal dy-
namics. While fashion photography may be more independent from soci-
etal dynamics than more established or nationally bounded cultural forms, 
all cultural fields are less and less likely to reflect social structures or institu-
tional divides. Our findings show the potential of an approach that starts 
from aesthetic variations, and that conceptualizes fields as an aesthetic sys-
tem of styles that mutually constitute and confine each other.
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Since the 1970s, scholars have argued that gender representation in the me-
dia not only reflects, but also shapes gender roles and norms. Advertising 
and other representations in popular media are identified as central to the 
production of gender ideologies. Their stylized and idealized portrayals of 
men and women not only set high standards for beauty, health and hap-
piness, but also present rather unattainable examples of good femininity 
and masculinity.   

Goffman’s Gender Advertisements (1979 [1976]) transformed these 
feminist critiques into empirical scholarship. Through an analysis of 
(North-American) advertisements for a range of products, Goffman iden-
tified ‘gender advertisements’: ritualized poses denoting stylized and at-
tractive femininity and masculinity. Since then, research on gender and 
representation has developed into two strands that increasingly went 
their separate ways. Quantitative content analyses of gender representa-
tion measured and analyzed stereotypically gendered poses in increasingly 
sophisticated ways, while critical-interpretive gender studies focused on 
the polysemy, variability and context-specificity of gender ‘performances’ 
(Capecchi 2014). While quantitative studies zoom in on gender, critical-
interpretive studies argue that gender intersects with other characteristics 
with their own dynamics of power. Consequently, the central focus on 
gender in quantitative representation studies tends to overlook other fac-
tors at play in shaping representation – and thus images of ideal femininity 
and masculinity (McCall 2005; Gill 2009). 

This study aims to reunite and confront these two research traditions by 
presenting a comparative analysis of gender representations in Dutch and 
Italian fashion magazines. We analyze a number of conventionally gen-
dered poses and positions. Most are based on the Goffmanian ‘canon’ of 
stereotyped gender advertisements. However, we have added new variables 
that emerged during inductive pilot studies. Moreover, we compare sever-
al potentially ‘intersecting’ categories: men versus women, Italy versus the 
Netherlands, and models versus ordinary people versus celebrities, over a 
thirty-year period. 

By combining these traditions, our study aims to open up existing dis-
cussions about gender, power and representation. We ask three questions. 
First: to what extent do we find the gendered representational catego-
ries known from previous, mainly North-American studies in Italy in the 
Netherlands? In other words: does Goffman need to be updated? Second: 
how do gendered representations intersect with other social background 
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factors and power dynamics, such as country or professional role? Third: 
how is increasing gender equality reflected in changes in representation? 
Can we conclude, as many gender scholars have done, that gender-specific 
representation is inevitably related to gender inequalities?  

Gender representation: Poses, power and polysemy

In his analysis of (North-American) advertisements for a range of prod-
ucts, Goffman identified six categories of gender advertisements: 1. Rela-
tive size: women are portrayed smaller or lower than men; 2. The feminine 
touch: women stroke or touch themselves, whereas men are shown with 
loose hands or holding something firmly; 3. Function ranking: men are 
portrayed as autonomous or powerful, women as dependent and subordi-
nate; 4. Ritualization of subordination: women are shown in subordinate 
positions: lying down, in various curved, bent or tilted positions, for in-
stance with the typical feminine ‘head cant’; 5. Licensed withdrawal: wom-
en are portrayed as passive or uninvolved, whereas men are portrayed as 
active and present, for instance by looking straight into the camera; 6. The 
family: women are represented in family groups. All conventions signal 
both difference and inequality: women are represented as childlike, sub-
missive, dependent, sexually available and overall less powerful than men. 

These concepts have been operationalized and tested in widely cited 
quantitative studies that have considerably refined Goffman’s rather im-
pressionistic categories. Generally, they find more support for categories 
related to individual pose than to the relational categories, relative size, 
function ranking and the family. Therefore, later studies focus on (presum-
ably) gender-stereotyped individual poses and positions: feminine touch, 
licensed withdrawal (e.g., looking into the camera vs. looking away), and 
ritualization of subordination (e.g., women lying down, with curved body, 
head cant). 

Over time, the framework was expanded in several ways. Kang (1997) 
added body display – nudity or suggested nudity –and Lindner (2004) 
added objectification as a category. The work on gender representation in-
creasingly merged with the growing body of work on media sexualization. 
Baker (2005) considers lying down and relative size examples of sexualized 
portrayal, and Hatton and Trautner (2011) use the feminine touch and ly-
ing down as indicators in their sexualization index. 

Several studies have investigated changing gender conventions, hypoth-
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esizing that more gender equality leads to decrease in stereotypical repre-
sentation. These studies show mixed results. Kang (1997) reports continu-
ation of gender-specific portrayals, and increase of indicators of licensed 
withdrawal. Lindner (2004) finds a small decrease in gender-stereotypic 
representation. Mager and Helgeson (2011) find continuation of gendered 
representations, and increase of ritualization of subordination. While most 
studies focus on female portrayal, those that compare genders often report 
changes in male, rather than female representation. Belknap and Leonard 
(1991) find that men over time are portrayed less authoritarian and more 
decorative. Mager and Helgeson (2011: 249) also note a ‘trend towards us-
ing males in a more decorative fashion in magazine advertising’. 

Comparative studies and studies outside North-America suggest that 
these conventions may be culture-specific. In their Australian study, Bell 
and Milic (2002) reported limited support for Goffman’s categories. 
McLaughlin and Goulet (1999) found that Goffman’s categories were rare 
in American magazines aimed at African-Americans, with half of the ad-
vertisements classified as ‘other’.  In their study of Korean girl’s magazines, 
Nam, Lee and Hwang (2011), did not find some Goffmanian categories at 
all, and and often men’s portrayal was more in accordance with ‘female’ 
conventions. Surprisingly, we haven’t found European content analyses 
based on Goffman’s classification, although it is often used in qualitative 
work (e.g. Willem et al. 2012). 

This research tradition has several shortcomings. First, it singles out 
gender as the central variable, often focusing exclusively on the representa-
tion of women. Second, the continued focus on advertisements privileges 
one genre, and one type of person: professional models. Third, the cate-
gories – which are based on American materials – have remained more or 
less unchanged since the 1970s. Finally, stereotyping and subordination are 
conceptually conflated. The mixed results of longitudinal studies suggest 
that the relation between inequality and representation are more compli-
cated. While gender inequalities have arguably decreased, gender repre-
sentations retain their distinctiveness, and according to some studies even 
increase.  Thus, the relation between gender representation and inequal-
ity seems at least partly matter for empirical study rather than theoretical 
supposition.

A second tradition has followed Goffman’s original semiotic approach: 
interpretive analyses of gender representation, often combined with in-
sights from critical or post-structuralist theory (cf. Gill 2007). Rather than 
summarizing this field, we highlight important additions that this tradi-
tion can make to the findings and approach discussed above. 
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First, semiotic and critical approaches highlight the polysemy and cul-
ture-specificity of visual codes (Kress & Van Leeuwen 2006). This moves 
research away from the persistence of fixed categories, towards the com-
plexities of representation and the emergence of new styles like ‘porno 
chic’ (Duits & van Zoonen 2006), or ‘objectified masculinity’ (Patterson 
& Elliott 2002). Theoretically, these analyses stress that conventions do not 
have fixed meanings: they are culture-specific, contingent, and can be em-
ployed in reflexive and ironic ways (Brunsdon 2005). Scholars in this field 
therefore are critical of the clear-cut assignments of meaning in quantita-
tive analyses. 

Second, critical gender analysis has increasingly morphed into inter-
sectional analysis. Gender is never independent of factors like class, na-
tion, age, race or ethnicity, which have their own power dynamics (McCall 
2005; Yuval-Davis 2006). Gill (2009), for instance, shows how sexualized 
media portrayals in advertising work out differently – and are stylized dif-
ferently – according to gender, (implied) sexual orientation, age, class, 
race and level of attractiveness. 

Critical gender analyses are often less systematic in their empirical anal-
ysis, but more sophisticated theoretically. Thus, while quantitative content 
analyses easily extrapolate from difference to domination, from conven-
tional styles to gender relations, critical gender scholars have written many 
treatises ‘critiquing’ or ‘problematizing’ these assumptions or ‘opening up’ 
debates and categories. While quantitative content analysis provides delin-
eated and workable concepts allowing for comparisons and firm conclu-
sions, critical gender scholars are aware of the pitfalls in studying power 
and representation. 

This study intends to combine the strengths of both. Our research 
design entails comparisons to allow us to look for intersections, change, 
variations, and the possibility that Goffman’s code are culture-specific or 
otherwise less fixed than some have assumed. Moreover, we include gen-
res other than advertising, and therefore: persons other than professional 
models. Finally, although for the purpose of systematic comparison, our 
method is quantitative content analysis, we have developed some codes in-
ductively during pilot studies. 
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Data and method 

This study draws on a database containing data on the representation of 
beauty in fashion magazines in six European countries. The present analy-
sis includes six variables measuring poses and positions that earlier studies 
identified as stereotypically feminine: smile, pouting lips, head cant, nudi-
ty, lying down, and self touch. Four other poses were expected to be typ-
ically male: eye contact, photographed en face (frontal image with both 
sides of nose visible), erect body, and active pose (the person in the image 
is engaged in an activity other than being photographed). (Kolbe & Alba-
nese 1996; Kang 1997; Lindner 2004; Kress & Van Leeuwen 2006; Hatton 
& Trautner 2011; Mager & Helgeson 2011). Because of the lack of findings 
regarding more complex relational variables in previous studies, we con-
structed four simple descriptive variables measuring company: alone, with 
child, in the company of (adult) women, or (adult) men. Generally, stud-
ies suggest that men are portrayed in more autonomous positions, that is: 
alone. 

We developed several variables specifically for this study. We used a 
new operationalization for ‘objectification’, which analytically separates 
objectification from sexualization by narrowly defining objectification as 
portraying someone as ‘there to be looked at by others’ (Kress & Van Leeu-
wen 2006). Our codebook defines objectification as: ‘interchangeable for 
any other object/model, posed, not seemingly spontaneously caught in her 
/his own environment; no personality, no narrative, illogical or estranged 
setting.’ Three codes were developed during the pilot studies: all seemed to 
be typical of fashion images, more typical of women, yet not mentioned 
in other studies. The ‘empty gaze’ means a person is looking at a camera 
without making eye contact. ‘Mouth open’ denotes a non-smiling open 
mouth. When a person is ‘very posed’ s/he is, according to the codebook 
‘clearly adjusting pose for the camera, pose is usually not likely to occur 
in the same way in the depicted situation.’ For a detailed discussion of de-
velopment, testing and content of the codebook, see the codebook in Ap-
pendix 1.

This chapter focuses on Italy and the Netherlands. Within Europe, 
these countries are among the most different in terms of gender relations, 
media landscape and fashion culture. In the 2012 Global Gender Gap re-
port (Haussman et al. 2012), Netherlands is ranked 11th for gender equality, 
against 80th for Italy. Underlying the socio-economic and political factors 
are two divergent gender cultures. In the Netherlands, gender inequality 
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and gendered forms of representation are rarely framed as problematic or 
even political (Merens et al. 2012). In Italy, gender differences are more vis-
ible both in everyday life and in political debate. Italian television especial-
ly is known for its abundant presence of women in decorative, sexualized 
and gender-normative roles. (Capecchi 2011)

Italy has a strongly developed fashion culture and a central position in 
the global world of beauty and fashion. The Netherlands has a less devel-
oped fashion culture, and fewer and less influential fashion magazines. The 
presence of these magazines reflect the position of these countries in the 
international fashion field and the local demand for information on fash-
ion and lifestyle. Such variations in style and fashion-consciousness have 
promoted the development of more stylized and ‘aestheticized’ under-
standings of masculinity and femininity in Italy than in the Netherlands. 

Our sample includes at least one mainstream (Libelle, Anna) fashion 
magazine from each country, and the national editions of internationally 
franchised commercial (Cosmopolitan, Men’s Health) and high-end (Elle, 
Vogue, Uomo Vogue) fashion magazines targetting men and women, from 
three sample years: 1982, 1996, and 2011. The sample increases over the 
years to reflect the expansion, diversification and globalization of the me-
dia and fashion field.  Taken together, this sample covers the breadth of 
fashion images and gender representation in each country in each period.

For each magazine and year, we coded 250 photographs portraying 
adult women or men. Coding was done by trained coders from the coun-
try where the magazines were published. The average Krippendorff’s alpha 
for all 156 variables in the study was .70. For all variables used in this chap-
ter average alpha was .70. The procedure is described in detail in the code-
book (Appendix 1).  

The overall sample used in this Chapter consists of 5,840 images, 4,369 
(74.81%) of women and 1,471 (25.19%) men. The magazine sample has led 
to unequal distribution over countries and years. 65.12% of images are Ital-
ian, 34.88% are Dutch. 26.24% of images are from 1982; 35.67% from 1996 
and 38.09% from 2011. The overall gender ratio remained almost constant: 
73.52% in 1982; 77.13% in 1996; and 73.54% in 2011. The Italian sample has 
a slightly larger proportion of men: 26.58 against 22.58%.   
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Results

Gendered representation styles? 
Table 5.1 gives an overview of overall gender differences in representation. 
While we found significant differences, these are not always in line with 
expectations. As expected, women are more likely to smile, have an open 
mouth, the ‘feminine touch’, to be passive, lie down and have tilted heads. 
The latter two, however, are rare. Women are also more often objectified 
and very posed. 

Table 5.1 
Gender difference in pose/position 

 

 

Table 5.1 
Gender difference in pose/position  

 F M All p 

Smile  35.77 32.83 35.03 * 

Pout  2.05 1.31 1.86  

Mouth open 33.67 19.31 30.05 *** 

Eye contact 41.63 32.43 39.32 *** 

Empty gaze 7.99 10.94 8.73 *** 

En face 42.21 38.08 41.18  

Head cant 10.01 3.67 8.42 *** 

Erect body 65.21 66.08 65.43  

Nudity 4.30 4.01 4.23  

Lying down 5.75 3.81 5.26 *** 

Self touch 31.91 21.75 29.35 *** 

Active 17.20 23.85 18.92 *** 

Very posed 38.52 22.08 34.39 *** 

Objectified 53.83 37.57 49.74 *** 

Alone 67.45 45.55 61.93 *** 

Female company 32.50 27.74 31.30 *** 

Male company 10.21 54.45 21.35 *** 

With child 2.15 2.86 2.33  

 
N 

 
4,369 

 
1,471 

 
5,840  

% 74.81 25.19   

* X2 test, p<05 
** X2 test, p<.01 
*** X2 test, p<.005 
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Contrary to expectations, men and women are equally likely to have a 
straight posture. Especially in combination with the dearth of tilted heads 
(only 10.01% of women), this challenges the Goffmanian opposition of 
straight men versus S-curved, tilted and otherwise contorted women. 
Women are most commonly portrayed alone, or (less) in female compa-
ny, while men are usually portrayed with other men. Men and women are 
equally unlikely to be portrayed with child, lip pouts, or in the nude. Fi-
nally, women make more eye contact, whereas men are more likely to have 
an ‘empty gaze’. 

Thus, the overall analysis – encompassing two countries and spanning 
thirty years – gives some, but not full support for existing accounts of gen-
der representation. In particular, it calls into question the expectation of 
female licensed withdrawal. The conventions most often associated with 
female submission, passivity and sexual availability – the tilted head, ly-
ing down, body exposure and pouted lips – are rare. The fact that women 
are more likely to be portrayed alone suggests greater female independence 
than the literature has led us to believe. 

Gender as master status? 
Persons in fashion magazines are usually portrayed as attractive as possi-
ble. This is inherent in the genre, which shows a fantasy world better and 
prettier than the real one. Most images in our sample show models: peo-
ple selected for their good looks. However, apart from models, fashion 
magazines also show celebrities – people well-known for a variety of rea-
sons, who are featured in interviews, editorial content like gossip, beauty 
or fashion shoots, or advertisements – and ‘ordinary people’ like magazine 
staff, or the readers or ‘persons in the street’ featured in makeovers, real-life 
stories or readers’ panels.

Studies of gender representation typically zoom in on gender. How-
ever, we expect that portrayal of models, celebrities and ordinary people 
vary greatly. We therefore look at the intersection of gender and role: do 
gendered styles of representation vary across roles? Or is gender the ‘master 
status’ (Goffman 1963) trumping other personal characteristics?

Table 5.2 shows significant differences between the portrayals of differ-
ent roles. Ordinary men and women are most likely to be photographed 
en face, smiling, making eye contact and with child, and hardly ever in 
sexualized poses (nude, lying down). This points to  a conventional, not 
particularly gendered style of photography: smiling and looking into the 
camera. Ordinary women are more likely than female models or celebri-
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ties to engage in stylized feminine behaviors like the head cant or smile. 
Combined with the full frontal photography, this makes for a traditional 
‘cute’ portrait look. Ordinary men have a less clear-cut image. Apart from 
the snapshot aesthetic of looking into the camera and smiling – which they 
do more than other men, but still under fifty per cent – they stand out for 
being least objectified, and not posing. 

Celebrities are more likely than others to be alone (especially men) 
and to be very posed. Apart from this, representations of famous men and 
women have few commonalities, and neither male nor female celebrities 
differ strongly or systematically from other men or women. Male celebri-
ties are objectified by male standards – as much as male models – but con-
siderably less than all categories of women. This lack of clear distinguish-
ing patterns in the representation of celebrities is probably best understood 
as a sign of diversity.

The portrayal of models differs sharply from other categories. Models 
of both genders are least likely to smile (a difference especially pronounced 
for women), make eye contact or face the camera. Classic ‘gender adver-
tisements’ like pouts, tilted heads, feminine touch, curved bodies, nudity 
or horizontal positions are more commonly associated with other roles. 
Models are highly objectified, but this is not (exclusively) signalled in these 
classically gendered ways. What is rather distinctive of female models is the 
non-smiling open mouth. 

Male models, like male celebrities, are objectified but less posed or styl-
ized. They are often portrayed in company of others, especially men. The 
‘empty gaze’ occurs most often in this category (along with female celeb-
rities). For men, this may signal not so much withdrawal as a masculine 
gaze towards far and potentially adventurous horizons (Kolbe & Albanese 
1996).

While gender strongly affects representation, it is not an undisputed 
master status. The distinction between ordinary people and others is sali-
ent and marked by a specific snapshot or portrait aesthetics. This category 
is also the least prestigious. The distinctive portrayal of this group therefore 
demarcates the boundary between ordinary persons and the more glamor-
ous domain of models and celebrities. The category of ordinary people is 
also marked by a relative lack of attractiveness: the ‘aesthetic capital’ (An-
derson et al. 2010) central to this field. On the other side of the spectrum 
models, in possession of ample aesthetic capital, are represented highly 
distinctively. Marked by a lack of engagement with camera or viewer, an 
absence of smiles the portrayal of male and female models in many ways 
flaunts the snapshot aesthetic of everyday photography.
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Table 5.2 
Gender representation and role 

Changing gender representations?
Differences in gender representation are usually explained – at least par-
tially – from power differences between men and women. We therefore 
expect shifts in the portrayal of men and women as a result of changing 
gender relations. 

 

 

Table 5.2  

Gender representation and role  

 F M 

 
Ordinary  
person Celebrity Model 

p 
 

Ordinary  
person Celebrity Model p 

Smile  83.85 49.60 33.35 *** 47.93 33.49 31.10 *** 

Pout  1.72 2.40 2.04  .99 0.59 1.49  

Mouth open  6.15 30.24 34.78 *** 14.05 19.53 19.82  

Eye contact 65.38 57.26 39.89 ***  57.85 45.12 27.31 *** 

Empty gaze 3.08 13.31 7.82 *** 9.09 3.26 12.60 *** 

En face  58.59 48.78 41.24 *** 62.18 48.31 33.46 
 
*** 

Head cant 17.19 7.76 9.91 * 5.08 4.31 3.39  

Erect body 62.10 62.61 65.48  53.04 70.81 66.54 *** 

Nudity 0.0 4.84 4.41 ** .00 .93 5.02 *** 

Lying down 1.54 6.85 5.81  1.65 2.33 4.32  

Self touch 28.46 34.27 31.87  26.45 24.65 20.70  

Active 12.00 11.82 17.71 * 16.36 22.63 24.84  

Very posed 17.83 40.08 39.11 *** 11.67 25.35 22.58 *** 

Objectified 37.21 45.75 54.89 *** 27.50 37.74 38.62 *** 

Alone 65.38 73.39 67.15  52.89 71.63 39.82 *** 

Female company 34.62 26.61 32.80  21.49 11.16 31.54 *** 

Male company 9.23 5.68 10.55 * 47.11 28.37 60.18 *** 

With child 12.31 2.02 1.83 *** 12.40 1.86 2.03 *** 

         

N 130 248 3,991  121 215 1,135  

% 2.98 5.68 91.35  8.23 14.62 77.16  

* X2 test, p<.05 
** X2 test, p<.01 
*** X2 test, p<.005 
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Table 5.3 
Gender representation: trends over time

 

Table 5.3 presents changes over time in gendered styles of representation 
(highest score in bold). Results, however, are not quite in line with our ex-
pectations. In six gendered style conventions, differences have increased 
or emerged: smiling, pouting, open mouth, self touch, , lying down, and 
active pose. The gender patterns for erect posture and empty gaze were re-
versed, but in unexpected directions: only in 2011 the non-erect postures 

Table 5.3 
Gender representation: trends over time 
  

 Overall trenda 1982 1996 2011 
Gender difference  
trend ab 

  F M p F M p F M p  

Smile  DD 41.44 40.64  36.51 35.50  31.15 25.30 ** U 

Pout  – 1.13 1.91  2.22 1.96  2.60 .42 *** U 

Mouth open UU 16.86 10.59 *** 30.16 19.96 *** 48.69 24.79 *** UU 

Eye contact D – 47.65 26.35 *** 38.75 32.77 * 40.32 36.33  D 

Empty gaze DU 3.55 28.57 *** 5.92 4.62  13.07 3.90 *** ! 

En face U – 42.19 29.67 *** 42.43 45.93  42.01 37.76  D 

Head cant – D 10.91 4.68 *** 12.19 5.02 *** 7.33 1.94 *** R 

Erect body – D  71.15 61.86 *** 67.73 63.94  58.85 70.65 *** ! 

Nudity – 4.08 1.97 * 4.42 6.72 * 4.34 3.23  D 

Lying down – 4.08 4.93  6.04 3.78  6.60 3.06 *** U 

Self touch – 29.72 27.34  31.71 20.38 *** 33.60 19.02 *** U 

Active UD 17.53 17.93  18.84 30.37 *** 15.47 22.65 *** U 

Very posed – U 29.25 20.87 *** 33.21 18.98 *** 49.85 25.38 *** UU 

Objectified U – 40.88 15.27 *** 54.73 49.36 *** 61.57 43.10 *** UU 

Alone UD 73.82 15.76 *** 69.84 55.67 *** 60.72 57.89  D 

Female company UU 26.18 26.60  30.16 29.62  39.16 26.99 *** U 

Male company D – 11.09 84.24 *** 8.91 44.33 *** 10.87 42.11 *** DD 

With child D – 3.11 4.93  1.25 2.94 * 2.38 1.36  ≈ 

            

N  1,127 406  1,605 476  1,637 589   

%  73.52 27.60  77.13 22.87  73.54 26.46   

a X2 analysis, significant trends (p < .05; change > 5% ). First symbol:1982-96. Second symbol: 1996-2011. 
b R persistent difference; U emerging difference (not in 1986); D disappearing difference (not in 2011);  
UU increasing difference (growing gender gap); DD decreasing difference (shrinking gender gap);  
! reversal; yY increase then decrease; Yy decrease then increase; ≈ unclear 
* X2 test, p<05; ** X2 test, p<.01; *** X2 test, p<.005 
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and empty, withdrawn gaze typical of conventional gender advertisements 
are more common among women than men. Moreover, only two pos-
es show decreasing gender difference: nudity and portrayal ‘en face’. The 
gender difference in head cants remains constant, but this pose showed an 
overall decline. Finally, the unexpected finding that women are more like-
ly to look into the camera is specific to 1982. Thus, over the years women 
become more ‘withdrawn’. 

The proportion of women photographed alone goes down, and of men 
photographed alone goes up. Men are less frequently pictured with oth-
er men, women more frequently with other women. The result in 2011 is 
a more or less even divide of people portrayed alone and in same-sex or 
mixed groups. Rather than a closing of the gender gap, male and female 
group compositions are each other’s mirror image. This may be explained 
by the rise of male-oriented magazines that apply the conventions of fe-
male fashion magazines to male representation. However, this pattern is 
puzzling in light of previous studies. Women are not accompanied by men 
or family groups, but instead move from solitary portrayals towards female 
groupings. 

A first possible explanation for these unexpected findings is that in-
creasing or continuing gender difference co-occurs with a general decrease 
in a poses or positions: the gap remains but the pattern vanishes. This 
seems the case with smiles and tilted heads: gendered but in decline. How-
ever, in other cases gendered behaviors are constant, or even on the rise. In 
fact, many of the expected gender differences are not there in the earliest 
year in our study. In other words: in 1982, gender representations were less 
like Gender Advertisements than they were in 1996 or – especially – 2011. 

This leaves two other possible explanations. The first possibility is that, 
despite growing gender equality, we have found an increase in gender-
specific portrayals, at least for the gender conventions analyzed here. The 
second explanation is that we have traced a rise in specific conventional 
gender codes. The gender conventions analyzed here were mainly derived 
from North-American studies, and possibly Italy and the Netherlands have 
(partly) different conventions for gender representations. Increasing glo-
balization has led to the expansion of global magazine franchises, and in-
creasing and asymmetrical exchange of images. Consequently, Dutch and 
Italian media may have adopted North-American conventions (cf. Frith et 
al. 2005). Both possibilities will be discussed in the conclusion.   

Finally, looking specifically at the trends leading up to 2011, we see 
the emergence of a new representational style that is gendered and appar-
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ently specific to the (early) 21st century. In 2011, representation of wom-
en is characterized by an open mouth, no smile, little eye contact, a pas-
sive pose, straight body, no canted heads. The feminine touch is present 
in less than half of the cases. We also see a marked increase of the empty 
gaze, and women are more often objectified or very posed than in previ-
ous years. In male representation we see some of the same traits, notably 
the lack of smiles, straight posture, and a dominance of passive poses that 
is unexpected in the light of male stereotypes. Men are not very posed, but 
quite objectified. 2011 male representation marks a departure from clas-
sic masculine styles, but is still distinct from stylized femininity. Thus, the 
new representational style for women is echoed, less strongly, in images of 
men. While women are still characterized by the traditional objectification 
and withdrawal, stylistic elements associated with the ritualization of sub-
ordination (lying down, head cants, S-curves) and lack of autonomy are 
less common in 2011.

National gender styles?
Finally, Table 5.4 shows national differences: to what extent do Italian and 
Dutch gender portrayals differ, and how is this changing over time? Over-
all, in Dutch magazines people are more likely to smile, make eye contact, 
look straight into the camera, have tilted heads, curved bodies, and to be 
objectified, alone or with child. Italian magazines portray people in a more 
‘withdrawn’ way – unsmiling, no eye contact, open mouth, straight pos-
ture – and in male or female company. Tentatively, we describe this oppo-
sition as a more conventionally attractive, engaged Dutch portrayal, versus 
a more stylized, distanced portrayal in Italian fashion magazines. The latter 
seems to be in line with the more aestheticized ‘high fashion’ style com-
mon in Italian magazines as well as everyday life, as opposed to the more 
informal and mainstream Dutch fashion culture.

As expected, Italy shows stronger gender differences than the Nether-
lands. In Italy, we found significant differences for almost every year and 
variable. Gender differences are most pronounced in the last sample year, 
when we see both Goffmanian classics and the 2011 female style: posed, 
empty gazed, open mouthed, self touch. Most patterns found in the sam-
ple as a whole are found here – unsurprisingly, as about two thirds of the 
sample is Italian. The exceptions are somewhat puzzling: Italian men and 
women are equally unlikely to be pictured smiling, pouting, nude or with 
child. Overall, we find persistent or growing gender differences, combined 
with the emergence of a withdrawn style, especially among women. 
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As hypothesized, in the Netherlands gender differences are less pro-
nounced.  Generally, Dutch gender differences manifest themselves more 
consistently in company than in pose, where we find few significant dif-
ferences. The Dutch sample shows the emergence of the gendered non-
smiling open mouth/highly objectified pattern in 2011 for both men and 
women, but without the increase in passivity. 

The Dutch pattern is harder to interpret than the Italian one. In marked 
contrast with Italy, Dutch gender differences first increase, then decrease 
after 1996. We see a strong convergence toward the withdrawn style for 
men and women. The decline of gender differences appears to be primarily 
the result of increasing prominence of conventional female or ‘withdrawn’ 
poses among men. Thus, we see a closing of the gender gap, but not in the 
direction expected by many gender scholars: in Dutch magazines men are 
increasingly portrayed like women, rather than the other way around. 

Discussion and conclusion 

This study had a threefold aim. First, we wanted to study changes and vari-
ations in the representation of gender. By looking at the portrayal of men 
and women in different roles, in two countries, over a thirty-year period 
we aimed to develop an intersectional approach to media representation. 
How are femininity, and its inevitable twin masculinity represented, and 
how does this vary across contexts? Second, we aimed to update the ‘Goff-
manian’ canon, using the categories and codes developed over the years 
in quantitative content analyses in a longitudinal study in two countries 
where these categories had not been tested yet. Third, we intended to re-
unite and confront quantitative content analysis with critical gender stud-
ies. Therefore, we used our quantitative findings to ask open-ended ques-
tions informed by theoretical discussions on intersectionality and polyse-
my from critical gender studies. 

We found considerable difference between the portrayal of models and 
other persons portrayed in fashion magazines. This calls into question the 
singular focus on gender in analysis of media representation. 

The boundary between models and others in some respects was more 
marked than gender differences, and signals differential amounts of beauty 
or ‘aesthetic capital’. This particular kind of – very unequally distributed 
– capital may need to be added to growing list of intersectional variables. 
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The biggest surprise was the increase in gender-specific representation 
over the years, coupled with an increasingly objectified portrayal of men. 
This pattern worked out differently in Italy and the Netherlands. In It-
aly, we found a significant increase in gender difference, along with in-
creasingly objectified representations of men and women. In the Nether-
lands, gender differences were overall less pronounced, and declined after 
1996. We argue that this is due to changes in male representation, which 
become more stylized. These cross-national differences can be partly ex-
plained from gender relations: these are much more unequal in Italy than 
in the Netherlands. However, our findings do not support the notion of a 
simple one-on-one relation between inequality and representation. 

The increase in gender-specific representations in both countries is also 
due to the international diffusion of specific gendered conventions with 
North-American origins. Most importantly, though, it is caused by the 
emergence of a new representational style.  This style is gendered and in-
ternational but signals femininity– in particular the high status model-like 
version –differently from Goffmanian conventions. It retains the element 
of licensed withdrawal: the vacant look, lack of smile, open mouth and 
passive pose, suggesting models ‘are there to be looked at’. Yet this with-
drawal is signalled differently than in the 1970s. We found few of the con-
ventions associated with ‘ritualization of submission’: female dependency, 
curved bodies and canted heads. Male representation follows some – but 
not all – of these trends (which explains why in the Netherlands gender 
differences are not increasing overall). We find higher degrees of objecti-
fication for male and female models, more withdrawal for both sexes and 
new group compositions, with both women and men increasingly likely 
to be portrayed in same-sex groups. This mirrored pattern can be read as 
growing equality (at least women are not portrayed with families or sup-
porting men anymore), but also as increasing objectification for both men 
and women. 

Our study therefore calls into question two assumptions in many quan-
titative content analyses of gender representation. While these studies typi-
cally assign fixed meanings to gendered poses, we show that gender con-
ventions are often culture-specific, polysemic, and contingent. The reversal 
of gender connotations of both the ‘empty gaze’ and the ‘erect body’ are a 
case in point. Associated with masculinity in the 1980s, these poses proba-
bly signified male aloofness and readiness to take off to far horizons (Kolbe 
& Albanese 1997). In the 2000s, they are more typically female: they are 
combined with other representational conventions to create a more ‘with-
drawn’ feminine look typical of present-day fashion photography. 
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This polysemy of visual signs also explains varying interpretations of 
the non-smiling open mouth. During our pilot study, we found that this 
pose emerged alongside other new signifiers of ‘withdrawal’. Hatton and 
Trautner (2011) simultaneously found the same expression on the covers 
of Rolling Stone, where it is often combined with nudity and sexualized 
and suggestive poses. Thus, they concluded that the open mouth denotes 
sexuality. In the context of this genre, and these other signifiers, it prob-
ably does. However, the ‘vacant’ look typical of present-day modelling im-
ages contains few other signs of sexuality (like nudity or suggestive poses). 
Thus, in the context of fashion images, this pose does not conjure up sim-
ilar sexual connotations. In different contexts, and combined with other 
signs, the same pose acquires different meanings.

In addition, our study challenges the assumption that stereotyped or 
ritualized gender representations are necessarily related to gender inequali-
ty. Arguably, gender inequality in terms of economic, political and cultural 
power has decreased since 1982, even in Berlusconi’s Italy. Thus, these dif-
ferences can hardly be interpreted as the result of enduring male oppres-
sion and female submission. Given the cultural shifts of the period, gender 
inequality certainly cannot be interpreted as causing gender patterns. So 
what do these gendered representations do? 

Some (feminist) scholars have interpreted the gender representations 
of the early 21st century as a backlash. In particular the increasing sexuali-
zation of media images is said to function as a reaffirmation of women’s 
place in society (Gill 2009; Hatton & Trautner 2011). However, these au-
thors also note that over the same period images of men also have become 
more sexualized. Thus, while it is quite possible that images are increas-
ingly objectified or sexualized (our data support the latter only partly), this 
again leads back to the same question: if differential representation is not 
all about power and domination, then what is it about? 

Obviously, this is not a question we can resolve through empirical  
analysis – the question is at least partly theoretical. The intersectionality 
approach helps us to understand that images of gender are not only about 
gender. It is also about the representation of persons possessing a num-
ber of desirable qualities: youth, beauty, and ample access to consumer 
goods, nice friends, exotic locations and good stylists. Thus, seeing gen-
der models and gender advertisements only in terms of gender obscures 
maybe more than it reveals. The increasing objectification of all models, 
men and women, suggests that fashion images may be as much about the  
objectification of unattainable beauty, youth, and wealth as it is about the 
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objectification of femininity and female sexuality.  It still is about inequal-
ity and desire, but maybe about a different form of inequality and a differ-
ent type of desire. 

Even in an era of increasing (though imperfect) gender equality gender 
difference remains functional as well as pleasurable. It is probably no coin-
cidence that the Goffmanian conventions most directly related to female 
submission and women’s dependency were the first to disappear. What 
remains are conventions that are less explicitly about power, and more 
about the representation of desirability. These conventions signal gender, 
in a code that the audience is able to read without any difficulty. But the 
symbolism of such gender conventions is not necessarily dominating: de-
pending on context and composition of the image, they can be performa-
tive, expressive, reflexive, ironic, in short: communicative in many ways.  
In order to read the message, we need to look at more than just gender – 
and much more than just power. 
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Nearly half a century after feminists began championing the sexual lib-
eration of women, sexual empowerment seems increasingly hard to sep-
arate from sexual objectification. While women’s economic, educational 
and political positions continue to slowly improve (Hausmann et al. 2014), 
studies report the increasing—or continuing— objectification of women 
in Western media (Thompson 2000; Rohlinger 2002; Reichert & Carpen-
ter 2004; APA Task Force 2007; Gill 2007a, 2009; Jung & Lee 2009; Mag-
er & Helgeson 2011). Theoretical treatments of female objectification typ-
ically discuss the phenomenon in relation to pornography and wider dis-
courses of ‘pornofication’ and sexualization (McNair 2002; Attwood 2006; 
Gill 2007; Evans et al. 2010), conflating objectification with sexual objecti-
fication, suppression and violence against women (cf. Attwood 2004). But 
given the lack of a clear definition of objectification, opinions differ on the 
line between sexual empowerment and exploitation (see Attwood 2004 
and Gill 2007 for an overview). For their part, empirical studies of female 
objectification in visual media rarely problematize the concept and fail to 
offer precise understandings or operationalizations. It thus remains unclear 
in what shape, or on what scale, the media objectification of women has 
occurred or changed over the past decades.

This chapter begins with an open-ended question: how are women pre-
sented as objects in images? How does this relate to sexualization, and how 
has the objectification of women changed over time? It contributes to both 
theoretical and empirical studies of objectification by first disentangling 
its various meanings and then presenting a systematic empirical analysis of 
the visual objectification of women over the past 30 years. Drawing on a 
content analysis of 7,027 European fashion images, the current paper also 
addresses a lacuna in a field that has largely focused on North America.

While the term objectification refers to representing someone as some-
thing, female objectification is typically interpreted as signifying submis-
sion, sexualization, or both. In the 1970s and 1980s, the anti-pornography 
lobby argued that the sexual objectification of women—exemplified in 
pornography—represents the systematic exploitation and subordination 
of women in patriarchal society (MacKinnon 1987; Dworkin 2000). 

Recent debates on visual objectification, which extend to more main-
stream media, are typically framed as critiques of the ‘sexualization’ or 
‘pornofication’ of society and media, notably in advertising and fashion 
magazines (Kilbourne 1999; McNair 2002; Attwood 2006; Gill 2007;  
Evans et al. 2010; Hatton & Trautner 2011). Many psychological afflictions 
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that disproportionately affect women (Fredrickson & Roberts 1997; Rob-
erts & Gettman 2004; Moradi & Huang 2008; Tiggeman 2011) have been 
traced to the omnipresence of objectified portrayals in everyday life. While 
scholars have recently pointed to the growing objectification of men in 
popular media (Gill 2011; Rohlinger 2002), women still bear the brunt of 
objectification (Hatton & Trautner 2011).

I argue that visual objectification occurs in multiple, relatively distinc-
tive forms, signified by a wider range of visual indicators than is current-
ly recognized—the meanings of which depend on context. By identify-
ing different forms of objectification, this study opens up possibilities for 
new interpretations of objectification and questions what were previously 
thought to be its shaping mechanisms and effects.

The Chapter first advances a more nuanced understanding of how 
women are presented as ‘things’ in visual media by distinguishing between 
three types of visual objectification. It then presents a new framework for 
measuring different forms of objectification through content analysis, us-
ing an unprecedented range of visual indicators. Third, it explores devel-
opments in objectification over three decades in three European countries 
that represent central nodes in the fashion field: the United Kingdom, It-
aly and France.

Forms of objectification

Martha Nussbaum describes the core of objectification as “treating as an 
object what is really not an object” (1995: 287). Using examples from (liter-
ary) texts, she shows how objectification exists in different forms—forms 
that are conceptually related but do not necessarily co-occur. For instance, 
one can be represented as a passive and dependent character without im-
plying that one is a tool for someone else’s designs, or that one’s feelings do 
not matter. Similarly, Gill (2009, 2011) argues that terms such as sexualiza-
tion and pornofication (cf. Attwood 2004) are too general to operational-
ize and “tend to homogenise, ignoring differences and obscuring the fact 
that different people are ‘sexualised’ in different ways and with different 
meanings” (Gill 2011: 65). Since the 1990s, Gill (2003; 2009) argues, me-
dia portrayals of women have shifted from “passive, mute objects of an as-
sumed male gaze” towards “active, desiring, sexual subjects” (2009: 148, cf. 
Attwood 2006). But empirical studies have generally ignored such nuance. 

Previous analysis (Kuipers et al. 2013) has revealed considerable differ-
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ences between the representation of ordinary persons and professional 
models; to facilitate comparison with other studies, the current study only 
examines professional models. As it also aims to further our understanding 
of the representation of women—and draws on codes to measure female 
representation—it only analyzes images of women.

Below I distinguish between three distinct ways of female visual objec-
tification: decorative portrayal, sexualization and disengagement. While 
these may co-occur in a single image, they have different meanings and 
visual indicators. 
 

Form 1: Decorative objectification
Decorative objectification refers to images where models are “mere objects” 
whose major function in the advertisement is “to be looked at” (Lindner 
2004: 416). Early content analyses of American magazines from the 1950s 
to the 1980s report women increasingly being portrayed in purely decora-
tive roles rather than in working roles (men) or in family settings (women) 
(Skelly & Lundstrom 1981; Sullivan & O’ Connor 1988; Busby & Leichty 
1993). Since then, several content analyses have featured decorative por-
trayal (Lindner 2004; Baker 2005; Jung and Lee 2009;) in their analysis. 
While exact operationalizations remain obscure, decorativeness is signified 
foremost by passivity: the model is not involved in any activity other than 
posing. Images 6.1 and 6.2 both represent examples of passive, purely dec-
orative portrayal. 

In both images, the model is there ‘to be looked at’. But much more 
than in Image 6.2, the model in Image 6.1 is an object, while Image 6.2 of-
fers subtle ways to relate to the model as a person. Instead of being por-
trayed in an abstract, empty setting as in Image 6.1, the model in Image 6.2 
is shown in a living room that could be her own. She is posed, but it is a 
pose likely to occur in everyday life or in our own family albums. The more 
accessible and recognizable the portrayal, the more the model becomes a 
person; the more the model is offered as a stylized embodiment of beauty, 
the more she becomes an ornamental object. 

Subjectivity is conveyed by settings and poses that allow for identifica-
tion. While these visual elements determine the impression an image con-
veys, they are seldom measured in content analyses and never in relation to 
objectification. Besides passive portrayals, the present study also examines 
the recognizability or abstractness of the setting and the level of stylization 
or naturalness of the pose. This leaves the type of subjectivity created by 
the model herself. 
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Form 2: Disengaged objectification
Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) posit objectification as a key difference be-
tween two types of images: ‘offers’ and ‘demands’, In the latter, “the par-
ticipant’s gaze… demands something from the viewer, demands that the 
viewer enter into some kind of imaginary relation with him/her” (1996: 
122). The person in the image is subjectified, a human character whom 
viewers can relate to. In contrast, objectified images ‘offer’ persons to the 
viewer “as items of information, objects of contemplation, impersonally, as 
though they were specimens in a display case” (1996: 41). Subjectification/
objectification, then, is about the relationship between who looks and who 
is looked at, as well as about identification.
For Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996), objectification—or lack of engage-
ment—is signaled by lack of eye contact. Goffman (1979 [1976]) similarly 
interprets women’s averted gazes as signifying their dependence on others. 
But signs are polysemous (cf. Duits and Van Zoonen 2011) and images can 
establish relationships in multiple ways. For instance, the model in Image 
6.3 averts her gaze but her smile invites identification. Averted gazes thus 
signify different 

Image 6.1
Model posing in abstract setting. Photographer: Agata Pospieszynska 
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Image 6.2
Model posing in living room. Photographer: Celestyna Krol
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Form 2: Disengaged objectification
Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) posit objectification as a key difference be-
tween two types of images: ‘offers’ and ‘demands’, In the latter, “the partici-
pant’s gaze... demands something from the viewer, demands that the view-
er enter into some kind of imaginary relation with him/her” (1996: 122). 
The person in the image is subjectified, a human character whom viewers 
can relate to. In contrast, objectified images ‘offer’ persons to the viewer “as 
items of information, objects of contemplation, impersonally, as though 
they were specimens in a display case” (1996: 41). Subjectification/objec-
tification, then, is about the relationship between who looks and who is 
looked at, as well as about identification.

For Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996), objectification—or lack of engage-
ment—is signaled by lack of eye contact. Goffman (1979 [1976]) similarly 
interprets women’s averted gazes as signifying their dependence on oth-
ers. But signs are polysemous (cf. Duits and Van Zoonen 2011) and im-
ages can establish relationships in multiple ways. For instance, the model 
in Image 6.3 averts her gaze but her smile invites identification. Averted 
gazes thus signify different things depending on how they are combined 
with other elements. When combined with subjectifying elements such as 
a smile, activity, a familiar setting or pose as in Image 6.3, averted gazes no 
longer convey objectification but the natural air of a spontaneously cap-
tured picture.

Second, taking eye contact as a straightforward indicator for subjecti-
fication overlooks the variety of gazes displayed by contemporary fashion 
models. Image 6.4 shows an example of the ‘empty gaze’ where the model 
looks into the lens but does not make eye contact. Her facial expression is 
blank, showing hardly any emotion at all.

Although whether a model establishes a relation with the viewer indeed 
matters for her objectification, previous studies have too narrowly opera-
tionalized how relations are visually established. Human connection is sig-
naled by smiles, facial expressions and gazes that are not only direct but 
make eye contact; disengaged objectification is conveyed by a lack of these. 

Form 3: Sexual objectification
The most well-known means of female visual objectification is the reduc-
tion of a woman to her body or to (sexual) parts of her body. Interpreta-
tions and measurements of how sexualization is visually conveyed vary 
widely. Some studies focus on the exclusion of heads and an emphasis 
on bodies versus faces (Sullivan & O’ Connor 1988; Rudman & Verdi 
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1993; Kolbe & Albanese 1996; Baker 2005; Mager & Helgeson 2011), some-
times combined with ‘suggestive poses’ such as lying down. Others mea-
sure sexualization by sexual dressing, nudity (Kang 1997; Soley & Reid 
1988; Reichert & Carpenter 2004; Millard & Grant 2006; Monk-Turner et 
al. 2008), or the exposure of specific body parts (Plous & Neptune 1997). 
Exceptionally, Stankiewicz & Rosselli (2008) use numerous measures to 
assess sexualization; their study, however, does not report which visual cues 
actually occurred or measure changes over time. Hatton and Trautner’s 
(2011) study of Rolling Stone between 1967 and 2009—the first to measure 
sexualization on a continuum—uses previously identified indicators such 
as body exposure and new codes such as open mouth and sex simulation 
to score images on a 23-point “sexualization” scale. But despite its  sophis-
ticated research design, it uses a narrow interpretation of visual indicators, 
notably sexualization.

To measure sexual objectification more comprehensively, the current 
study integrates all visual indicators used in previous studies: exclusion of 
the head, sexual dressing, body exposure, body emphasis, open mouth, self 
touch, sexual pose and nudity. My analysis also aims to understand how 
sexualized portrayals have developed over time, not only in their frequen-
cy or intensity, but in their use of visual elements. Instead of taking visu-
al indicators as independent, straightforward indicators of sexualization, 
it examines how previously used indicators relate to sexualization and to 
each other. 

Image 6.3
Model with averted gaze. Photographer: Daniel M. Viero
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Image 6.4
Model with empty gaze. Photographer: Agata Pospieszynska

A three-dimensional measurement of objectification

Visual subjectification is about portraying a woman as a person rather than 
as an object. Objectification comes in various visual shapes, of which sex-
ualization is but one. Previous studies of visual objectification, however, 
have offered relatively one-dimensional interpretations of objectification 
and have focused on a narrow set of visual indicators without consider-
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ing changes in how objectification is visually conveyed. Having shown the 
specificity of objectification in still images, I propose a new framework for 
analyzing the different ways in which fashion images convey objectifica-
tion: through decorative objectification, sexual objectification and disen-
gaged objectification. These three can co-occur in a single image, meaning 
that the degree of objectification can ‘add up.’ Using this three-dimension-
al approach, I inquire: how are women visually objectified in fashion im-
ages, and what has changed over the past 30 years?

By comparing the objectification of women over different time peri-
ods and across countries, the current study challenges entrenched explana-
tions. The existing literature on gender representation tends to see wide-
spread gender inequalities in Western society as the driving force behind 
the objectification of women (Gill 2003, 2009; Hatton & Trautner 2011). 
But given the progress towards gender equality in education, econom-
ics and politics, this perspective cannot account for the continuing—and 
growing—objectification of women. My longitudinal findings therefore 
point beyond gender inequality to new areas of interpretation. 

Methods and data

Sample
This study draws on a new database on the representation of beauty in 
fashion magazines in six European countries. Three countries were ana-
lyzed for the present study: Italy, France and the UK. The codebook draws 
on previous work such as the studies on gender representation discussed 
above; some codes were designed especially for this study, such as ‘recog-
nizable setting’ and ‘level of posing.’ Two pilot studies ensured that the 
codes function over time and cross-nationally. For more information on 
the dataset and codebook see Chapter 3. The full codebook is available at 
Appendix A1.

The countries in the sample are assumed to have different gender and 
media cultures. The 2014 Global Gender Gap report places Italy among 
the European countries with the lowest levels of gender equality (69), the 
UK in the higher-middle range (26), and France in the highest range (16) 
(Hausmann et al. 2014). Few empirical studies exist of changing gender 
representations in Italian, British and especially French media. The repre-
sentation of women in Italian media is known to be highly stereotyped and 
sexualized (Furnham and Voli 1989; Capecchi 2011). Although scholars 
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such as Rosalind Gill (2003, 2007, 2009, 2011), Angela McRobbie (2009) 
and Fiona Attwood (2009) have criticized the representation of women in 
British media as overly and increasingly sexist, these studies are often rath-
er impressionistic.

My analysis covers mainstream (Modes et travaux, Anna, Woman’s Own), 
commercial (e.g. Cosmopolitan, Men’s Health) and high-end (e.g. Vogue, 
Elle) fashion magazines from three sample years: 1982, 1996, and 2011. Ta-
ble 6.1 gives an overview of the sample used in this Chapter. The number 
of sampled magazines increases over the years to reflect the expansion, di-
versification and globalization of the media and fashion field. Rather than 
being representative of the entire media culture, the breadth of the sample 
is representative of the field of fashion magazines. 

For each magazine and year, the aim was to code at least 225 photo-
graphs portraying adults. Issues of each magazine were coded in a pre-
scribed order spread evenly over the year; only full issues were coded to 
avoid selection bias. All images of men and women in advertisements, edi-
torial pages and fashion shoots of codable size were coded; this study draws 
on images of women only. The overall sample consisted of 7,022 images, 
37.3% of them Italian, 33.6% French, and 29.1% British. 29.8% of images 
are from 1982, 35.5% from 1996 and 34.7% from 2011. 

Table 6.1
Overview of magazine sample 

 

 

Table 6.1 

Overview of magazine sample  

Country 1982 1996 2011 

Italy Anna  
Vogue 
L’Uomo Vogue 
 

Anna 
Vogue 
L’Uomo Vogue 
Elle 
Cosmopolitan 
 

Anna  
Vogue 
L’ Uomo Vogue 
Elle 
Cosmopolitan 
Men’s Health 

France 
 
 
 
United Kingdom 

Modes et Travaux 
Vogue 
Vogue Hommes 
 
Elle 
Cosmopolitan 
 
Woman’s Own 
Vogue 
Cosmopolitan 

Modes et Travaux 
Vogue 
Vogue Hommes 
 
Elle 
Cosmopolitan 
 
Woman’s Own 
Vogue 
Cosmopolitan 
Elle 
Men’s Health 

Modes et Travaux 
Vogue 
Vogue Hommes 
 
Elle 
Cosmopolitan 
Men’s Health 
Woman’s Own 
Vogue 
Cosmopolitan 
Elle 
Men’s Health 
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Coding 
Coding was done by trained coders from the country where the maga-
zines were published, except for France where the coding was done by 
French-speaking Dutch coders (including the author). Images were coded 
using a digital codebook in Qualtrics software on touch screen computers. 
To increase reliability and cross-cultural comparability, the coding form 
used images rather than text whenever possible. All items were tested for 
inter- and intra-coder reliability. The average Krippendorff’s alpha for all 
variables used in this chapter is .77. All alpha scores exceed 0.667, except 
for ‘level of eye contact’ and ‘facial expression’ which still reached accept-
able reliability (<.6). The level of agreement between coders was 80% or 
higher.

Variables of objectification 
The codebook includes items inspired by Goffman’s (1979 [1976]) work 
on gender advertisements as well as later content analyses measuring ele-
ments of pose, representation and ‘gaze.’ Each form of objectification was 
operationalized into a set of distinctive codes. This led to three theoreti-
cal constructs whose validity is tested and evaluated in the Results section. 
Cronbach alpha tests checked the internal consistency of the variables used 
to measure each form of objectification. It proved hard to define what 
some variables—namely ‘open mouth’, ‘face not shown’ and the ‘faceism 
index’—signify. An open mouth may have sexual connotations but may 
signify a passive, emotionless look; an excluded face or strong body em-
phasis may be related to sexualization as well as lack of engagement. I 
therefore include these variables as indicators for multiple forms of objec-
tification.

I included 17 distinctive codes that were recoded into 24 dichotomous 
variables. For more information about the variables and the coding proce-
dure, see Chapter 3.

Decorative objectification aims to measure whether a model is portrayed 
in a purely decorative role, as an object to be looked at. I argue that, be-
sides passivity, extreme stylization creates distance and is indicative of an 
ornamental use of models as beautiful objects. The variables include:

1. Passive pose.
2. Level of posing, either Very posed or Not posed. 
3. Recognizability or abstractness of setting.
4. Mouth open (also included as an indicator for sexual and disengaged
objectification).
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The indicators for depersonalized objectification measure whether the 
model is portrayed as an object devoid of personality.

5. Eye contact.
6. Empty gaze: model looks at lens, but makes no eye contact. 
7. Smile.
8. No facial expression.
9. Face not shown (cf. Baker 2005) (also included as an indicator for
sexual objectification).
10. Faceism index: the prominence of the models’ body compared to
the face (Archer et al. 1983) (also included as an indicator for sexual o
jectification).

Sexual objectification aims to measure whether an image emphasizes the 
model’s body, or sexualizes her body, instead of emphasizing her character 
or her entire personality. 

11. Body exposure (unexposed, cleavage, breast, upper legs/buttocks,
genitals, back/stomach, cf. Kang 1997). 
12. Nudity. 
13. Body revealing clothing. 
14. Tight clothing. 
15. Lying down (cf. Goffman 1979 [1976]).
16. Self touch (cf. Goffman 1979 [1976]).
17. Sexual act (undressing, kissing, caressing, embracing, making love
(or suggestion of ), romping around/mock fighting, other). 

Results

Testing operationalizations
Based on Cronbach Alpha tests, the variables grouped under Decorative 
objectification do not reach acceptable reliability as a consistent scale. The 
scale scores a maximum α of .60 when ‘open mouth’ is excluded (see Ta-
ble 6.2). Correlations tests (Chi2 combined with Cramers’ V) show that 
the variables correlate significantly, and do not relate significantly, or only 
weakly (Cramer’s V ≤.11), with variables for other forms of objectification, 
with one exception. ‘Eye contact’ relates strongly to ‘not posed’ (Cramer’s 
V=.23). 88.9% of unposed models, 69.9% of actively posing models, and 
71.8% of models in recognizable settings do not make eye contact. As ex-
pected, the lack of eye contact is a poor indicator for objectification as it 
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correlates strongly to more subjectified images that show seemingly spon-
taneously captured models involved in activity in recognizable settings, 
similar to Image 6.3. Including ‘eye contact’ improves the Decorative ob-
jectification scale by .01, while eye contact improves the disengagement 
scale by .08. I therefore discuss (the lack of ) eye contact as an indicator for 
disengagement.

Internal consistency is lowest for the disengagement variables, with a 
maximum alpha score of .48 when ‘face not shown’ and ‘no expression’ are 
excluded. Apparently, lack of facial expression signifies something other 
than a lack of smiling or direct eye contact. Interestingly, ‘face not shown’ 
deteriorates the scale and the ‘faceism index’ improves the scale—fitting 
slightly better here than in the Sexual objectification scale. Lack of facial 
emphasis is thus more related to lack of engagement than to sexualization. 
The most important indicator for this scale is ‘smile.’ ‘Mouth open’ fits 
neither the decorative or sexual objectification scale, but scores high on the 
disengagement scale. However, open mouths only correlate strongly with 
‘smile’ as the coding of open mouths excludes smiles. 

The variables forming the Sexual objectification scale reach an accept-
able to good level of internal consistency (maximum α = .75) and thus 
seem to be indicators for a similar phenomenon. Three indicators—‘sexual 
act,’ ‘face not shown’ and ‘mouth open’—fit the scale poorly and there-
fore point to something else. Sexual acts include activities like kissing and 
mock fighting which need not be sexualized; the latter indeed do not co-
occur with, for instance, body exposure. Second, while the open mouth 
has been ascribed sexual connotations (Hatton & Trautner 2011), it is an 
ambiguous visual indicator that co-occurs with sexualized as well as non-
sexualized variables, and direct and averted gazes, though more often in 
abstract settings among very posed models. Developments in the occur-
rence of open mouths are discussed in this chapter as a separate phenom-
enon with ambiguous meaning. Interestingly, compared to other variables, 
‘nudity’ hardly contributes to the scale; I retain it as its removal only im-
proves the scale by .0008. 

-
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Table 6.2   
Cronbach alpha scores per form of objectification

This exploratory analysis of relations between variables shows that 1) 
different types of objectification occur relatively independent of each oth-
er, e.g. sexual objectification is not the same as disengagement; 2) visual 
signs are polysemous, and as such their meanings can be ambiguous. Fur-
thermore, having shown that objectification occurs in different forms, the 
range of signifying visual indicators for disengaged and decorative objecti-
fication needs further refinement. Nevertheless, I discuss longitudinal de-
velopments of all variables, aware that only those for Sexual objectifica-
tion can be interpreted as a coherent phenomenon. Longitudinal findings 
for the variables that did not fit any scale—‘mouth open,’ ‘no expression,’ 
‘face not shown’ and ‘sexual act’—are shown in Table 6.3. Except for open 
mouth, these elements represent marginal phenomena that show minor 
changes over 30 years and will not be discussed further. Portrayals with 
‘open mouth’, however, increase more than threefold to over 50% in 2011. 
I return to this interesting finding later. 

 

 

Table 6.2   
Cronbach alpha scores per form of objectification 

 Scale α 

Decorative objectification  .56 

- without open mouth .60 

Disengaged objectification  .41 

- without face not shown .45 

- without face not shown and no expression .48 

Sexual objectification  .70 

- without open mouth .72 

- without open mouth, sexual act and face not shown .75 
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Table 6.3
Developments over time for individual variables

Trends over time

Decorative objectification
Table 6.4 shows that around 75% of models are consistently portrayed as 
passive, increasing only slightly over 30 years. What does change signifi-
cantly, however, is the pose. From 1982 to 1996, models become increas-
ingly unposed, with the percentage of very posed models lowest in 1996. 
This might reflect the emergence of the ‘snapshot aesthetic’ and the heroin 
chic style in 1990s fashion photography—a preference for the unstylized, 
anti-aesthetics and the everyday (Garrett 2003; Kismaric & Respini 2004). 
But this trend reverses between 1996 and 2011, as the percentage of ‘very 
posed’ models increases to 51%. Over the same period, the percentage of 
images with seemingly unposed models decreases to 5%, together with a 
decrease in recognizable settings. 

Compared to 1982, models in 2011 are passive, increasingly posed, and 
grace abstract settings. Over the past decade, portrayals have grown in-
creasingly stylized, resembling Image 6.1, leaving less room for identifica-
tion and more room for ornamental portrayal. 

Disengaged objectification
From 1982 to 2011, the possibilities for human connection between mod-
el and viewer decline. Models smile consistently less and are more often 
portrayed with empty gazes (see Table 6.5). While the percentage of mod-
els with empty gazes remains small, it almost doubles every ten years. 1996 
breaks some overall trends: eye contact and facial expression are lowest in 
1996, and then increase slightly. The percentage of models making eye con-
tact fluctuates; as I have shown, direct or averted gazes cannot be linked 

 

 

 

Table 6.3 
Developments over time for individual variables   
 

Variable 1982 1996 2011 

Face not shown 2.77 2.40 1.80 

Open mouth 41.93 54.99 69.77 

No facial expression 3.63 5.85 4.59 

Sexual act 2.24 3.33 3.36 

N 2094 2495 2438 

% of N per year. Total N= 7,027  
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directly to objectification. The data suggests that over time, fashion imag-
es like Image 6.4 become more common at the expense of more subjecti-
fied images like Image 6.3. Table 6.7 shows the longitudinal changes for 
the faceism indices: over a period of 30 years, the face of a model always 
comprises a little less than 30% of the image. The results further reveal the 
specificity of visual conventions for fashion images: studies of representa-
tion in wider media find faceism indices for women that are approximate-
ly twice as high (Archer et al. 1983; Lammers & Lammers 1993; Konrath et 
al. 2012), indicating that possibilities for establishing relations with viewers 
via facial cues have always been low for fashion images. 

Table 6.4 
Decorative objectification: trends over time

Table 6.5 
Disengaged objectification: trends over time

 

 

Table 6.4 
Decorative objectification: trends over time 

  Trend* 1982 1996 2011 Overall sig V 

Passive pose  DU 74.40 70.50 78.18 .000 .073 

Very posed – U 34.15 33.03 50.86 .000 .169 

Not posed           UD 11.32 14.23 5.21 .000 .127 

Recognizable setting  – D 16.14 16.67 10.38 .000 .082 

Abstract setting UU 61.22 63.33 66.24 .002 .042 

N   2094 2495 2438     

 
% of N per year. Total N= 7,027 
* Overall significant (p<.05) changes. First symbol denotes change 1982-96, second symbol denotes change 1996-2011. 
n.s.= not significant (p > .05) 
 

Table 6.5 
Disengaged objectification: trends over time 

  Trend* 1982 1996 2011 Sig V 

Eye contact  DU 50.00 38.32 45.28 .000 .096 

Empty gaze UU 3.44 5.81 10.66 .000 .119 

Smile DD 32.71 29.50 20.51 .000 .115 

N   2094 2495 2438     

 
% of N per year. Total N= 7,027 
* Overall significant (p<.05) changes. First symbol denotes change 1982-96, second symbol denotes change 1996-2011. 
n.s.= not significant (p > .05) 
 
 
 
Table 6.6 
Sexual objectification: trends over time 

  Trend* 1982 1996 2011 Overall sig V 

Unexposed body  DD 73.07 57.35 56.15 .000 .154 

Cleavage U – 5.25 13.31 13.45 .000 .119 

Breast  2.05 3.22 3.06 n.s. .030 

Upper legs UU 12.29 15.43 21.51 .000 .102 

Buttocks/ genitals – U 1.29 1.36 2.30 .010 .036 

Back/ stomach UU 7.31 12.67 10.46 .000 .071 

Total nudity  DU 5.35 4.45 6.85 .001 .044 

Tight clothing UU 9.26 20.00 14.81 .000 .121 

Lying down  6.93 8.36 7.03 n.s. .025 

Self touch UU 12.89 20.20 24.00 .000 .114 

Sexual act U – 2.24 3.33 3.36 .048 .029 

Body revealing UU  15.00 27.09 29.08 .000 .141 

    2094 2495 2438     

% of N per year. Total N= 7,027 
* Overall significant (p<.05) changes. First symbol denotes change 1982-96, second symbol denotes change 1996-2011. 
n.s.= not significant (p > .05) 
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Table 6.6 
Sexual objectification: trends over time

Table 6.7 
Faceism index per year: mean, range and SD

Sexual objectification
Images with fully clothed models decrease by 20% over 30 years as all types 
of body exposure increase (Table 6.6). Images showing cleavage increase al-
most three-fold; images showing exposed upper legs almost double. Inter-
estingly, with the exception of the upper legs, the largest increases in body 
exposure take place between 1982 and 1996. From their sample of Amer-
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Table 6.7 
Faceism index per year: mean, range and SD 

  1982 1996 2011 

 Mean Range SD Mean Range SD Mean Range SD 

Faceism 
index  

.28  .86 .159 .28 .96 .166 .27 .86 .164 

N 1161 1402 1293 
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ican magazines between 1983 and 2003, Reichert and Carpenter (2004) 
conclude that body exposure for both male and female models reached a 
plateau in 1993 while sexually suggestive clothing continued to gain prom-
inence. The current sample reveals similar trends. Other scholars (Attwood 
2007; Gill 2007) have pointed to the rise of “in your face advertising” 
(Winship 2000) making use of explicit sexual cues in the 1990s.

Another variable that increases two-fold from 1982 to 1996 is ‘self 
touch,’ a typical feminine gesture that some relate to sexualization (Hat-
ton & Trautner 2011) but which Goffman (1979[1976]) did not interpret 
as sexualized. Only 36.2% of ‘self touching’ models display some type of 
body exposure; only 39.2% wear body-revealing clothing. The meaning of 
‘self touch’ is thus multiple and depends on the context. Attwood (2004) 
has suggested that the objection against sexualized portrayals in the public 
domain stems from the confusion caused by images that simultaneously 
draw on different aesthetic codes, including those of porn, high art and 
fashion. But although the blurring and ambiguity of visual codes has vast-
ly increased, scholars who interpret visual codes have left ambiguity and 
contextualization under-researched—especially concerning fashion images 
where such blurring is the rule. 

In conclusion, my findings show that women are increasingly por-
trayed in sexualized ways. Sexually objectified images in 2011 show self-
touching models wearing clothing that exposes specific parts of their bod-
ies, chiefly their cleavage or upper legs. Sexualization does not draw on the 
blatant nudity or reclining postures prominent in Hatton and Trautner’s 
(2011) study but on more subtle, seductive visual cues. 

The increase in sexually objectified portrayals, along with the decrease 
of fully clothed women and closed mouths, suggests a narrowing of the 
representation of women which other scholars have tied to “a correspond-
ing narrowing of culturally acceptable ways to ‘do’ femininity” (Hatton & 
Trautner 2011: 274). I suggest, however, that the increase in sexually ob-
jectified portrayals should be interpreted in light of new ways of ‘doing’ 
femininity and sexuality as traditional feminine values, expressivity and 
engagement give way to disengagement and stylization. As they empha-
size an active instead of passive female sexuality (Attwood 2006; Gill 2008; 
Evans et al. 2010), these findings only partly support current theories on 
new discourses of femininity. Or perhaps this is what active female sexual-
ity looks like in fashion images: sexy and highly stylized. Writing about the 
marketing of sex products to women, Attwood observes: “Humor, com-
bined with a cool stance and a focus on style are key here” (2005: 403). 
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The increase in body exposure combined with increased distance and styli-
zation might be seen in light of the ascendant discourse of sophisticated, 
classy, aestheticized sex, what Attwood (2005) calls ‘desexualized sex’ and 
what others have called ‘porno-chic’ (McNair 1996; McRobbie 2004).

National Difference

Do the increases in different types of objectification represent consistent 
trends across countries? Tables 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 show the significance and 
strength of differences between countries for each dimension of objectifi-
cation. Given our large sample size, most differences are significant, but 
Cramer’s V scores indicate that relations are weak (Cramer’s V<.2), with 
some exceptions. All countries show a similar trend towards more deco-
rative objectification over 30 years; the only variable that shows much dif-
ference is recognizable setting (Table 6.8). But in 2011, the percentages of 
recognizable settings differ little, as do other variables relating to pose and 
setting.

Table 6.9 shows that models smiling less is a strong, cross-national 
trend. In Italy and France, non-smiling models accompany the increase 
in empty gazes, while British models continue to make eye contact and 
rarely display empty gazes. This is the only cross-national difference that is 
rather strong; especially in 2011 it distinguishes the UK as having a prefer-
ence for direct eye contact. In contrast, models in Italian magazines are the 
least expressive; this was already so in 1982, but is most striking in 2011. A 
similar conclusion can be drawn from the small differences in faceism in-
dices (Table 6.12).

National differences for sexual objectification are small or not signifi-
cant for most variables (Table 6.10). While Italy and France share a 30-year 
trend towards more body exposure and sexualized clothing, a different de-
velopment becomes especially distinctive in the UK in 2011. British im-
ages in 2011 show less cleavage, upper legs and tight clothing than in 1982. 
While Italy and France show a decrease of about 25% in unexposed bodies, 
the percentage of unexposed bodies in the UK stays almost unchanged at 
65%. This is surprising given British cultural scholars’ pervasive criticism 
of the growing sexualization of media (Attwood 2009; Gill 2007, 2009, 
2011; McRobbie 2009). Although the decrease in sexualized portrayals is 
minor over 30 years, it is safe to say that compared to Italy and France, the 
representation of women in British fashion images is only modestly sex-
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ualized. Whereas sexualized portrayals continue to rise after 1996 in Italy 
and France, British fashion magazines hit the sexualization plateau in the 
1990s. Both self touch and open mouth (Table 6.11) strongly increase over 
time in all countries, appearing as typically contemporary phenomena. 

In sum, developments towards more decorative, sexual and disengaged 
objectification follow similar patterns over time in Italy and France, while 
fashion images in the UK stand out for their lack of increased sexualiza-
tion and their consistent preference for direct eye contact. The shift from 
sexual objectification to sexual subjectification that Gill (2007, 2008) iden-
tifies might be a specifically British phenomenon: “compared to 20 years 
ago women in adverts are much more likely to look directly—to address or 
tease the viewer” (Gill 2011: 36). Nevertheless, stylization—coupling sexi-
ness and sophistication—characterizes an emerging way of representing 
femininity and sexuality (cf. McNair 2002; Attwood 2004, 2005;). A cool 
stance—a distanced way of presenting the self—is part of contemporary 
classiness, at least in France and Italy. This new form of femininity draws 
on a diverse range of visual codes, combining art and glamour as well as 
elements that carry pornographic connotations. In contemporary fashion 
images, female sexuality is not about nudity or sexual availability, but a 
‘classy,’ detached form of sexualization.

Table 6.12 
Faceism index per year and country: mean, range and standard deviationTable 6.12 
Faceism index per year and country: mean, range and standard deviation 

Year  France  Italy  United Kingdom  

 N Mean Range SD N Mean Range SD N Mean Range SD Sign. * 

1982 524 .27 .85 .159 356 .26 .86 .153 281 .30 .86 .165 .015 

1996 391 .29 .91 .167 558 .25 .96 .154 453 .29 .81 .176 .000 

2011 402 .27 .71 .152 422 .24 .86 .149 469 .30 .85 .182 .000 

* One way t-tests performed to calculate significance, df=2, chi2=18452  
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Conclusions

The aim of this study was twofold: to unpack the multiple concept of ob-
jectification and empirically analyze developments in how women have 
been visually presented as ‘things’ over the past 30 years. Drawing on a 
comprehensive content analysis of 7,022 fashion images, my analysis re-
vealed that women are increasingly objectified in fashion images in ways 
that do not always convey sexualization or submissiveness, but detachment 
or passivity. 

The article presented a new operationalization of objectification that 
distinguishes between three forms: 1) decorative objectification, conveyed 
by passivity and stylization; 2) disengaged objectification, conveyed by a 
lack of engagement with the viewer; and 3) sexual objectification, con-
veyed foremost by body exposure and sexual dressing. While previous con-
tent analyses have interpreted objectification more narrowly—typically 
conflating it with sexualization or submissiveness and a correspondingly 
narrow set of visual indicators (cf. Kang 1997; Lindner 2004; Baker 2005; 
Hatton & Trautner 2011; Mager and Helgeson 2011)—these three forms 
of objectification represent different, relatively independent phenomena. 

Quantitative studies of sexual objectification have failed to recognize 
the concept’s multiple nature and the polysemous nature of signs. While 
theoretical approaches to sexualization and objectification have empha-
sized the multiple nature of these phenomena and traced contemporary 
portrayals to new discourses on femininity and sexuality (Attwood 2004, 
2006; Gill 2008, 2009, 2011; Evans et al. 2010), they have failed to offer 
systematic (longitudinal) empirical evidence to support their claims. This 
study has tried to bridge this gap. Three important conclusions can be 
drawn that bear on current discussions on objectification and sexualiza-
tion. 

First, passive poses are characteristic for female fashion models, repre-
senting a steady 75% of images over the past 30 years. A certain level of dec-
orative objectification—neither new nor necessarily dehumanizing—char-
acterizes fashion images. Here I agree with Kathy Myers (1987) and Feo-
na Attwood (2004) that all images involve some objectification and that 
critiques of objectification need to examine the specific contexts in which 
representations become dehumanizing. 

Second, fashion images have become increasingly stylized over the past 
30 years: models are more and more likely to be portrayed in very stylized, 
often unrealistic poses, and in abstract, depersonalized settings. In fashion 
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images, extreme stylization creates distance, countering subjectification. 
Stylization and disengagement thus go hand in hand; a decline in smil-
ing models and an increase in empty gazes is part of the same ‘stylized and 
withdrawn’ representational style in which women are highly objectified, 
but not necessarily sexualized or subdued. My findings here may reflect a 
wider trend of aestheticization—a growing emphasis on style, the body 
and self-fashioning (cf. Attwood 2004).

Third, models’ bodies were increasingly sexually objectified over the 
past 30 years. In 2011, most models sported some form of body exposure, 
wearing tight or otherwise revealing clothing. This may seem remarka-
ble given the increased status and power of women in society and fits cri-
tiques of the increased prominence of sexuality in the public domain (Bor-
do 1999; Attwood 2006; Paasonen et al. 2007; McRobie 2009). Some fem-
inists have interpreted contemporary sexualized portrayals of women in a 
frame of liberation and empowerment (Attwood 2006; Ferguson 2010). 
But while this would imply women being portrayed as ‘active’ and assertive 
subjects (Attwood 2006; Gill 2009; Evans et al. 2010), my findings show 
that women are increasingly portrayed as passive and detached objects. 
My findings thus suggest a new representational style—one which I call 
‘stylized and withdrawn femininity’—where sexiness is conveyed through 
an emphasis on style and distanced ‘coolness.’ As Attwood (2004: 397) 
observes, “the traditionally despised genre conventions of porn are rein-
terpreted as stylish and sophisticated” in contemporary representations. 
While some have simply decried this trend as the ‘pornofication’ of popu-
lar culture (McRobbie 2004; Levy 2005), the use of elements such as ‘self 
touch’ and ‘open mouth’ are more complex as they are deliberately contex-
tualized in different ways than in pornography and ‘desexualized’ through 
aestheticization. Debates on the sexualization of representations would 
benefit from a more nuanced analysis of visual objectification, taking into 
account the relational and contextual meanings of visual signs.

The findings in this chapter have wider research implications. While 
cross-cultural comparisons are largely ignored by gender scholars, my find-
ings suggest that representational conventions might, at least partly, be 
culture-specific. British images deviate in their lower level of sexualization 
and higher level of expressiveness, while the Italian case reveals trends at 
their extreme. At the same time, the emergence of a contemporary ‘styl-
ized and withdrawn’ representational style is a strong transnational trend. 
Changes in the representation of women may also be related to relatively 
autonomous field logics. The fashion field is driven by change (cf. Simmel 
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1957); high fashion actors increasingly adopt the logic of the art world as 
they search for distinction through aesthetic innovation (cf. Aspers 2001), 
for instance through the detached ‘heroin chic’ style that emerged in 1990s 
high fashion photography. Specialization also takes place on a transna-
tional level; Italy’s avant-garde position in the field (Kuipers et al. 2013) 
might explain its lead in disengaged and sexualized objectification. I again 
suggest that visual conventions for representing women in fashion imag-
es transcend gender ideologies; further comparative research is needed to 
identify national and transnational mechanisms of change including aes-
thetic innovation. 

Further research is also required to determine whether fashion maga-
zines exemplify an especially stylized and disengaged niche in represen-
tation; whether my findings represent broader trends in feminine—and 
perhaps masculine—representation; and to develop more comprehensive 
measurements of disengaged and decorative objectification. 

Finally, rethinking objectification calls for rethinking its effects. While 
critical scholarship has emphasized the sexualized character of media rep-
resentations and psychological research has focused on the negative effects 
of representations that focus on women’s idealized and sexualized bod-
ies, the effect of images that show very stylized, passive and expressionless 
models might be very different and perhaps less related to women’s body-
image and self-confidence. More than offering clear-cut answers, the cur-
rent study calls for new research questions, new research designs and new 
interpretations.
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Fashion images typically show tall, beautiful, white people. They may be 
scantily dressed, but they are rarely blatantly naked. They may have unusu-
al faces, but their imperfections are always perfectly aesthetic. They may 
seem to be captured spontaneously, but are always carefully stylized. This 
thesis has argued that while fashion images come in different shapes and 
sizes, the style that characterizes them prescribes that they are always to 
some extent stylized, never as explicitly sexualized as a pornographic im-
age, varying in their level of expressiveness, but always aimed at eliciting 
response.

What fashion images look like, and why

For the past four years, I have looked very carefully at 13,353 fashion im-
ages. An abundance of images of women, somewhat fewer of men, im-
ages with big hair from the 1980s, neon coloured pants in the 1990s, and 
leather biker jackets in 2011. Each image was captured in 156 codes, most 
specially designed for this research, ranging from eye colour, skin tone, 
dress, pose and setting, to less common features such as freckles, gapped 
teeth and shaved eye brows, and photographic elements such as the use of 
shadow or the camera position. The most exciting result of the research is 
that this actually worked: over time and countries, the representation of 
beauty in fashion images could actually be comprehensively quantified. I 
found meaningful patterns, some of which point at continuity, others at 
changes in the ways in which fashion models are depicted in magazines. 
In this conclusion, I summarize my main findings in terms of continuity 
and change over time as well as the main explanations for the patterns that 
I have found. In doing so, I draw on the three levels of explanation intro-
duced in the beginning of this dissertation: macro explanations that relate 
fashion images to wider societal trends, institutional explanations that ex-
plain how fashion images are shaped by institutional logics, and explana-
tions that emphasize how fashion images are shaped by aesthetic logics. 
The greatest contribution of this thesis is adding an aesthetic perspective to 
the former two, a perspective that sometimes complements, and, at others, 
contradicts the latter. After presenting my findings, I will suggest avenues 
for further research and argue that the aesthetic perspective is relevant for 
contemporary cultural sociology. 
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Continuity
Perhaps the most striking insight is that if you look at fashion images over 
a period of thirty years, much has remained the same. Fashion images are 
always stylized to some extent, they are never extremely sexualized, and 
they rarely show a complete lack of expressiveness. Furthermore, the dis-
tinctiveness of fashion models is that they are “there to be looked at” (Kress 
& Van Leeuwen 1996). They are typically portrayed passively (75%), from 
considerable distance, and, on average, faces comprise a little less than 30% 
of the image. This finding is especially remarkable if you take into account 
that the field of fashion and fashion images is known for being in a state 
of constant flux. Sociological studies of the field of fashion that take an ex-
tra-aesthetic perspective present the ever-changing and unstable nature of 
fashion as a fait accompli (Aspers 2001; Entwistle 2002, 2009; Mears 2008; 
Godart & Mears 2009). Similarly, in popular discourse, fashion is seen as 
ephemeral and inherently unpredictable, exemplified by the famous slogan 
of American television show Project Runway “In fashion, one day you’re 
in, the next day you’re out”. However, the longitudinal study of fashion 
images that I conducted reveals that aesthetic differentiations and inven-
tions occur within a delineated structure. There may be constant change, 
but it is within a very specific range of options, as described in the opening 
paragraph. No better example than the blue jeans: always in fashion, but 
in ever changing ways; ripped, stonewashed, cropped, raw, fringed, or, the 
latest, patch worked. Indeed, fashion scholars Aspers and Godart have ar-
gued that “Change in fashion takes place against a backdrop of order” (As-
pers & Godart 2013: 187), and this order creates consistency.

This thesis has explained continuity in two ways. First, order in the 
field of fashion images is defined by an underlying three-dimensional aes-
thetic logic that coordinates the degree of difference and similarity be-
tween images. This aesthetic ordering system orders the aesthetic elements 
used in fashion images on three dimensions: stylization versus naturalness, 
glamorous sexualization (which is about sexiness and glamour, rather than 
explicit nudity) versus no sexualization and expressive sexualization ver-
sus withdrawal. Together these dimensions represent the possible ways of 
portraying models in fashion images, e.g. the ‘space of possible’ aesthetic 
styles. Within this structural system, individual elements gain meaning 
from their combination with others, as words do in a language, or sounds 
in a song. Consequently, the use of aesthetic elements, and change there-
in, is bounded by the patterns of meaning within the system. For instance, 
since the combination of high heels, heavy make-up, cleavages and a sexy 
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beauty type together represent a glamourous sexual style, these aesthet-
ic elements are unlikely to be used in combination with natural beauty 
types, everyday poses or outdoor settings, as these other elements are usu-
ally combined in a natural style.

Just as the creation of meaning in aesthetic representations reflects, and 
is guided by, an underlying structure of aesthetic styles or ‘logics’, styles are 
part of a larger relational system. For instance, this system aesthetically sep-
arates different kinds of images of people, or different forms of photogra-
phy. Fashion photography occupies an aesthetic niche in a wider ecological 
system of representational forms, and its aesthetic possibilities and impos-
sibilities are bounded by its position vis-à-vis other genres (Bourdieu 1984, 
1993; Kaufman 2004; Van Venrooij forthcoming). Thus, fashion images 
are more stylized than amateur snapshots but form is never exaggerated 
to the extremes employed in visual art. In this thesis, this was interpreted 
by reference both to Bourdieusian field theory and to ecological theory. 
In both perspectives, aesthetic and institutional explanations intertwine. 
For Bourdieu, social structure ultimately determines the ‘aesthetic space 
of possibles’; in ecological arguments and formal approaches to measuring 
meaning, aesthetics is more than a dependent variable (Dowd 1992; Alex-
ander 1993; Mohr 1998; Van Venrooij 2009). For instance, on the basis of 
institutional logics, a polarization between highbrow and lowbrow fash-
ion photography may be expected, but how this differentiation takes place, 
and what role ‘empty gazes’ or ‘full smiles’ play in fashion images, cannot 
be foreseen. It not only matters that high fashion images differ from low-
brow fashion images, it also matters that highbrow images use empty gaz-
es and lowbrow fashion images use full smiles and outdoor settings. These 
variations deserve consideration.

Variation
Within the limited range of difference, there is constant variation. In terms 
of aesthetic difference within the representation of female models, three 
distinctive aesthetic styles can be identified, styles which overlap with mag-
azine types rather than countries or time periods. For instance, the high 
fashion style of Elle and Vogue is characterized by stylized, non-sexualized, 
and relatively withdrawn (only in 2011) portrayals, while the commercial 
style of Cosmopolitan and Men’s Health, is more expressive and sexualized, 
with Cosmopolitan being more expressive and Men’s Health more sexual-
ized. Mainstream magazines employ a more natural, least stylized aesthet-
ic, with the notable exception of the mainstream Italian magazine Anna, 
which represents a deviant case, to which I will return later. 
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This differentiation in aesthetic styles is strongly influenced by the struc-
ture of the field, divided into highbrow and lowbrow subfields. This divide 
has been observed by other scholars researching the fashion field from an 
institutional perspective (Aspers 2001; Mears 2008, 2010; Entwistle 2009). 
My interviews and observations show how this institutional divide guides 
aesthetic standards for portrayal, and how aesthetic differentiation is ac-
tively sought. If a model  posed too much during mainstream fashion pho-
to shoots, the stylist would shout out: “No, not too high fashion!” Similar-
ly, “Not too Libelle!” (Dutch mainstream magazine) was a common warn-
ing when a model smiled too much during a high fashion shoot, and “Not 
too Cosmo!” served as an instruction for hair and make-up artists to make 
sure the model would not look “too trashy”. Constant boundary drawing 
appears central to the field of fashion images, between people (Lamont & 
Molnar 2002) as well as between aesthetic styles. This may be caused by the 
field’s status as an emancipating field, leading to enhanced demarcation pro-
cesses (Baumann, 2007). This thesis illustrates how aesthetic stratification 
and crystallization into styles, occurs within such an emancipating field.  
In each national field, a similar three-fold stratified structure was found, 
akin to the isomorphism of field structure that Franssen & Kuipers (2013) 
found across national literary fields. This suggests an ecological explana-
tion: within a national field, each title looks for a niche setting it apart 
from other magazines and, even though their structure is similar, the posi-
tion-taking of styles vis-à-vis each other may vary a little between national 
fields. For instance, larger trends in gender representation and visual ob-
jectification occur transnationally, but some trends play out a little differ-
ently per country, such as objectification. Sexual objectification of female 
models is least pronounced for British fashion images, in contrast to per-
vasive criticism of the growing sexualization of British media (Attwood 
2009; Gill 2007, 2009, 2011; McRobbie 2009). Compared to the United 
Kingdom and France, Italy takes the lead in sexual and disengaged objec-
tification: Italian images are most sexualized and least expressive. Looking 
at the levels of explanation distinguished above, at least three different ex-
planations are possible, macrostructural, institutional and aesthetic. First, 
differences in national representations may reflect national cultural differ-
ences. For instance, the representation of women on Italian television is 
also known for its sexualized character (Capecchi 2011). However, this the-
sis does not offer empirical evidence to back up such a claim, and scholarly 
knowledge on the cultural specificity of visual representation is scant. The 
institutional explanation offered in this thesis suggests that Italy’s leading 
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position in withdrawn and sexual objectification reflects Italy’s avant-garde 
position in the fashion field vis-à-vis other countries (Kuipers, Chow, Van 
der Laan 2014) instead of different cultural repertoires (cf. Janssen 2008). 
In fact, the lack of Italian expressiveness actually runs counter to the emo-
tionally expressive Mediterranean stereotype. Perhaps the increased with-
drawal in Italian fashion images warrants an aesthetic explanation: it may 
result from a pursuit for pure aesthetics, which may well occur outside the 
scope of societal or institutional stakes.

Change
Key changes in fashion images relate to two developments, stylization and 
objectification. I first discuss these changes first for female models, then I 
relate these trends to gender differences in representation, which have also 
undergone change.   

A key change in fashion images is their increased stylization, although 
this is a partial trend. The majority of fashion images has gradually be-
come more stylized, exemplified by an increase in artificial poses (think S-
curve) and abstract settings. At the same time, some of the images in the 
sample have actually moved in the opposite direction, and increasingly 
represent an everyday, less stylized style. While the shift towards increased 
stylization of bodies, poses and settings may be related to a wider soci-
etal trend of aestheticization, an increased emphasis on style and the body 
in present-day societies (cf. Attwood 2004), I have argued that increased 
stylization is most clearly explained by dynamics within the field of fash-
ion images, drawing on insights from cultural ecology. On the one hand, 
increased stylization can be seen as the result of the maturation and pro-
fessionalization of the field of fashion photography as a specific aesthetic 
niche. During the thirty years that my research covers, the field of fashion 
images has matured considerably, exemplified for instance by the expo-
nential growth of fashion magazine titles, and the emergence of facilitat-
ing agencies (cf. Moeran 2008), and also by technological advancements 
(Aspers 2001). Fashion photography as a genre has become more distinc-
tive vis-à-vis other genres of representation, such as amateur photography. 
Amateur photography has possibly experienced a similar professionaliza-
tion and stylization, which may have pushed stylization in fashion photog-
raphy towards greater extremes. On the other hand, increased stylization 
is likely to follow from increased segmentation and crystallization that re-
sults from field expansion (Baumann 2001). Over thirty years, substyles 
have become more distinctive. While high fashion and commercial styles 
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have grown more stylized over thirty years, each in their own ways, main-
stream titles in the sample (with the notable exception of the Italian Anna) 
have actually moved in the opposite direction, and increasingly occupy the 
niche of an everyday, less stylized style. Thus, increased stylization may be 
the result of an ecological mechanism of variation in which each title looks 
for a niche that sets it apart from other magazines (Kaufman 2004; Dowd 
2004; Isaac 2009; Van Venrooij, forthcoming), a mechanism triggered by 
the introduction of new titles. The same reasoning may explain the devi-
ance of mainstream title Anna, which moved over time to a radically differ-
ent, as yet unoccupied, aesthetic niche, which perhaps differed too much 
from the other magazines in the field to be legitimate (cf. Ruef 2000): in 
2013 the title ceased to exist. 

Related to the increase in stylization, the objectification of women in 
fashion images has become more pronounced and female models have 
become increasingly sexually objectified. In 2011, most models displayed 
some form of body exposure, wearing tight or otherwise revealing cloth-
ing. At the same time, they were increasingly portrayed as decorative, very 
stylized objects, and as withdrawn objects, devoid of personal expression. 
They smiled consistently less and were more often portrayed with ‘emp-
ty gazes’. Sexual objectification in media images has been interpreted in a 
frame of sexual empowerment (Attwood 2006; Ferguson 2010), but most 
feminist studies relate the proliferation of such objectification to a wider 
trend of sexualization, or the ‘pornofication’ of popular culture (McRob-
bie 2004; Levy 2005; Gill 2007; Evans et al. 2010; Hatton & Trautner 
2011). While such macro-relations may exist, the comprehensive analysis 
of aesthetic elements in this thesis has shown that increased sexual objec-
tification in fashion images occurs together with increased disengagement 
and stylization. Thus, instead of active subjects (Attwood 2006; Gill 2008; 
Evans et al. 2010), female models are typically portrayed as passive and 
detached objects. Rather than a trend towards pornofication, my results 
point at new ways of representing sexuality, beauty and femininity that 
actually oppose pornography. Sexiness is conveyed in a highbrow, stylized 
and detached form that, rather than drawing on blatant nudity or reclin-
ing postures, draws on more subtle, seductive visual cues. Aesthetic ele-
ments in fashion images that others have related straightforwardly to sexu-
al availability, such as the ‘open mouth’, or ‘self touch’ (Hatton & Trautner 
2011), are deliberately contextualized in different ways in fashion images 
than in pornography, and ‘desexualized’ through aestheticization. When 
representing bodies, the line between the obscene and the sensual is fine 
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(cf. Nead 1990), and fashion photography maintains its opposition to por-
nography through a detached form of sexiness. 

The emergence of a new representational style that revolves around 
stylization and withdrawal also figures prominently in the explanation of 
differences between the representation of men and women over time. Over 
the period of thirty years, the representation of men and women shows 
both convergence and dispersion. In 2011 women were still represented dif-
ferently than men, but their representation was not characterized by Goff-
manian (1979) conventions associated with subordination and female de-
pendency, such as pouted lips, curved bodies, and smiles. Instead, a new, 
less traditionally stereotyped ‘stylized femininity’ gradually emerged and 
crystallized in 2011, characterized by a passive and stylized pose, a vacant 
look, a lack of smile, and an open mouth. Overall, gender differences in 
representation did not decrease, but, on the other hand, both men and 
women became more objectified.

Differences in gender representation are usually explained – at least 
partially – on the basis of power differences between men and women 
(Goffman 1979; Gill 2009; Mager & Helgeson 2011). However, the results 
of this thesis suggest that gendered differences in representations are also 
about new ways of ‘doing’ femininity and sexuality as traditional feminine 
values, expressivity and engagement give way to disengagement and styli-
zation. Why such a shift in aesthetic styles for representing women actu-
ally occurs is a bigger question that calls for a bigger answer, which I will 
return to later. 

Overall, the longitudinal analysis of aesthetic elements in this thesis 
shows that gender connotations may reverse. For instance, the ‘empty 
gaze’, associated with male aloofness, is a male trait in 1982 and, to a lesser 
extent, in 1996; but in 2011 it had become a feminine trait. Another case in 
point is the finding that the open mouth, a typical contemporary feminine 
trait which has been associated with sexual availability (Hatton & Traut-
ner 2011), does not necessarily denote sexuality. It is, instead, part of the 
new, withdrawn representational style, and may signal passiveness when 
combined with non-sexual cues. Thus, the meaning of visual signs is not 
fixed, but is dependent on context, both aesthetic and cultural, e.g. time 
and place. In addition, the representation of men and women in fashion 
images is not always about power or sexuality, it is also about representing 
youth, beauty, and desirability. 

In the rest of this conclusion, I will describe the implications of this 
thesis’ findings for other researchers in relating fields, its contribution to 
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current debates in cultural sociology, its limitations, and the questions it 
leaves unanswered. 

Why study aesthetics?

This dissertation is a plea to take aesthetics seriously in sociology, or, as 
Janet Wolff (2010:3) put it: “an approach which takes seriously the sym-
bolic and representational aspects of the cultural texts, while never losing 
sight of their production, and reception, in the context of social relations, 
institutions, and processes” (see also Fine 1992; Alexander 2003; Zolberg 
2005; Born 2010). After the ‘cultural turn’ (Alexander 1988) aimed at the 
elevation of culture as an independent variable in sociological research, so-
ciological attention has been primarily concerned with the production and 
consumption of culture, leaving cultural content itself largely unaddressed. 
In their analysis of popular ways of studying culture, John Mohr and Craig 
Rawlings write that “culture is modelled as objects that are thought to be 
reflections, effects, or markers of that which is known, understood, or ex-
perienced. Thus the explanatory project is concerned with the effects of 
culture, not its meaning” (2012: 90). Although sociologists have been re-
luctant to measure cultural meaning, arguably due to lack of refined, for-
mal research tools (cf. Cerulo 1998; Crane 1990), and a general dismissal of 
aesthetics as the domain of humanities (Inglis 2005; Born 2010), this thesis 
shows how aesthetics can be formally studied and argues that the analysis 
of aesthetic content advances the sociological study of cultural forms in at 
least four ways.

  First, the social and the aesthetic co-constitute each other (cf. Born 
2010) and, to date, we know little about how this happens. How are aes-
thetics affected by social context, and to what extent does form and style 
develop autonomously? Differentiations in fashion images only partly cor-
respond to different time periods, countries or magazine types. Stylistic 
differences in fashion images are sometimes explained by aesthetic logics, 
sometimes by wider explanations that relate to social trends or categories, 
and sometimes by institutional explanations such as field expansion and 
stratification. More research that relates stylistic differences to specific con-
texts is needed to discover which explanatory levels account for variation 
and change most accurately in which contexts. 

 Second, aesthetic content changes. The gradual increase in stylization 
of fashion images, or the radical change in style for the Italian Anna can 
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only be observed when taking a longitudinal, object-oriented approach to 
cultural production. Sociologists researching changes in patterns of pro-
duction and consumption of cultural products should not assume that cul-
tural categories, such as high fashion or rock music, refer to the same thing 
now as they did thirty years ago (cf. Lena 2012). Following Lena (2012), 
who conceptualizes aesthetic genres as dynamic and calls for more research 
into ‘genre trajectories’, my findings show how genre trajectories are worth 
studying aesthetically. For instance, aesthetic studies of genre trajectories 
offer a useful field of study to understand the gradual process of aesthet-
ic mobility, and the way in which it relates to stratification within popu-
lar cultural fields (cf. Lena & Peterson 2008; Van Venrooij 2009). This is 
a research direction that would, again, contribute to our understanding of 
how aesthetics and social structure are co-constituted.  

Third, aesthetics are key to valuation and stratification in cultural fields. 
As illustrated by my fieldwork: the simplest way to differentiate fashion 
images from each other is aesthetically. By identifying aesthetic styles, one 
identifies subfields within a field and the criteria that make aesthetic prod-
ucts ‘good’. For instance, this thesis shows that the style of Cosmopolitan 
and Men’s Health forms a delineated subfield within the field of fashion im-
ages in which a ‘good’ image is expressive and sexy. My findings underscore 
previous observations that emphasize how producers in fashion fields ori-
ent themselves to each other, and how this results in both coherence and 
differentiation in the field (Aspers, 2001; Godart & Mears 2009). Howev-
er, by focusing on the relations between aesthetic elements and styles, in-
stead of the relations between actors, my approach offers a formal, longi-
tudinal account of the boundaries within which differentiation takes place. 
For instance, this thesis not only identifies stylistic differences but shows 
how they gradually become more pronounced. 

Fourth, the study of aesthetic styles may enhance our understand-
ing of cultural order, convergence and differentiation in transnation-
al contexts. Aesthetics styles not only lend themselves well to cross-na-
tional comparison, they may also offer a solution to modern categoriza-
tion problems. It is increasingly difficult today for sociologists to reduce 
aesthetics to structural factors and to pre-define categories of meaning. 
Countries, class, high or popular culture, increasingly less form the co-
herent explanatory structures that sociologists have long thought them 
to be (cf. Van Venrooij & Schmutz 2010; Craig & Dubois 2010; Biel-
by 2011; Franssen & Kuipers 2013). Thus, it becomes all the more im-
portant to look for new categories of meaning that relate cultural prod-
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ucts to each other in different contexts. This requires inductive research 
that does not depart from a priori defined structural categories (cf. Di-
Maggio et al. 2013). Aesthetic styles can be studied systematically in a 
wide range of cultural fields, such as literature or film. Content analy-
sis and relational modelling techniques can be applied to study any type 
of cultural content that can be broken down into quantifiable categories.    
 While my research suggests the existence of transnational convergence 
in terms of style, such as the cross-national move towards stylization, and 
the cross-national existence of three substyles within fashion photography, 
it also shows national differentiation. This recommends, therefore, more 
comparative research in fashion fields, as well was, on a more general level, 
more research into transnational processes of aesthetic diffusion, imitation 
and specialization in cultural fields (cf. Patterson & Kaufman 2005; Jans-
sen et al. 2008; Dowd & Janssen 2011; Kuipers 2011). 

How to study aesthetics

Now that I have argued that sociologists should study aesthetics, what can 
be said about how to study aesthetics? First, aesthetics is a relational sys-
tem, and it should be studied as such (cf. Mohr & Bogdanov 2013; Van 
Venrooij 2009). This thesis has shown how visual elements in fashion im-
ages are part of a multi-dimensional aesthetic system in which meaning is 
dependent on the context in which elements occur and co-occur. Conse-
quently, my results show the added value of measuring meaning approach-
es that analyse cultural content as a system of relations of difference and 
similarity, in which meaning is contextual (Mohr 1998). Within this ap-
proach, relational modeling techniques have been used to uncover the un-
derlying structural meaning structure of (big) data sets, without a priori 
expectations. Computerized techniques such as correspondence analysis, 
have combined the advantages of sociological rigour with an inductive ap-
proach, with the aim of avoiding both sociological reductionism and aes-
thetic universalism (cf. Mohr & Bogdanov 2013; DiMaggio et al. 2013). 
While these have been applied to measuring textual meaning (Van Ven-
rooij 2009; Mohr & Bogdanov 2013; Jocker & Mimno 2013), this disserta-
tion breaks new ground in this field by showing how they can be applied 
to visual meaning. 

Second, because aesthetic elements are polysemous, they should not be 
studied isolation. As I have argued, aesthetic elements such as nudity, an 
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averted gaze or open mouth have wrongly, or exclusively, been interpreted 
as signs of sexual objectification or submissiveness, because they have been 
analysed in isolation. However, the meaning of visual signs is not fixed, the 
way in which they are combined gives them meaning. It is the combina-
tion of elements that makes an image sexualized or not. Complex concepts 
such as sexual objectification are tied to a multitude of aesthetic elements 
that may signify different things when used in different contexts. Content 
analyses of representation typically neglect context or correlations between 
elements. In the rare cases when a multitude of measures is used in com-
bination (Stankiewicz & Rosselli 2008; Hatton & Trautner 2011), little 
attention has been paid to the validity of measurement scales, leading to 
misinterpretation of, for instance, the meaning of an open mouth. Conse-
quently, research into representations should shift their focus to relations 
between elements instead of counting occurrences. This entails both the 
development of sophisticated measurement scales to measure complicated 
concepts such as objectification and sexualisation, and the use of relational 
techniques to analyse data. 

Third, the study of aesthetic content requires the development of so-
phisticated codebooks. This thesis shows the added value of developing a 
comprehensive and open-ended codebook that does not only “stand on 
the shoulders of giants” but also draws on pilot studies to develop new 
codes that capture new ways of visual representation. The canon of gender 
codes used in content analysis stems largely from the 1970s, which may 
well explain why quantitative analyses have failed to capture new ways of 
representing femininity and masculinity, even though more theoretical ap-
proaches to representation have pointed to the emergence of new styles 
(Patterson & Elliott 2002; Duits & van Zoonen 2006; Gill 2009). While 
content analysis is not necessarily known for its inductive character and 
although a certain level of subjectivity is inevitable in developing a code-
book employed by human coders, my dissertation has shown how cultural 
text can be measured as open-ended as possible, by breaking content down 
into a comprehensive range of aesthetic categories. A similar approach can 
be applied to film, paintings, or music (cf. Cerulo 1995). 

Fourth, an explorative phase is essential in understanding aesthetic 
meaning, just as it is for the study of any ‘exotic’ object. The codebook 
used here was informed by interviews with experts who make fashion im-
ages, and by observations of the making of these images. These explora-
tive endeavours yielded new aesthetic categories of meaning, such as pho-
tographic styles, that departed from the pre-defined meaning categories 
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that dominate content analysis, such as gender stereotyping and sexualisa-
tion. The development of the codebook was preceded by extensive induc-
tive studies of fashion images, browsing through piles of fashion magazines 
from different time periods and countries while taking stock of each visu-
al aspect of representation. Instead of distinguishing between eye contact 
or not, models appeared to have ‘empty gazes’, their eye brows differed in 
prominence, and were sometimes bleached or shaved and the recognisa-
bility of the setting proved defining for the overall impression. Credits in 
photo shoots in the 1980s were different from those in the 2000s, and not 
only did models wear different types of shoes, the height of heels mattered 
as well. All these elements were incorporated in the codebook. Thus, espe-
cially when researching under theorized aesthetic content, it pays to start 
by looking.

Where do we go from here?

The inevitable limitations of this dissertation lead to avenues and pointers 
for further research. Let me address these limitations by posing the ques-
tions that this dissertation raises. To begin with, I have argued that chang-
es in the representations of men and women are about new ways of rep-
resenting femininity and masculinity, beauty and youth. But why do rep-
resentations of femininity and masculinity change in the first place? And 
why does expressivity give way to disengagement and stylization? Overall, 
what drives aesthetic change? Is it an endogenous mechanism? According 
to Liebersons (2000) study on children’s first names, and Kroebers (1919) 
study of women’s dresses, aesthetic variations follow an endogenous logic 
of cyclical change in which a new style is defined by what preceded it. Per-
haps due to my research set up of three grade years, the data in this thesis 
does not show the rise and decline of ensuing trends. Still, more longitu-
dinal studies of aesthetic content are needed to shed light on the mecha-
nisms that drive aesthetic change, and their autonomy from wider society. 

Next, if gendered representations are not inevitably about gender in-
equalities and the exploitation of women, then what are they about? This 
thesis raises a whole new range of questions for gender and media studies 
that move away from subordination and sexualisation. For instance, what 
does the fact that women are increasingly represented withdrawn, with 
non-smiling open mouths mean? What does the fact that male and female 
models are both portrayed as decorative objects mean? And what does this 
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say about studies on media effects that write about the effects of increasing 
sexual objectification but neglect other, prominent ways of visual objectifi-
cation? To answer these questions, new research designs that look beyond 
gender and sexualisation are needed in content analysis, as well as a new, 
more farsighted framework of interpretation. 

Next, why are British images more expressive and less sexualized than 
French and Italian images? Why are Italian images most withdrawn and 
why are gender differences more pronounced in Italy? This thesis has cho-
sen not to explicitly thematize or theorize national differences in explain-
ing differences in representation. Although systematic cross-national vari-
ation was limited, my findings recommend more in depth cross-national 
research to define the extent to which some of the presented findings are 
national specific, and the extent to which this relates to transnational field 
positions or cultural differences. Current studies on representation typi-
cally measure only a small number of images, often only a few hundred, 
in one (North-American) country or one time period. Nevertheless, con-
clusions that psychologists, feminists, communication and gender schol-
ars draw from these data are strikingly far reaching and results are rarely 
particularized (see for instance, Posavac et al. 1998; Kilbourne 1999; Tigge-
man & McGill 2004; APA Task force 2007; Stankiewicz & Roselli 2008; 
Gill 2008). I argue that, to draw larger conclusions or to make generaliza-
tions, research on representation needs to extend its scope, recognizing the 
polysemic, context-specific and contingent meaning of visual signs. Thus, 
while this thesis is wary of linking aesthetic differentiation directly to social 
factors or cultural differences between countries, it calls for further com-
parative research to explore the validity of such large claims. 

Another important issue is that while this thesis has addressed some of 
the socially relevant issues concerning fashion images such as sexualisation, 
other contested themes were not considered. For instance, are the faces of 
models perfectly symmetrical? Do they have ideal waist to hip ratios? Are 
they getting skinnier? And to what extent are they Photoshopped? These 
are questions that I do not have answers to. Interestingly, the careful re-
search and development phase of the codebook showed that categories of 
beauty that are debated most prove very hard to measure reliably through 
content analysis. Aspects of ideal beauty that are often referred to in psy-
chological research, such as facial symmetry, waist-to-hip ratios, and thin-
ness, are difficult to measure in real life images of beautiful people, in 
which bodies and faces are rarely portrayed entirely visible and full frontal. 
Similarly, since codebooks consider only what is visible, it is very difficult 
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to measure the effect of Photoshop through fashion images. Consequently, 
on the basis of content analysis, it proves speculative to say anything about 
the- allegedly increasing- thinness of models (Silverstein et al. 1986; Wise-
man et al. 1992; Turner et al. 1997; Dittmar & Howard, 2004). Moreover, 
the fact that bodies and faces are often not entirely visible to viewers, calls 
into question the assumed effects of thin models, or perfect symmetry on 
viewers (Stice et al. 1994; Kilbourne 1999; Milkie 1999; Rowland & Ed-
wards 1999; Tiggeman & McGill 2004; Veldhuis et al. 2014). Measuring 
thinness or the use of Photoshop in fashion images will require the devel-
opment of new measuring tools. Although studies on the changing shape 
of Playboy models have used the registered sizes of models (Wiseman et al. 
1992; Bogaert et al. 1993), my fieldwork shows that information on such 
contested topics is not always reliable (cf. Holla, forthcoming). Registered 
sizes of fashion models are far but the truth, and photographers or maga-
zine editors do not necessarily reveal the truth about their use of Photo-
shop in interviews. 

Finally, if aesthetic continuity and change in fashion images is linked 
to the development of other representational forms, how have other repre-
sentational forms developed over the past thirty years? Has amateur pho-
tography indeed also become increasingly stylized? How do the aesthet-
ic logics of fashion images relate to commercial images in fashion cata-
logues or grocery brochures? How have pornographic images developed 
over the past thirty years? And is the representation of men and women in 
films also organized around stylization, sexualization and expressiveness? 
Content analyses of the aesthetic styles of a wide range of representational 
forms will add to a more complete understanding of aesthetic styles in the 
fashion field and vice versa. I would especially welcome longitudinal stud-
ies on stylistic differences between media images, including fashion imag-
es, and pornographic images, as these would advance debates on the por-
nofication of culture that are now too often based merely on impressions.
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Why fashion models don’t smile

The quest of this thesis has been to uncover the ordering system behind 
the aesthetic peculiarities of fashion images, the grid that makes them both 
recognizable and exceptional. I have shown how aesthetic logics and stan-
dards shape the way fashion images look, and I have offered explanations 
for why they look different, analyzing thousands of images from different 
magazines, countries and time periods. One pressing question remains, the 
one which I was asked most during this research: why don’t fashion mod-
els smile? Overall, 30% of models in the analysed sample smiles, while 70 
% does not. More specifically, in 1982 65% of models did not smile, in 2011 
this increased to 75%, skyrocketing to 87% in contemporary high fashion 
magazines.

In my fieldwork, I have encountered various answers to the question. A 
high fashion editor explained that laughing exposes too many wrinkles. A 
stylist compared the lack of smiles in fashion images to the lack of smiles in 
Rembrandt’s paintings. Smiles were rejected as “too Libelle” during fashion 
photo shoots, and denigratingly described as causing a “Rai Uno” effect. 
A photographer whom I interviewed argued that high fashion models do 
not smile because “Fashion shoots are no fun at all” and, moreover, fash-
ion models “really don’t know how to laugh, it’s no fun being so skinny”

Drawing on ecological theories, my own answer is closer to the one of-
fered on Dutch national television by Erwin Olaf, a well-known Dutch 
art and fashion photographer. He argued that “..the human body and the 
private parts have been stolen by pornography, and the smile by com-
mercial advertising”.17 Put differently: the ‘non-smile’ has been stolen by 
fashion photography, and it increasingly ‘owns’ it. Not smiling helps high 
fashion models distinguish themselves – aesthetically and stylististically -- 
from all the smiling people we see depicted in, for example the Ikea cata-
logue, family snapshots, or mainstream magazines. In short, fashion mod-
els don’t smile because they are fashion models. 

17 Quote from Erwin Olaf ’s appearance on the Dutch television program ‘College Tour’, Nederland 
1, NTR, February 21, 2014.
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Appendix I 

Codebook

1. Purpose of the study 

This is the codebook for a content analysis of the portrayal of male and fe-
male physical beauty in fashion magazines. This content analysis is part of a 
larger research project called ‘Towards a comparative sociology of beauty: 
The transnational modelling industry and the social shaping of beauty stan-
dards in six European countries.’ (For more information see: www.sociology-
ofbeauty.nl)

This subproject aims to map, interpret and explain variations and chang-
es in the portrayal of beauty in fashion magazines. The analysis pertains to 
highbrow, mainstream, and cult magazines from six nations: France, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Poland, Turkey, and the United Kingdom, over a 30-year period, 
from 1982 till 2011. 

For this study, all photographs of persons- models and otherwise - in these 
magazines are coded using an extensive codebook, and filled out in an online 
coding form (provided by Qualtrics). The codebook aims to cover all aspects 
of beauty, including physical characteristics as well as photographic style, rep-
resentation and grooming. The codes pertain to 
 General characteristics of the image, the shoot, the products and brands. 
 Information about the image (style and form of photography, setting)
 Personal characteristics of the person in the image (gender, age, physical 
characteristics)
 Representation of the model (bodily exposure, relation with viewer, posing)
 Grooming of the model (clothing, styling, make-up)
 Beauty type 
The codebook is supplemented with an appendix containing sample images. 

Data collection has started in December 2011, and will last till the end of 
2012. It will take place in all six countries of the study, but predominantly in 
the Netherlands. 

The codebook was designed by Elise van der Laan and Giselinde Kuipers, in 
collaboration with Willemijn Rijper.  All rights are reserved. 
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2. Sampling and data

2.1 Sample years: 
1982
1996
2011

Some exceptions have been made for magazines that appear were launched 
1 or 2 years after the sample year. See the table below. 

2.2 Countries
France = FR
Italy = IT
The Netherlands = NL
Poland = PL
Turkey = TR
United Kingdom = UK 
Other countries= OT
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2.3 Magazines

 

 

2.3 Magazines 

 1982 1996 2011 

NL Libelle Libelle Libelle 

NL   Elle Elle 

NL Cosmopolitan Cosmopolitan Cosmopolitan 

NL   Men’s Health 1998 + 1999 Men’s Health 

FR Modes et travaux Modes et travaux Modes et travaux 

FR Vogue  Vogue Vogue 

FR Elle Elle Elle 

FR Cosmopolitan Cosmopolitan Cosmopolitan 

FR     Men’s Health  

FR Vogue Homme Vogue Homme Vogue Homme 

IT Anna Anna A (formerly Anna) 

IT Vogue  Vogue  Vogue 

IT  Elle Elle 

IT    Cosmopolitan 

IT    Men’s Health 

IT Vogue Uomo Vogue Uomo Vogue Uomo 

UK Woman’s Own Woman’s Own Woman’s Own 

UK Vogue Vogue  Vogue 

UK  Elle Elle 

UK Cosmopolitan Cosmopolitan Cosmopolitan 

UK   Men’s Health  Men’s Health 

PL Przyjaciólka Przyjaciólka Przyjaciólka 

PL   Elle  Elle 

PL   Cosmopolitan 1997 Cosmopolitan 

TR    Men’s Health 1998 Men’s Health 

TR  Elele Elele Elele 

TR      Vogue 

TR    Elle 1999 Elle 

TR    Cosmopolitan  Cosmopolitan 

TR     Men’s Health 
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2.4 Sampling of magazines

The aim is to code at least 250 images (codings) per magazine per year, with 
an absolute minimum of 225. To ensure representativeness, we always code 
full issues. 

Instruction: count the codable images in the first issue you are coding (usu-
ally December). On the basis of this count decide how many issues you have 
to code for that year. For example: if you count in the range of 110-200 im-
ages in this issue, plan on coding 2 issues. If you count in the range of 75-110 
images in one issue, plan on coding 3 issues, etc. If the total number of imag-
es remains below 225 images, code one extra issue – see below.

Coding always starts on the first page of the last issue for each year (the De-
cember issue). If that issue is done, work backwards from there to earlier is-
sues. 

For weekly magazines: Code every last week of the month for February, 
March, May, June, August, September, November, December. If this is not 
enough, move on to January April July October. If the last week is missing, 
take the third week of the month instead. If more images are needed, contin-
ue with last weeks of October, July, April, January, again working backwards, 
so starting in October.’ 

For monthly magazines: Code the issues of June, October, December. Take 
August as the first alternative option when issues are missing or three issues 
do not have enough images. If more images are needed, continue with the is-
sues of November and May. 

For quarterly cult magazines: 1 or 2 per year, first and last issue, starting with 
the last.

2.5 Selection criteria for sample images & persons on images

Images
1. Full page or 3/4 editorial article/shoot or advertisement. 
2. The image must be a photograph (not a drawing, animation, cartoon, etc.)
3. The main image on the page must depict a human model. 
3. The image or page must not include more than 4 different models (exclud-
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ing obvious side characters). 
4. Text covers no more than 50% of the full page. 
5. Image itself must be at least 25% of the full page. 

Persons
1. All photographed persons on the page must be coded separately. 
2. Face or clothing must be visible enough to code (e.g. not too blurry or 
too far away)
3. Head of model need not be visible. Yet, when head is invisible torso must 
be visible
4. Exclude models that can be identified as ‘side characters’ or ‘extra’s’
5. In case of a series of pictures in advertisement or editorial: code the same 
model in one series three times at most. Select the images with the highest 
visibility. 

Additional issues 
1. Advertising supplements and inserts are not coded or counted. 
2. Drawings, animated figures, etc are not coded or counted.
3. All other supplements, specials etc not coded or counted. 

2.6 General instructions for coding

General note: 
All questions and codes primarily pertain to what you can see in the photo-
graph. This means that several pictures of the same person may lead to very 
different coding, depending on light or pose. It also means that questions 
about attributes of the model pertain only to what you see in the image. For 
instance, when you see no tattoo code ‘no tattoo’, even though this person 
could theoretically have a tattoo somewhere on his/her body! 
Do not be afraid to use ‘unclear’ if you are really not sure. 

Names of persons: 
1. Always code as LASTNAME firstname
2. When either of this is unknown, code UNKNOWN firstname or LAST-
NAME unknown
3. In case of more names, separate with semicolon (;) followed by space

Place names, brand names, names of magazines
1. Everything lower case! 
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2. Name/ write down as little as possible 
3. Appendix 1 for a list of brand names, categorized per country.

When code cannot be filled out/ is unknown 
Usually there are instructions in the header in the coding form. 
However, typically u for unknown for verbal codes, 999 for numerical codes 

2.7. Codes

1. Coder information 

Q128 Fill in your coder number
C1: Elise van der Laan
C2: Willemijn Rijper
C3: Giselinde Kuipers 
C4: Funda Unlu
C5: Jolien van Keulen
C6:
C7:
C8:
etc. 

2. Magazine issue & characteristics 

These codes are filled out once for each magazine; the coding program will 
then retain them till you log out of the survey or till you enter a new type of 
image in the survey

Q4 Fill in the magazine’s title and year of publication
Title (1)Type full title of magazine 
Year (2) Type year in numbers (4 digits)
Month (3) Type in number for each month (1 or 2 digits)
Week (4) Type in number for week (1 digit) week of the month so 1 - 4
Season (5)1 (spring) - 4 (winter). Spring/summer = 2; fall/winter =4. 
Only for seasonal magazines, in case of monthly or weekly magazine fill  in 
999
Country (7)Type in two-letter country code in capitals

Q8 Write down the following details
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Editor in chief (1)
Fashion editor in chief (2)
Art director (3)
Creative director (4)
This information can usually be found in a separate section, either close to 
the table of contents in the front of the magazine, or in the back. Not all 
magazines have this information. When the information is unavailable, type u 
for unknown. 
Where there is more than one name, type all names, separated by a semico-
lon (;)
See the supplementary information for an overview of the names of these 
functions in Dutch, Italian, Turkish, French and Polish.

Q9 Count these pages
Total number of pages (1) Do not include front and back inside and outside  
cover. 
Number of pages editorial shoots (2) Count only the pages containing edito-
rial fashion photo shoots.
Number of pages advertisements (3) Count all pages with over 75% is ad-
vertisement space. 

Advertisements that spread out on two half pages are coded as 1 page.
Both sides of the back cover are coded (usually advertisements on both 
sides) but you do not count the back cover for the total number of pages, 
the same goes for the front cover.
 Self-adverts do not count as advertisements: these are advertisements for 
the magazine itself for example subscription adverts or special offers. Ad-
verts for other magazines than the one you are coding do count as adver-
tisements. 
Inserts that are no regular part of the magazine (advertising supplements) do 
not count, neither for coding nor counting. Note: sometime advertisements 
are printed on thicker or extra glossy paper, this is not necessarily an insert. 
In case of doubt: check if the page numbers in the magazine itself include the 
insert/pages: in case the magazine does not include the pages in numbering: 
do not count or code. 

3. General information about the shoot/image/advertisement

Q7 Select the type of image you are coding
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Editorial, fashion shoot (1)
More than one photo; produced by magazine (no brand); dedicated to show-
casing fashion or clothing. Credits of clothing are mentioned for each image. 
Usually they have title and intro text. The credits of makers of the shoot are 
mentioned. Images and shoots are focused on a model and images cover typ-
ically more than 75% of page. The images are related, joined for instance by 
same model or same theme etc. 
Editorial, beauty (2)
One or more photos produced by magazine dedicated to showcasing beauty 
styles or products (hair, make - up, care products, etc)
Editorial, other (3)
All other images produced by magazine featuring photographs of persons
Advertisement (4)
All photographs in advertising space, i.e. space bought by outside parties to 
sell a product or service. Self - adverts not included. 
Cover image (5)
Front cover of the magazine

3.1 Information about photo shoot

This information must be entered once for each shoot. The program will re-
tain this information as long as you keep on selecting ‘editorial photo shoot’ 
type of images or till you log out of the survey or till you enter a new type 
of image (other than shoot)

Q10 Write down the following details on the shoot you are coding (write u 
when unknown)
Name of shoot (1)
Copy the full name of the shoot, as given on the first page. Include both main 
title and subtitle. 

Introduction text (all words) (2)
Copy full introductory text of the shoot. Note: not all shoots have such an 
introductory texts. 

Number of pages shoot (3)
Count all pages of the shoot (NB: the title and introduction text also count 
as part of the shoot if they are printed on a separate page).
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Production information about a photo shoot. 
Information on the production of the shoot are typically included in a byline, 
often on the last page of the shoot. This information is not always available. 
See appendix 2 for the foreign translations of these functions.
Write down ‘u’ when unknown. When more than one name is mentioned, 
separate them with a semicolon (;). 

Fill in the ‘agency’ that a stylist/photographer/ hair/make-up artists works for 
if this name is provided. Usually this is printed as follows: [name hairdresser] 
@ [name agency] or like this: [name hairdresser] for [name agency]. Please 
note: often hairdressers or make-up artists work for cosmetic brands, in this 
case the name of the brand is mentioned where that of the agency usually is. 
These brands are NOT AGENCIES. Examples of brands: Nars, Bumble and 
Bumble, L’Oréal, MAC, Bobbi Brown. In case of doubt: do an Internet search 
of the name of the agency/brand to find out whether it refers to an agency 
or brand.
Photographer (4)
Agency Photographer (5)
Model (6)
Agency Model (7)
Stylist (8)
Agency Stylist (9)
Make-up (10)
Hair (11)
Agency make-up artist (12)
Agency hair stylist (13)
Production (14) Note: this is not the stylist but the producer of the shoot. 
Be careful: in French this can be confusing since styling is often referred to as 
‘réalisation’. See Appendix 2.

3.2 Information about cover image

Q12 Write down the following details on the cover image you are coding 
(write u when unknown)
Name cover model (1)
Nationality cover model (2)
Agency cover model (3)
Photographer (4)
Agency photographer (8)
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Make-up (5)
Agency make-up artist (10)
Hair (7)
Agency hair stylist (11)
Styling (6)
Agency stylist (9)
Note: this information is not always available. It typically can be found next to 
the table of contents of the issue. 
Write down ‘u’ when unknown. When more than one name is mentioned, 
separate names using a semicolon. 

3.3 Information about advertisement

Q13 Select the type of product advertised in your advertisement
Clothing (1)
Underwear or swimwear (2) In case of an advertisement for both clothing 
and underwear/swimwear code as Clothing. 
Shoes (3) Including sport shoes
Watches and jewellery (4)
Glasses and sunglasses (5)
Cosmetics (incl. make-up) (6) hair dye, facial cream, make-up: anything that is 
used to improve outer appearance except for medical products/treatments, 
muscle supplements 
Perfume (7) In case of perfumed shower gel etc code as Personal Hygiene
Food (8)
Cars (9)
Cleaning products (10)
Personal Hygiene (11) shower gel, shampoo, soap, shaving, deodorant  Cos-
metic treatments (plastic surgery) (12)
Medical (excluding cosmetic treatments) (13) also throat pastilles, cough syr-
up 
Weight loss (14)
Fitness and sports articles (21) Excluding sport shoes
Electronics (computers, stereos, phones, cameras) and related (15)
Cigarettes, smoking etc. incl waterpipes, tobacco (16) 
Beverages (17) alcoholic and non alcoholic 
Travel (18) travel agencies, airlines
Other (19) financial (bank, credit card) etc
Unclear (20)
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 4. Personal characteristics of photographed person
First count all persons in the photograph. Each of these persons is then cod-
ed separately.

Q11 Count the number of (male/female/ambiguous) models on the image 
you are coding
Male (1)
Female (2)
Child (5)Count only children of (estimated) 12 years or younger
Ambiguous gender (3)Portrayed model is androgynous, could be either male 
or female
Unclear (4)Gender not clearly discernable, e.g. babies (rare) 

Q129 Is the model you are coding a child (12 or younger)?
Yes (1)
No (2) Unclear (3)
When the answer is ‘yes’, the questionnaire immediately moves to the final 
page. No further coding. 

4.1 The person in the photograph 

Q14 Identify the type of person the model represents and his/her name in 
case of celebrity
Ordinary person (1)
Not a professional model, but for instance interviewee, ‘person in the street’. 
Celebrity showbizz, national (2)
Celebrity from performing arts: music, pop culture, TV, film etc. Either origi-
nally from country of publication, or living (semi)permanently in country of 
publication at time of publication. 
Celebrity showbizz, international (3)
Celebrity from performing arts: music, pop culture, TV, film, etc. Not from 
country of publication, not living there
Celebrity other, national (4)
National celebrity, non-performing arts etc. Either originally from country of 
publication, or living (semi)permanently in country of publication at time of 
publication.
Celebrity other, international (5)
International celebrity, non-performing arts. Not from country of publication, 
not living there
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Model (6)
(semi)professional model, in all likelihood paid for being in the image.
Other (7)
Unclear (8)

Q15 Write down the name of the celebrity (national/ international) or indi-
cate unknown (u)

Q16 Select the gender of the model (in the image) you are coding
Male (1)
Female (2)
Unclear (3) (when gender is not clearly discernible, see above)

5. Characteristics of the image
 
5.1 Localization of image

Q17 Answer yes/no for each of the following details on the shoot/ad you are 
coding
Inclusion of art works (1) e.g. painting, statue etc visible in image
Recognizable national setting (2)e.g. street scene in capital city
Recognizable international setting (3)e.g. New York, Moscow
National flag visible (4)
National brands (5)
International brands (6)all featured brands not from country of publication 
(also look at text beside image to find brands)
Folklore/traditional national clothing items (7)
Stereotype/cliché/obvious references to home country (8)
References to other countries (9)
National language in title or introduction text (10)
Other than national language in title or introduction text (11)
 
References to home country: obvious references to home country that are 
clearly recognizable for readers (from home country). Examples:
- Netherlands: cows, clogs, Delfts Blue print, cheese, windmills, etc 
 - France: French baguette, Eiffel tower, Paris, Moulin Rouge, French beret, etc 
- Italy: pizza, espresso, Vespa, obvious Roman statues or ruins (David), pope, 
Michelangelo painting, Pisa tower, etc
- UK: Red phone boots, Red post boxes, black cab, national guard, Big Ben, etc 
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- Poland: Wawel castle, Zakopane houses, Solidarnosc sign, Polish eagle, tradi-
tional costumes 
- Turkey: Turkish bread, Turkish tea, Turkish coffee pot, local costume/fabrics, 
Istanbul bazaar, Aya Sofia, Blue Mosque
NB: When reference is a national/international geographic location/setting 
code as recognizable national or international setting instead of as reference 
References to other countries: references to other country than home 
country: for example Eiffel Tower in image in Dutch magazine, statue of Lib-
erty in Italian magazine etc.

When selecting national or national brands follow these rules: 
1. Check the brand list to see whether the brand is national or international
2. If the brand is not on the list: search the name on Google and see if you 
can find the brand’s nationality: if you cannot find the brand in the first hits: 
stop searching. If you do find out the brand’s nationality: store information to 
add to the brand list later.
3. Enter ‘unclear’ if you cannot define the brand’s nationality.

Q18 Write down the national references you identified in the shoot

Q19 Write down the other than national references you identified in the 
shoot and name country of reference 
Q20 Select the recognizable international setting (or choose other)
Paris (1)
London (2)
Rome (3)
New York (4)
Amsterdam (5)
Istanbul (6)
Warsaw (7)
France (8)
Italy (9)
The United Kingdom (10)
East/ South Asian (12)
Arabic/ North Africa (13)
USA/North America (14)
Other (15
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Q 22. Select the brands and/or country of brand that is credited in the ad/
shoot
Louis Vuitton (FR) (1)
Dior (FR) (2)
Chanel (FR) (3)
Chanel (Fr) (4)
Lancome (FR) (5)
Hermes (FR) (6)
L’Oreal (FR) (7)
Chloe (FR) (8)
Lanvin (FR) (9)
Cartier (FR) (10)
Lacoste (FR) (11)
Giorgio Armani (IT) (12)
Miu miu (IT) (13)
Versace (IT) (14)
Gucci (IT) (15)
Roberto Cavalli (IT) (16)
Diesel (IT) (17)
Prada (IT) (18)
Bennetton (IT) (19)
Vivienne Westwood (UK) (20)
Burberry (UK) (21)
Estee Lauder (UK) (22)
Levi’s (US) (23)
Marc Jacobs (US) (24)
Calvin Klein (US) (25)
Tiffany (US) (26)
Tommy Hilfiger (US) (27)
Ralph Lauren (US) (28)
H&M (Swedish) (29)
Other brand (30) Tick country or unknown/unclear

Q21. Write down the national brands mentioned in the credit of the photo 
shoot 
All in lower case. Note: When you have already selected the right brand un-
der Question 22, still write down the name here. 
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5.2 Photographic style 

Q28 Select the colour used for photography
Black and white (1)
Colour (2)
Other (3)For instance: sepia, combinations of black and white & colour

Q26 Rate the following subjects on a scale 1 - 3, corresponding to the light/
style of photography in the image
Background: 1 sharp - 2 soft - 3 out of focus (blurry) (1)

Foreground: 1 sharp - 2 soft - 3 out of focus (blurry) (2)
When image is not sharp it does not need to be totally blurry to be codes as 
out of focus. Out of focus: not sharp. Note: soft focus is a style: dreamy, low 
saturation, not necessarily out of focus but lines are vague, dreamy.

Warm/cold light: 1 warm light - 2 neutral - 3 cold light (3)
Note: warm light is typically yellow/golden/sunny, cold light is blue/white. 

Grain: 1 fine - 2 medium - 3 harsh (4) 
Note: fine grain is usually visible only in glossy magazines; medium grain is 
regular for older magazines

Contrast: 1 very light or absent shadow - 2 soft shadows - 3 harsh shadow, 
high contrast (5)
Note: low contrast is soft light, often very diffuse, unable to determine direc-
tion of light. Soft shadows (2): look neutral, regular. High contrast (3): means 
hard light, cold feel.

Depth of colours: 1 light, little saturation - 2 saturated - 3 very saturated (hy-
per-real, very bright)(6)

Manipulation of image: 1 none - 2 recognizable manipulation - 3 very manip-
ulated (7)
Note: this could both be visible manipulation of colours & photographic ef-
fects, extreme saturation, negative, fake photos, and visible doctoring of im-
age with Photoshop etc. 

Flattering of model: 1 unflattering, decreasing beauty - 2 no/(un)flattering - 3 
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flattering, enhancing beauty (8) 
Note: has the photographer tried to capture someone in a flattering way? In 
fashion images, this is generally the case, so most images will be 3. 

Q77 Select the camera standpoint
Shot from below (1)
Eye level (2)
Shot from above (3)
Unclear (4)
Q27 Select the direction of light in your image, as seen from photographer’s 
point of view
Indicators: look at the shadows on the model’s face and body or at ‘light’ 
spots
Frontal (direct light) (1)
Back light (2)
Left or right side (indirect light) (3)
Above (4)
Unclear (5) 

Q134 Select the level of light/darkness in the image
Front and background dark (1)
Front/subject illuminated, background dark (2)
Front and background illuminated (3)
Unclear/other (4)

Q29 Use of Polaroid (recognizable as such) 
Note: Polaroid means: white frame visible
1 yes - 2 no
 
Q30 Select the distance from you (viewer) to the model (1)
Intimate (1) Only face or head of model visible
Close personal (2)Face, head and shoulders of model visible
Far personal (3)Visible from waist up/under chest
Far social and beyond (4)Visible from below waist/halfway thigh, figure visible 
with ‘space around it’. 

Q107 Indicate the level of visibility of the model’s head/face
Head visible (1)
Head visible but partly cropped (4)
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Select ‘partly cropped’ when part of head including hair is cut off in any di-
rection (left, right, upper)
Head visible but face severely cropped (eyes not visible) (7)
Head visible but face covered (veil, mask) (3)
Head not visible but body visible enough to code (2)
Head/face not visible and cannot code (body turned away from viewer) (10)

If (10) head/face not visible and cannot code is selected you are directed to 
the end of the survey.

Q31 Select the camera viewpoint for the image you are coding
En face (1)Directly facing camera, both sides of nose/alae nasi must be clear-
ly visible.
En profil (2)Face visible (at least one eye/side of nose/side of lips), not en 
face. 
Other (3)
Unclear (4)

5.3 Setting

Q32 Rate the setting of the image on a scale of recognizability (recognizable 
setting, real life setting)
Easily recognizable (1)
Easy to define setting due to visible props and/or background, e.g. kitchen, 
restaurant, park, beach, etc.
Relatively abstract setting yet partly recognizable/realistic (2) 
Hard to define the exact setting, discussion over location possible. For in-
stance very blurry, not directly recognizable, but not completely empty, image 
shows only small part of bigger setting. Examples: only sand or one tree. 
Abstract setting, not recognizable (3)
Totally unclear where picture is taken, e.g. white studio background, empty 
space, no background at all.

Q33 Select whether the setting is realistic/logical (matches the depicted sit-
uation) or unrealistic/illogical (not realistic/logical for depicted situation e.g. 
winter clothing on a beach)
1 realistic/logical - 2 unrealistic/illogical - 3 unclear 
Note: an abstract setting need not be unrealistic! White studios are abstract 
but realistic; nature settings can be very concrete but still unrealistic when 
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someone poses with high heels and city clothing on top of a rock or in a 
tree.  

Q34 Select the type of recognizable setting the image is depicting
Hotel room (1)
Hotel (all other) (2)
Stairs (21)
Museum (22)
Home: living room (13)
Home: bedroom (14)
Kitchen (7)
Bathroom (45)
Home all other (27)
Garden (8)
Street (9)
Restaurant (11)
Bar (12)
Swimming pool (15)
In/on water (10)
Skyscraper (16)
Office (20)
At work other (5)
Beach (3)
Park (17)
In/ near building (63)
Jungle (18)
Desert (19)
Nature - all other (24)
Car (23) (in/or/near)
Unclear (43)
Other (26

Q35 Select if the setting is studio, indoor or outdoor
Studio setting (1)
Indoor (not studio) (2) E.g. living room, restaurant, hotel etc
Outdoor setting (3)
Unclear (4)
 
Q36 Select the weather depicted in the image
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Sunny (1)
Rainy (2)
Cloudy (but not rainy) (3)
Snow (4)Neutral weather (5)
Other (6)
Unclear (7)

6. Characteristics of the model 

6.1 Looks and face

Note for this entire category: when the same model is in several pictures, 
you don’t necessarily have to use the same codes to describe him/her. A jaw 
can look large in one picture, small in another, and the same model can look 
much older in one photograph than in another. Code the model as you see 
him/her on the image, not as you think he or she ‘really’ is. You can look at 
other images of the same model in case of doubt about coding (e.g. eye co-
lour may be visible in one image, not in the other).
 
Q38 Select the age category of the model you are coding
12 - 15 years (1)
16 - 25 years (2)
26 - 40 years (3)
41 - 55 years (4)
>55 years (5)
Unclear (6)

Q39 Select the race of the model
White (1) 
Incl. Mediterranean types, Turkish, Arabic, Russian, Latin etc. Typical character-
istics: pale to olive skin colouring, straight eyes of various color, hair colour 
ranges from blonde to black. 
Black (2) 
Incl. African American, Aboriginal, African. Typical characteristics: brown to 
very dark skin, curly hair (afro) (but in models often artificially straightened), 
often relatively wide nose. 
Asian (3) 
East Asia: China, Japan, Korea, Mongolia etc. Typical characteristics: straight 
black hair, slanted eyes, light to medium skin tone. 
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South-East Asian (4) India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal, Thailand, 
Indonesia etc.  Typical characteristics: light to brown skin, straight of slightly 
curly black hair, straight/round eyes. 
Non-white other (5) 
Non-white racial types that fall outside other categories, such as native 
Americans, Hispanics with pronounced native American traits, Inuit, and peo-
ple of (from the looks of them) mixed descent. 
Unclear (6) 

Q120 Select the model’s hair color, or select unclear. 
Refer to colours in coding form. 
Lightest Blonde (4)1 off - 2 off
Light blonde (5) 1 off - 2 on
Blonde (6) 1 off - 2 on
Dark blonde (9) 1 off - 2 on
Light brown (7) 1 off - 2 on
Brown (10) 1 off - 2 on
Dark brown (8) 1 off - 2 on

Darkest brown (11) 1 off - 2 on
Black brown (12) 1 off - 2 on
Black (13) 1 off - 2 on
Light red (14) 1 off - 2 on
Dark red (15) 1 off - 2 on
Grey (16) 1 off - 2 on
Unclear (17) 1 off - 2 on
Fake (18)1 off - 2 on

Q121 Select the model’s skin tone on a scale 1 - 10 (palest to darkest 
brown), or select unclear
Refer to colours in coding form
Palest (4)1 off - 2 on
Pale (18) 1 off - 2 on
Regular white skin (5) 1 off - 2 on
Lightly tinted (6) 1 off - 2 on
Tinted (8) 1 off - 2 on
Mocca (9) 1 off - 2 on
Light Brown (10) 1 off - 2 on
Brown (11) 1 off - 2 on
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Dark brown (12) 1 off - 2 on
Darkest (7) 1 off - 2 on
Unclear (13) 1 off - 2 on

Q43 Select model’s eye colour
Blue (1)1 off - 2 on
Brown (2)1 off - 2 on
Green (3)1 off - 2 on
Grey - pale (4)1 off - 2 on
Other (artificial) (5)1 off - 2 on
Unclear (6) 1 off - 2 on

Q44 Does the model have one of these visible features?
Only code unclear when really invisible: no also means not visible. Unclear is 
only when really impossible to see, bad image quality. 
Freckles (1)1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Cleft chin - dimple in chin (2) 1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Moustache (3) men only: 1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Sideburns (5)men only: 1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Tattoo (6)1 yes - 2 no/not visible - 3 unclear
Birth mark (beauty spot in face) (7) 1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Cheek Dimples 1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear

Q45 Select the model’s type of teeth. Only code when clearly visible
1 even - 2 irregular - 3 split - 4 unclear

Q46 (M) - Q109 (F) Rate the size of lips for the model you are coding 
1 small - 2 medium - 3 large - 4 unclear 

Q113 (M) - Q114 (F) Rate the size of nose for the model you are coding
1 small - 2 medium - 3 large - 4 unclear 

Q112 (M) - Q115 (F) Rate the size of chin for the model you are coding
1 small - 2 medium - 3 large - 4 unclear 

Q116 (M) - Q117 (F) Rate the size of jaw for the model you are coding
1 small - 2 medium - 3 large - 4 unclear 

Q111 (M) - Q110 (F) Rate the pronouncement of cheekbones for the model 
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you are coding
1 small - 2 medium - 3 large - 4 unclear 

Q130 Rate the model’s size of eyes
1 small - 2 medium - 3 large - 4 unclear 

Q48 Select the model’s type of eyebrows (Note: code differently for men 
and women)
1 bleached, shaved, absent - 2 small - 3 neutral (regular size and hair quanti-
ty) - 4 Big/hairy - 5 unclear

Q51 Select the model’s type of cheeks
1 hollow - 2 neutral, regular - 3 full, round - 4 unclear

Q56 (M) - Q18 (F) Select the model’s shape of face
Heart (1)
Square (2)
Oval (3)
Round (4)
Unclear (5)
Other (6)
See the example images in the codebook. Look at chin and jaw to determine 
the right shape. 
Round: face shape in length and width are about the same size. Often round 
cheeks, look at jaw line: this is not square but soft and round.
Heart: Face is wide at forehead and cheekbones but narrows down in a 
smaller chin and jaw.
Look for clear triangular angle in the face shape.
Oval: Face is rectangular: longer in length than in width. 
Square: Wide at jaw line, strong and square jaw line and usually a larger and 
often square chin. Width of face is quite alike at jaw level and eye level. 

Q52 Select the model’s type of beard (men only)
None (1)
Full beard (2)
Goatee (3)
Tuft below lower lip (4)
Other (5)
Unclear (6)
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Facial Stubble (7) NB: stubble must be clearly noticeable as a semi beard 

Q53 Rate the presence of wrinkles on model’s face
1 none visible - 2 little - 3 many - 4 unclear

6.2 Measurements

Q131 Can you measure symmetry for the model you are coding?
1 yes - 2 no 
In order to be able to do measure symmetry, a photograph must have the 
following characteristics
Full frontal image of whole face
Mouth closed
Forehead not covered - hairline visible
Both sides of face visible at eye height (side of face need not be fully visible). 
Large and clear enough image for precise measurement.
Pupils must be visible.
NB: you must be able to measure either all vertical or all horizontal mea-
sures, with the exception of nose and lips: these can be left out if not visible 
and can be measured still when side of face is not visible. If this cannot be 
measured, skip question.

Instruction: 
1. Draw a vertical line through the seven points in the face as seen in the pic-
ture above 
2. Calculate the center of the face by diving the length of the centre line by 
two 
3. Use the centre line and the centre point for all measurements.  
4. The centre of the bridge of the nose is the point between the pupils where 
the centre line runs through the bridge of the nose

Q53 Measure the following measures in millimetres (or fill in 999)
Face width: distance between inner edges ears through center of bridge of 
nose (1)
Distance between eyes (center of pupils) (2)
Eyes to centre of face (length) (5)
Centre of face to mouth (length, centre of lips) (6)
Width of left half of lip (from center line) (7)
Mouth (centre lips) to base of chin (11)
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Side of face to pupil (left side) (13)
Pupil to center of bridge of nose left (21)
Hairline to eyes (pupil), length (23)
Length of face: hairline to base line chin (24)
Pupil to center bridge of nose right (25)
Width of right half of lip (from center line) (26)
Distance from nose (outer left) to center line (32)
Distance from nose (outer right) to center line (33)

Q126 Measure the following measures in millimetres (or fill in 999)
Always measure from top of head, also when the head is cropped, and mea-
sure completely perpendicular (in a 90 - degree angle) relative to page. When 
someone’s picture very skewed or bent, do not measure.
Top of head to base line of chin (1) Also code when head is 
barely visible. Measure can be 0 when head is not visible
Top of head to lowest visible part of model’s body (2) When model is wear-
ing heels: measure until the sole of heels

Q54 Measure the following bodily measures in millimetres (fill in 999 when 
unclear). 
Only code when body parts to be measured are visible.
For width of hips/waist/bust /shoulders: only code when model is unclothed, 
in swimwear or in tight clothing. 
For length of legs: only measure when beginning of legs at crotch height is 
visible (see image). Maximum angle of shifted body is 45 degrees; arms raised 
no more than 45 degrees
Only measure length measurements when both length measurements can be 
made.
Only measure width measurements when at least two width measurements 
can be made.
Always code the most extreme point: widest point of shoulders and hips, 
widest point at bust height, narrowest point of waist.
When model is wearing heels: do not measure heels for length but measure 
sole of feet (exclude heel).

Length of legs (crotch to sole of feet) (1)
Length of total body (2) (hairline to sole of feet)
Width of shoulders (outer left to outer right) (3)
Width of hips (outer left to outer right) (4)
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Width of waist (outer left to outer right) (5)
Width of chest/bust (bust height, outer left to outer right (6)

Q55 Select size of breasts
Only code when breasts are clearly discernible (underwear, bikini, tight cloth-
ing, cleavage, or naked).
Guidelines are example images, corresponding to the following:
1 Small: cup A to small B. 2 Medium: small B to large C cup. 3. Large: D cup 
and higher
1 small - 2 medium - 3 large - 4 unclear. 

Q123 (M) - Q122 (F) Select the figure that corresponds most to the model’s 
body in terms of thinness.
Only code when body is clearly visible. See example images.

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FEMALE thinness Survey label MALE thinness  Survey label 

1 11 1 4 

2 13 2 5 

3 12 3 6 

4 5 4 7 

5 6 5 8 

6 7 6 9 

7 8 7 10 

8 9 8 11 

9 10 9 12 

unclear 4 unclear 13 
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Q125 (M) - Q124 (F). Select the figure that corresponds best to the model’s 
body in terms of muscularity. 
Only code when body and muscles are clearly visible. See example images.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

FEMALE muscularity Survey label MALE muscularity  Survey label 

1 11 1 9 

2 13 2 10 

3 12 3 11 

4 5 4 12 

5 6 5 13 

6 7 6 5 

7 8 7 6 

8 9 8 7 

9 10 9 8 

 unclear 4  unclear 4 
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7. Representation of the model 

7.1 Bodily exposure

Q59 Check the model’s body parts that are exposed nude in the image you 
are coding
Breast - chest (1)
Genital area (2)
Buttocks (3)
Cleavage (4) Upper - side part of breast or spring of breast must be visible.
Upper legs (5)Skin between buttocks and upper half of the upper leg must 
be nude or seemingly nude.
Back (6)
Stomach (7)
Shoulder(s) (8) Shoulder(s) must be entirely uncovered, if straps are visible: 
not nude. ‘Close - up’ shots where the shoulders of the models are bare are 
considered as nudity thus code as implied nudity, Kang 1997:986.
None of these (9)

Q60 Rate the visibility of tightened muscles (neck, clavicle, legs) 
When muscles in clavicle and neck or legs show any sign of tightening, select 
‘visible tightening’. Select ‘strongly visible tightening’ in case of clearly visible 
and strongly tightened muscles.
1 No visible tightening - 2 visible tightening - 3 strongly visible tightening - 4 
unclear

Q61 Is the model you are coding visibly tanned? (face and/or body)
Try to distinguish between models with tinted skin tone and models with ar-
tificial sun tan, only select ‘yes’ in case of sun tan.
1 yes - 2 no 
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Q62 Select yes or no for the visible presence of body hair on following body 
parts. 
Select not exposed when body part’s skin is not visible. Legs: both upper and 
lower legs..
Chest (1) 1 yes - 2 no - 3 not exposed 
Armpits (2) 1 yes - 2 no - 3 not exposed 
Pubic hair (3) 1 yes - 2 no - 3 not exposed 
Leg hair (4) 1 yes - 2 no - 3 not exposed 

7.2 Posing and objectification 

Q63 Rate the level of eye contact between you and the model
2 no eye contact: model looks in direction of lens but does not make contact 
with viewer, shows no emotion addressed to viewer in eyes
  
3: makes eye contact: model addresses viewer via emotion in her eyes. He - 
she makes a ‘demand’; asks for understanding, liking etc.
1 Does not look into lens - 2 Looks into lens but no eye contact - 3 Looks 
into lens and makes eye contact - 4 unclear
 
Q64 Rate the level of the model’s objectification
No objectification: when model is subjectified, s/he is portrayed because of 
her/his role in a story ors personality. S/he is not interchangeable for any 
other model, is portrayed in a logical setting, seemingly her/his own envi-
ronment instead of placed as an object in a strange/illogical/abstract envi-
ronment. Model is portrayed seemingly spontaneous instead of posed to be 
looked at, personality or role fits setting. 
Objectification: no personality, no narrative, illogical or estranged setting, no 
activity, interchangeable for any other object/model, posed (not seemingly 
spontaneously caught in her /his own environment).
Note: model can make eye contact but be objectified, can smile and be ob-
jectified. Engagement in activity is an important indicator.
Select ‘slightly objectified’ when objectification is not obvious or extreme, 
yet model is objectified in some way.
1 Not objectified - 2 Possibly or slightly objectified - 3 Clearly objectified, 
poses to be looked at. 

Q65 Rate the level of ‘posing’ the model displays
Not posed. The model is portrayed in a very natural pose that you can eas-
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ily imagine to occur in daily life or in the setting depicted. The model’s pose 
matches the depicted situation, e.g. the model does not strike a pose espe-
cially for the camera 
Slightly posed. You can see model is somehow aware of camera and slightly 
adjusts her/his pose for the image. Try to imagine: would you stand/sit/walk in 
such a way as the portrayed model? If answer is no: select 2 or 3. 
Very posed/stylistic. Model is clearly adjusting her pose specifically for the 
camera, pose is usually not likely to occur in the same way in the depicted 
situation. Poses in this category can be very uncomfortable.
1 (Seemingly) not posed - 2 Slighty posed - 3 Very posed, stylistic. 

Q66 Model is portrayed as.
Passive. Not engaged in any activity other than being photographed.  
Active: engaged in activity, usually physically active. Often ‘props’ are used to 
suggest activity: a laptop, a book, a bike. NB: when model shows extreme ex-
pression s/ he can also be active, for example: shouting or crying.
1 passive – 2 active - 3 unclear

Q92 Select the model’s inactive posture
Lying (1)
Standing (2)
Sitting (3)
Other (4)
Bending (6)
Unclear (5)

Q67 Select the type of activity the model is engaged in
Eating (1)
Shopping (2)
Sports (3)
Beach (4)
Party (5)
Hanging out with friends (6)
Walking (7)
Performing (12)
Working, professional (8)
Working, domestic (9)
Making/dressing up (10)
Other (11)
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Q93 Select the model’s active posture
Jumping (1)
Dancing (2)
Standing (3)
Exercising /sports (4)
Walking (5) 
Running (6)
Sitting (9)
Other (7)
Unclear (8)

Q91 Select the applicability of the following codes regarding the model’s 
pose
Motion (1)
Motion: select yes when image (so not just model’s pose) shows movement: 
model moves, hair blows, background moves etc., select maybe when some 
motion is visible in image but only slightly or only in part of the image.
1 not - 2 maybe - 3 yes - 4 unclear 

Comfortable, realistic pose (2)
Comfortable/realistic pose: Primary question: does this look comfortable? In 
case of doubt, ask yourself: could this happen in everyday life (try to imitate 
the pose)? Does this match the context of the image; of the wider context 
of the article, e.g. is it a realistic pose for the setting depicted? If you answer 
yes for both questions: select yes, if you answer no for one of the two ques-
tions (comfortable - realistic) and you are in doubt: select maybe, if you an-
swer no to both questions or pose is obviously uncomfortable - realistic: se-
lect no
1 not - 2 maybe - 3 yes - 4 unclear 
Body contours visible (3)
Body contours visible: Can you outline the models bodily contours, can you 
draw a line around her figure? Select ‘maybe’ when only part of her contours 
are visible, for example: legs are clearly visible up till waist but model wears 
loose upper clothing. 
1 not - 2 maybe - 3 yes - 4 unclear 

Q94 Select yes - no for the applicability of the following codes on the mod-
el’s pose
Head canting (1) 1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
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i.e. head to the side, not on the same vertical line as upper body. 

Erect body (2)1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Straight upper body, head and neck in same line as upper body. Person can 
be standing or sitting up straight. Does not have to look straight ahead. 

Q96 Indicate the position of the models’ arms
Over each other (1)
Arms up (elbows higher than shoulder) (2)
Arms down next to body (3)
Behind head (4)
Arm(s) in waist or on thighs (5)
Holding other arm (6)
Other (7)
Unclear (8)
Resting face on arms/hands (9)

Q97 Indicate the position of the model’s hands More than one option possi-
ble. Each hand can do a different thing, and one hand can do more than one 
things at the time – so even 4 or 5 options are conceivable. 
Touching body (1)
Touching intimate parts of own body (2)
Touching other person (3)
Touching other person intimately (4)
Holding an object, including children, pets (5)
Stroking/Tracing outline of object (6)
Reaching towards object (7)
Before crotch (8)
Before face (9)
Pointing (10)
Waving (11)
Holding - smoking a cigarette (12) including when cigarette is in mouth
Other (13)
Unclear (14)
In pocket(s) (15)
Touching clothing (19)
Touching face or hair (22)
Resting face on hands (38)
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Q95 Select whether the model is involved in any of these intimate - sexual 
acts
Undressing (1)
Kissing (2)
Caressing (3)
Embracing (4)
Making love (suggestion of) (5)
Romp around - mock fight - play fight (10)
Other (6)
No sexual act (8)
Unclear (14)

8. Clothing 

Q133 Are the model’s clothing items visible enough to code?
1 yes - 2 no

Q68 Select the applicability of the following features to the model’s clothing
Comfortable (1)Does it protect or isolate the body, easy to wear, supple in-
stead of stiff materials). Only use NO (1) or YES (3). Do not use 2 NEU-
TRAL MAYBE
1 no – 2 neutral/maybe - 3 yes - 4 unclear 
Layering (3)Specific way of styling: Layer over layer, e.g. vest over sweater 
over T-shirt, scarf etc). Effect: contours no longer visible. Popular in the eight-
ies. 
1 no - 2 neutral/maybe - 3 yes - 4 unclear 
Volume (4) Emphasis on shoulders, bold silhouette, power dressing
1 no - 2 neutral/maybe - 3 yes - 4 unclear
 
Q69 Select yes - no for the applicability - presence of the following clothing 
features
Oversized (1)1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Oversized: refers to style of clothing (eighties) that is purposively oversized
Emphasis on waist line (belt, scarf etc) (2)1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Leather items (3)1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Leather items: does not refer to any regular belt - glove but real leather 
clothing items
Glitter (sequins) (4)1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Fur (fake or real) (5)1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
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Latex (6)1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Silver or gold items (7)1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Silver or gold items: does not refer to jewellery but to gold or silver co-
loured clothing items
 
Q71 Rate the model’s clothing on the casual - chic scale
See example images. Try to define the range of casual - chic of the time peri-
od and magazine that you are coding: look at the spectrum of clothing in the 
magazine and determine range. In general: suit, gala dress, count as chic.
1 casual - 2 in between casual and chic - 3 chic - 4 unclear 

Q72 Rate the model’s height of heels (1= ‘no heels’)
Indication of centimetres: < 6 cm = medium, 6 - 10 high, >10 super high
1 no heels - 2 medium - 3 high - 4 super high - 5 unclear

Q73 Rate the model’s clothing on the loose - tight scale
Very loose: oversized, too large for body. Loose: bodily contours not visible. 
Regular: usually body contours are discernable but not clearly visible.
Tight: visible bodily contours. Very tight: noticeable very tight, underwear and 
swimwear
1 very tight - 2 tight - 3 regular - 4 loose - 5 very loose - 6 unclear

Q70 Select the colour palette of the model’s clothing
More than one option possible, but focus on the dominant colouring. 
Bright Colours (1)
Pastel - soft colours (2)
Earth tones (3)
Dark tones (black, blue, grey) (4)
White (5)
Other (6)
Unclear (7)

Q81 Select the amount of accessories the model is wearing
NB: Glasses count as accessory too. Rule of thumb: many is more than four 
items but try to answer this question: are the accessories very noticeable? 
Many can also mean fewer items but very large - noticeable. 
1 none - 2 little - 3 many - 4 unclear 
Q79 Tick each of the ACCESSORIES items the model is wearing. More than 
one option possible.
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Watch (1)
Earrings (2)
Body/face piercing (3)
Rings (4)
Necklace (5)
Bracelet (6)
Glasses (7)
Wearing sunglasses (8)
Brooch (10)
Holding/carrying sunglasses (13) Including sunglasses in hair 
Veil (16)
Hat (17)
Headscarf (10) Other (9)
None (15)
T-shirt (3)
Blouse (4)
Coat (outdoors) (5)
Jacket/blazer (indoors) (6)
Suit (7)
Cardigan (8)
Sweater (9)
Bikini (10)
Bathing suit (11)
Hat (12)
Gloves (14)
Scarf (15)
Leather jacket (16)
Belt (17)
Bag (18)
Bra (19)
Body (20)
Tie (21)
Bow tie (22)
Jumpsuit/catsuit (23)
Dress (24)
Bathrobe (28)
Polo shirt (32)
Tracksuit (57)
Nightwear (70)
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Body warmer (73)
Suspenders (76)
Tunic (80)
Bikini top (93)
Waistcoat
Unclear (25)
Other (26)

Q82 Tick each of the clothing items the model is wearing UNDER WAIST. 
More than one option possible.
Note: when model is wearing the same clothing items above as under 
waist, select ‘Same as above waist’ here. Exceptions: clothing items that re-
veal length when visible under waist such as dresses or skirts: choose ‘short 
skirt’, ‘medium skirt, ‘long skirt’. 

Underpants (1)
Hot pants - mini short (2)
Skinny jeans (3)
Other jeans (4)
Leather pants or leggings (5)
Sweatpants (6)
Swim short - bikini bottom (7)
Suit (27)
Dressed pants (8)
Other long pants (9)
Short (10)
Dress (68)
Short dress (11) above knee 
Medium length dress (12) under knee but above ankles
Long length dress (13) reaches ankles 
Short skirt (14)
Medium length skirt (15)
Long length skirt (16)
Skirt (53)
Stockings (17)
Panty hose (18)
Leggings (19)
Socks (20)
Bath robe (46)
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Sneakers (21) all shoes/sneakers/etc with sportive look, whether worn for 
leisure, sports, or general use
High heels (48)
Boots (23)
Shoes all other (22)
Night wear (54)
Same as above waist (90)
Other (25)
Unclear (24) 

Q76 Indicate the model’s level of nudity
Clothed (no nudity) (1)
Translucent under apparel (2)
Underwear/swimwear (3)
Shorts/bottom only (4)
Nothing except towel (5)
Unclothed (6)
Implied nudity (7)
Unclear (8)

Q74 Identify and name the model’s body revealing clothing items
Mini skirt (1) exposes upper leg nude: length until upper half of upper leg or 
shorter
Mini short (2) exposes upper leg nude: length until upper half of upper leg or 
shorter
Cleavage exposing items (3)
See through clothes (4) Only when clothes indeed show some nudity under-
neath.
Strapless/halter/exposing dress (5)
Strapless/halter/exposing top (24)
Mini dress (17) exposes upper leg nude: length until upper half of upper leg 
or shorter
Swimwear (6)
Underwear (7)
Back exposing item(s) (13)
Stomach exposing item(s) (10)
Other (8)
None (9)
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Q86 Select one of these recognizable clothing styles - iconic types when you 
find one applicable. 
Mafioso (1) The Godfather, black tuxedo, white shirt, cigar, sunglasses, gun
Heroin chic (2) Extremely thin, hardly made up, pale skin, drug addicted look, 
dirty, unkempt
M.Monroe (3) Red lipstick, blonde curls, white halter dress, light coloured 
knee long plisse dress
Hippie (4) Bohemian, sixties - seventies, flowers, scarf in hair, flared pants  
Hooker (5) Stockings, stocking suspenders, high heels, cleavage, leather
Nun/monk (6)
Fifties (7) Film noir, Mad Men, Grace Kelly. Also: beehives (women) and 
crests, brylcream (men) 
Androgynous (8)
Transvestite (9)
Businesswoman - man (10) Rimmed glasses, (pencil )skirt, blouse, suit, tie, 
briefcase
Princess/prince (11)
Bride/groom (12)
Preppy/country (13) Males: unbuttoned dress shirt or knit shirt, casual slacks, 
sweater, sport coat with jeans or slacks intended for casual situations. Fe-
males: sweaters, knitwear, high leather boots, loafers or ballerina’s, both: golf 
sportswear, polo shirts, indoor and outdoor setting. Country style: comfort-
able, isolating clothing, high leather boots for ladies, loafers, hiking boots, 
sport coats, sweaters, polo shirts, blue jeans, chino pants, comfortable knit-
wear, usually in outdoor setting.
Dandy (14) Male: very fashionable, tight suit, silk scarf, silk pocket square, 
leather brogues, hat 
Sports uniform (15) Dressed to go sporting: jogging suit, ski wear, tennis etc.
Fitness (16) As clothing style, not to perform sports. Eg. Tracksuits, sweat-
bands around head. 
Over the top/unwearable (17) Often avant-garde high fashion/couture cloth-
ing, e.g. very unusual cut that is very revealing or very restraining, extremely 
high heels, unusual fabrics or materials, extreme volume
Western (18) Cowboy hat, leather (fringe) jacket, cowboy boots, blue jeans, 
denim shirt.
Biker/Rock (20) Black, leather jacket, studs, hardrock, fashionable
Work uniform (21) No business suit: hotel clerk uniform, waiter, waitress, 
chef, doctor, nurse, flight attendant etc.
Historical period attire (22) For example Roman toga, 18th century costume 
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or dress
Classical chic/gala (23) Long dress, cocktail dress, glamorous, tuxedo or tails, 
dressed suit, bow tie.
Eclectic (24) Mixture of styles and colours: often very colourful and chaotic, 
prints, many accessories
Fetish/SM (25)Leather, latex, rubber, straps, corsets, underwear, high boots. 
Often black
Punk (26) Torn or cut clothing, clothing pins, leather jackets, tight pants and 
short skirts, word written on clothing, punk hairdos (e.g. Mohawk, shaven, of-
ten coloured), heavy shoes. 
Ballerina (27) Tutu, ballet shoes, leg warmers, arm warmers, tights
Military/army (28) Military uniform, cargo pants, camouflage print, khaki co-
lours, helmet, army boots, tank top, name tag.
Romantic (29) Laura Ashley, flowers, ruches, lace, soft - pastel colours, collars
Homely wife/husband (30) homely, family setting, comfortable, casual, infor-
mal
Safari (31) khaki colours, safari hats, linen, khaki shorts.
Marine (32) blue, white, red, striped, marine hat
Folklore (37) Embroidery (often bright embroideries on white shirt), loose 
- fitting blouses, skirts and trousers. References to eastern European folk 
dress. Also: sweaters with Nordic pattern.
Arabian (33) Harem pants, silk, shiny, scarves, sandals, draped
African (34) Tribal prints, cloths, wooden accessories, bright colours, kaki, 
beads, feathers. 
Hawaii tropical (42) Shirts with bold flower/palm tree prints, grass skirts, 
flower  necklaces or flowers in hair
None of these (35)
Unclear (36)

9. Beauty type/ mood

Q85 Select yes - no for the applicability of the following beauty types
1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear 
Classic beauty (1) Generally agreed upon features of good looks: symmetry, 
smooth skin, large eyes, ladylike, delicate (Ashmore et al, 1996). Examples:  
Julia Roberts, Cindy Crawford, Natalie Portman
Natural beauty (2) Clean look, minimal make-up, fresh
Grubby (3) Dirty, sloppy, smutty, (seemingly) realistic sloppiness
Messy - unkempt (on purpose) (4) Way of grooming: messy, unkempt  
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but not dirty
Artificial beauty (5) Manipulated, stylized, heavily made up. Not authentic beau-
ty, either wearing much make-up or the photograph is clearly manipulated. 
Next door/nonchalant (6) Beautiful without much effort, understated beauty, 
cute, usually not very made up or stylized, not glamorous rather athletic/dy-
namic or homely, not very self - conscious about his - her beauty. Examples: 
Meg Ryan. 
Glamorous (7) Stylized, ready to go to a party, glitter, silver/gold, gala, not 
modest but prominent
Chic/sophisticated (8) Stylized but necessarily glamorous: could also be mod-
est and discreet, well dressed/ groomed, good taste, high class, ladylike
Girly/boyish (9) Cute, young, playful, innocent
Self assured (10) Self confident, looking self conscious into camera, aware of 
his/her presence and/or beauty
Healthy (11) Dynamic, sportive, clean, fresh, little make-up usually depicted in 
movement/ exercise and in healthy context, wellness sports advertisements
Unhealthy (12) Visibly unhealthy: drug addict look, dark circles under eyes, 
dull, deadly pale. Example: Courtney Love, Heroin Chic style of 90s. 
Average/everyday (13) Not a beauty that stands out, you could possibly run 
into this person on every street
Odd/quirky (14) Beauty that stands out, not a regular beauty, odd traits like 
large nose, pale skin, deep sunken eyes, ‘alien’ look etc. Examples: Twiggy, Lara 
Stone, Tilda Swinton 
Lean/skinny (15) Very thin beauty, thin face, lean posture. Examples: Kate 
Moss, Freja Beha Erichson
Voloptuous (16)Curvaceous beauty, full face, healthy look. Example: Sophie 
Dahl.
Sexy (17) Beauty with sex appeal, flirting with viewer, exciting, arousing sexu-
al interest - desire. Example: Angelina Jolie. 
Stout/rough (18) Robust male beauty, ‘unpolished’, not very stylized but 
rough and masculine. 
Macho/tough (19) Displaying stereotypical masculine traits: tough, strong, as-
sertive, self -assured
Metro/well groomed (20) Male, stylized, well groomed, feminine, cultivated, 
vain. Example: David Beckham.
Androgynous (22) Neither specifically feminine or masculine, depicted ‘sex-
less’ on purpose, usually lean and boyish body, not curvaceous or muscular 
Sweet/innocent (23) Cute, harmless, simple, not necessarily girly/boyish but 
giving adecent, naïve impression
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Dangerous/threatening (24) Possibly aggressive, serious, strong, inducing fear 
and respect, powerful

Q87 Rate the model’s level of masculine and feminine beauty (beauty type)
Masculine beauty (1)1 not - 2 maybe/average - 3 yes 
Feminine beauty (2)1 not - 2 maybe/average - 3 yes

Q88 Select the mood the total image evokes - represents to you (multiple 
answers possible)
Sexual/sexy (2) Does not have to depict sexual act or pose, but mood or at-
mosphere suggests sex 
Homely scene/ family setting (5) Home setting, cosy, indoors, family, children, 
etc. 
Disturbing (25) Image is unpleasant or uncomfortable to look at. Often ‘high 
art’ or ‘avant-garde’ images. 
None of these (26)

Q83 Rate the following facial expressions for the model you are coding
Expression (1)
‘Expression’ is the most common code. Very expressive is rare (when model 
shows extreme laughter, obvious crying etc) and no expression is quite rare 
too. 
1 no expression, empty - 2 expression - 3 very expressive

Model’s mood (2)
1 happy - 2 neutral - 3 angry 

Smile (3)
Full smile: teeth visible, broad smile, need not be laughter 
1 not smiling - 2 slightly smiling - 3 large, full smile

Q89 Select the way the model’s eyes and mouth are depicted 
Mouth (1) 1 closed - 2 half open - 3 (wide) open - 4 unclear 
Eyes (2)1 closed - 2 half open - 3 (wide) open - 4 unclear - 5 Wink (eyes 
only)

Q90 Select yes - no for the following facial features
Showing teeth (1)1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Lips pouting (2)1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
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10. Grooming - make - up

Q100 Select the level of gloss on the model’s lips
1 none/ matt - 2 shiny - 3 very shiny - 4 unclear 

Q132 Rate the level of make-up of the model you are coding
See example images.
None. No make-up visible, usually real life images (no models) 
Little. Overall impression: not very made up. Person can wear pronounced 
colour of lipstick or pronounced colour eye shadow but usually not both. 
Impression is still natural.
Much. Overall impression: very made up, person usually wears a combination 
of pronounced lipstick, pronounced eye shadow, much blush or much eyelin-
er. Not necessarily all together.
Wearing make-up but cannot code. Person must be wearing make - up but 
face is not visible enough to code items and level of make - up. 
Wearing some make-up but not visible. Person is probably wearing some 
make-up, for example foundation, but not visible so unable to code. Use 
mainly for male models who are only wearing some foundation.
1 none - 2 little - 3 much - 4 wearing make-up but cannot code - 5 unclear - 
6 wearing some make-up but not visible

Q98 Select the level of visibility - presence of the following make-up items
Lipstick (1)1 absent - 4 unclear - 5 skin/hiding lips - 2 subtle colour - 3 pro-
nounced colour
Eye shadow (2)1 absent - 4 unclear - 2 subtle colour - 3 pronounced colour 

Q101 Select the presence and colour of nail polish
None (1)
Natural/light colours (2) light pink, pearl etc
Bright colours (3) bright red, orange, pink
Dark colours (4) dark red, brown, burgundy
Other (5)
Unclear (6)
Q99 Select the presence/visibility of the following make-up items and hair 
types
Blush (1)1 none - 2 some - 3 much - 4 unclear 
Skin foundation/powder (2)1 none - 2 some - 3 much - 4 unclear 
Hair volume (3)1 none - 2 some - 3 much - 4 unclear 
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Hair volume: 1. None: usually (very) straight or tied up. 2 Some: hairstyle 
with volume, either natural or added. 3 Much: much volume, often artificial 
except for very curly hair/afro. 
Eye liner (4)1 none - 2 some - 3 much - 4 unclear 
Mascara (5)1 none - 2 some - 3 much - 4 unclear 

Q102 Select the model’s hair length. Code differently for men and women.
Men: 
Short: not long enough to hand over ears or forehead
Medium: ears covered, substantial amount of curls - hair, visible of head, hear 
on back of head beyond hairline
Long: When hanging down: longer than ear length
Women:
Short: shorter than ear length, shorter than bob at ear length, 
Medium: bob at ear length or hanging down reaching shoulders (but not fall-
ing over shoulders) 
Long: all length over shoulder length, hair falling over shoulders
1 bald - 2 short - 3 medium - 4 long - 5 unclear

Q103 Rate the following codes regarding grooming on a scale 1 - 3
Shiny complexion (1) 1 matt - 2 semi shiny - 3 shiny - 4 unclear
Shiny body parts (2) 1 none - 2 semi shiny - 3 very shiny - 4 unclear
Hair type (3)1 straight - 2 neutral - 3 curly - 4 unclear
Hair type: 1: Straight: no curls or sign of wave. 2: Neutral: not necessarily 
straight, small signs of wave but not yet curly. 3 Curly: all hair types that con-
tain clearly discernible curls. NB: neutral is the largest category. 
Visibility of pores (4) 1 invisible - 2 visible pores - 3 very visible pores - 4 un-
clear 

Q104 Select the model’s hairstyle
Big hair (1)hair styled to be large or high, esp. typical of 80s style
Forehead covered (2) bangs
Ponytail (3) 
Tied up (4)
Hanging down (5)
Wet (look) (6)
Diadem or scarf in hair (7)
Crest (8) hair standing up in front, 50s rock n roll style
Crew-cut (9) very short
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Parting (10)
Receding hairline (11) men only
Messy (12)
Frizzy (22)
Braided hair (18)
Bob (15)
Hair gel (30)
Decoration/flower in hair (34)
Blowing hair (27)suggestion of wind or movement in hair
Other (13)
Unclear (14)

11. Other/final remarks

Q106 Various: select yes - no for the following various statements
Pregnant (1) 1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear
Depiction of ugliness (before/after) (2) 1 yes - 2 no - 3 unclear

Q108 Write down any remarks you consider relevant

Supplementary Information 1
List of country of origin of brands (available on request).
 

Supplementary Information 2
List of names for functions/professions/organizations concerned with making 
a shoot in various languages (available on request).
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Appendix II

Contributions and coordinates per active modality for axes 1, 2 and 3 (Most 
contributing modalities are shown in bold).

Table A4. Overview of contributions and coordinates per active modality for axes 1. 2 and 3.  

Modality DIM. 1 DIM. 2 DIM. 3 Variable 

  coord. contrib. coord. contrib. coord. contrib.   

natural 0,12 0,02 -0,01 0,00 0,24 0,11 beautytype 

nextdoor 1,32 4,65 -0,75 1,65 0,34 0,43 beautytype 

glamourous 0,00 0,00 0,94 2,00 -0,51 0,73 beautytype 

chicsophisticated 0,63 0,62 0,44 0,34 -0,72 1,13 beautytype 

selfassured -0,85 1,18 0,33 0,20 0,13 0,04 beautytype 

beautyodd -0,29 0,16 0,50 0,51 -1,02 2,68 beautytype 

sexy -0,93 0,96 1,43 2,55 2,09 6,80 beautytype 

blackwhite_sepia -0,19 0,13 -0,07 0,02 -0,11 0,06 colourphot 

colour 0,03 0,02 0,01 0,00 0,02 0,01 colourphot 

intimate -0,90 1,21 -0,61 0,61 -0,05 0,01 distancetoviewer 

closepersonal -0,67 2,21 -0,42 0,97 -0,11 0,08 distancetoviewer 

farsocial -0,09 0,03 0,01 0,00 -0,12 0,07 distancetoviewer 

farsocialandbeyond 0,26 1,29 0,15 0,51 0,05 0,08 distancetoviewer 

enface -0,17 0,36 0,16 0,35 -0,27 1,23 cameraviewpoint 

enprofil 0,12 0,23 -0,11 0,22 0,16 0,57 cameraviewpoint 

recognizable 1,30 5,17 0,55 1,00 0,18 0,13 settingrecognizability 

relatively_abstract 0,73 3,58 0,07 0,03 0,09 0,08 settingrecognizability 

abstract -0,46 4,08 -0,11 0,24 -0,06 0,10 settingrecognizability 

realistic -0,02 0,01 -0,03 0,02 0,00 0,00 settingrealistic 

unrealistic 0,93 0,43 1,63 1,47 -0,32 0,07 settingrealistic 

studio -0,59 5,05 -0,08 0,10 -0,09 0,16 settingstudioindooroutdoor 

indoorother 0,48 1,08 0,42 0,91 0,25 0,40 settingstudioindooroutdoor 

outdoor 0,97 6,78 -0,02 0,00 -0,01 0,00 settingstudioindooroutdoor 

16-25yrs 0,23 0,43 -0,04 0,02 -0,09 0,08 age 

26-40yrs -0,11 0,23 0,03 0,03 0,01 0,00 age 

small_jaw 0,30 0,21 0,71 1,30 -0,28 0,25 sizeofjaw 

medium_jaw -0,18 0,41 -0,14 0,31 -0,09 0,14 sizeofjaw 

large_jaw 0,50 0,55 1,39 4,77 -0,97 2,89 sizeofjaw 

smallpronounc -0,05 0,05 -0,33 1,96 0,16 0,60 pronouncementcheekbones 

medpronounc -0,16 0,19 0,30 0,81 -0,22 0,56 pronouncementcheekbones 

verypronounc 0,65 0,68 1,80 5,78 -1,60 5,69 pronouncementcheekbones 

not_into_lens 0,47 2,46 -0,16 0,30 0,07 0,07 eyecontact 

empty_gaze 0,05 0,01 1,34 5,32 -1,07 4,27 eyecontact 

lens_eyecontact -0,45 2,63 -0,13 0,24 0,11 0,23 eyecontact 

some_object 0,91 7,11 -0,15 0,21 -0,28 0,91 objectification 

very_object -0,44 3,86 0,08 0,15 0,10 0,28 objectification 

notposed 1,91 5,12 0,36 0,20 0,08 0,01 posing 

slightly_posed 0,37 1,69 -0,28 1,04 -0,31 1,59 posing 

very_posed -0,47 3,40 0,19 0,63 0,23 1,16 posing 

passive -0,15 0,50 0,06 0,11 0,03 0,03 activeinactive 

active 1,16 5,49 -0,12 0,07 -0,18 0,18 activeinactive 

noaccessories -0,14 0,25 -0,14 0,30 0,03 0,01 accessoirieslevel 

littleaccessories 0,17 0,40 0,08 0,11 -0,03 0,02 accessoiri 

muchaccessories -0,30 0,17 0,43 0,39 0,03 0,00 accessoiri 

nonudity 0,08 0,15 -0,10 0,29 -0,22 1,66 nuditylevel 

partlynude 0,38 0,33 1,41 5,08 1,87 1,13 nuditylevel 
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Table A4. Overview of contributions and coordinates per active modality for axes 1. 2 and 3.  

Modality DIM. 1 DIM. 2 DIM. 3 Variable 

  coord. contrib. coord. contrib. coord. contrib.   

natural 0,12 0,02 -0,01 0,00 0,24 0,11 beautytype 

nextdoor 1,32 4,65 -0,75 1,65 0,34 0,43 beautytype 

glamourous 0,00 0,00 0,94 2,00 -0,51 0,73 beautytype 

chicsophisticated 0,63 0,62 0,44 0,34 -0,72 1,13 beautytype 

selfassured -0,85 1,18 0,33 0,20 0,13 0,04 beautytype 

beautyodd -0,29 0,16 0,50 0,51 -1,02 2,68 beautytype 

sexy -0,93 0,96 1,43 2,55 2,09 6,80 beautytype 

blackwhite_sepia -0,19 0,13 -0,07 0,02 -0,11 0,06 colourphot 

colour 0,03 0,02 0,01 0,00 0,02 0,01 colourphot 

intimate -0,90 1,21 -0,61 0,61 -0,05 0,01 distancetoviewer 

closepersonal -0,67 2,21 -0,42 0,97 -0,11 0,08 distancetoviewer 

farsocial -0,09 0,03 0,01 0,00 -0,12 0,07 distancetoviewer 

farsocialandbeyond 0,26 1,29 0,15 0,51 0,05 0,08 distancetoviewer 

enface -0,17 0,36 0,16 0,35 -0,27 1,23 cameraviewpoint 

enprofil 0,12 0,23 -0,11 0,22 0,16 0,57 cameraviewpoint 

recognizable 1,30 5,17 0,55 1,00 0,18 0,13 settingrecognizability 

relatively_abstract 0,73 3,58 0,07 0,03 0,09 0,08 settingrecognizability 

abstract -0,46 4,08 -0,11 0,24 -0,06 0,10 settingrecognizability 

realistic -0,02 0,01 -0,03 0,02 0,00 0,00 settingrealistic 

unrealistic 0,93 0,43 1,63 1,47 -0,32 0,07 settingrealistic 

studio -0,59 5,05 -0,08 0,10 -0,09 0,16 settingstudioindooroutdoor 

indoorother 0,48 1,08 0,42 0,91 0,25 0,40 settingstudioindooroutdoor 

outdoor 0,97 6,78 -0,02 0,00 -0,01 0,00 settingstudioindooroutdoor 

16-25yrs 0,23 0,43 -0,04 0,02 -0,09 0,08 age 

26-40yrs -0,11 0,23 0,03 0,03 0,01 0,00 age 

small_jaw 0,30 0,21 0,71 1,30 -0,28 0,25 sizeofjaw 

medium_jaw -0,18 0,41 -0,14 0,31 -0,09 0,14 sizeofjaw 

large_jaw 0,50 0,55 1,39 4,77 -0,97 2,89 sizeofjaw 

smallpronounc -0,05 0,05 -0,33 1,96 0,16 0,60 pronouncementcheekbones 

medpronounc -0,16 0,19 0,30 0,81 -0,22 0,56 pronouncementcheekbones 

verypronounc 0,65 0,68 1,80 5,78 -1,60 5,69 pronouncementcheekbones 

not_into_lens 0,47 2,46 -0,16 0,30 0,07 0,07 eyecontact 

empty_gaze 0,05 0,01 1,34 5,32 -1,07 4,27 eyecontact 

lens_eyecontact -0,45 2,63 -0,13 0,24 0,11 0,23 eyecontact 

some_object 0,91 7,11 -0,15 0,21 -0,28 0,91 objectification 

very_object -0,44 3,86 0,08 0,15 0,10 0,28 objectification 

notposed 1,91 5,12 0,36 0,20 0,08 0,01 posing 

slightly_posed 0,37 1,69 -0,28 1,04 -0,31 1,59 posing 

very_posed -0,47 3,40 0,19 0,63 0,23 1,16 posing 

passive -0,15 0,50 0,06 0,11 0,03 0,03 activeinactive 

active 1,16 5,49 -0,12 0,07 -0,18 0,18 activeinactive 

noaccessories -0,14 0,25 -0,14 0,30 0,03 0,01 accessoirieslevel 

littleaccessories 0,17 0,40 0,08 0,11 -0,03 0,02 accessoiri 

muchaccessories -0,30 0,17 0,43 0,39 0,03 0,00 accessoiri 

nonudity 0,08 0,15 -0,10 0,29 -0,22 1,66 nuditylevel 

partlynude 0,38 0,33 1,41 5,08 1,87 1,13 nuditylevel 

Table A4. Overview of contributions and coordinates per active modality for axes 1. 2 and 3.  

Modality DIM. 1 DIM. 2 DIM. 3 Variable 

  coord. contrib. coord. contrib. coord. contrib.   

natural 0,12 0,02 -0,01 0,00 0,24 0,11 beautytype 

nextdoor 1,32 4,65 -0,75 1,65 0,34 0,43 beautytype 

glamourous 0,00 0,00 0,94 2,00 -0,51 0,73 beautytype 

chicsophisticated 0,63 0,62 0,44 0,34 -0,72 1,13 beautytype 

selfassured -0,85 1,18 0,33 0,20 0,13 0,04 beautytype 

beautyodd -0,29 0,16 0,50 0,51 -1,02 2,68 beautytype 

sexy -0,93 0,96 1,43 2,55 2,09 6,80 beautytype 

blackwhite_sepia -0,19 0,13 -0,07 0,02 -0,11 0,06 colourphot 

colour 0,03 0,02 0,01 0,00 0,02 0,01 colourphot 

intimate -0,90 1,21 -0,61 0,61 -0,05 0,01 distancetoviewer 

closepersonal -0,67 2,21 -0,42 0,97 -0,11 0,08 distancetoviewer 

farsocial -0,09 0,03 0,01 0,00 -0,12 0,07 distancetoviewer 

farsocialandbeyond 0,26 1,29 0,15 0,51 0,05 0,08 distancetoviewer 

enface -0,17 0,36 0,16 0,35 -0,27 1,23 cameraviewpoint 

enprofil 0,12 0,23 -0,11 0,22 0,16 0,57 cameraviewpoint 

recognizable 1,30 5,17 0,55 1,00 0,18 0,13 settingrecognizability 

relatively_abstract 0,73 3,58 0,07 0,03 0,09 0,08 settingrecognizability 

abstract -0,46 4,08 -0,11 0,24 -0,06 0,10 settingrecognizability 

realistic -0,02 0,01 -0,03 0,02 0,00 0,00 settingrealistic 

unrealistic 0,93 0,43 1,63 1,47 -0,32 0,07 settingrealistic 

studio -0,59 5,05 -0,08 0,10 -0,09 0,16 settingstudioindooroutdoor 

indoorother 0,48 1,08 0,42 0,91 0,25 0,40 settingstudioindooroutdoor 

outdoor 0,97 6,78 -0,02 0,00 -0,01 0,00 settingstudioindooroutdoor 

16-25yrs 0,23 0,43 -0,04 0,02 -0,09 0,08 age 

26-40yrs -0,11 0,23 0,03 0,03 0,01 0,00 age 

small_jaw 0,30 0,21 0,71 1,30 -0,28 0,25 sizeofjaw 

medium_jaw -0,18 0,41 -0,14 0,31 -0,09 0,14 sizeofjaw 

large_jaw 0,50 0,55 1,39 4,77 -0,97 2,89 sizeofjaw 

smallpronounc -0,05 0,05 -0,33 1,96 0,16 0,60 pronouncementcheekbones 

medpronounc -0,16 0,19 0,30 0,81 -0,22 0,56 pronouncementcheekbones 

verypronounc 0,65 0,68 1,80 5,78 -1,60 5,69 pronouncementcheekbones 

not_into_lens 0,47 2,46 -0,16 0,30 0,07 0,07 eyecontact 

empty_gaze 0,05 0,01 1,34 5,32 -1,07 4,27 eyecontact 

lens_eyecontact -0,45 2,63 -0,13 0,24 0,11 0,23 eyecontact 

some_object 0,91 7,11 -0,15 0,21 -0,28 0,91 objectification 

very_object -0,44 3,86 0,08 0,15 0,10 0,28 objectification 

notposed 1,91 5,12 0,36 0,20 0,08 0,01 posing 

slightly_posed 0,37 1,69 -0,28 1,04 -0,31 1,59 posing 

very_posed -0,47 3,40 0,19 0,63 0,23 1,16 posing 

passive -0,15 0,50 0,06 0,11 0,03 0,03 activeinactive 

active 1,16 5,49 -0,12 0,07 -0,18 0,18 activeinactive 

noaccessories -0,14 0,25 -0,14 0,30 0,03 0,01 accessoirieslevel 

littleaccessories 0,17 0,40 0,08 0,11 -0,03 0,02 accessoiri 

muchaccessories -0,30 0,17 0,43 0,39 0,03 0,00 accessoiri 

nonudity 0,08 0,15 -0,10 0,29 -0,22 1,66 nuditylevel 

partlynude 0,38 0,33 1,41 5,08 1,87 1,13 nuditylevel 

nude -1,10 2,01 -0,12 0,03 0,57 0,76 nuditylevel 

empty_expr -0,29 0,11 0,44 0,31 -0,69 0,93 facialexpression 

expression -0,09 0,18 0,05 0,08 -0,04 0,06 facialexpr 

veryexpressive 1,45 3,38 -0,95 1,60 0,81 1,47 facialexpr 

nosmile -0,24 1,27 0,19 0,90 -0,15 0,66 smile 

smile 0,44 0,55 -0,27 0,24 0,17 0,12 smile 

fullsmile 1,14 4,43 -0,92 3,22 0,57 1,54 smile 

littlemakeup 0,08 0,11 -0,11 0,23 -0,11 0,28 levelmakeup 

muchmakeup -0,51 1,82 0,53 2,14 0,02 0,00 levelmakeup 

photoeffect -0,39 1,07 0,11 0,09 0,02 0,00 photoeffect 

no_photoeffect 0,13 0,34 -0,03 0,03 -0,01 0,00 photoeffect 

cleftchin 0,20 0,06 0,69 0,77 -0,66 0,88 cleftchin 

no_cleftchin -0,01 0,00 -0,04 0,04 0,03 0,05 cleftchin 

hollowcheeks 0,48 0,26 2,33 6,81 -1,53 3,69 hollowcheeks 

no_hollowcheeks -0,02 0,01 -0,09 0,28 0,06 0,15 hollowcheeks 

cleavage 0,20 0,15 1,38 7,49 0,92 4,19 cleavage 

no_cleavage -0,03 0,02 -0,19 1,05 -0,13 0,58 cleavage 

upperlegs 0,34 0,56 1,00 5,26 0,85 4,75 upperlegs 

no_upperlegs -0,07 0,11 -0,19 1,02 -0,16 0,92 upperlegs 

lyingdown -0,34 0,22 0,79 1,29 0,87 1,94 lyingdown 

not_lyingdown 0,02 0,01 -0,05 0,09 -0,06 0,13 lyingdown 

headcant -0,42 0,44 0,14 0,06 0,16 0,09 headcant 

no_headcant 0,04 0,04 -0,01 0,01 -0,01 0,01 headcant 

sexualmood -0,29 0,10 1,81 4,50 2,40 9,92 sexualmood 

no_sexualmood 0,01 0,00 -0,08 0,20 -0,11 0,44 sexualmood 

visiblecontours 0,40 0,49 1,21 4,83 1,07 4,72 visiblecon 

contoursnotvisible -0,05 0,05 -0,14 0,55 -0,12 0,53 visiblecon 

blonde 0,00 0,00 0,03 0,01 -0,08 0,06 blonde 

notblonde 0,00 0,00 -0,01 0,00 0,02 0,02 blonde 

squareface 0,48 0,60 1,30 4,96 -1,04 4,01 squareface 

no_squareface -0,05 0,06 -0,13 0,50 0,11 0,40 squareface 

heartface 0,00 0,00 0,75 1,50 -0,60 1,18 heartface 

no_heartface 0,00 0,00 -0,07 0,14 0,05 0,11 heartface 

ovalface -0,11 0,05 -0,04 0,01 -0,16 0,14 ovalface 

no_ovalface 0,02 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,03 0,02 ovalface 

paleskin -0,07 0,02 0,27 0,30 -0,45 1,07 paleskin 

no_paleskin 0,01 0,00 -0,04 0,05 0,07 0,16 paleskin 

mouthopen -0,28 1,31 0,27 1,28 -0,16 0,60 mouthopen 

mouthclosed 0,36 1,67 -0,34 1,63 0,21 0,77 mouthopen 

noheels 0,86 2,02 -0,18 0,10 0,45 0,77 heels 

medhighheels 0,06 0,01 -0,07 0,02 0,11 0,07 heels 

superhigh 0,56 0,68 1,07 2,72 -0,50 0,73 heels 

shorthair 0,07 0,08 0,10 0,18 -0,16 0,52 shorthair 

no_shorthair -0,08 0,09 -0,11 0,20 0,17 0,56 shorthair 

mediumlonghair -0,04 0,01 0,04 0,01 0,44 1,29 mediumlonghair 

no_mediumlonghair 0,01 0,00 -0,01 0,00 -0,09 0,26 mediumlonghair 

erectbody -0,01 0,00 -0,06 0,08 -0,15 0,58 erect_body 

no_erectbody 0,01 0,00 0,11 0,13 0,26 0,98 erect_body 
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Table A4. Overview of contributions and coordinates per active modality for axes 1. 2 and 3.  

Modality DIM. 1 DIM. 2 DIM. 3 Variable 

  coord. contrib. coord. contrib. coord. contrib.   

natural 0,12 0,02 -0,01 0,00 0,24 0,11 beautytype 

nextdoor 1,32 4,65 -0,75 1,65 0,34 0,43 beautytype 

glamourous 0,00 0,00 0,94 2,00 -0,51 0,73 beautytype 

chicsophisticated 0,63 0,62 0,44 0,34 -0,72 1,13 beautytype 

selfassured -0,85 1,18 0,33 0,20 0,13 0,04 beautytype 

beautyodd -0,29 0,16 0,50 0,51 -1,02 2,68 beautytype 

sexy -0,93 0,96 1,43 2,55 2,09 6,80 beautytype 

blackwhite_sepia -0,19 0,13 -0,07 0,02 -0,11 0,06 colourphot 

colour 0,03 0,02 0,01 0,00 0,02 0,01 colourphot 

intimate -0,90 1,21 -0,61 0,61 -0,05 0,01 distancetoviewer 

closepersonal -0,67 2,21 -0,42 0,97 -0,11 0,08 distancetoviewer 

farsocial -0,09 0,03 0,01 0,00 -0,12 0,07 distancetoviewer 

farsocialandbeyond 0,26 1,29 0,15 0,51 0,05 0,08 distancetoviewer 

enface -0,17 0,36 0,16 0,35 -0,27 1,23 cameraviewpoint 

enprofil 0,12 0,23 -0,11 0,22 0,16 0,57 cameraviewpoint 

recognizable 1,30 5,17 0,55 1,00 0,18 0,13 settingrecognizability 

relatively_abstract 0,73 3,58 0,07 0,03 0,09 0,08 settingrecognizability 

abstract -0,46 4,08 -0,11 0,24 -0,06 0,10 settingrecognizability 

realistic -0,02 0,01 -0,03 0,02 0,00 0,00 settingrealistic 

unrealistic 0,93 0,43 1,63 1,47 -0,32 0,07 settingrealistic 

studio -0,59 5,05 -0,08 0,10 -0,09 0,16 settingstudioindooroutdoor 

indoorother 0,48 1,08 0,42 0,91 0,25 0,40 settingstudioindooroutdoor 

outdoor 0,97 6,78 -0,02 0,00 -0,01 0,00 settingstudioindooroutdoor 

16-25yrs 0,23 0,43 -0,04 0,02 -0,09 0,08 age 

26-40yrs -0,11 0,23 0,03 0,03 0,01 0,00 age 

small_jaw 0,30 0,21 0,71 1,30 -0,28 0,25 sizeofjaw 

medium_jaw -0,18 0,41 -0,14 0,31 -0,09 0,14 sizeofjaw 

large_jaw 0,50 0,55 1,39 4,77 -0,97 2,89 sizeofjaw 

smallpronounc -0,05 0,05 -0,33 1,96 0,16 0,60 pronouncementcheekbones 

medpronounc -0,16 0,19 0,30 0,81 -0,22 0,56 pronouncementcheekbones 

verypronounc 0,65 0,68 1,80 5,78 -1,60 5,69 pronouncementcheekbones 

not_into_lens 0,47 2,46 -0,16 0,30 0,07 0,07 eyecontact 

empty_gaze 0,05 0,01 1,34 5,32 -1,07 4,27 eyecontact 

lens_eyecontact -0,45 2,63 -0,13 0,24 0,11 0,23 eyecontact 

some_object 0,91 7,11 -0,15 0,21 -0,28 0,91 objectification 

very_object -0,44 3,86 0,08 0,15 0,10 0,28 objectification 

notposed 1,91 5,12 0,36 0,20 0,08 0,01 posing 

slightly_posed 0,37 1,69 -0,28 1,04 -0,31 1,59 posing 

very_posed -0,47 3,40 0,19 0,63 0,23 1,16 posing 

passive -0,15 0,50 0,06 0,11 0,03 0,03 activeinactive 

active 1,16 5,49 -0,12 0,07 -0,18 0,18 activeinactive 

noaccessories -0,14 0,25 -0,14 0,30 0,03 0,01 accessoirieslevel 

littleaccessories 0,17 0,40 0,08 0,11 -0,03 0,02 accessoiri 

muchaccessories -0,30 0,17 0,43 0,39 0,03 0,00 accessoiri 

nonudity 0,08 0,15 -0,10 0,29 -0,22 1,66 nuditylevel 

partlynude 0,38 0,33 1,41 5,08 1,87 1,13 nuditylevel 

nude -1,10 2,01 -0,12 0,03 0,57 0,76 nuditylevel 

empty_expr -0,29 0,11 0,44 0,31 -0,69 0,93 facialexpression 

expression -0,09 0,18 0,05 0,08 -0,04 0,06 facialexpr 

veryexpressive 1,45 3,38 -0,95 1,60 0,81 1,47 facialexpr 

nosmile -0,24 1,27 0,19 0,90 -0,15 0,66 smile 

smile 0,44 0,55 -0,27 0,24 0,17 0,12 smile 

fullsmile 1,14 4,43 -0,92 3,22 0,57 1,54 smile 

littlemakeup 0,08 0,11 -0,11 0,23 -0,11 0,28 levelmakeup 

muchmakeup -0,51 1,82 0,53 2,14 0,02 0,00 levelmakeup 

photoeffect -0,39 1,07 0,11 0,09 0,02 0,00 photoeffect 

no_photoeffect 0,13 0,34 -0,03 0,03 -0,01 0,00 photoeffect 

cleftchin 0,20 0,06 0,69 0,77 -0,66 0,88 cleftchin 

no_cleftchin -0,01 0,00 -0,04 0,04 0,03 0,05 cleftchin 

hollowcheeks 0,48 0,26 2,33 6,81 -1,53 3,69 hollowcheeks 

no_hollowcheeks -0,02 0,01 -0,09 0,28 0,06 0,15 hollowcheeks 

cleavage 0,20 0,15 1,38 7,49 0,92 4,19 cleavage 

no_cleavage -0,03 0,02 -0,19 1,05 -0,13 0,58 cleavage 

upperlegs 0,34 0,56 1,00 5,26 0,85 4,75 upperlegs 

no_upperlegs -0,07 0,11 -0,19 1,02 -0,16 0,92 upperlegs 

lyingdown -0,34 0,22 0,79 1,29 0,87 1,94 lyingdown 

not_lyingdown 0,02 0,01 -0,05 0,09 -0,06 0,13 lyingdown 

headcant -0,42 0,44 0,14 0,06 0,16 0,09 headcant 

no_headcant 0,04 0,04 -0,01 0,01 -0,01 0,01 headcant 

sexualmood -0,29 0,10 1,81 4,50 2,40 9,92 sexualmood 

no_sexualmood 0,01 0,00 -0,08 0,20 -0,11 0,44 sexualmood 

visiblecontours 0,40 0,49 1,21 4,83 1,07 4,72 visiblecon 

contoursnotvisible -0,05 0,05 -0,14 0,55 -0,12 0,53 visiblecon 

blonde 0,00 0,00 0,03 0,01 -0,08 0,06 blonde 

notblonde 0,00 0,00 -0,01 0,00 0,02 0,02 blonde 

squareface 0,48 0,60 1,30 4,96 -1,04 4,01 squareface 

no_squareface -0,05 0,06 -0,13 0,50 0,11 0,40 squareface 

heartface 0,00 0,00 0,75 1,50 -0,60 1,18 heartface 

no_heartface 0,00 0,00 -0,07 0,14 0,05 0,11 heartface 

ovalface -0,11 0,05 -0,04 0,01 -0,16 0,14 ovalface 

no_ovalface 0,02 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,03 0,02 ovalface 

paleskin -0,07 0,02 0,27 0,30 -0,45 1,07 paleskin 

no_paleskin 0,01 0,00 -0,04 0,05 0,07 0,16 paleskin 

mouthopen -0,28 1,31 0,27 1,28 -0,16 0,60 mouthopen 

mouthclosed 0,36 1,67 -0,34 1,63 0,21 0,77 mouthopen 

noheels 0,86 2,02 -0,18 0,10 0,45 0,77 heels 

medhighheels 0,06 0,01 -0,07 0,02 0,11 0,07 heels 

superhigh 0,56 0,68 1,07 2,72 -0,50 0,73 heels 

shorthair 0,07 0,08 0,10 0,18 -0,16 0,52 shorthair 

no_shorthair -0,08 0,09 -0,11 0,20 0,17 0,56 shorthair 

mediumlonghair -0,04 0,01 0,04 0,01 0,44 1,29 mediumlonghair 

no_mediumlonghair 0,01 0,00 -0,01 0,00 -0,09 0,26 mediumlonghair 

erectbody -0,01 0,00 -0,06 0,08 -0,15 0,58 erect_body 

no_erectbody 0,01 0,00 0,11 0,13 0,26 0,98 erect_body 
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Appendix III  

Significant differences in aesthetic styles of magazine types over time: ranking 
of average scores on three dimensions and significance levels of differences.

 

 

Appendix 3  

 

Significant differences in aesthetic styles of magazine types over time: ranking  

of average scores on three dimensions and significance levels of differences 

 

 

Natural (+) 

vs.  

stylized  (-) 

Glamorous sexualized (+) 

vs. 

no sex (-) 

Expressive sexualized  (+) 

vs. 

withdrawn (-) 

 Means Sig1 Means Sig1 Means Sig1 

1982 H<C<M H<M **** 

H<C **** 

H<M<C H<C **** 

M<C**** 

H<M<C **** 

 

1996 H<C<M H<M**** 

C<M **** 

M<C&H 

 

M<C**** 

M<H**** 

H<M<C H<M** 

M<C**** 

H<C**** 

2011 

 

H<C<M H<M**** 

M<C**** 

H<C** 

H<C<M  C<M **** 

C<M**** 

H<C* 

M<H<C M<C**** 

H<C**** 

M<H** 

All years H<C<M **** H<M<C H<C**** 

M<C**** 

M<H<C **** 

* p<.05 

** p< .01 

*** P <.001 

**** p<.0001 

1 One-way Anova with Bonferroni test for difference between categories. The table  

only shows significant differences between magazine types. When differences are  

significant at same level, table shows overall significance of one-way Anova.  
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Appendix IV 

Significant differences in aesthetic styles in countries over time: ranking of av-
erage scores on three dimensions and significance levels of differences.

 

 

 

Appendix 4.  
Significant differences in aesthetic styles in countries over time: ranking  

of average scores on three dimensions and significance levels of differences 

 

 Natural (+) 

vs.  

stylized  (-) 

Glamorous sexualized (+) 

vs. 

no sex (-) 

Expressive sexualized  (+) 

vs. 

withdrawn (-) 

 Means Sig1 Means Sig1 Means Sig1 

1982 It<UK<Nl It<Nl ** 

 

It<Nl<UK It<UK **** 

Nl<UK**** 

It<Nl<UK It<UK* 

 

1996 UK<Nl<It Nl<It** 

UK<It**** 

Nl<UK=It 

 

Nl<UK**** 

Nl<UK**** 

It<Nl<UK It<Nl*** 

It<UK**** 

 

2011 

 

UK<It<Nl **** 

 

Nl<UK<It  Nl<UK* 

Nl<It**** 

UK<It**** 

It<UK<Nl It<Nl**** 

UK<Nl**** 

It<UK* 

All years UK<It<Nl UK<It**** 

UK<Nl**** 

Nl<UK<It Nl<UK **** 

UK<It* 

Nl<It**** 

It<UK<Nl It<UK**** 

It<Nl**** 

* p<.05 

** p< .01 

*** P <.001 

**** p<.0001 

1 One-way Anova with Bonferroni test for difference between categories. The table  

only shows significant differences between countries. When differences are significant  

at same level, table shows overall significance of one-way Anova.  
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In today’s highly visual and globalized Western culture, fashion magazines 
are central, transnational institutions that shape and disseminate ideas on 
how we should look, dress and be successful. Within scholarly and pop-
ular debates, fashion images are criticized for giving the wrong examples, 
for conveying ideals of beauty that are too white, too thin, too objectified 
and too idealized. But despite the controversy that surrounds them, stud-
ies of what fashion images actually look like, how they come about, and 
how they have changed are all but absent. This dissertation addresses this 
lacuna with its detailed study of fashion images, drawing on observations, 
interviews and, most importantly, a content analysis of 13,353 fashion im-
ages covering a 30-year period (1982-2011). The images are drawn from ten 
different magazine titles published in the United Kingdom, France, Ita-
ly and the Netherlands. The dissertation first establishes a clear picture of 
what fashion images look like, then explores why they look the way they 
do. Its central question is: what do fashion images look like, and how are 
they shaped by the aesthetic standards and logics of the field of fashion im-
ages as well as by wider societal factors?

Fashion images can broadly be understood in three different ways: 1) 
they reflect large-scale societal processes (for instance, gender representa-
tions reflect gender hierarchies in society); 2) they differ according to the 
specific institutional contexts in which they are made; 3) they are shaped 
by aesthetic logics. The first two rarely pay attention to the aesthetics of the 
object itself, and typically view differentiations between cultural products 
as the outcome of non-aesthetic social, economic and institutional factors. 
While I draw on both macro theories and institutional approaches, my 
study foregrounds the role of aesthetic logics and standards that, while re-
lated to social and institutional contexts, cannot be reduced to them. 

Cultural products differ because they are consumed by different publics 
and are made by different institutions. But they also look, smell, taste and 
sound different. Nevertheless, few sociological studies have taken ques-
tions of form and style seriously. More than an analysis of fashion images, 
this thesis presents a sociological analysis of aesthetics, an attempt to con-
nect the aesthetic and social dimensions of cultural production. 

My research begins with a step-by-step ethnographic analysis of the 
making of a fashion image. How do industry professionals tell a good 
image from a bad one? How do aesthetic logics pertaining to style inter-
act with institutional logics pertaining to the money, people and institu-
tions involved? Chapter 2 offers a detailed description of the ingredients 
of a photo shoot. It shows which motives and evaluations inform actors’ 
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aesthetic decisions, what resources they draw on, and how these crystal-
lize into the end product of the photo shoot: a ‘good’ high or low fash-
ion photograph. Within the photo shoot, abstract categories such as ‘high’ 
and ‘low’, ‘edgy’ and ‘friendly’ crystallize into different hairdos, poses and 
settings, and thus into different images. Drawing on insights from inter-
action ritual theory and symbolic interactionism, this chapter shows how 
the division between high and low fashion operates through concrete, em-
bodied interactions, and how institutional, symbolic and aesthetic bound-
aries between high and low ‘happen’ simultaneously in the fashion photo 
shoot. The ethnographic methods employed here complement structural 
and institutional approaches to cultural production that assume everyday 
practices of aesthetic decision-making will almost mechanically reproduce 
field structure, macro-relations and field positions. The analysis in Chap-
ter 2 shows that cultural production often results in reproduction, but is 
also open-ended and contingent; it hinges on a shared collective vibe and a 
situational, collective sense of what looks beautiful or ‘right’. 

While most content analyses of media images typically measure a nar-
row range of pre-defined indicators (most notably gender stereotyping or 
sexualisation), the codebook used in this study was designed to capture 
the aesthetic elements of representation as comprehensively and as open-
endedly as possible. Chapter 3 describes in detail the process of designing 
the codebook and training the coders. The codebook contains 156 varia-
bles pertaining to the aesthetic and institutional elements of fashion im-
ages. Codes range from hair colour, eye colour and skin tone to length 
of skirt, height of heels, the use of glitters, latex or fur, exposed cleavage, 
matt or shiny lipstick, type of pose and setting, to freckles, gapped teeth 
and shaved eye brows. The codebook was informed by interviews with and 
fieldwork among industry professionals, which led to the inclusion of pho-
tographic elements such as the use of shadow and the camera standpoint. 
Many codes were developed specifically for this study and are thus meas-
ured for the first time. The most exciting result of this research is that this 
detailed coding of images actually worked: over different time periods and 
across countries, the representation of beauty in fashion images could in-
deed be comprehensively quantified. Given the explorative character of the 
codebook, this chapter reflects on the choices that were made in its design 
(for instance, the trading of quantity for empirical richness and nuance) as 
well as the trials and errors of the coding process. Chapter 3 elaborates on 
the principles of multiple correspondence analysis, employed in Chapter 
4; Chapters 4, 5 and 6 draw on the results of the content analysis. 
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Aesthetic logics define the patterns of combinations in which words 
make a poem, sounds make a song, and visual elements make a beautiful 
image. Chapter 4 analyses the underlying order that structures the assem-
blage of aesthetic elements in photographs of female beauty into coherent 
‘styles’ or ‘tastes’. Through correspondence analysis – a technique that anal-
yses data as a system of relations of similarity and difference – the chapter 
examines to what extent the field of fashion images is ordered by aesthetic 
logics, and how they interact with other ordering structures. I first catego-
rize fashion images from three countries (Italy, the Netherlands and the 
UK) and time periods (1982, 1996, 2011) on the basis of their aesthetic el-
ements. I then compare this categorization to structural institutional cat-
egories: do stylistic differences between fashion images overlap with differ-
ent countries, time periods, magazine titles or genres? Results show that 
the field of fashion images is structured along three dimensions – styliza-
tion versus naturalness, glamorous sexualization versus no sexualization, 
and expressive sexualization versus withdrawal – which make up the aes-
thetic ‘space of possibilities’ in which each fashion image is positioned. 
Despite increasing globalization, commercialization and expansion of the 
fashion field, the positioning of fashion images in this ‘space of possible’ 
styles is remarkably consistent over thirty years and across national con-
texts. The stability and homogeneity of representational styles is traced to 
the distinctive niche position of fashion photography in the wider field of 
representational forms. Over time and across countries, stylistic differences 
overlap most clearly with different magazine types and magazine titles. The 
leading organizing principle – the opposition between stylized and natural 
fashion images – is grounded in the opposition between the transnational 
style of high fashion magazine titles (Vogue, Elle) and that of local, main-
stream magazines. The analysis further reveals a distinctive commercial 
style characterized by expressiveness and sexualization, exemplified cross-
nationally in Cosmopolitan and Men’s Health. 

Chapter 5 turns to the gendered dimension of aesthetic standards and 
the extent to which differences between representations of men and wom-
en can be explained by power differentials between the genders. Compar-
ing fashion images from Italy and the Netherlands – countries that differ 
considerably in gender equality – over a period of thirty years, I find that 
gender-specific representations grow more pronounced in Italy and slight-
ly less so in the Netherlands. While aesthetic standards for representation 
indeed remain gendered, femininity and masculinity are signified in new 
and unexpected ways. Although representations of women rarely suggest 
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‘ritualized subordination’ (Goffman) or dependence, they are increasing-
ly marked by withdrawal and objectification, seen in the emergence of a 
transnational and gendered representational style featuring vacant looks, a 
lack of smiles and open mouths. This chapter suggest that gendered differ-
ences in representation are about more than power; they point to new ways 
of ‘doing’ femininity and sexuality as traditional feminine values, expres-
sivity and engagement give way to disengagement and stylization. Further-
more, both men and women are increasingly objectified. The chapter also 
shows that gendered aesthetic conventions may be culture-specific, polyse-
mic and contingent – aspects which have largely been ignored in analyses 
of gender representation.

Chapter 6 analyses the different ways in which women are presented as 
things in fashion images. Despite widespread attention to the objectifica-
tion of women in media and its many harmful effects, the concept has not 
received the nuanced empirical and theoretical grounding that it deserves, 
thus leading to its erroneous conflation with sexualisation or submissive-
ness. I start with visual examples of objectification to unpack the different 
ways in which objectification is conveyed in images, pointing to the con-
textual nature of visual signs and the combination of aesthetic elements 
that make an image objectified or sexualized. I distinguish between three 
types of objectification – sexual, decorative and withdrawn objectification 
– and present a new methodological framework to measure them. Results 
show how visual elements that have been taken as straightforward indica-
tors of (sexual) objectification, such as the averted gaze and open mouth, 
are ambiguous in their meanings. I find that women are increasingly ob-
jectified in fashion images in ways that do not necessarily convey sexu-
alization or submissiveness but detachment or passivity, and trace these 
patterns to the broader trend of aestheticization, field dynamics, and the 
niche position of fashion photography. Alongside such changes, my find-
ings also reveal that over time, approximately 75% of female fashion mod-
els are portrayed passively, and from a considerable distance. The distinc-
tiveness of fashion models is that they are ‘there to be looked at’.

In sum, the chapters of this dissertation showcase an aesthetic perspec-
tive for studying cultural production – and a call to sociologists to take 
aesthetics seriously. They reveal the added value of an approach that begins 
with aesthetic content and then extrapolates to social structure, rather than 
the other way around. Why not begin by closely examining fashion images 
when trying to understand how they look? 
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I conclude that a typical fashion image shows a styled and groomed, 
non-smiling model in a passive pose that allows the viewer to see her 
clothes. Some are more stylized than others; some show more smiles, oth-
ers more skin. I argue that fashion images look the way they do because: 
1) they follow an aesthetic logic that coordinates which aesthetic elements 
go together and which do not. The elements that are used and the way in 
which they are combined are patterned like words in a language or sounds 
in a song; 2) they represent an aesthetic niche in the wider field of repre-
sentational forms, distinguished from other forms for instance by styliza-
tion, passive poses and cool looks with open, non-smiling mouths. Vari-
ation takes place within these boundaries; and 3) they represent a specific 
gender, or the aesthetic style of a specific magazine type. 

Returning to the central question of this study, stylistic differences in 
fashion images are sometimes explained by aesthetic logics, sometimes by 
wider explanations that relate to social trends or categories, and sometimes 
by institutional explanations such as field expansion and stratification. The 
contribution of this thesis is that it adds an aesthetic perspective to cultural 
differentiation and shows, by examining fashion images, that their aesthet-
ic properties cannot be explained by only looking at social or institutional 
structures. Aesthetic differentiation does not necessarily overlap with in-
stitutional or societal partitioning. Aesthetic content is indeed tied to so-
cial context, but not in the way that existing studies of fashion images and 
advertisements too readily assume. More research that relates stylistic dif-
ferences to specific contexts is needed to see which explanatory levels best 
account for aesthetic variation and change in which contexts. This will 
require research that takes aesthetics seriously as well as the development 
of a more comprehensive sociological theory of aesthetics to unravel the 
puzzles this thesis leaves unresolved: what actually drives aesthetic change, 
how do meanings of visual signs change, and how do social developments 
affect cultural content?
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Modemagazines vormen en verspreiden ideeën over hoe wij er uit moeten 
zien; zij vertellen welke looks, kleding en kapsels ons stijl en succes ople-
veren. In de huidige Westerse cultuur die sterk geglobaliseerd en beeld ge-
oriënteerd is, zijn modemagazines centrale, transnationale instituties die 
onze ideeën over schoonheid, vrouwelijkheid en mannelijkheid vormen. 
In zowel populaire als wetenschappelijke debatten worden modefoto’s be-
kritiseerd omdat ze een verkeerd beeld zouden schetsen; ze verspreiden een 
schoonheidsideaal dat te wit, te dun, te geïdealiseerd en te geobjectiveerd 
is. Ondanks hun controversiële karakter zijn er nauwelijks studies naar hoe 
modefoto’s er uit zien, hoe ze tot stand komen en hoe zij over tijd veran-
deren. Dit proefschrift vergroot onze schaarse kennis over modefoto’s door 
een gedetailleerde beschrijving van deze foto’s, gebruik makend van obser-
vaties, interviews en een inhoudsanalyse van 13.353 modefoto’s, afkomstig 
uit tien verschillende tijdschriften, gepubliceerd in het Verenigd Konink-
rijk, Frankrijk, Italië en Nederland over een periode van dertig jaar (1982-
2011). In plaats van te beginnen met de vraag waarom modefoto’s er uit 
zien zoals zij doen, begin ik bij de beelden zelf: hoe zien modefoto’s er ei-
genlijk uit? De centrale onderzoeksvraag van dit proefschrift is: hoe zien 
modefoto’s er uit en hoe worden zij gevormd door de esthetische standaar-
den en logica’s van het veld van de modefotografie, alsmede bredere maat-
schappelijke factoren?

Modefoto’s kunnen grofweg op drie manieren worden geïnterpreteerd: 
1) modefoto’s reflecteren grootschalige maatschappelijke processen (bij-
voorbeeld, representaties van vrouwen en mannen weerspiegelen maat-
schappelijke genderverhoudingen), 2) modefoto’s verschillen omdat zij in-
gebed zijn in verschillende institutionele contexten; 3) modefoto’s worden 
gevormd door bredere esthetische logica’s (binnen een bepaald veld). De 
eerste twee benaderingen besteden zelden aandacht aan de esthetiek van 
het object zelf, en zien differentiaties tussen cultuurobjecten als de uit-
komst van niet-esthetische sociale, economische en institutionele facto-
ren. Hoewel ik zowel macro-theorieën als institutionele benaderingen ge-
bruik, benadrukt mijn analyse de rol van esthetische logica’s en standaar-
den. Deze zijn wel gerelateerd aan sociale en institutionele contexten maar 
kunnen hier niet volledig tot gereduceerd worden.

Cultuurproducten verschillen omdat zij geconsumeerd worden door 
verschillende publieken en gemaakt worden door verschillende instituties. 
Maar ze zien er ook anders uit, ze smaken, klinken en voelen anders. Niet-
temin worden stijl en vorm zelden serieus genomen in sociologische ana-
lyses. Dit proefschrift presenteert een sociologische analyse van esthetiek, 
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een poging om de esthetische en sociale dimensies van cultuur aan elkaar 
te verbinden.

Mijn onderzoek begint met een stapsgewijze etnografische analyse van 
de productie van een modefoto. Hoe onderscheiden professionals in het 
veld een goede van een slechte foto? Hoe werken esthetische logica’s, die 
draaien om stijl, in op institutionele logica’s die draaien om geld, de be-
trokken mensen en instituties? Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een gedetailleerde be-
schrijving van de ingrediënten van een fotoshoot. Het laat zien welke mo-
tieven en overwegingen een rol spelen in praktische esthetische beslissin-
gen, en hoe deze uiteindelijk uitkristalliseren in het eindproduct: een ‘goe-
de’ en ‘hoge’ of ‘lage’ modefoto. Tijdens de fotoshoot kristalliseren abstrac-
te categorieën zoals ‘hoog’, ‘laag’, ‘edgy’ en ‘sympathiek’, in verschillende 
kapsels, poses en settings, en dus in verschillende beelden. Ik maak gebruik 
van interaction ritual theorie en symbolisch interactionisme, om te laten 
zien hoe de scheiding tussen high en low fashion opereert middels concre-
te, belichaamde interacties, en hoe de grenzen tussen hoog een laag tege-
lijk institutioneel, esthetisch en symbolisch zijn. De etnografische metho-
den die dit hoofdstuk gebruikt vormen een aanvulling op meer gangbare 
structurele en institutionele benaderingen van culturele productie; deze 
veronderstellen een vrijwel mechanische reproductie van veldstructuur en 
macro relaties in alledaagse esthetische beslissingen. Hoofdstuk 2 laat zien 
dat culturele productie vaak resulteert in reproductie, maar dat het tegelijk 
veranderlijk en niet vastomlijnd is. Het hangt af van een gedeelde vibe en 
een situationeel, collectief gevoel van wat mooi of ‘goed’ is. 

De meeste inhoudsanalyses van mediabeelden meten een beperkte se-
lectie van vooraf bepaalde indicatoren, die voornamelijk draaien om gen-
der stereotypering of seksualisering. Het codeboek voor dit onderzoek is 
juist ontworpen om de esthetische elementen van representatie zo veel-
omvattend en zo inductief mogelijk te meten. Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft in 
detail het ontwerp van het codeboek en het codeerproces.  Het codeboek 
bevat 156 variabelen die esthetische en institutionele elementen van mo-
defoto’s vatten. Codes lopen uiteen van kleur haar, ogen en huid tot rok-
lengte, hakhoogte, het gebruik van glitters, latex of bont en van het soort 
lippenstift, pose en setting tot sproeten en afgeschoren wenkbrauwen. Het 
codeboek is onder andere gebaseerd op interviews met- en veldwerk on-
der - professionals in het veld, wat leidde tot het opnemen van fotografi-
sche elementen in het codeboek, zoals het gebruik van schaduw en het ca-
merastandpunt. Veel codes zijn special voor dit onderzoek ontwikkeld en 
worden in dit proefschrift voor het eerst gemeten. Het meest opwindende 
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resultaat van dit onderzoek is eigenlijk dat deze gedetailleerde codering van 
beelden überhaupt mogelijk bleek: voor verschillende perioden en landen 
kon de representatie van schoonheid in modefoto’s inderdaad gekwanti-
ficeerd worden in een veelvoud aan codes. Hoofdstuk 3 reflecteert op het 
exploratieve en vernieuwende karakter van het codeboek, de keuzes die 
gemaakt zijn in het ontwerp ervan (zoals de trade-off van kwantiteit voor 
empirische rijkdom en nuance), en het codeerproces. Dit hoofdstuk legt 
verder de principes van multiple correspondentie-analyse (MCA) uit, de 
methode die in hoofdstuk 4 gebruikt wordt; hoofdstuk 4, 5 en 6 geven de 
resultaten van de inhoudsanalyse weer. 

Esthetische logica’s informeren hoe bepaalde combinaties van woor-
den een gedicht vormen, verschillende tonen een muziekstuk, en visue-
le elementen een mooi beeld. Hoofdstuk 4 analyseert de onderliggende 
structuur die de groepering van esthetische elementen in modefoto’s or-
dent in coherente stijlen of smaken. Dit hoofdstuk gebruikt correspon-
dentie-analyse, een techniek die data analyseert als een systeem van rela-
ties van gelijkheid en verschil, om te zien tot op welke hoogte het veld van 
modefoto’s geordend is door esthetische logica’s en hoe deze samenhan-
gen met andere ordeningsstructuren. Allereerst rangschik ik modefoto’s 
uit drie landen (Italië, Nederland en het Verenigd Koninkrijk) en tijdspe-
riodes (1982, 1996, 2011) op basis van verschillen en gelijkenissen in esthe-
tische elementen. Vervolgens vergelijk ik deze ordening met structurele 
institutionele categorieën: overlappen stilistische verschillen tussen mode-
foto’s met verschillende landen, tijdsperiodes, magazinetitels of magazi-
negenres? De resultaten laten zien het veld van modefoto’s gestructureerd 
wordt door drie dimensies- stilering versus natuurlijkheid, glamoreuze sek-
sualisering versus geen seksualisering en expressieve seksualisering versus 
in zichzelf gekeerdheid (withdrawal in het Engels). Samen vormen zij de 
esthetische ‘ruimte van mogelijkheden’ voor het afbeelden van mensen in 
modefoto’s, waarin elk beeld gepositioneerd kan worden. Ondanks groei-
ende globalisering, commercialisering en expansie van het modeveld, is de 
positionering van modefoto’s in de ruimte van mogelijke stijlen opvallend 
consistent over een periode van dertig jaar en in verschillende nationale 
contexten. De gevonden stabiliteit en homogeniteit is te verklaren vanuit 
de distinctieve ‘niche’ positie van modefotografie ten opzichte van ande-
re representatievormen, zoals nieuwsfotografie of schilderkunst. Over tijd 
en tussen verschillende landen overlappen stilistische verschillen het meest 
met verschillende magazinetypes en magazinetitels. Het belangrijkste or-
ganiserende principe van esthetische stijlen, de oppositie tussen gestileerde 
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en natuurlijke modefoto’s- is gestoeld op de oppositie tussen de transnati-
onale, distinctieve stijl van high fashion magazinetitels (Vogue, Elle) en die 
van lokale, mainstream magazinetitels. Tenslotte kan een commerciële stijl 
worden onderscheiden, die gekenmerkt wordt door expressie en seksuali-
sering en transnationaal terug te zien is in Cosmopolitan en Men’s Health. 

Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt de genderdimensie van esthetische standaar-
den en onderzoekt tot op welke hoogte verschillen tussen representatie 
van mannen en vrouwen verklaard kunnen worden door machtsverschil-
len tussen de genders. Het vergelijken van modefoto’s tussen Italië en Ne-
derland over dertig jaar, twee landen die aanzienlijk verschillen in gender 
gelijkheid, laat zien dat genderspecifieke representaties meer gepronon-
ceerd worden in Italië, en in iets mindere mate in Nederland. De estheti-
sche standaarden voor representatie blijven dus  genderspecifiek, maar aan 
mannelijkheid en vrouwelijkheid wordt op nieuwe, onverwachte manie-
ren betekenis gegeven. Terwijl representaties van vrouwen zelden ‘geritua-
liseerde ondergeschiktheid’ (Goffman) of afhankelijkheid suggereren, wor-
den zij steeds meer gekenmerkt door ‘withdrawal’ en objectivering. Dit is 
terug te zien in de opkomst van een transnationale, genderspecifieke stijl 
waarin modellen afgebeeld worden met een lege blik, zonder lach en een 
open mond. Dit hoofdstuk laat zien dat genderverschillen in representatie 
over meer dan machtsverhoudingen gaan, ze wijzen op nieuwe manieren 
van het ‘doen’ van vrouwelijkheid en seksualiteit; traditioneel vrouwelij-
ke waarden zoals expressiviteit en betrokkenheid maken plaats voor onbe-
trokkenheid en stilering. Bovendien worden zowel mannen als vrouwen 
steeds meer geobjectiveerd in modefoto’s. Dit hoofdstuk laat tenslotte zien 
dat genderspecifieke esthetische conventies vaak cultuurspecifiek, polyse-
misch en veranderlijk zijn- aspecten waarmee vrijwel geen rekening wordt 
gehouden in bestaande analyses van genderrepresentatie.

In hoofdstuk 6 analyseer ik de verschillende manieren waarop vrouwen 
als ‘ding’ worden gepresenteerd in modefoto’s. Ondanks de grote hoeveel-
heid aandacht voor de objectivering van vrouwen in visuele media en de 
vele veronderstelde schadelijke effecten hiervan, missen studies naar dit 
thema in het algemeen een genuanceerde empirische en theoretische basis. 
Objectivering wordt bijvoorbeeld gelijkgesteld aan seksualisering en on-
derschikking, maar dit hoofdstuk laat aan de hand van voorbeelden van 
objectivering in modefoto’s zien dat objectivering in verschillende vormen 
voorkomt. Bovendien is de betekenis van visuele elementen polysemisch 
en is het de combinatie van esthetische elementen die een beeld wel of niet 
geseksualiseerd of geobjectiveerd maakt. Ik onderscheid drie vormen van 
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objectivering- seksuele, decoratieve en ‘withdrawn’ objectivering- en pre-
senteer een nieuwe methodologische strategie om deze te meten. Visuele 
elementen die door andere studies als directe indicatoren voor (seksuele) 
objectivering zijn genomen, zoals de open mond en een afgewende blik, 
blijken niet zo eenduidig in hun betekenis. In combinatie met een herken-
bare setting en een actieve pose draagt een afgewende blik bijvoorbeeld bij 
aan een niet geposeerde, snapshot-achtige stijl, in plaats van te duiden op 
objectivering. Mijn analyse laat zien dat vrouwen steeds meer geobjecti-
veerd worden in modefoto’s maar niet op manieren die per se seksualise-
ring of ondergeschiktheid uitdragen, maar in plaats daarvan onthechting 
of passiviteit. Ik relateer de gevonden tendensen aan een bredere maat-
schappelijke trend van esthetisering, en vanuit interne velddynamiek en 
de nichepositie die de stijl van modefotografie inneemt. Naast de gevon-
den verandering laat dit hoofdstuk ook zien dat over een periode van der-
tig jaar ongeveer 75% van de vrouwelijke modellen altijd passief wordt af-
gebeeld en van een redelijke afstand. Een zekere mate van objectivering is 
dus karakteristiek voor modellen; hun essentie is dat zij door ons bekeken 
worden. 

Dit proefschrift past een esthetisch perspectief toe op culturele pro-
ductie en roept sociologen op om esthetiek serieus te nemen. Het laat de 
toegevoegde waarde zien van een benadering die begint bij esthetiek en in 
tweede instantie extrapoleert naar sociale structuur, in plaats van anders-
om. Als we willen begrijpen waarom modefoto’s er uitzien zoals zij doen, 
waarom zouden we dan niet beginnen met heel goed te kijken naar hoe zij 
er eigenlijk uit zien?

Ik concludeer dat een typische modefoto een gestileerd, verzorgd en 
niet-lachend model laat zien in een passieve pose die de kijker zicht geeft 
op zijn of haar kleding. Sommige foto’s zijn gestileerder dan andere; som-
mige foto’s tonen meer lach, anderen meer naaktheid. Modebeelden zien 
er zo uit zoals ze doen omdat 1) zij een esthetische logica volgen die coör-
dineert welke elementen samengaan en welke niet, 2) zij een esthetische 
niche representeren in het bredere veld van representatievormen, die zich 
onderscheidt van andere vormen door bijvoorbeeld stilering, passieve po-
ses, en koele looks. Variatie vindt plaats binnen deze grenzen, en 3) zij een 
specifieke vorm van mannelijkheid of vrouwelijkheid representeren of de 
esthetische stijl van een specifiek magazine.

Terugkomend op de centrale vraag van dit onderzoek: stilistische ver-
schillen in modefoto’s kunnen soms worden verklaard door esthetische lo-
gica, soms door bredere verklaringen die gerelateerd zijn aan sociale trends 
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of categorieën, en soms door institutionele verklaringen zoals expansie van 
het veld of stratificatie in een cultureel veld. De vernieuwende bijdrage van 
dit proefschrift is dat het een esthetisch perspectief ontwikkelt op culturele 
differentiatie en laat zien dat de esthetische eigenschappen van modefoto’s 
niet verklaard kunnen worden door alleen te kijken naar sociale en insti-
tutionele structuren. Esthetische differentiatie overlapt niet noodzakelijk 
met institutionele of maatschappelijke classificaties. Esthetische inhoud is 
wel degelijk verbonden aan sociale context, maar niet altijd op de manier 
die door bestaande studies van modefoto’s en advertenties te gemakkelijk 
verondersteld wordt. Verder onderzoek waarin verschillen in stijl worden 
onderzocht in relatie tot verschillende sociale contexten, is nodig om uit te 
vinden welke verklaringsniveaus esthetische variatie het best verklaren in 
welke contexten. Dit vraagt om onderzoek waarin esthetiek serieus geno-
men wordt, en de ontwikkeling van een meer volledige sociologische the-
orie van esthetiek die inzicht geeft in de vraagstukken die dit proefschrift 
onopgelost laat; wat beweegt esthetische verandering, hoe veranderen be-
tekenissen van visuele tekens, en hoe beïnvloeden sociale en esthetische 
structuren elkaar?

  


